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PREFACE. 

IN 1866 and 1867, I followed England round the 

world: everywhere I was in English-speaking, or 

in English-governed lands. If I remarked that 

climate, soil, manners of life, that mixture with 

other peoples had modified the blood, I saw, too, 

that in essentials the race was always one. 

The idea which in all the length of my travels 

has been at once my fellow and my guide-a key 

wherewith to unlock the hidden things ~f strange 

new lands-is a conception, however imperfect, of 

the grandeur of our race, already girdling the 

earth, which it is dcstined, perhaps, eventually to 

overspread. 

In America, the peoples of the world are being 

fused together, but they are run into an English 

mould: Alfred's laws and Chaucer's tongue are 

theirs whether they would or no. There are men 

who say that Britain in her age will claim the 

glory of having planted greater Englands across . 
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the seas. They fail to perceive that she hll.!! done 

more than found plantations of her own-that she 

hll.!! imposed her institutions upon the offshoots of 

Germany, of Ireland, of Scandinavia, and of Spain. 

Through America, England is speaking to the 

world. 

Sketches of Saxondom may be of" interest even 

upon humbler grounds: the development of the 

England of Elizabeth is to be found, not in the 

Britain of Victoria, but in half the habitable 

globe. If two small islands are by courtesy styled 

"Great," America, Anstralia, India, mnst form a 

Greater Britain. 

76, SLOA3i. Sruzr, S. w. 
lAC 1.--.., IM8-

c. W. D. 
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GREATER BRITAIN. 

CHAPTER 1. 

VIRGINIA. 

FROM the bows of the steamer Saratoga, on the 20th 
June, 1866, I caught sight of the low works of Fort 
Monroe, as, threading her way between the sand
banks of Capes Charles and Henry, our ship pressed 
on, under sail and steam, to enter Chesapeake Bay. 

Our sudden amval amid shoals of sharks and king
fish, the keeping watch for flocks of canvas-backed 
ducks, gave us enough and to spare of idle work till 
we fully sighted the Yorktown peninsula, overgrown 
with ancient memories-ancient for America. Three 
'towns of lost grandeur, or their ruins, stand there 
still Williamsburg, the former capital, graced even 
to our time by the palaces where once the royal 
governors held more than regal state; Yorktown, 
where Cornwallis surrendered to the continental 
troops; Jamestown, the earliest settlement, founded 
in 1607, thirteen years before old Governor Winthrop 
fixed the site of Plymouth, MaBSachusetts. 

B 2 
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A bump against the pier of Fort Monroe soon 
roused us from our musings, and we found ourselves 
invaded by A swarm of stalwart negro troopers, 
clothed in the cavalry uniform of the United States, 
who boarded us for the mails. Not a white man 
save those we brought was to be seen upon the pier, 
and the blazing sun made me thankful that 1 had 
declined an oft'ered letter to J eft'. Davis. 

Pushing off again into the stream, we ran the 
gauntlet of the Rip-Raps pasaage, and made for 
Norfolk, having on our left the many exits of the 
Dismal Swamp Canal. Crossing Hampton Roads--a 
grand bay with pleasant grassy shores, destined one 
day to become the best known, as by natur~ it is 
the noblest, of Atlantic ports-we nearly ran upon 
the wrecks of the Federal frigates Cumberland and 
Congress, sunk by the rebel ram Merrimac in the 
first great naval action of the war; but soon after, 
by a sort of poetic justice, we almost drifted into 
the black hull of the JIerrimac herself. Great gangs 
of negroes were labouring laughingly at the removal, 
by blasting, of the sunken ships. 

When we were securely moored at Norfolk pier, I 
set oft' upon an inspPction of the second city of 
Virginia. Again not a white man was to be seen, 
but hundreds of negroes were working in the heat, 
building, repairing, road-making, and happily chatter
ing the while. At last, turning a comer, I came on 
an hotel, and, as a consequence, on a bar and its 
crowd of BWaggering white&-" Johnny Reba" all, 
you might see by the breadth ~ their brim&, for &croI!8 
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the Atlantic a broad-brim denotes less the man of 
peace than the ex-member of a Southern guerilla 
band, Morgan's, Mosby's, or Stuart's. No Southerner 
will wear .the Yankee" stove-pipe" hat; a Panama 
or Palmetto for him, he says, though he keeps to the 
long· black coat that rules from Maine to tqe Rio 
Grandc. 

These Southerners were all alilte-· all were upright, 
tall, and heavily moustached; all had. long black 
hair and glittering eyes, and I looked instinctively 
for the baldric and rapier. It needed no second glance 
to assure me that as far 88 the men of Norfolk were 
concerned, the saying of our Yankee skipper was not 
far from the truth: "The last idea that. enters the 
mind of a Southerner is that of doing work." 

Strangers are scarce in Norfolk, and it was not long 
before I found an· eX(luse for entering into conversa
tion with the "citi2ens:' My first question was not 
received with much cordiality by my new acquaint
ances. "How do the negroes work 1 Wall, we spells 
nigger with two ' g's,' I reckon." (Virginians, I must 
explain, are used to reckon 88· much as New Eng
landers to "guess," while Western men "calculate" 
88 often 88 they cease to swear.) "How does: the 
niggers work 1 Wall, niggers is darned fools, certain, 
but they ain't quite sich fools as to work while the 
Yanks will feed 'em. No, sir, not quite sich fools 
88 that." Hardly deeming it wise to point to the 
negroes working in the sun-blaze within a. hundred 
yards, while we sat rocking ourselves in the verandah 
of the inn, I changed my tack, and asked whether 
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things were settling down in Norfolk. This query 
soon led my friends upon the line I wanted them 
to take, and in five minutes we were well through 
politics, and plunging into the very war.. " 'you're 
a Britisher. Now, all that they tell you's darned 
lies. We're just as secesh as we ever was, only 80 

many's killed that we can't fight-that's all, I 
reckon." "We ain't going to fight the North and 
West again," said an ex-colonel of rebel infantry; 
"next time we fight, 'twill be us and the W cst 
against the Y auks. We'll keep the old flag then, 
and be darned to them." "If it hadn't been for 
the politicians, we shouldn't have seceded at all, 
I reckon: we should just have kept the old flag 
and the constitution, and the Y auks would have 
seceded from us. Reckon we'd have let 'em go." 
" Wall. boys, s'pose we liquor," closed in the colonel, 
shooting out his old quid, and filling in with 
another. "We'd have fought for a lifetime if the 
cussed Southerners hadn't deserted like they did." I 
asked who these "Southerners" were to whom such 
disrespect W3ll being shown. "You didn't think 
Virginia was a Southern State over in Britain, did 
you; 'cause Virginia's a border State, sir. We didn't 
go to secede at all; it was them blasted Southerners 
that brought it on us. First they wouldn't give a 
command to General Robert E. Lee, then they made 
us do all the fighting for 'em, and then, when the 
pinch came, they left us in the lurch. Why, sir, 
I saw three }[jssissippi regiments surrender without 
a blow-yes. sir: that's right down good whisky; 
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jess you sample it." Here the steam-w:hlstle of 1;h.e 
Saratoga sounded with its deep bray. "Reckon you1J, 
have to hurry up to make eonnexions:' said one of 
my new friends, and I hurned o~ not without a fe!Q' 
lest some of the group should shoot after me, to 
avenge the affront of my quitting them before th\l 
mixing of the drinks. They were but a. pack of 
.. mean whites," "North Carolina. crackers," but their 
views were those which I found dominant in all ranks 
at Richmond, and up the eountry in Virginia. 
. After all, the Southern planters are not" Th\l South," 
which for political purposes is eolllposed of the "mean 
,vhites," of the Irish ot: the towns. and of the Sou1(h
Western men-Missour.i.ant<. Kentuckians, and Texans
fiercely anti-Northern, without being in sentiment what 
we should call Southern. certainly not representatives 
of the" Southern Chivalry." The" mean whites," or 
" poor trash." are the whites who are not planters
Illembers of the slave-holding race who never held 
a slave-white men looked down upon by the negroes. 
It is a. necessary result of the despotic government of 
pne race by another that the poor members of the 
dominant people are universally deApised: the" desti
tute E~peans" of Bombay, the " white loafers" of the 
Punjaub, are famjljar cases. Where slavery exists, the 
~. poor trash" class must inevitably be both large and 
wretched: primogeniture is necessary to keep the 
plantations sufficiently great to allow for the payment 
of overseers and the supporting in luxmy of the 
planter family, and younger sons and their descendants 
are not only left destitute, but debarred from earning 
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their brfad by honest industry, for in a slave country 
labour is degrading. 

The Southern planters were gentlemen, p088e88ed of 
many aristocratic virtues, along with every aristocratic 
vice; but to each planter there were nine "mean 
whites," who, though grossly ignorant. full of insolence, 
given to the use of the knife and pistol upon the 
slightest provocation. were until the election of Lincoln 
to the presidency as completely the rulers of America 
as they were afterwards the leadet:B of the rebellion. 

At sunset we started up the James on our way to 
City Point and Richmond, sailing almost between the 
very masts of the famous rebel privateer the FWrida, 
and seeing her as she lay under the still, grey waters. 
She was cut out from a Brazilian port, and when 
claimed by the imperial government was to have been 
at once surrendered. While the despatches were on 
their way to Norfolk, she was ron into at her moorings 
by a Federal gunboat, and fi11t.d and sank directly. 
Friends of the confederacy have hinted that the 
collision was strangely opportune; nevertheless, the 
fact remains that the commander of the gunboat was 
dismissed the navy for his earelessnC88. 

The twilight was beyond description lovely. The 
ehange from the auks and ioo-birds of the Atlantic 
to the blue-birds and robins of Virginia was not more 
sudden than that from winter to tropical warmth and 
sensuous indolence; but the seeuery. too, of the river 
is beautiful in its very ehangelC8llJle8& Those who 
can see no beauty but in boldneSB, might call the 
James as monotonous as the lower Loire. 
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. After weeks of bitter cold, warm evenings favour 
meditation. The soft air, the antiquity of the forest, 
the languor of the sunset breeze, all dispose to dream 
and sleep. That oak has seen Powhatan; the 
founders of Jamestown may have pointed at that 
grand old sycamore. In this drowsy humoul', we 
sighted the far-famed batteries of Newport News, and 
turning-in to berth or hamI!lock, lay all night at City 
Point, near Petersburg. 

A little before sunrise we weighed again, and 
sought a passage through the tremendous Confederate 
.. obstructions." Rows of iron skeletons, the frame
works of the wheels of sunken steamers, showed 
above the stream, casting gaunt shadows westward, 
and varied only by here and there a battered smoke
stack or a spar. The whole of the steamers that had 
plied upon the James and the canals before the war • were lying here in rows, sunk lengthwise along the 
stream. Two in the middle of each row had been 
raised to let the Government vessels pass! but in the 
heat-mist and faint light the navigation was most 
difficult. For five-and-twenty miles the rebel forts 
were as thick as the hills and points allowed; yet in 
spite of booms and bam, of sunken ships, of batteries 
and torpedoes, the Federal Monitors once forced their 
way to Fort Darling in the outer works of Rich
mond. I remembered these things a few weeks 
later, when General Grant's first words to me at 
Washington were: "Glad to meet you. What have 
you seen 1" "The Capitol" .. Go at once and see 
the Monitors." He afterwards said to me, in words 
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that photograph not only the Monitors, but Grant: 
'.' You can batter away at thoAe things for a month, 
and do no good." 

At Dutch Gap, we came suddenly upon a curious 
scene. The river flowed towards us down a long 
straight reach, bounded by a lofty hill crowned with 
tremendous earthworks; but through a deep trench or 
cleft, hardly fifty yards in length, upon our right, we 
could see the stream running with violence in a 
direction parallel with our course. The hills about 
the gully were hollowed out into caves and bomb
proofs, evidently meant as shelters from vertical 
tire, but .the rough graves of a vast cemetery showed 
that the protection was 80ught in vain. Forests of 
crosses of uupainted wood rose upon every acre of fiat 
ground. On the peninsula, all but made an island 
by the cleft, was a grove of giant trees, leafless, hark
less, dead, and blanched by a double change in the 
level of the stream. There is no sight 80 sad as that 
of a drowned forest, with a turkey-buzzard on each 
bough. On the bank upon our left was an iron 
ecaffold, eight or ten storeys high,-" Butler's Look
(lut,- as the cleft was "Butler's Dutch Gap Canal" 
The canal. unfinished in war, is now to be completed 
at State expense for purposes of trade. 

As we rounded the extremity of the peninsula, an 
eagle was seen to light upon a tree. From every 
portion of the ship-main deck, hurricane deck. lower 
deck ports-revolvers ready capped and loaded were 
brought to bear upon the bird, which sheered oft' un
barmedamid a storm of bullet& After this inddent, 
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I was careful in my political discussions with my 
shipmates; disarmament in the Confederacy had 
clearly not been extended to private weapons. 

The outer and inner lines of fortifications passed, 
we came in view of a Dlany-steepled town, with domes 
and spires recalling Oxford, hanging on a ,bank above 
a crimson-coloured' foaming stream. In ten minutes 
we were alongside the wharf at Richmond, and in 
half an hour safely housed in the "Exchange" Hotel, 
kept by the Messrs. Carrington, of whom the tiither 
was a private, the son a colonel, in the rebel Volunteers. 
. The next day, while the works and obstructions on 
the James were still fresh in my mind, I took train 
to Petersburg, the city the capture of which by Grant 
was the last blow struck by the North at the melting 
forces of the Confederacy. 

The line showed the war: here and there the track, 
tom up in Northern raids, had barely been repaired; 
the bridges were bumn and broken; the rails worn 
down to an iron thread. The joke" on board," as they 
say here for "in the train," was that the engine
drivers down the line are tolerably 'cute' men, who, 
when the rails are altogether worn away, understand 
how to "go it on the bare wood," and who at all 
times" know where to jump." 

From the window of the car we could see that in 
the country there were left no mules, no horses, no 
roads, no men. The solitude is not all owing to the 
war: in the whole five-and-twenty miles from Rich
JIlond to Petersburg there was before- the war but a 
single station; in New England your p~age-card 
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often. gives a station in every two miJe& A careful 
look at the underwood on either side the line showed 
that this forest is not primeval, that all this country 
had once been ploughed. 

Virginia stands first among the States for natural 
advantages: in climate she is unequalled; her soil is 
fertile; her mineral wealth in coal, copper, gold, and 
iron, enormous and well placed ; her rivers good, and 
her great harbour one of the best in the world. Vir
ginia has been planted more than 250 years, and is 
as large as England, yet has a free population of only 
a million. In every kind of production she is miser
ably inferior to Missouri or Ohio, in most inferior also 
to the infant States of Michigan and Illinois. Only 
a quarter of her soil is under cnltivation, to half that 
of poor starved New England, and the mines are 
deserted which were worked by the very Indians 
who were driven from the land as savages a hundred 
years ago. 

There is no surer test of the condition of a country 
than the state of ita highways. In driving on the 
main roads round Richmond, in visiting the Beene of 
M<.-cIellan's great defeat oD the Chickahominy at 
Mechanicsville and Malvern Hill, I myself and an 
American gentleman who was with me had to get 
out and lay the planks upon the bridges, and then 
sit uPon them, to keep them down while the black 
coachman drove acrosa. The best roads in Virginia 
are but ill-kept .. corduroys;" but, bad as are these, 
"plank roads" over which artillery has pa88ed, 
knocking out every other plank, are WOl!Ie by far; 
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yet such· is the main road from Richmond. towards 
the West. 

There is not only a scarcity of roads, but of rail· 
roads. A comparison of the railway system of 
Illinois and Indiana with the two lines of Ken. 
tucky or the one of Western Virginia or Louisiana, is 
a comparison of the South with the North, of slavery 
with freedom. Virginia shows already the decay of 
age, but is blasted by slavery rather than by war. 

Passing through Petersburg, the streets of which 
were gay with 'the feathery·brown blooms of the 
Venetian shumach,but almost deserted by human 
beings, who have not returned· to the city since they 
were driven out by the shot and shell of which their 
houses show the sears, we were soon in the rebel 
works. There are sixty miles of these works in all, 
line within line, three deep: alternations of sand-pits 
and sand-heaps, with here and there a tree-trunk 
pierced for riflemen, and everywhere a double row 
of chevaux de frise. The forts nearest this point 
"'ere named by their rebel oc'cupants Fort Hell and 
Fort Damnation. Tremendous works, but it needed 
no long interview with Grant to understand their 
capture. I had not been ten minutes in his office 
at Washington before I saw that the secret of his 
unvarying success lay in his unflinching determi
nation: there is pith in the American conceit which 
reads in his initials, .. U. S. G.," "unconditional
surrender Grant." 

The works defending Richmond, hardly so strong as 
those of Petersburg, were attacked in a novel manner 
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in the third year of the war. A strong body of Federal 
cavalry on a raid, unsuppo~d by infantry or gun8, 
came suddenly by night upon the 'outer lines of Rich
mond on the west. Something had led them to believe 
that. the rebels were not in force, and with the strange 
aimless daring that animated both parties during the 
rebellion, they rode straight in along the winding 
road, unchallenged, and came up to the inner linee. 
There they were met by a volley which emptied a few 
saddles, and they retired, without even stopping to 
spike the guns in the outer works. Had they known 
enough of the troops opposed to them to have con
tinued to advance, tbey might have taken Richmond, 
and held it long enough to have eaptured the rebel 
president and senate, and burned the great iron-works 
and shipe. The whole of the rebel army had gone 
north, and even the home guard was eamped out 
on the Chickahominy. The troops who fired tbe 
volley were a company of the " iron-works battalion," 
boys employed at the foundries, not one of whom bad 
ever fired a rifle before this night. They confessed 
themselves that" one minute more, and they'd have 
run;" but the volley just stopped tbe enemy in 
time. 

The spot where we first struck the rebel lines was 
that known as the Crater-the funnel-flhaped eavity 
formed when Grant sPrang his famous mine. 1,500 
men are buried in the bollow itself, and the bones of 
those smothered by the falling earth are working 
through the soil 5,000 negro troops were killed 
in this attack, and are buried round the hollow 
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where they died, fighting as gallantly .as they fought 
everywhere throughout the war. It is a singular 
testimony to the. continuousness of the fire, that the 
still remajning subterranean passages show that in 
eounterinining the rebels came once wiihinthree' feet 
of the mine, yet failed to hear the working parties. 
Thousands of old army shoes were lying on the earth, 
and negro boys were digging up bullets for old lead. ': 

Within eighty yards of the Crater are the Federal 
investing lines, on which the trumpet flower of oui; 
gardens was growing wild in deep rich massea. The 
negroes told me not to gather it, because 'they believe 
it scalds the hand. ~ey call it "poison plant,", or 
" blister weed." The blue-birds and scarlet, tannagers 
were playing about the horn-shaped flowers. _ 
, Just within Grant's earthworks are the ruins of 
an ancient church, built, it is said, with bricks that 
were brought by the first colonists from England 'in 
1614. About Norfolk, about Petersburg, and the 
Shenandoah Valley, you cannot ride twenty miles 
through the Virginian forest without bursting in upon 
Bome glade containing a quaint old church, or a 

. creeper-covered roofless palace of the Culpeppers, the 
Randolphs, or the Scotts. The county names have in 
them aU a: history. Taking the letter" B" alone, we 
have Barbour, Bath, Bedford, Berkeley, Boone, Bote
tourt, Braxton, Brooke, Brunswick, Buchanan, Bucking" 
ham. A dozen counties in the State are named from 
kings or princes. The slave-owning cavaliers whose 
names the remainder bear are the men most truly guilty 
'Of the late attempt made by their descendants'ito 
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create an empire founded on disloyalty and oppres
sion; but within sight of this old church of theirs 
at Petersburg, thirty-three miles of Federal outworka 
stand as a monument of how the attempt was 
crushed by the children of their New England brother
colonists. 

The names of streams and hamlets in Virginia 
have often a quaint English ring. On the Potomac, 
near Harper's Ferry, I once came upon "Sir John's 
Run." Upon my asking a tall gaunt fellow who 
was fishing whether this was the spot on which the 
Knight of Windsor "larded the lean earth," I got 
for sole answer: " Wall, don't know 'bout that, 
but it's a mighty fine spot for yellow-fin trout." 
The entry to Virginia is characteristic. Yon sail 
between capes named from the sons of James L, 
and have fronting you the estuariCII of two rivera 
called after the King and the Duke of York. 

The old "F. F. Va," the first families of Virginia, 
whose founders gave these monarchic names to the 
rivers and counties of the State, are far off now in 
Texas and California-those, that is, which were 
not extmd; before the war. The tenth Lord Fairfax 
keeps a tiny ranch near San Frandsco; some of the 
chief Denmans are also to be found in California. 
In all such cases of which I heard, the emigration 
took place before the war; Northern eouquest could 
not be made use of as a plea whereby to escape the 
reproaches due to the slave-owning system. There 
is a stroke of justice in the fact that the Virginian 
oligarchy have ruined themselves in ruining their 
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State; but the gaming hells of Farobankopolis, as 
'Richmond once was called. have much for which to 
answer. 

When the "burnt district", comes to be rebuilt, 
Richmond will be the most beautiful of all the 
Atlantic cities; while the water-power of the rapids 
of the James ,and its situation at the junction of 
canal and river, secure for it a prosperous future. 

The superb position of the State Hous.e (which 
formed the rebel capitol), on the brow of a long hill, 
whence it overhangs the city and the James, has 
in it something of satire. The Parliament-house of 
George Washington's own State, the State House, 
contains the famed statue set up by the general 
assembly of the Commonwealth of Virginia to the 
hero's memory. Without the building stands the 
still more noteworthy bronze statue of the first 
President, erected jointly, by allth~ States in the 
then Union. That such monuments should overlook 
the battle-fields of the war provoked by the secession 
from the Union of Washington's loved Virginia, is 
a fact full of the grim irony of history. 
. Hollywoou, the cemetery of Richmond. is a place 
full of touching sad BuggestiollB, and very beautiful, 
with deep shades and rippling streams. During 
the war, there were hospitals in Richmond for 
20,000 men. and "always full," they say. The 
Richmond men who were killed in battle were buried 
where they fell, but 8,000 who died in hospital 
are buried here. and over them is placed a wooden 
cross, with the inscription in black paint, "Dead, 

VOL. t. c 
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but not forgotten." In another spot lie the Union 
dead, under the shadow of the flag for which they 
died. 

From Monroe's tomb the evening view is singularly 
soft and calm; the quieter and calmer for the drone 
in which are mingled the trills of the mocking
bird, the hoarse croaking of the b~ll-frog, the hum 
of the myriad fire-flies, that glow like summer 
lightning among the trees; the distant roar of the 
river, of which the rich red water can still be seen, 
beaten by the rocks into a rOffY foam. 

With the moment's chillness of the sunset breeze, 
the golden glory of the heavens fades into grey, 
and there comes quickly over them the solemn blue
ness of the Southern night. Thoughts are springing 
lIP of the many thousand unnamed graves, where the 
rebel soldiers lie unknown, when the Federal drums 
in Richmond begin sharply beating the rappel 
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CHAPTER II. 

THE NEGRO. 

IN the back country of Virginia, and on the borders 
of North Carolina, it becomes clear that our co=on 
English notions of the negro and of slavery are 
nearer the truth than co=on notions· often are. 
The London Christy Minstrels are not more given 
to bursts of laughter of the form "Yah! yah 1" 
than are the plantation hands. The negroes upon 
the Virginian farms are not maligned by those who. 
represent them as delighting in the contrasts of 
crimson and yellow, or emerald and sky-blue. I 
have seen them on a Sunday afternoon, dressed in 
scarlet waistcoats and gold-laced cravats, returning 
hurriedly from .. meetin'," to dance break-downs, and 
~ from ear to ear for hours at a time. . What 
better should we expect from men to whom until 
just now it was forbidden, under tremendous penalties, 
to teach their letters ! 

Nothing can force the planters to treat negro 
freedom save from the comic side. To them the 
thing is too new for thought, too strange for argu
ment ; the ridiculous lies on the surface. and to 
this they turn as a relief. When I asked a 

c 2 
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planter how. the blacks prospered under freedom, 
his answer was, .. Ours don't much like it. You 
see, it necessitates monogamy. If I talk about the 
• responsibilities of freedom,' Sambo says, • Dunno 
'bout that; please, mass' George, me want two 
wife.' .. Another planter tells me, that the only 
change that he can see in the condition of the negroes 
since they have been free, is that formerly the 
supervision of the overseer forced them occasionally 
to be clean, whereas now nothing on earth can make 
them wash. He says that, writing lately to his 
agent, he received an answer to which there Was 

the following postscript: .. You ain't sent no sope. 
You had better send sope: niggers is certaiuly 
needing sope." 

It is easy to treat the negro question in this way; 
easy, on the other hand, to aasert that since history 
fails ns a8 a guide to the future of the emancipated 
blacks, we should see what time will bring, and 
meanwhile set down "negroes a8 a monster class of 
which nothing is yet known. and, like the compilers 
of the Catalan map, say of places of which we have 
no knowledge, .. Here be giants, cannibals, and 
negroes." As long as we posses8 Jamaica, and are 
masters . upon the African west coast, the negro 
question is one of moment to ourselves. It is one, 
too, of mightier import, for it is bound up with 
the future of the English in America. It is by 
no means a question to be J"!"sed over a8 a joke. 
There are five millions of negroes in the United 
States; juries throughout ten States of the Union 
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are mainly chosen from the black race. The matter 
is . not only serious, but full of interest, political, 
ethnological, historic. 

In the South you must take nothing upon trust; 
believe nothing you are told. Nowhere in the world 
do "facts" appear so differently to those who view 
them through spectacles of yellow or of rose. The 
old planters tell you that all is ruin,-tli.at they 
h&ve but half the hands they need, and from each 
hand but a half-day's work: the new men, with 
Northern energy and Northern capital, tell you that 
they get on very well . 

The old Southern planters find it hard to rid them
selves of their traditions; they cannot understand 
free blacks, and slavery makes not only the slaves 
but the masters shiftless. They have no cash, and 
the Metayer . system gives rise to the suspicion of 
some fraud, for the negroes are very distrustful of 
the honesty of their former masters. 

The worst of the evils that must inevitably grow 
out of the sudden emancipation of millions of slaves 
have not shown lhemselves as yet, in consequence 

. of the great amount of work that has to ,bjl done 
in the cities of the South, in repairing the ruin 
caused during the war by fire and want of care, 
and in building places of business for the Northern 
capitalists. The negroes of Virginia and North Caro
lina have flocked down to the towns and ports by 
the thousand, and find in Norfolk, ltichmond, Wil
mington, and Fort Monroe employment for the 
moment. Their absence from the plantations makes 
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labour dear up country, and this in itself tempts 
the negroes who remain on land to work sturdily 
for wages. Seven dollars a month-at the then rate 
equal to one pound-with board and lodging, were 
being paid to black field hands on the com and 
tobacco farms near Richmond. It is when the city 
works are over that the preBBure will come, and it will 
probably end in the blacks largely pushing northwards, 
and driving the Irish out of hotel service at New 
York and Boston, as they have done in Philadelphia 
and St. Louis. 

Already the negroes are beginning to ask for 
land, and they complain loudly that none of the 
confiscated lands have been aBBigned to them. .. Ef 
yer dun gib DB de land, reckon de ole JII38838 

'll starb de nig.,aahs," was a plain, straightforward 
summary of the negro view of the negro question. 
given me by a white·bearded old" uncle" in Richmond, 
and backed by every black man within hearing in 
a choms of .. Dat's tme, for shore;" but I found up 
the country. that the planters are afraid to let the 
negroes own or farm for themselves the smallest 
plot of land, for fear that they should sell ten times 
as much as they grew, stealing their .. crop" from 
the granaries of their employers. 

Upon' a farm near Petersburg, owned by a Northern 
capitalist, I was told that 1,000 acres, which before 
emancipation had been tilled by 100 slaves, now 
needed but forty freedmen for its cultivation; but 
when I reached it, I fonnd that the former nnmber 
included old people and women, while the forty were 
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all hale men. The men were paid upon the t~ 
system. A card was given them for ea~h day's 
work, which was accepted at the plantation store 
in payment for goods supplied, and at the end of 
the month money was paid for the remaining tickets. 
The planters say that the field hands will not 
support their old people; but this means only that, 
like white folk, they try to make as much· money 
as they can, and know that if they plead the 
wants of their own wives and children, the whites 
will keep their old people. 

That the negro slaves were lazy, thriftless, unchaste, 
thieves, is true; but it is as slaves, and not as negroes, 
that they were all these things; and, after /tIl, the 
effects of slavery upon the slave are less· terrible 
than its effects upon the master. The moral condi
tion to which the planter class had been brought 
by slavery, shows out plainly in the speeches of the 
rebel leaders. Alexander H. Stephens, Vice-President 
of the Confederacy, declared in 1861 that" Slavery 
is the natural and moral condition of the negro. . .• I 
cannot permit myself to doubt," he went on, ".the . 
. ultinlate success of a full recognition of t~ principle 
throughout the civilized and enlightened world ••.. 
negro slavery is in its infancy:' 

There is reason to believe that the American 
negroes will justify the hopes of their best friends: 
they have made the best of every chance that has 
been given them yet; they made good s~ldiers, they 
are eager to learn their letters, they are steady at 
their work :-in Barbadoes they are industrious anll 
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well-conducted; in La Plata they are exemplary 
citizens. In America, 118 yet, the coloured labourer 
hili! had no motive to be industrious. 

General Grant assured me of the great aptne88 at 
soldiering shown by the negro troops. In battle 
they displayed extraordinary courage, but if their 
officers were picked off they could not stand a 
charge; no more, he said, could their Southern 
mll8ters. The power of standing finil after the 1088 
of leaders is po88688ed only by regiments where every 
private is 118 good 118 his captain and colonel, such 118 

the North-western and New England volunteers. 
Before I left Richmond, I had one morning found 

my way into a school for the younger blacks. There 
were 118 many present 118 the forms would hold
sixty, perhaps, in all-and three wounded New 
England soldiers. with pale thiu faces, were patiently 
teaching them to write. The boys seemed quick 
and apt enough, but they were very raw-i>nly a 
week or two in the school Since the time when 
Oberlin first proclaimed the potential equality of the 
race, by admitting negrot'tl 118 freely as white men 
and women to the college, the negroes have never 
been backward to Jearn. 

It mnat not be supposed that the negro is wanting 
in abilities of a certain kind. Even in the imbecility 
of the Congo dance we note his unriv~lled mimetic 
powers. The religions side of the negro character is 
full of weird suggestiVene88; but I!Uperstitiou, every
where the handmaid of ignorance, is rife among the 
black plantation-bands. It is thought that the 
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punishment with which the shameful rites of Obi
worship have been visited has proved, even in the city 
of New Orleans; insufficient to prevent them. Charges 
of"witchcraft are as common in Virginia as in Orissa: 
in the Carolinas as in Central India the use of poison 
is often BOught to work out the events foretold by 
BOme noted sorcer~ In no direction can the matter 
be followed out to its conclusions· without bringing 
us face to face with the sad fact, that the faults of 
the plantation negro .are evell one of them traceable 
to the vices of the slavery system, and that the· 
Americans of to-day are suffering beyond measure 
for evils for which our forefathers are -1'esponsibl~ 
We oUrselves are not guiltless of wrong-doing in 
this matter: if it is still impoBBible openly to advocate 
slavery in England, it has, at least, become a habit 
persistently to write down freedom. We are no 
longer told that God made the blacks to be slaves, 
but we are bade remember that they cannot. prosper 
under emancipation. All mention of Barbadoes is. 
suppreSBed, but we have daily homilies on the con
dition of Jamaica. The negro question in America 
is briefly this: is there, on the one hand; reason to 
fear that, dollars applied to land decreasing while 
black mouths to be fed increase, the Southem States 
will become an American Jamaica! is there. on the 
other hand, ground for the hope that the negroes 
may be found not incapable of the citizenship of the 
United States! The former of these twl! questions 
is the more difficult, and to BOme extent involves the 
latter: can cotton, can sugar, can rice, can coffee, can 
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tobacco, be raised by white field-bands f If not, can 
tbey be raised with profit by black free labour f Can 
co-operative planting, directed by negro overlookers, 
p088ibly succeed, or must the farm be ruled by white 
capitalists, agents, and overseers f 

It is aSBerted tbat the negro will not work with. 
out compulRion; but tbe same may be 8aid of the 
European. There is compulsion of many kmds. 
Tbe emancipated negro may still be forced to work 
-forced as the white man is forced in this alld -. other lands, by the alternative, work or starve I This 
forcing, however, may not be confined to that which 
the laws of natural increase lead us to expect; it may 
be stimulated by bounties on immigration. 

The negro is not, it would seem, to have & 

monopoly of Southern labour in this continent. This 
week we hear of three shiploads of Chinese coolies as 
just landed in Louisiana; and the air is thick with 
rumours of labour from Bombay, from Calcutta, from 
tbe Pacific Islands-of Eastern labour in its hundred 

. shapes-not to speak of competition with the whites, 
~ow commencing with the German immigration into 
Tennessee. 

The berries of this country are so large, so many r 
so full of juice, that alone they form a never-failing 
source of nourishment to an jdle population. Three 
kinds of cranberries, American. pied, and English; 
two blackberries, huckleberries, high-bush and low
bush blueberries-the latter being the English bilberry 
-are among the best-known of the native fruits. No 
one in this country, however idle he be, need starve. 
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If he goes farther south, he has the banana, the true 
staff of life. 

The terrible results of the plentiful possession of 
this tree are seen in Ceylon, at Panama, in the coast
lands of Mexico, at Auckland in New Zealand; At 
Pitcairn's Island the plantain grove' has beaten the 
missionary from the field; there is much lip
Christianity, but no practice to be got from a' people 
who possess the fatal plant. The much-abused cocoa
nut cannot come near it as.a devil's agent. The 
coco,!--palm is confined to a few islands and coast 
tracts-confined, too, to the tropics and sea-level; 
the plantain and banana extend over seventy degrees 
of latitude, down to Botany Bay and King George's 
Sound, and up as far north as the Khyber Pass. The 
palm asks labour-not much, it is true; but still a few 
days' hard work in the year in trenching, and climbing 
after the nuts. The' plantain grows as a weed, and 
hangs down its branches of ripe tempting fruit into 
your lap, as you lie in its cool shade. The cocoa-nut
tree has a hundred uses, and urges man to work to 

. make spirit from its juice, ropes, clothes, matting, 
bags from its fibre, oil from the pulp; it creates an 
export trade which appeals to almost all men by their 
weakest side, in offering large and quick returns for & 

little work. John Roes's" Isle of Coooas," to the west 
of Java and south of Ceylon, yiclds him heavy gains; 
there are profits to be made upon the Lib~rian coast, 
aud even in Southern India and Ceylon. The 
plantain will make nothing; you can eat it raw or 
fri!ld, and that is nll; you can eat it every day of 
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your life without becoming tired of itll taste; without 
suffering in your health, you can live on it exclusively. 
In the banana groves of Florida and Louisiana there 
lurks much trouble and danger to the American Free 
States. 

The negroes have hardly much chance in Virginia 
against the Northern capitalistll, provided with white 
labour; but the States of Louisiana, Missiseippi, 
Florida, and South Carolina promise to be wholly 
theirs. Already they are flocking to places in which 
they have a majority of the people, and can control 
the mnnicipalities and defend themselves, if necessary, 
by force; but even if the Southerners of the coast 
desert their country, the negroes will not have it 
to themselves, unless nature declares that they shall 
New Englanders will pour in with capital and energy, 
and cultivate the land by free black or by coolie 
labour, if either will pay. If they do pay, competi
tion will force the remaining blacks to work or 
starve. 

The friends of the negro are not without a fear 
that the labourers will be too many for their work, 
for, while the older cOtton States appear to be worn 
out, the new, such 38 TeX38 and Tennessee, will be 
reserved by public opinion to the whites. For the 
present the negroes will be masters in seven of the 
rebel States; but in TeX38, white men-English. 
Germans, -Danes-are growing cotton with 1!11CCe88; 
and in Georgia and North Carolina, which contain 
mountain districta, the negro power is not likely to 
be permanent. 
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We may, perhaps, lay it down as a general prin
ciple that, when the negro can fight his way through 
opposition, and stand alone as a farmer or labourer, 
without the aid of private or State charity, then 
he should be protected in the position he has shown 
himself worthy to hold, that of a free citizen of an 
enlightened and labouring community. Where it is 
found that when his circumstances have ceased to 
be exceptional the negro cannot live unassisted, there 
the Federal Government may fairly and wisely step 
in and say, "We will not kCllP you; but we will 
carry you to Liberia or to Hayti, if you will." 

It is clear that the Southern negroes must be given 
a decisive voice in the appointment of the legisla
tures by which they are to be ruled, or that the North 
must be prepared to back up by force of opinion, or 
if need be, by force of arms, the Federal Executive, 
when it insists on the Civil Rights Bill being set in 
action at the South. Government through the negroes 
is the only way to avoid Government through an army, 
which would be dangerous to the freedom of the 
North. It is safer for America to trust her slaves 
thm to trust her rebels-safer to enfranchise than 
to pardon. 

A reading and writing basis for the suffrage in 
_ the Souther1,). States is an absurdity. Coupled with 

pardons to the rebels, it would allow the "boys-in
grey,"-the soldiers of the Confederacy-to control 
nine States of the·Union; it would render the educa
tion of the freemen hopeless. For the moment, it 
would entirely disenfranchise the negroes in .six 
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States, whereas it is exactly for the moment that 
negro suffrage is in these States necessary; while, 
if the rebels were admitted to vote, and the 
negroes excluded from the poll, the Southern repre
sentatives, united with the Copperhead wing of the 
democratic party, might prove to be strong enough 
to repudiate the Federal debt. This is one of a dozen 
dangers. 

An education basis for the suffrage, though pre
tended to be impartial, would be manifestly aimed 
against the negroes, and would perpetuate the 
antipathy of colour to which the war is supposed 
to have put an end. To education such a provision 
would be a death-blow. If the negroes were to 

vote as soon as they could read, it is certain that 
the planters would take good care that they never 
should read at all 

That men should be able to examine into the 
detaiIs of politics is not entirely necessary to the 
working of representative government. It is suffi
cient that they should be competent to select men 
to do it for them. In the highest form of repre
sentative government, where all the electors are both 
intelligent, educated, and alive to the politics of the 
time, then the member returned must tend more 
and more to be a delegate. That has always been 
the case with the Northern and Western members 
in America, but never with those returned- by the 
Southern States; and 80 it will' continue, whether 
the Southern elections be decided by negroes or by 
.. mean whites." 
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In Warren county, Mississippi, near Vicksburg, 
is a plantation which belongs to Joseph Davis, the 
brother of the rebel President. This he has leased 
to Mr. Montgomery-once his slave-in order that 
an association of blacks may be formed to cultivate 
the plantation on co-operative principles. It is to 
be managed by a council, to be elected by the com
munity at large, and a voluntary poor-rate and 
embankment rate are to be levied on the people by 
theDlSelves. 

It is only a year since the termination of the war, 
and the negroes' are already in possession of schools, 
village corporations, of the Metayer system, of co
operative farDlS; all this tells of rapid advance, and 
the conduct and circulation of the New' Orleans 
Tribune, edited a.n:d published by negroes, and selling 
10,000 copies daily, and another 10,000 of the weekly 
issue, speaks well for the progress of $.e blacks. If 
the Montgomery experiment succeeds, their future is 
secure. 
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CHAPTER III. 

THE SOUTH. 

THE political forecasts and opinions which were. 
given me upon plantations, were, in a great measure, 
those indicated in my talk with the Norfolk "loafers." 
On the history of the commencement of the rebel
lion there was singular unanimity. "Virginia never 
meant to quit the Union; we were cheated by 
th.1JI;!6 raacala of the South. When we did go out, 
we were left to do all the fighting. Why, sir, I've 
seen a Mississippian division run away from a single 

. Yankee regiment." 
As I heard much the 83IIl6 story from the North 

Carolinans that I met, it would seem as though 
. there was little union among the _ling States. 
The legend upon the first of all the &eee8IIion 1Iags 
that were hoisted, was typical of this devotion to 

the fortunes of the State: "Death to abolitionista; 
South Carolina goes it alone;" and during the whole 
war, it was not the rebel colours, but the palmetto 
emblem, or other State devices, that the ladies 
wore. 

About the war itself but little is said, though 
here and there I met a man' who would tell camp 
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l'Itories in the Northern style. One planter who had 
been" out" himself; went so far as ·to say to me; 
"Our officers were good, but con'sidering that our 
rank and file were just 'white-trash,' and that they 
had to fight' regiments of New England Yankee 
volunteers, with all their best blood in the ranks, 
and Western sharpshooters together, it's only won
derful how we weren't whipped sooner." 

As for the futUre, the planter's policy is a simple 
one: "Reckon we're whipped, so we go in now for 
the old flag; only those Yankee rogucs must give 
us ·the control of our own people." The one result 
of the war has been, as they believe, the abolition 
of slavery; otherwise the situation is ·unchanged. 
The war is over, the doctrine of secession is allowed 
to fall into the background, and the ex-rebels claim 
to step once more into their fomer place, if, indeed, 
they admit that they ever left it. . . 

Every day that you are in the South, you come 
more and mOre to see that the" mean whites" are 
the. controlling power. 'The landowners are not only 
few in number, but their apathy dUl1ng the present 
crisis is .surprising. The men who demand their 
re-admission to the government of eleven States are 
llnkempt, fieree-eyed fellows, not one whit better 
than the .brancos of Brszil ; the very men, strangely 
enQugh, who themselves, in their ,. Leav~nworth 
cons~itution." first hegan disfranchisement, declaring . 
that the qualification for. electors in the new State 
of KansaS should be the taking oath to uphold 
the infamous Fugitive Slave Law. 

VOL I. D 
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These "mean whites" were the men who brought 
about secession. The planters are guiltless of every
thing but criminal indifference to the acts that were 
co=itted in their name. Secession was the act of & 

pack of noisy demagogues; but & false idea of honour 
brought round a majority of the Southern people, 
and the infection of enthusiasm carried over the 
remainder. 

When the war sprang up, the old Southern 
contempt for the Yankees broke out into & fierce burst 
of joy, that the day had come for paying oft' old 
scores. .. We hate them, sir," said an old planter to 
me. .. I wish to God that the MaY.fl<ywer had sunk 
with all hands in Plymouth Bay." 

. Along with this violence of language, there is & 

singular kind of cringing to the conquerors. Time 
after time I heard the complaint, "The Yankees treat 
us shamefully, I reckon. We come back to the 
Union, and give in on every point; we renounce 
slavery; we consent to forget the past; and yet they 
won't restore us to our rights." Whenever I came to 
ask what they meant by "rights," I found the same 
haziness that everywhere surrounds that word. The 
Southerners seem to think that. men may rebel and 
fight to the death against their country, and then, 
being beaten, lay down their arms and walk quietly 
to the polls along with law-abiding citizens, secure in 
the protection of the Constitution which for years 
they had fought to subvert. 

At Richmond I had a conversation which may 
serre as a specimen ·of what one hears each moment 
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from the planters. An old gentleman with whom I 
was talking politics opened at me suddenly: "The 
Radicals are going to give the ballot to our niggm.s 
to strengthen their party, but they know better than 
to give it to their Northern niggers." 

D.-" But surely there's a. difference in the cases." 
The Planter.-" You're right-there is; but not 

your way. The difference is, that the Northern 
niggers can read and write, and even lie with 
consistency, and ours can't." 

D.-" But there's the wider difference, that negro 
suffrage down here is a necessity, unless you are to 
rule the country that's just beaten you." 

The Planter.-" Well, there of course we differ. 
We rebs say we fought to take our States out of 
the Union. The Yanks beat us; so our States must 
still be in the Union. If so, why shouldn't our 
representatives be unconditionally admitted 1" 

Nearer to a conclusion we of course did not come, 
he declaring that no man ought to vote who had not 
education enough to understand the Constitution, I 
that this was good primd facie evidence against 
letting him vote, but ~hat it might be rebutted by the 
proof of a higher necessity for his voting. .As a 
planter said to me, "The Southerners prefer soldier 
rule to nigger rule;" but it is not a question of what 
they prefer, but of what course is necessary for the 
safety of the Union which they fought to destroy. 

Nowhere in the Southern States did I find any 
expectation of a fresh rebellion. It is only English
men who ask whether or the South" will not fight 

D 2 
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" once· more." The South is dead and gone; there 
can never be a "South n again, but only so many 
Southern States. "The South" meant simply the 
slave country; and slavery being dead, it is dead. 
Slavery gave but two classes besides the negroes
planters and "mean whites." The great planters were 
but a few thousand in number; they are gone to 
Canada, England, Jamaica, California, Colorado, Texas. 
The" mean whites "-the- true South-are impossible 
in the face of free labour: they must work or starve. 
If they work, they will no longer be "mean whites," 
but essentially Northerners-that iii, citizens of a de
mocratic republic, and not oligarchist8. 
. AB the Southerners admit that there can be no fur
ther war, it would be better even for themselves that 
they should allow the sad record of their rising to 
fade away. Their speeches, theW-newspapers, continue 
to make .use of language which nothing could excnse, 
and which, in the face of the magnanimity of the 
conquerors, is disgraceful In a Mobile paper I have 
seen a leader which describes with hideons minute
ness Lincoln, Lane, John Brown, and Dostie playing 
wJlls!; in hell A Texas cutting which I have is less 
blasphemous, but not less Vile: "The English lan. 
guage. no longer affords terms in which to curse a 
snivelling weazen-faced piece of humanity generally 
denominated !' Yankee. We see some about here 
sometimes, but they skulk around, like sheep-killing 
dogs, and associate mostly with niggers. They whine 
and prate. and talk about the judgment of God, as if 
God had anything to do with them." The Southerners 
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have not even the wit or grace to admit that the 
men who beat them were good soldiers;. f' black
guards and braggarts," "cravens and thieves," are 
co=on names for the men of the Union army. I 
have in my possession an Alabama· paper i:it which 
General Sheridan, at that time the commander of the 
military division which included the state, is styled 
"a short-tailed slimy tadpo~e of the later spawn, 
the blathering disgrace of an honest father, an ever
lasting libel on his Irish blood, the. synonym of 
infamy, and scorn of all brave .men." While I was 
in Virginia, one of the Richmond papers said: 
" This thing of 'loyalty' will not do for the Southern 
man." 

The very day that I landed in the South, a' dinner 
was given at Richmond by the "Greys "-a 'volun~ 
teer corps which had fought through the rebellion. 
After the roll of honour, or list of men killed in 
battle, had been read, there' were giv~n as toasts, by' 
rebel officers:' " Jeff. Davis-the caged eagle; the 
bars confine his person, but his' ~eat spirit soars;" 
and "The conquered banner, may its. resurrection 
at last be as bright and as glorious as theirs-
the dead." 

I t is in the face of such words as these that 
Mr. Johnson, the most unteachable of mortals, asks' 
men who have sacrificed their sons to restore the 
Union, to admit the' ex-rebela to a considerable 
share in the government of the nation, even if 
they are not to monopolize it, as they did before 
the war. His conduct aeems to need the Western 
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editor's defence: "He must be kinder honest-like, 
he aire sich a tarnation foolish critter." 

It is clear from the occurrence of such dinners, 
the publication of such paragraphs and leaders as 
those of which I have spoken, that there is no mili
tary tyranny existing in the South. The country is 
indeed administered by military commanders, but it 
is not ruled by troops. Before we can givc ear to 
the stories that are afloat in Europe of the "govern
ment of major-generals," we must believe that five 
millions of Englishmen inhabiting a country as largo 
as Europe are crushed down by some ten thousand 
men-about as many as are needed to keep order 
in the single town of Warsaw. The Southerners Ilre 
allowed to rule themselves; the question now at 
issue is merely whether they shall also rnle their 
former slaves, the negroes. 

I hardly felt myself out of the reach of slavery 
and rebellion till. steaming up the Potomac from 
Aoquia Creek by the grey dawn, I caught sight of a 
grand pile towering over a city from a magnificent 
situation on the brow of a long rolling hill Just at 
the moment, the sun, invisible as yet to us below, 
struck the marble dome and cupola, and threw the 
bright gilding into a golden blaze, till the Greek shape 
l¢ood out upon the blue sky, glowing like a seeond 
sun.. The city was Washington; the palace with the 
burni3hed cupola, the Capitol j and within two hours 
I was present at the "hot-weather sitting" of the 39th 
Congress of the United States. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

THE EMPIRE STATE. 

AT the far south-east of New York City, where the 
Hudson and East River meet to form the inner bay, is 
an ill-k;pt park that might be made the loveliest 
garden in the world. Nowhere do the features that 
have eaused New York to take rank as the first 
port of America stand forth more clearly. The BOft 

evening breeze tells of a climate as good as the world 
ean show; the setting sun :Boods with light a harbour 
secure and vast, formed by the confiuence of noble 
streams, and girt with quays at which huge ships 
jostle; the rows of 500-pounder Rodmans at "The 
Narrows" are tokens of the nation's strength and 
wealth; and the yachts, as well handled as our own, 
racing into port from an ocean regatta, give evidence 
that there are Saxons in the land. At the back is the 
city, teeming with life, humming with trade, mutter
ing with the thunder of passage. Opposite, in Jersey 
City, people say: "Every New Yorker has come a 
good half-hour late into the world, and is trying all 
his life to make it up." The bustle is immense. 

All is 80 un-English, so foreign, that hearing men 
speaking what Czar Nicholas was used to call .. the 
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American tongue," I wheel round, crying_If Dear 
me I if here are not some English folk I" IIBtonished 
lIB though I had heard French in Australia or Italian 
in Timbuctoo. 

The Englishman who, coming to America, expects 
to find cities that smell of home, BOOn learns that 
Baker Street itself, or Portland Place, would not look 
English in the dry sir of a continent four thousand 
miles acro88. New York, however, is still less English 
than is Boston, Philadelphia, or Chicago-her people 
are as little Saxon lIB her streets. Once Southern, 
with the brand of slavery deeply printed in the fore.. 
heads of her foremost Dien, since the defeat of the 
rebellion New York has to the eye been cosmopolitan 
as any city of the Levant. All nationless towns are 
not alike: Alexandria has a Greek or an Italian 
tinge; San Francisco an English tone, with IIOme.. 
thing of the heartiness of our Elizabethan times; 
New York has a deep Latin shade, and the democr3<'y 
of the empire-state is of the French, not of the 
American or English type. 

At the back, here, on the c:ity side, are tall gaunt 
houses, painted red, like those of the quay at Dort 
or of the Boompjell at Rotterdam, the former dwell
ings of the .. Knickerbockers" of New Amsterdani. 
the founders of New York, but now forgotten. There 
may be a few square yarda of painting, red or blue, 
upon the ho1l8e8 in Broadway; there may be here and 
there a pagoda summer-house overhanging a canal; 
once in a year you may run across a worthy deBcendant 
of. the old Netherlandish fumiliPJI; but in the main 
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.the Hollanders in America. are asthougli they had 
never been; to find the memorials of lost Dutch 
empire, we must. search Cape Colony or Ceylon, The 
New' York un-English tone is not Bataviru;t. N(J.ther 
the SOlll!. <if the men who once Uved in .these houses, 
nor the Germans whose names are ;now upon the 
doors,. nor, for the matter of that, we English, Who 
claim .New York as the second of our towns, are .the 
to-day's New Yorkers. 

Here, on the wl;lter's edge, is a ricketty hall, where. 
Jenny Lind sang when firl!t she landed-now the. 
spot where stran~rs of another kind are welcomed 
to America. . Every true republican has in his heart 
the notion that his country is pointed out by Goq 
for a' refuge for the ilistreBBed of all the nations. 
He· has sprung himself from men who came to seek 
a sanctuary-from the Quakers, or the Catholics, or 
the pilgrims of the Mayflower. Even though they 
come to, take the bread' from his mouth, or to destroy 
his peace, it is his duty, he believes, to aid. the 
immigrants. . Within the last twenty years there 
bave lauded at New York alone four million strangers. 
Of these two-thirds were Irish. 

While the Celtic m.en are pouring into New York 
and Boston, the New Englanders /Uld New Yorkers, 
too, are moving. They are not dying. Facts are. 
opposed to this portentous theory. They are going 
west. The unreSt of the Celt is mainly caused by 
discontent' with his country's present,' that of the 
Saxon by hope for his private future. The Irish
man Hicato New York because it lies a.way from. 
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Ireland; the Englishman takes it upon his road to 
California. 

Where one race is dominant, immigrants of another 
blood soon lose their nationality. In New York 
and Boston the Irish continue to be Celts, for these 
are Irish cities. In Pittsburg, in Chicago, still more 
in the country districts, & few years make the veriest 
Paddy English. On the other hand, the Saxons 
are disappearing from the Atlantic cities, as the 
Spaniards have gone from Mexico. The Irish here 
are beating down the English, as the English have 
crushed out the Dutch. The Hollander's descendants 
in New York are English now; it bids fair that 
the SaxQD8 should be Irish. 

As it is, though the Celtic immigration has lasted 
only twenty years, the results are already clear: if 
you see & Saxon face upon the Broadway, you may 
be sure it belongs to a traveller, or to some raw 
English lad bound west, jnst landed from & Plymouth 
ship. We need not lay much stress upon the fact 
that all New Yorkers have black hair and beard : 
m;n may be swarthy and yet English. The anee. 
tors of the Londoners of to-day, we are told, were 
yellow-headed roysterers; yet not one man in fifty 
that you meet in Fleet Street or on Tower Hill 
is as fair as the average Saxon peasant. Doubt
less, our English eastern counties were peopled in 
the main by low-Dutch and Flemings: the S1lII8eX 
eyes and hair are rarely seen in Suffolk. The 
Puritans of New England are sprang from those of 
the" associated countrie8," but the victors of Marston 
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Moor may have been cousins to those no less sturdy 
Protestants, the Hollanders who defended Leyden. 
It may be ·that they were our ancestors, those Dutch
men that we English crowded out of New .Amsterdam 
-the very place where we are sharing the fate we 
dealt. The fiery temper of the new people of the 
American coast towns, their impatience for free 
government, are better proofs of Celtic blood than 
are the colour of their' eyes and beard. 

Year by year the towns grow more and more 
intensely Irish. Already of every four births in 
Boston, one only is American. There are 120,000 
foreign to 70,000 native voters in New York and 
Brooklyn. Montreal and Richmond are fast becoming 
Celtic; Philadelphia-shades of Penn I:"'-can only be 
saved by the aid of its Bavarians. Saxon Protes
tantism is departing wi.th the Saxons: the revenues 
of the empire-atate are spent upon Catholic asylums; 
plots of city land are sold at nominal rates for 
the sites of Catholic cat1~edrals, by the "city step
fathers," as they are called. Not even in the West 
does the Latin Church gain ground more rapidly 
than in New York city: there arc 80,000 professing 
Catholics in Boston. 

When is this drama, of which the first scene is 
played in Castle Gardens, to have its .close! The' 
matter is grave enough already. Ten years ago, the 
third and fourth cities of the world,-New York and 
Philadelphia, werEl as English as our London I< the one 
is Irish now; the other all but German. Not that the 
Quaker city will remain Teutonic: the Germans, too, 
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are going out upon the land i the Irish alone pour in 
unceasingly. All great American towns will 800n be 
Celtic, while the country continues English: & fierce 
and easily-roused people will throng the cities, while 
the law-abiding Saxons who till the land will cease 
to rule it. Our relations with America are matters 
9f small moment by the side of the one great ques
tion: Who are the Americans to be 1 

Our kinsmen are by no means blind to the dangers 
that hang over them. The" know-nothing" move
ment failed, but Protection. speaks the same' voice in 
its opposition to commercial centres. If you ask a 
Western man why he, whose interest is clearly in 
Free Trade, should advocate Protection, he fires out: 
"Free Trade is good for our American pockets, but 
it's death to us Americans. All your Bastiats and 
Mills won't touch the fact that to us Free Trade 
must mean salt-water despotism, and the ascendancy 
of New York and Boston. Which is better for the 
country~ne New York, ~ ten contented Pittsburgs 
and ten industrious Lowells 1-

The danger to our race and to the world from 
Irish ascendancy is perhaps less imminent than 
that to the republic. In January 1862 the Mayor, 
Fernando Wood, the elect of the "Mozart" demo
cracy, .deliberately proposed the secession from the 
Union of New York City. Of all the Northern 
States, New York alone was.& dead weight upon the 
the loyal people during the war of the rebellion. 
The constituents of Wood were the very Fenians 
whom in our ignorance we call "American." It is 
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America that Fenianism invades from Ireland-not 
England from America. 

It is no unfair attack upon the Irish to represent 
them as somewhat dangerous inhabitants for mighty 
cities. Of the sixty thousand persons arrested yearly 
in New York, three-fourths are alien born: two-thirds 
of these are Irish. Nowhere else in all America are 
the Celts at present masters of a city government
nowhere is there such corruption. The purity of the 
government of Melbourne--a citj more democratic 
than New York-proves that the fault does not 
lie in democraey: it is thE! universal. opinion of 
Americans that the Irish are alone responsible. 

The State legislature is falling into' the hands of 
.the men who control the city council.. They tell a 
story of a traveller on the Hudson River Railroad, 
wao, Jthe train neared .Albany-the capital of New 
York-said to a somewhat gloomy neighbour, "Going 
to the State legislatui 1" getting for answer, "No, 
sir I It's not come to that with me yet. Only to 
the State prison!" 

Americans are never slow to, ridicule the dena.
tionalization of New York. They tell you that 
during the ·war· the colonel of 'one of the city regi
ments said: «I've the best blood of eight nations 
in the ranks." "How's that 1" "I've English, Irish, 
W lilsh, Scotch, French, Italians, Germans." " Guess 
that's only seven." " Swedes," suggested . some one . 
.. No, no Swedes,'" said the colonel. ".Ah I 'I have 
it: I've some Americans." Stories such as this the: 
rich New Yorkers are nothing loath to tell; but 
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they take no steps to check the denationalization 
they lament. Instead of entering upon a reform of 
their municipal institutions, they affect to despise 
free government; instead of giving, as the oldest 
New England families have done, their time to the 
State schools, they keep entirely aloof from school 
and State alike. Sending their boys to Cambridge, 
Berlin, Heidelberg, anywhere rather than to the 
colleges of their native land, they leave it to learned 
pious Boston to supply the West with teachers, and 
to keep up Yale and Harvard. Indignant if they 
are pointed at as "no Americans," they seem to 
separate themselves from everything that is American: 
they spend IIllIDmers in England, winters in Algeria, 
springs in Rome, and Coloradans say with a sneer, 
"Good New-Yorkers go to Paris when they die." 

Apart from nationality, there is danger to free 
government with the growth of New York city, and 
in the gigantic fortunes of New Yorkers. The in
come, they tell me, of one of my merchant friends 
is larger than the combined salaries of the Presi
dent. the Governors, and the whole of the members 
of the legislatures of all the forty-five States and 
territories. As my informant said, "He could keep 
the governments of half-a-dozen States as easily as 
I can support my half-dozen children." 

There is something, no doubt, of the exaggeration 
of political jealousy about the accounts of New 
York viee given in New England and down South, 
in the shape of terrible philippies. It is to be hoped 
that the over-statement is enormous, for sober men 
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are to be found even in New York who will tell you 
that· this city outdoes Paris in every form of profli
gacy as completely as the French capital outherods 
imperial Rome. There is here no concealment about 
the matter; each inhabitant at once admits the truth 
of accusations directed against his neighbour. If 
the new-men, the" petroleum aristocraey," are second 
to none in their denunciations of the Irish, these 
in their tum unite with tbe oldest families in thun
dering against " Shoddy,"' 

New York life shows but badly in the summer
time; it is seen at its worst when studied at Saratoga. 
With ourselves, men have hardly ceased to run 
from business and pleasures worse than toil to the 
comparative quiet of the country house. Among 
New Yorkers there is not even the affectation of a 
search for rest; the Hight is from the drives and 
restaurants of New York to the gambling halls of 
Saratoga; from winning piles of greenbacks to losing 
heaps of gold; from cotton gambling to roulette or 
faro. Long Branch is still more Ylllgar in its vice; 
it is the Margate, Saratoga the Homburg, of America. 

" Shoddy" is blamed beyond what it deserves 
whcn the follies of New York society are laid in a 
body at its door. If it be true that the New York 
drawing-rooms are the best guarded in the world, 
it is also true that entrance is denied as rigidly 
to intellect and eminence as to wealth. If exclu
siveness be needed, affectation can at least do nothing 
towards subduing .. Shoddy." Mere cliqueism, dis
gusting everywhere, is ridiculous in a democratic 
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town; its rules of conduct are as out of place as kid 
gloves in the New Zealand bush, or gold scabbards on 
a battle-field. 

Good meat, and drink, and air, give strength to 
the men and beauty to the women of a moneyed class ; 
but in America these things are the inheritance of 
every boy and girl, and give their owne1'8 no 
advantage in the world. During the rebellion, the 
ablest generals and bravest soldie1'8 of the North 
sprang, not from the merchant families, but from the 
farmer folk. Without special merit of some kind, 
there can be no such thing as aristocracy. 

Many American men and women, who have too 
little nobility of soul to be patriots, and too little 
undel'8tanding to see that theil'S is already, in many 
points. the master country of tbe globe, come to 
you, and bewail the fate which has caused them 
to be born citizens of a republic, and dwellCl'8 in a 
country where men call vices by their names. The 
least educated of their countrymen, the only grossly 
vulgar class that America brings forth, they 1Iy to 
Enrope "to escape democracy," and pass their lives 
in Paris, Pan, or Nice, living libels on the conntry 
they are believed to represent. 

Out of these discordant elements, Cubans, Knicker
bookers, Germans, Irish, .. first families," .. Petroleum," 
and " Shoddy," we are forced to coDstruet our compo
site idea-New York. The Irish numerically predomi
nate, but we have no experience as to what should 
be. the moral features of an Irish city, for Dublin 
has alnys been in English hands; possibly that 
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which in Nlow York appears to be cosmopolitan 
is merely Celtic. However it may be, this much 
is clear, that the humblest township of New England 
reBects more truly the .America of the past, the 
most chaotic village of Nebraska portrays more fully 
the hopes and tendencies of the .America of the future, 
than do this huge State and city. 

H the political figure of New York is not encou
raging, its natural beauty is singularly great. Those 
who say that .America has no scenery, forget the 
Hudson, while they can never have explored Lake 
George, Lake Champlain, and the Mohawk. That 
Poole's cxquisite scene from the .. Decameron," .. Phi
lomela's Song," could have been realized on earth 
I never dreamt until I saw the singers at a New 
Yorker's villa on the Hudson grouped in the deep 
shades or" a glen, from which there was an outlook 
upon the basaltic palisades and lake-like Tappan 
Zee. It was in some such spot that De Tocqueville 
wrote the brightest of his brilliant letters-that 
dated" Sing Sing "-for he speaks of himself as lying 
on a hill that overhung the Hudson, watehing the 
white sails gleaming in the hot sun, and trying in 
vain to fancy what became of the river where it 
disappeared in the blue "Highlands." 

That New York City itself is full of beauty the 
view from Castle Garden would suffice to show; and 
by night it is not less lovely than by.day. The 
harbour is illuminated by the coloured lanterns of a 
thousand boats, and the steam-whistles tell of & life 
that never sleeps. The paddles of steamers seem not 

VOL. I. E 
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only to beat the water, but to stir the languid air and 
so provoke a breeze, and the lime-lights at the Fulton 
and Wa.Il Street ferries burn so brightly that in the 
warm glare the eye reaches through the still night 
to the feathery acacias in the streets of Brooklyn. The 
view is as southern as the people.; we have not yet 
found America. 
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CHAPTER V. 

CAMBRIDGE COllllENCEMENT • 

.. OLD CAMBRIDGE 1 Long may she :flourish!" pro
posed by a professor in the University of Cambridge, 
in America., and drunk standing, with three cheers, 
by the graduates ani!. undergraduates of Harvard, is 
a toast that sets one thinking. 

Cambridge in America is not by any means a 
University of to-day. Harvard College, which, being' 
the only " house," has engrossed the privileges, 
funds, and titles of the- University, was founded at 
Cambridge, Mass., in 1636, only ninety years later 
than the greatest and wealthiest college of our 
Cambridge in old England. Puritan Harvard was 
the sister rather than the daughter of our own 
Puritan Emmanuel. Harvard himself, and Dunster, 
the first president of Harvard's College, were among 
the earliest of the scholars of Emmanuel 

A toast from the Cambridge of new to the Cam
bridge of old England is one from younger-to elder 
sister; and Dr. Wendell Holmes, "The Autocrat," said 
as much in proposing it . at the Harvard alumni 
celebration of 1866. 

E 2 
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Like other old institutions, Harvard needs a 
ten-days' revolution: academic abu8C8 flourish as 
luxuriantly upon American as on English soil, and 
University difficulties are much the same in either 
country. Here, as at home, the complaint is, that 
the men come up to the University untaught. To 
all of them their college is forced for a time to play 
the high-school; to some she is never anything more 
than school At Harvard this is worse than with 
ourselves: the average age of entry, though of late 
much ruen, is still considerahly under eighteen. 

The college is now aiming at raising gradually the 
standard of entry: when once all are excluded save 
men, and thinking men, real students, such as those 
by whom some of the new Western Universities are 
attended, then Harvard hopes to leave drill-teaching 
entirely to the schools, and to permit the widest 
freedom in the choice of studies to her students. 

Harvard is not blameless in this matter. Like 
other Universities, she is conservative of bad things 
as well as good; indeed, ten minutes within her walls 
would Buffice to cOnvince even an Englishman that 
Harvard clings to the times before the Revolution. 

Her conservatism is shown in many trivial things 
-in the dress of her janitors and porters, in the cut 
of the grass-plots and college gates, in the condU(:t of 
the Commencement orations in the chapel For the 
dainty little dames from Boston who came to hear 
their friends and brothers recite their disquisitions 
none but Latin programmes were provided, and the 
poor ladies were condemned to find such names as 
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Bush, Maurice, Benjamin, Humphrey, and Underwood 
among the graduating youths, distorted into Bvsh, 
Mavritivs, Beniamin, Hvmphredvs, Vnderwood. 

This conservatism of the New England Universities 
had just received a sharp attack. In the Commencec 
ment oration, Dr. Hedges, one of the leaders of the 
Unitarian Church, had strongly pressed the necessity 
for a complete freedom of study after entry, a liberty 
to take up what line the student would, to be examined 
and to graduate in wl;tat he chose. He had instanced 
the success o£ Michigan University consequent upon 
the adoption of this plan; he had pointed to the fact 
that of all the universities in America, Michigan alone. 
drew her students from every State. President Hill 
and ex-President Walker had endorsed his views. 

There is a special fitness in the reformers coming 
forward at this time. This year is the commencement 
of a new era at Harvard, for at the request of the 
college staff; the connexion of the University with the 
commonwealth of Massachusetts has just been disc 
solved, and the members of the board of overseers 
are in future to be elected by the University, instead 
of nominated by the State. This being 80, the 
question had been raised as to whether the Governor 
would come in state to Commencement, but he yielded 
to the wishes of the graduates, and came with the 
traditional pomp, attended by a stsff in uniform, 
and escorted by a troop of Volunteer Lancers, whose 
scarlet coats and polished hats recalled the times 
before the Revolution. 

While the ceremony was still in progress, I had 
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been introduced to several of the foremost rowing 
men among the younger graduates of Harvard, and 
at its conclusion I accompanied them to their river. 
They were in strict training for their U ni versity race 
with Yale, which was to come off in a week, and lUI 

Cambridge had been beaten twice running, and this 
year had a better crew, they were wishful for 
criticisms on their style. Such an opinion as a 
stranger could offer was soon given; they were 
dashing, fast, long in their stroke; strong, considering 
their light weights, but terribly overworked. They 
have taken for a rule the old English notions as to 
.training which have long since disappeared at home, 
and, looked upon as fanatics by their friends and 
tutors, they have all the fanatic's excess of zeal 

Rowing and other athletics, with the exceptions of 
suting and base-ball, are both neglected and despised 
in America. When the smallest sign of a reaction 
appears in the New England colleges, there comes 
at once a cry from Boston that brains are being 
postponed to brawn. H New Englanders would look 
about them, they wonld see that their climate has of 
itself developed brains at the expense of brawn, and 
that, if national degeneracy is to be long prevented, 
brawn m1l5t in BOme way be fostered. The high 
shonlder, head-voice, and pallor of the Boston men are 
not incompatible with the possession of the ID08t 
powerful brain, the keenest wit; but it is not probable 
that energy and talent will be continued in fut~ 
generations sprung from the worn-out men and 
women of to-day. 
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The prospect at present is not bright; year by year 
Americans grow thinner, lighter, and shorter-lived. 
lElian's Americans, we may remember, though they 
were greatly superior to the Greeks in stature, were 
inferior to them in length of life. The women show 
even greater signs of weakness than the men, and the 
high, undulating tones which are affectation in the 
French are natural to the ladies of America; little 
can be expected of women whose only exercise is 
excessive' dancing in over-heated rooms. 

The American summer, often tropical in its heat, 
has much to answer for, but it is the winter which 
makes the saddest havoc among the YOlmger people, 
and the boys and girls at school Cooped up all day 
in the close air of the heated school-house, the poor 
children are at night made to run straight back'to the 
furnace-dried atmosphere of home. The thermometer 
is commonly raised indoors to 80 or 90 degrees 
Fahr. The child is not only baked into palimess. 
and sweated bit by bit to its death, but fed meantime, 
out of mistaken kindness, upon the most indigestible 
of dainties-pastry, hot dough-nuts, and sweetmeats 
taking the place of bread, and milk, and meat-and is 
not allowed to take the slightest exercise, except its 
daily run to school-house. Who can wonder that 
spinal diseases should prevail? 

One reason why Americans are pale and agueish is 
that, as a people, they are hewers of primeval forest 
and tillers of virgin soil. Thesc are the unhealthiest 
employments in the world; the sun darts down upon 
the hitherto unreached mould, and scts free malarious 
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gases, against which the new settlers have no 
antidotes. 

The rowing men of. Harvard tell me that thcir 
clubs are still looked on somewhat coldly by the 
majority of the professors, who obstinately refuse to 
see that improved physical type is not an end, but a 
means, towards improvement of the mental faculties, 
if not in the present, at least in the next generation. 
As for the moral training in the virtues of obedience 
and command, for which a boat's crew is the best of 
schools, that is not yet understood at Harvard, where 
rowing is confined to the half-dozen men who are to 
represent the college in the annual race, and the three 
or four more who are being trained to succeed them 
in the crew. Rowing in America is what it was till 
ten years since at old Cambridge, and is still at 
Oxford-not an exerc:ise for the majority of the 
students, but a pursuit for a small number. Physical 
culture is, however, said to be making some small 
progress in the older States, and I myself I!3W signa of 
the tendency in Philadelphia. The war has done 
some good in this respec-t, and so has the influx of 
CAnadians to Chicago. Cricket is still almost an 
unknown thing, except in some few cities. When I 
was coming in to Baltimore by train, we passed a 
meadow in which a match was being played. A 
Southerner to whom I was talking at the time, looked 
at the players, and said with surprise: " P.eckon 
they've got a wounded man ther', front 0 the"m 
sticks, Bah." I found that he· meant the batsman, 
who was wearing pads. 
• 
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One of the most brilliant of Harvard's thinkers bas 
taken to· carpentering as a relief to his mental toil; 
her most famed professor is often to be found working 
in his garden or his farm; but such change of work 
for work is possible only to eertain men. The gene
rality of Americans need not only exercise, but 
relaxation; still, with less physical, they possess 
greater mental vitality than ourselves. 

On the day that follows Commencement-tbe chief 
ceremony of the academic year-is held once in three 
summers the .. Alumni Celebration," or meeting of 
the past graduates of Harvard-a touching gathering 
at all times, but peculiarly 80 in these times that 
follow on the losses of the war. 

The American college informal organizations rest 
upon the unit of the "class." The" class" is what 
at Cambridge is called "men of the same year,"
men who enter together and graduate together at 
the end of the regular course. Each class \If a large 
New England college, such as Harvard, will often 
possess an association of its own; its members will 
dine together once in five years, or ten-men re
turning from Europe and from the Far West to be 
present at the gathering. . 

Harvard is strong in the affections of the New 
England people-her fanlta are theirs; they love her 
for them, and keep her advantages to themselves, 
for in tbe whole list of graduates for this year I 
could find only two Irish names. 

Here, at the Alumni Celebration, & procession was 
marshalled in the library in which the order was by 
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cla.sses j the oldest class of which there were living 
members being the first. "Class of 17971" and 
two old white-haired gentlemen tottered from the 
crowd, and started on their march down the central 
aisle, and out bareheaded into the blaze of one of 
the hottest days that America had ever known. 
"Class of 1800!" mi88ing two years, in which all 
the graduates were dead j and out came one, the 
sole survivor. Then came "1803," and BO on, to 
the stalwart company of the present year. When 
the classes of 1859 and 1860, and of the war-year8 
were called, those who marched out showed many 
an empty sleeve. 

The present triennial celebration is notewortllY 
not only for the efforts of the University reformers, 
but also for the foundation of the Memorial Hall 
dedicated as a monument to those BOWl of Harvard 
who fell while serving their country in the 8Up
pre88ion of the late rebellion. The purity of their 
patriotism hardly needed illustration by the fire of 
young Everett, the graceful speech of Dr. Holmes. 
Even the splendid oratory of Governor Bullock could 
do little more than force us to read for ourselves 
the Roll of Honour, and see how many of Harvard'8 
most distinguished younger men died for their 
country as privates of Massachusetts Volunteers. 

There was a time, as England knows, when the 
thinking men of Boston, and the Cambridge pro
fessors, Emerson, RU68ell Lowell, A.sa Gray, and a 
dozen more of almost equal fame, morally seceded from 
their country's councils, and were followed in their 
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secession by the younger men. "The best men in 
America stand aloof from politics," it was said. 

The country from which these men seceded was 
not. the America of to-day: it was the union which 
South Car?lina ruled. From it the Cambridge pro
fessors "came out," not because they feared to vex 
their nerves with the shock of public argument and 
actiOIl, but beca;nse the course of the slaveholders 
was not their course. Hating the wrongs they saw 
but could not remedy, they separated themselves 
from the wrong-doers ;-another matter, this, from 
the" hating hatred" of our culture class in England. 

In 1863 and 1864, there came the reckoning. 
When America was first brought to see the things 
that had been done in her name, and at her cost, and, 
rising in her hitherto unknown strength, struck the 
noblest bfow for freedom that the world has seen, the 
men who had been urging on the movement from 
without at once nrentered the national ranks, and 
marched to victory. Of the men who sat beneath 
Longfellow, and Agassiz, and Emerson, whole batta
lions went forth to war. From Oberlin almost every 
male student and professor marched, and the university 
teaching was left in the women's hands. Out of 
8,000 school teachers in Pennsylvania., of whom 300 
alone were draughted, 3,000 volunteered for the war. 
Everywhere the teachers and their students were 
. foremost among the Volunteers, and from that time 
forward America and her thinkers were at one. 

The fierce passions of this day of wakening have not 
been suffered to disturb the quiet of the academic 
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town. Our English universities have not about them 
the classic repose, the air of stu<1y, that belong to 
Cambridge, MassachUsetts. Those who have seen the 
lanes of Leyden, and compared them with the noisy 
Oxford High Street, will undel'Bt3nd what I mean 
when I say that our Cambridge comes nearest to her 
daughter-town; but even the English Cambridge has 
a bustling street or two, and a weekly market-<lay, 
while Cambridge in New England is one great 
academic grove, huried in the philosophic calm whieh 
our univemity towns can never rival 80 long as m~n 
resort ~ them for other purposes than work. 

It is not only in the Harvard precincts that the old
ness of New England is to be remarked. Although her 
people are everywhere in the vanguard of all progrel!8, 
their country has a look of gable-ends and.8teeple-hats, 
while their laws seem fresh from the hands of Alfred
In all England there is no city which has suburbs 80 

gray and venerable as are the elm-ehaded towns round 
Boston :-Dorehester, Chelsea, Nahant, and Salem, 
each seems more ancient than its fellow; the people 
speak the English of Elizabeth, and joke about u.s, 
"- speaks good English for an Englishman.." 

In the country districts, the winsome villages that 
nestle in the dells seem to have been there for ten 
centuries at Ieast; and it gives one a shock to light on 
such a spot as Bloody Brook. and to be told that only 
one hundred and ninety years ago Captain Lathrop 
was slain there by Bed Indil\Jls, with eighty youths. 
-the ftower of Easex county," 88 the Puritan history 
says. 
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The warnings of Dr. Hedges, in reference to the 
strides of Michigan, have taken the New Englanders 
by surprise.. Secure, as they believed, in their intel
lectual supremacy, they forgot that in a federal union 
the moral and physical primacy will generally both 
reside in the same State. The commonwealth of Mas
sachusetts, at one time the foremost upholder of the 
doctrine of State rights, will soon be seen once more 
acting as its champion-this time on behalf of herself 
and her five sister States.. 

Were the six New England commonwealths grouped 
together into a single State, it would still have only 
tp.ree-fourths of the population of New York, and 
about an equal number of inhabitants with Pennsyl
vania. The State of Rhode Island is one-fourth the 
~ize of many a single Californian county. Such facts 
as these'will not be-long lost sight of in the West, and 
when a difference of interests springs up, Ohio will 
not suffer her voice in the senate to continue to be 
neutralised by that of Connecticut or Rhode Island. 
Even if the senate be allowed to remain untouched, it 
is certain that the redistribution of seats consequent 
upon the census of 1870 will completely transfer 
political power to the central States. That New Eng
land will by this change inevitably lose her hold upon 
the destinies of the whole Union is not so clear. The 
influence for good of New England upon the West has 
been chiefly seminal; but not for that the less enor
mous. Go into & State such as Michigan, where half 
the people are im.miglant&-where, of the remaining 
moiety. the greater part 1m! bom Westemers, and 
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apparently in no way of New England-and you will 
find that the inhabitants are for the most part earnest, 
God-fearing men, with a New England tone of pro
found manliness and conviction running through 
everything they say and do. The colleges in which 
they have been reared are directed, you will find, by 
New England professors, men reared in the clllAAic 
schools of Harvard, Yale, or Amherst; the ministers 
under whom they sit are, for the most part, Boston 
men; the books they read are of New England, or 
old English of the class from which the writers of the 
Puritan States themselves have drawn their inspira
tion. To New England is chiefly due, in short, the 
making of Ameriea a godly nation. 

It is 80mething in this age to come across a people 
who believe strongly in anything, and consistently 
act npon their beliefs: the new Englanders are such 
a . race. Thoroughly God-fearing States are not 80 
cOmmon that we can afford to despise them when 
found; and nowhere does religion enter more into 
daily liCe than in Vermont or lIassachnsetts. 

The States of the Union owe 80 huge a debt of 
gratitude to New England, that on this score alone 
they may refrain from touching her with 8ai'rilegious 
hands. Not to name her previous 8al:rifices, the single 
little State of Maseachu.setts---one-fourth the size of 
Scotland, and . but half as populous as Pans-nt 
during the rebellion a hnndred and fifty regiments 
to the field. 

It was to Boston that Lincoln telegraphed when, 
in 1861, at a minute's notice, he needed men for 
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the defence of Washington. So entirely were South
erners of the opinion that the New Englanders were 
the true supporters of the old flag, that "Yankee" 
became a general term for loyalists of any State. 
America. can never forget" the steady heroism of 
New England during the great struggle for national 
existence. 

The unity that has been the chief· cause of the 
strength of the New England influence is in some 
measure sprung from the fact that these six States 
are completely shut off from all America by the 
single State of New York, alien from them in 
political and moral life. Every Yankee feels his 
country bounded by the British, the Irish, and 
the sea. 

In addition to the. homogeneousness of isolation, 
the New Englanders, like the Northern Scotch, have 
the advantages of a bad climate and a miserable soil. 
These have been the true agents in the development 
of the energy, the skill, and fortitude of the Yankee 
people. In the war, for instance, it was plain that 
the children of the poor and ragged North-Eastern 
States were not the men to be beaten by the lotus
eaters of Louisiana when they were doing battle for 
what they believed to be a religious cause. 

One effect of the poverty of soil with which New 
England is afHictcd has been that her sons have 
wandered from end to end of the known world, 
engaged in every trade, and succeeding in all Some
times there is in their migrations a religious Biue. 
Mormonism, although it now draWB its forces from 
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Great Britain, was founded in New England. At 
Brindisi, on my way home, I met three Yankees 
returning from a Maine colony lately founded at 
.Jaffa, in expectation of the fulfilment of prophecy, 
and destruction of the Mohamedan rule. For the 
moment they are intriguing for a firman from tbe 
very Government_ upon the coming fall of which 
all their expectations have been baaOO; and these 
fierce fanatics are making money by managing an 
hotel One of them told me that the Jaffa colony 
it! a .. religio-commercial speculation." 

New England Yankees are not alway8 80 filled 
with the Puritan spirit 118 to reject unlawful mean8 
of money-making. Even the llaasachull(,tts common 
schools and prim Connecticut meeting-hoU8C8 tum 
out their black sheep into the world. At Centre 
Harbour, in New Hampshire, I met with an example 
of the "Yankee spawn" in a Maine man-a shrewd, 
sailor-looking fellow. He was sitting next me at the 
table-d'hOte, and asked me to take a glass of hill 
champagne. I declined, but chatted, and let out 
that I was a Britisher . 

.. I was subject to your Government once for 
sixteen months," my neighbour said. 

"Really I Where 1" 
.. Sierra Leone. I was a prisoner there. And 

very lucky too." 
.. Why 80 1" I asked. 
U BecaWlll, if the American Government had caught 

me, they would have lianged me for a pirate. But 
I 'IIJ(lIffl't a pirau." 
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With over great energy I struck in, "Of course 
not." 

My NeighbouT.-" No; I was a slaver." 

Idling among the hills of New Hampshire and the 
lakes of Maine, it is impossible for a stranger starting 
free from prejudice, not to end by loving the pious 
people of New England, for he will see that there 
could be no severer blow to the cause of freedom 
throughout the world than the loss by them of an 
influence upon American life and thought which has 
been one of unmixed good. Still, New England is 
not America. 

~OL. I. F 
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CHAPTER VI. 

CANADA. 

THERE is not in the world a nobler outlook than that 
from. off the terrace at Quebec. You stand upon a 
rock overhanging city and river, and look down 
upon the guardship's masts. Acre upon acre of 
timber comes floating down the stream above the city, 
the Canadian songs just reaching you upon the 
heights; and beneath you are fleets of great ships, 
English, German, French, and Dutch, embarking the 
timber from the floating-docks. The Stars and Stripes 
are now here to be seen. Such are the distances in 
North America, that here, farther from the sea than 
is any city in Europe west of Moscow, we have a 
seaport town, with gunboat and three-decker; morning 
and evening guns, and bars of "God save the Qul!en," 
to mark the opening and closing of the port. 

The St. Lawrence runs in a chasm in a flat table
land, through which some earlier Niagara seems to 
have cut for it a way. Some of the tributaries are 
in sight, all falling from a cliff into the deep still 
river. In the distance, seawards, a silver n"bbon on 
the rock represents the grand falls of Montmorenci. 
Long Tillages of white tiny cots straggle along the 
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roads that radiate from the city; the great black 
cross of the French parish church showing reverently 
from aIL 

On the north, the eye reaches to the rugged outlines 
of the Laurentian range, composed of the oldest moun
tains in the world, at the foot of whi~h is Lake St. 
Charles, full of fiord-like northern beauty, where at 
a later time I learnt to paddle the Indian· canoe of 
birch bark. 

Leaving the citadel, we are at once in the Euro
pean middle ages. Gates and posterns, cranky steps 
that lead up to lofty gabled houses, with sharp French 
roofs of burnished tin, like those of Liege; processions 
of the Host; altars decked with flowers; statues of 
the Virgin; sabots; blouses; and the scarlet of the 
British linesmen-all these are seen in narrow streets 
and markets, that are graced with many a Cotentin 
lace cap, and all within forty miles of the down-east 
Yankee State of Maine. It is not far from New 
England to old France. 

Quebec Lower Town is very like St. Peter Port in 
Guernsey. Norman-French inhabitants, guarded by 
British troops, step-built streets, thronged fruit
market, and citadel upon a rock, frowning down upon 
the quays, are alike in each. A slight knowledge 
of the Upper Normandy patois is not without its 
use; it procured me an offer of a pinch of snuff from 
an old hahitante on board one of the river boats. 
Her gesture was worthy of the ancien regime. 

There has been no dying-out of the race among 
the French Canadians. They number twenty times 

F 2 
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the thousands that they did a hundred years ago. 
The American soil has left their physical type, 
religion, language, laws, and habits absolutely un
touched. They herd together in their rambling 
villages, dance to the fiddle after mass on Sundays, as 
gaily as once did their Norman sires, and keep up 
the fleur-de-lys and the memory of Montcalm. More 
French than the French are. the Lower Canadian 
habitants. 

Not only here, but everywhere, a French" depen
dency" is France transported; not a double of the 
France of to-day, but a mummy of the France of the 
time of the "col01l1'8" foundation. In Saigon, you 
find Imperial France; here the France of Louis 
Quatorze. The Englishman founds everywhere a New 
England-new in thought as in soil; the Frenchman 
carries with him to California, to Japan, an undying 
recollection of the Palais Royal In San Francisco 
there lives a great French capitalist, who, since 
1849, has been the ori"uinator of every successful 
Californian speculation. He cannot speak a word of 
English, and his greatest pleasure, in a country of 
fruits and wine, is to bid his old French servant 
8SSlU'!! him, upon honour, that his whole dessert, from 
his claret to his olives, has been brought for him 
from France. There is much in the colonizing 
instinct of our race, but something, perhaps, in tqe 
consideration that the English are hardly happy 
enough at home to be always looking back to what 
they have left in the old country. 

There is aLant this old France something of Dutch 
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sleepiness and content. There is, indeed, some bustle 
in the market-place, where the grand old dames in 
snowy caps sit selling plums and pears; there is much 
singing made over the lading of the timber ships; 
there are rafts in hundreds gliding down the river; 
old French carts in dozens, creaking and wheezing on 
their lumbering way to town, with much clacking of 
whips and clappering of wooden shoes. All these things 
there are, but then there are these and more in Dol, 
and Quimper, and Morlaix-in all those towns which 
in Europe come nearest to old France. There is quiet 
bustle, subdued trade, prosperity deep, not noisy; but 
the life is sleepy; the rafts float, and are not tugged 
nor rowed; the old Norman horses seem to draw the 
still older carts without an effort, and the very boys 
wear noisy shoes against their will, and make a clatter 
simply because they cannot help it. . 

In such a scene it is impossible to forget that 
British troops are here employed as guardians of the 
only true French colony in the world against the in
roads of the English race. .. Nos institutions, n()tre 
langue, nos lois," is the motto of the luibitants. Their 
newspapers are £lied with church celebrations, village 
fetes, speeches of " M. Ie Cure" at the harvest home, 
announcements by the" scherif," speech of M. Cartier 
at the consecration of Monseigneur Laroque, blessmgs 
of bells, of ships; but of life, nothing-of mention 
of what is passing in America, not a word. One 
comer is given to the world outside America: 
"Emprunt Pontifical, Emission Americaine, quatre 
millions de piastres," heads a solid column of holy 
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finance. The pulse-beat of the Continent finds no 
echo here. 

It is not only in political affairs that there is a want 
of energy in French or Lower Canada: in journeying 
from Portland to Quebec, the moment the frontier was 
passed, we seemed to have come from a land of life to 
one of death. No more bustling villages, no more 
keen-eyed farmers: a fog of unenterprise hung over 
the land; roads were wanting, houses rude, swamps 
undrained, fields unweeded, plains untilled. 

If the eastern townships and country round Quebec 
are a wilderness, they are not a desert. The country 
on the Saguenay is both. At Quebec in summer it is 
hot-mosquitoes are not unknown: even at Tadousae, 
where the 8aguenay flows into the 8t. Lawrence, there 
is sunlight as strong as that of Paris. Once in the 
northern river, all is cold, gloomy, ar(.1;ic-no house, 
no boat, no sign of man's existence, no beasts, no 
birds, although the 8t. Lawrence swarms with duck 
and loons. The river is a straight, cold, blaek fiord, 
walled-in by tremendous cliffs, which go sheer down 
into depths to which their height above water is as 
nothing; two walls of rock, and a path of ice-cold, 
inky water. Fish there are, seal and salmon-that is 
all The "whales and porpoises," which are advertised 
by the Tadousae folk as certain to "disport them
selves daily in front of the hotel." are never to be seen 
in this earth-crack of the Saguenay. 

The cold for summer was intense; nowhere in the 
world does the limit of ever-frozen ground come 80 far 
80Uth as in the longitude of the Saguenay. At night 
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we had a wonderful display of northern lights. A 
white column, towering to the mid-skies, rose, died 
away, and was succeeded by broad white clouds, 
stretching from east to west, and sending streamers 
northwards. Suddenly there. shot up three fresh 
silvery columns in the north, north-west, and north
east, on which all the colours of the rainbow danced 

• 
and played. After moonrise, the whole seemed 
gradually to fade away. 

At Ha Ha Bay, the head of navigation, I found a 
fur-buying station of the Hudson's Bay Company; 
but that association has enough to answer for' without 
being charged with the desolation of the Saguenay. 
The company has not here, as upon the Red River, 

'sacrificed colonists to minks and silver-foxes. There 
is something more blighting than a monopoly that 
oppresses Lower Canada. AB I retur~ed to Quebec, 
the boat that I was aboard touched at St. Paschal, now 
called Riviere du Loup, the St. Lawrence terminns 
of the Grand Trunk line: we found there immense 
wharves, and plenty of bells and crosses, but not a 
single ship, great or small Even in Virginia I had 
seen nothing more disheartening. 

North of the St. Lawrence, religion is made to play 
as active a part in poli~cs as in the landscape. 
Lower Canada, as we have seen, is French and 
Catholic ; Upper Canada is Scotch and Presbyterian, 
though the Episcopalians are strong in wealth and the 
Irish Catholics in numbers. 

Had the Catholics been united, they might, since 
the fusion of the, two Canadas, have governed the 
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whole country: as it is, the Irish and Frcnch neither 
worship nor vote together, and of late the Scotch have 
had nearly their own way. 

Finding themselves steadily losing ground, the 
French threw in their lot with the seheme for the 
confederation of the provinces, and their clergy took 
up the cause with a zeal which they justified to their 
flocks by pointing out that the alternative was annex
ation to America, and possible confiscation of the 
C'hurch lands. 

Confcderation of the provinces mesns separation of 
the Canadas, which regain each its Parliament; and 
the French Catholics begin to hope that the Irish of 
Upper Canada, now that they are le88 completely 
overshaded by the more numerous French, will again 
act with thcir co-religionists: the Catholic vote in the 
new confederation will be nearly half the whole. In 
Toronto, however, the Fenians are strong. and even in 
lIontreal their presence is not unknown: it is a 
question wbether the whole of the Canadian Irish are 
not disaffected. The Irish of the chief city have their 
Irish priests, their cathedral of St. Patrick, while the 
French have theirs upon the Place d'Armes. The 
want of union may save the dominion from the 
establishment of Catholicijffil as a State C'hurch. 

The confederation of our provinces was necesaary, 
if British North America was to have a chance for 
life; but it cannot be said to be accomplished while 
British C<Jlumbia and the Bed River traet are not 
induded. To give Canada an outlet on one side 
is something, but communication with the Atlantic is 
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a small matter by the side of communication at once 
with Atlantic and Pacific through British territory. 
We shall soon have railways from Halifax to Lake 
Superior, and thence to the Pacific is but 1,600 miles. 
It is true that the line is far north, and exposed to 
heavy snows and bitter cold; but, on the other hand, 
it is well supplied with wood, and, if it possess no such 
fertile tracts as that of Kansas and Colorado, it at 
least escapes the frightful wilds of Bitter Creek and 
. Mirage Plains. 

We are now even left in doubt how long we shall 
continue to possess so much as a route across the 
continent on paper. Since the cession of Russian 
America to the United States, a map of North 
America has been published in which the name of the 
Great Republic sprawls across the continent from 
Behring's Straits to Mexico, with the "E" in "United" 
ominously near Vancouver's Island, and' the "T" 
actually planted upon British territory. If we take 
up the British Columbian, we find the citizens of the 
main-land portion of the province proposing to sell 

• the island for twenty million dollars to the States. 
Settled chiefly by Americans from Oregon and 

California, and situated, for purposes of reinforce
ment, immigration, and supply, at a distance of not 
less than twenty thoussnd miles from home, the 
British Pacific colonies can hardly be considered 
strong in their allegiance to the Crown: we have here 
the reductio ad absurdum of home government. 

Our hindering trade by Mlerating the presence 
of two sets of cuStom-houses and two sets of coins 
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between Halifax and Lake Superior, was lCBS absurd 
than our altogether preventing its existence now. 
Under a so-called Confederation of our American 
possessions, we have left a country the size of d.vilized 
Europe, and nearly as large as the United State&
lying, too, upon the track of commerce and high 
road to China-to be despotically governed by a 
company of traders in skins and peltries, and to 
remain as long as it 80 pleases them in the dead 
stillness and desertion needed to ensure the presence 
of fur-bearing beasts • 

.. Red River" should be a second Minnesota, Halifax 
a second Liverpool, Esquimault a second San Fran
cisco; but double government has done its work, 
and the outposts of the line of trade are already in 
American, not British hands. The gold mines of 
Nova Scotia, the eeal mines arid forests of British 
Colnmbia, are owned in New· England and New 
York, and the Californians are expecting the pro
clamation of an American territorial government in 
the capital of Vanconver's Island. 

As Montana becomes peopled up, we shall hear of 
the "coloni2ation" of Red River by d.tizens of the 
. United States, ~ch as preceded the hbi.8ting of the 
Clone star" in Texas, and the "bear flag" in Cali
fornia, by Fremont; and resistance by the Hndson's 
Bay Company will neither be possible, nor, in the 
interests of civilization, desirable. 

Even snpposing a great popular awakening upon 
Colonial questions, and the destrn<:tion of the Hudson's 
Bay. monopoly, we never could make the Canadian 
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dominion strong. With the addition of Columbia 
and Red River, British America would hardly be 
as powerfuJ. or populous as the two north-western 
States of Ohio and Illinois, or the single State of 
New York-one out 'of forty-five. "Help us for 
ten years, and then we'll help ourselves," the Cana
dians say; .. help us to become ten millions, and 
then we will stand alone;" but this becoming ten 
millions is not such an easy thing. 

The ideas of most of us as to the size of the 
British territories ~e derived from maps of North 
America, made upon the navigator's projection, which 
are grossly out in high latitudes, though correct at 
the equator. The Canadas are made to appear at 
least twice their proper size, and such gigantic pro
portions are given to the northern parts of the Hlldson 
territory that we are tempted to believe that in a 
country so vast. there must be some little value. 
The true size is no more shown upon the map than is 
the nine-months' winter. 

To Upper Canada, which is no bad country, it 
is not for lack of asking that population fails to 
come. Admirably-executed gazettes give the fullest 
information about the British possessions in the most 
glowing of terms; offices and agencies are established 
in Liverpool, London, Cork, Londonderry, and a dozen 
other cities; Government immigration agents and 
information-offices are to be ~ound in every town in 
Canada; the Government emigrant is looked after 

. in health, comfort, and religion; directions of the 
fullest kind are given him in the matters of money, 
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clothes, tools, luggage; Canada, he is told by the 
Government papers, possesses perfect religious, poli
tical, and social freedom; British subjects step at once 
into the possession of political rights; the winter is 
but bracing, the climate the healthiest in the world. 
Millions of acres of surveyed Crown lands are con
tinually in the market. To one who knows what 
the northern forests are there is perhaps something 
of satire in the statement that "there is generally 
on Crown lands an unlimited supply of the best 
fuel." What of that, however 1. The intending emi
grant knows nothing of the struggle with the woods, 
and fuel is fuel in Old England. The mining of the 
precious metals, the fisheries, petroleum, all are open 
to the settler-let him but come. Reading these docu
ments, we can only rub our eyes, and wondL-r how it is 
that human selfishness allows the Canadian oflidals to 

disclose the wonders of their El Dorado to the outer 
world, and invite all men to share blessings which we 
should have expected them to keep as a close preserve 
for themselves and their nearest and dearest friends. 
Taxation in the States, the immigrants are told, 
is five and a half times what it is in Canada, two and 
a half times the English rate. Labourers by the. 
thousand, merchants and farmers by the score, are 
said to be Hocking into Canada to avoid the taxation 
of the P..adicals The average duration of life in 
Canada is 37 per cent. higher than in the States. 
Yet, in the face of all these facts, only twenty or two 
and twenty thonsand immigrants come to Canada for 
three hundred thousand that Hock annually to the 
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States, and of the former many thousands do but 
pass through on their way to the Great West. Of 
the tweuty thousand who land at Quebec in each 
year, but four and a half thousand remain a year in 
Canada; and there are a qnarler of a million of 
persons born in British America now naturalised in 
the United States. 

The pas;age of the immigrnnm to the Western States 
is not for want of wamina. The Canadian Govem-o 
m~nt advertise every Coloradan duel, every lynching 
in MontaIia, every Opposition speech in Kansas, by 
way of teaching the immigranm to respect the country 
of which they are about to become free citizens. 

It is an unfortunate fact, that these strange state
menm are not harmless--not harmless to Canada, I 
mean. The Provincial Government by these publi
cations' seems to confess to the world that Canada 
can live only by running down the great republic. 
Canadian sympathy for the rebellion tends to make 
us think that the Northern statesmen must not only 
share in our old· world confusion of the notions of 
right and wrong. hut' must be sadly short-sighted 
into the bargain. It is only by their position that 
they are blinded, for ,few countries have abler men 
than Sir James Macdonald. or sounder statesmen than 
Cartier or Galt; but, like men standing on the edge 
of a cliff. Canadian statesmen are always wanting to 
jump olI. Had Great Britain left them to their own 
devices, we should have had war with America in the 
spring of 1866. 

The position of Canada is in many ways anomalous: 
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of the two chief sections of our race-that in Britain 
and that in America-the latter is again split in twain, 
and one division governed from across the Atlantic. 
For such government there is no pretext, except the 
wishes of the governed, who gain by the connexion 
men for their defence, and the opportunity of gratify
ing their spite for their neighbours at our expellJle. 
ThORe who ask why a connexion so one-sided, so 
opposed to the best interests of our race, should be 
suffered to continue, are IWJ!wered, now that the 
argument of "prestige" is given up, that the CanadiaWl 
are loyal, and that they hate the Americans, to whom, 
were it not for us, they most inevitably fall. That 
the CanadiaWl hate the Americans can be no reason 
why we should spend blood and treasure in prote<:ting 
them against the consequences of their hate. The 
world should have passed the time when local dislikes 
can be suffered to affect our policy towards the other 
sectioWl of our race; but even were it otherwise, it is 
hard to see how twelve thousand British troops, or a 
royal standard hoisted at. Ottawa, can protect a frontier 
of two thousand miles in leugth from a nation of 
five and thirty millions. Canada, perhaps, can defL'Ild 
herself; but we most certainly cannot defend her: we 
provoke much more than we assist. 

AB for Canadian U loyalty," it appears to consist 
merely of hatred towards America, for while we were 
fighting China and conquering the rulers of Japan. 
that we might spread free trade, our loyal colonists 
of Canada set upon our goods protective duties of 
20 per cent. which they have now in some degree 
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removed. only that they may get into their hands 
the smuggling trade carried on in breach of the laws 
of our ally, their neighbour. We might, at least, 
fairly insist that the connexion should cease, unless 
Canada will entirely remove her duties. 

At bottom, it would seem as though no one gained 
by the retention of our hold on Canada. Were she 
independent, her borders would never again be wasted 
by Fenian hordes, and she would escape the terrible 
danger of being the battle-field in which European 
quarrels are fought out. Canada once republican, the 
Monroe doctrine would be satisfied, and its most 
violent partisans would cease to advocate the adop
tion of other than moral means to merge her territories 
in the Union. An independent Canada would. not 
long aelay the railway across the continent to Puget 
Sound, 'which a British bureau calls impossible. 
England would be relieved from the fear of a certain -
defeat by America in the event of war-a fear always 
harmful, even when war seems most unlikely j-re
lieved. too, from the cost of such panics _ as those 
of 1861 and 1866. 

Did Canada stand alone, no offence that she could 
give America W:0uld be likely to unite, all sections 
of that country in an attempt to conquer her j while, 
on the other hand, such an attempt would be resisted 
to the death by an armed and brave people, four 
millions strong. As it is, any offence towards 
America committed by our agents, at any place or 
time, or arising out of the continual changes of policy 
and of ministry in Great Britain, united to the stand-
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ing offence of maintaining the monarchical principle 
in North America, will bring upon unhappy Canada 
the whole American nation, indignant in some cause, 
just, or seeming just, and to be met by a people 
deceived into putting their trust in a few regiments 
of British troops, sufficient at the most to hold Quebec, 
and to be backed by reinforcements which could 
never come in time, did publie opinion in Great 
Britain so much as permit their sailing. 

On the other hand, in all history there is nothing 
stranger than the narrowness of mind that has led us 
to see in Canada a piece of England, and in Ameriea 
a hostile country. There are more sons of British 
subjects in America than in Canada, by far; and the 
American looks upon the old country with a pride that 
eannot be shared by a man who looks to her to pay 
his soldiel'8. 

The independence of Canada would put an imme
diate end to much of the American jealousy of Great 
Britain-a consideration which of itself should out
weigh any claim to protection which the Cau3Ilians 
can have on us. The position which we have to set 
before ns in our external dealings is, that we are no 
more fellow-countrymen of the Canadians than of the 
Americans of the North or West. 

The eapital of the new dominion is to be Ottawa, 
known as "Hole in the Woods" among the friends 
of Torouto and Montreal, and once ealled Bytown. 
It consista of the huge Parliament House, the Govern
ment printing-office, some houseless wildernesacs 
meant for streets, and the hotel ",here the members 
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of the Legislature .. board.." Such was the senatonalli 
throng at the moment of. my. visit, that we were 
thrust into a detached building. made of .half-inch 
planks, with wide openings between the boards.; and 
as the .French Canadian members were excited about . ~ 

the resignation of Mr. Galt, indescribable_ chattering 
and bawling filled the how.e. 

The view from the Parliament House is even more 
thoroughly CllDadian than that from the ~ at 
Quebec--a view of a land of rapids, of pine forests, 
and of lumberers' homes, full of character, but some
what bleak and dreary; even on the hottest summer's 
.day, it tells of winter storms past and to come. 
On the far left are the island-filled reaehes of the 
Upper Ottawa; nearer, the roaring Cbaudiere Falls, a 
mile across-a mile of walls of water, of sudden shoots, 
of jets, of spray. From the .. cauldron" iU!elf, into 
which we can hardly see, rises a column of rainbow
tinted mist, backed by distant ranges and black 
woods, new fast falling before the settler's axe. Below 
you is the river, swift, and covered with eream-like 
foam; on the right, a gorge-the mouth of the Rideau 
Canal 

When surveyed from the fittest points, the Cbaudim 
is but little behind Niagara; but it may be doubted 
whether in any fall there is that which can be called 
sublimity. Natural causes are too evident: water, 
rosbing to find its level. falls from a ledge of 
rock. How different from a storm upon the coast. or 
from a September sunset, where the natural causes 
are so remote that you can bring yomself almost to 

VOl. L Q 
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see the immediate hand of God. It is excusable in 
Americans, who have no Be&-COast worthy of the name, 
to talk of Niagara as the perfection of the sublime; 
but it is strange that a people who have Birling 
Gap and Bantry Bay should allow themselves to be 
led by such a cry. 

Niagara has one beauty in which it is unapproached 
by the great Chaudiere: the awesome slowness with 
which the deep-green Hood, in the centre of the Horse
shoe Fall, rolls rather than plunges into the gul£ 
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CHAPTER VII. 

UNIVERSITY OP JoIlCHIGAlf. 

FBoll the gloom of Buffalo, the smoke of Cincinnati. 
and the dirt of Pittsburg, I should have been glad 
to escape as soon as might be, even bad not the death 
from cholera of 240 pemons in a single day of my 
visit at the "Queen City" warned me to fly north. 
From a stricken town. with its gutters full of chloride 
of lime, and fires bnrning in the public streets, to 
green Michigan, was a grateful change; but I was 
full of sorrow at leaving that richest and most lovely 
of all States-Ohio. There is a charm in the park-like 
beauty of the Monongahela valley, dotted with vines 
and orchards, that nothing in Eastern America can 
rival The absence at once of stumps in the corn
fields, and of untilled or unfenced land, gives the 
"buckeye State" a look of age that none of the "old 
Eastern States" can show. In corn, in meadow, in 
timber-land, Ohio stands alone. Her Indian corn. 
exceeds in richness that of any other State; she has 
ample stores of iron, and coal is worked upon the 
B1ll'face in every Alleghany valley. Wool, wine, hop., 
tobacco, all are raised"; hel" Catawba has inspired 
poema. Every river side is clothed with groves of 

G 2 
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oak, of hickory, of sugar-maple, of sycamore, of 
poplar, and of buckeye. But, as I said, the change 
to the Michigan prairie was full of a delightful relief; 
it was Holland after the Rhine, London after Paris. 

Where men grow tall there will maize grow tall, 
is a good sound rule: limestone makes both bone 
and straw. The North-western States, inhabited by 
giant men, are the chosen home of the most useful 
and beautiful of plants, the maize-in America 
called "com." For hundreds of miles the railwdY 
track, protected not even by a fence or hedge, runs 
through the towering plants, which hide all prospect 
save that of their own green pYramids. Maize feeds 
the people, it feeds the cattle and the hogs that they 
export to feed the cities of the East; from it is made 
yearly, as an Ohio farmer told me, .. whiskY enough 
to float the ark." Rice is not more the support of the 
Chinese than maize of·the Americans. 

In the great com-field of the North-western States, 
dwells a people without a history, without tradition, 
busy at hewing out of the forest trunks codes and 
social wmges of its own. The Kansas men have set 
themselves to emancipating 'women; the .. Wol
verines," as the people of Miehigan are called, have 
turned their heads to education, and are teaching the 
teachers upon this point. 

The rapidity with which intellectual activity is 
awakened in the West is inexplicable to the people of 
New England. While you are admiring the laws of 
MinnfflOta and Wisconsin, Boston men tell you that 
the resemblance of the code of KaDMS to that of 
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Connecticut is consequent only on the fact, that the 
framers of the former possessed a. copy of this one 
New England code, while they had never set eyes 
upon the code of any other country in the world, 
While Yale and Harvard are trylng in vain to keep 
pace with the State universities of Michigan and 
KaDBM, you will meet in Lowell and New Biven 
men who apply an old Russian story to the Western 
colleges, and tell you that their professom of lan
gUageS, when asked where they have studied, reply 
that they guess they learned to read and write in 
Springfield. 

One of the difficulties of the New England colleges 
has been to reconcile university traditions with demo
cracy; but in the Western States there is neither 
reconciliation nor tradition, though universities are 
plenty. Probably the most democratic school in the 
whole world is the State university of Michigan, 
situate at Ann Arbor, near Detroit. It is cheap, 
large, practical; twelve hundred students, paying 
only the ten dollars' entrance fee, and five dollars 
a year during residence, and living where they 
can in the little town, attend the university to be 
prepared to .enter with 'knowledge and resolution 
upon the affairs of their future life. A few ouly 
are educated by having 'their minds unfolded that 
they may become many.ffided men; but all work with 
spirit, and with that earnestuess which is seen in the 
Scotch universities at home. The war with crime, the 
war with sin, the war with death-Law, Theology, 
Medicine-these are the three foremost of man's 
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employments; to these, accordingly, the University 
affords her chiefest care, and to one of these the 
student, his entrance examination passed, often gives 
his entire time. 

These things are democratic, but it is not in them 
that the essential democracy of the University is to 
be seen. There are at Michigan no honour-lists, no 
classes in our sense, no orders of merit, no com
petition. A man takes, or does not take, a certain 
degree. The University is governed, not by its 
members, not by its professors, but by a parliament 
of "regents" appointed by the inhabitants of the 
State. Such are the two great principles of the 
democratic University of the West. 

It might be supposed that these two strange de
partures from the systems of older universities were 
irregoIarities, introduced to meet the temporary em
barrassments incidental to educational establishments 
in young States. So far is this from being the case, 
that, as I saw at Cambridge, the elearesHighted men 
of the older colleges of America are trying to assimi
late their teaching system to that of Michigan-at 
least, in the one point of the absence of competition. 
They assert that toil performed under the excitement 
of a fierce struggle between man and man is un
healthy work, different in nature and in results 
from the loving labour of men whose hearts are 
really in what they do: toil, in short. not very 
easily distinguishable from slave-labour. 

In the matter of the absence of competition, Michi
gan is probably but returning to the system of the 
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European un.iversities of tlle Middle Ages. but the 
goVernment by other than tlle members of the UBi
~emity is a eti1J. Bl:nmger !!Cberne It is explained 
when we look to the 1IOmce8 whence tlle funds of 
the UDivemity are mawn namely. from tlle tax
payem of the State. The men who have set up this 
corporation in their midst., and who tax tberneelves 
for its support, cannot be caDed on. as they say. to 
renounce its government to their nomin-. Pr0-
fessors from New England. unconneeted with the 
State. men of one idea. often qwme1some. aometimes 
.. irreIigious "-for religious points have been conmsted 
bitterly in the senate of Ann Arbor. There is much 
truth in these statements of tlle case. but it is "to be 
hoped that the men chosen to llet'Ve as .. regents. are 
of a higher intellectual stamp than thoee appointed 
to educational ollicea in the Canadian backwoods. 
A report was put into my hands at Ottawa, in which 
a Superintendent of Instruction writes to the 1Iinister 
of Education. that he had advised tlle rarepayem of 
V Ietoria county not in future to elect as school 
trustees men who cannot read or write. As llicbigan 
grows older. abe wiD. perhaps, seek to confonn to 
the practice of other universities in this matter of 
her government, but in the point of absence of 
competition she is likely to continue firm. 

Even here IIOme difficulty is found in getting com
perent school directors; one of thern reported 3ll 
ehildren attending achooL or another district its 
superintendent reports :-" Conduct of scholars about 
the same 118 that of • Young America' in general-
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Some of the superintendents aim at jocosity, and show 
no want of talent in themselves, while their efforts are 
to demonstrate its deficiency among the boys. The 
superintendent of Grattan says, in answer to some 
numbered questions :-" Condition good, improvement 
fair; for 1- of 1- of the year in school, and fifteen
sixteenths of the time at play. Male teachers most 
successful with the birch; female, with Cupid's darts. 
School-houses in fair whittling order. Apparatus :
Shovel, none; tongs, ditto; poker, one. Conduct of 
scholars like that of parents-good, bad, and indif
ferent. No minister in town-sony; no lawyer
good!" The superintendents of Manlius township 
report that DIstricts 1 and 2 have buildings" fit (in 
winter) only for the polar bear, walrus, reindeer, 
Russian sable, or Siberian bat;" and they go on to 
say, "Our children read everyt~, from lIr. Noodle's 
Essays on Matrimony to Artemus Ward's Lecture on 
First Principles of American Government." Another 
report from a very new connty runs :-" Sunday
schools afford a little reading-matter to the children. 
Character of matter most read-battle, murder, and 
sudden death." A third states that the teachers are 
meanly paid, and goes on :-" If the teaching is no 
better than the pay, it must be like the sonp that 
the rebels _ gave the prisoners." A superintendent, 
reporting that the success of the teachers is greater 
than their qualifications warrant, says :-" The reason 
is to be found in the Yankceish adaptability of even 
Wolverines." 

After all, it is hard even to paas jokes at the 
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expense of the North-wes1:ffln people. A population 
who would maintain schools on such a footing under 
difficulties apparently overwhelming was the source 
from which to draw Union Volunteers such as those 
who, afrer the war, returned to their Northern homes; 
I have been told, shocked and astonished at the 
ignorance and debasement of the Southern whites. 

The system of elective studies pursued.at Michigan 
is one to which we are year by" year tending in 
the English universities. As sciences multiply and 
deepen, it becomes more· and more inipossible that 
a .. general course" system can produce men -fit to 
take their places in the world. Cambridge has 
attempted to set up both, and, giving her students 
the choice, bids them pursue one branch of study 
with a view to honours, or take a less-valued degree 
requirillg some slight proficiency in many things: 
Michigan denies that the stimulus of honour eXami
nations should. be connected with the elective system. 
With her, men first graduate in science, or in an 
arts degree, which bears a close resemblance to the 
English "poll," and then pursue their elected study 
in a course which leads to no university distinction, 
which is free from the struggle for place and honours. 
These objections to "honours" rest upon a more 
solid foundation than a mere democratic hatred of 
inequality of man and man. Repute as a writer, as 
a practitioner, is valued by the Ann Arbor man, and 
the Wolverines do not follow the Ephesians, and teU 
men who excel among them to go and excel elsewhere. 
The Michigan Professors say, and Dr. Hedges bears 
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them out, that a far higher average of true work and 
real knowledge is obtained under this system of in· 
dependent work than is dreamt of in colleges where 
competition rules. "A higher average" is all they 
say, and they acknowledge frankly that there is here 
and there a student to be found to whom competition 
would do good. As a rule, they tell us, thia is not 
the case. Unlimited battle between mau and mau 
for place is sufficiently the bane of the world not to 
be made the curse of schools: competition breeds 
every evil which it is the aim of education, the duty 
of a university, to suppress: pale faces caused by 
excessive toil, feverish excitement that prevents true 
work, a hatred of the subject on which the toil is 
spent, jealousy of best friends, systematic depreciation 
of men's talente, rejec:tion of all reading that will not 
.. pay," extreme unhealthy cultivation of memory, 
general degradation of labour-all these evils, and 
mauy more, are charged upon the competition 
system. Everything that our ProfC8BOl'B have to say 
of .. cram" these American thinkeJ!l apply to compe
tition. Stran"ae doctrines these for Young America I 

Of the practical tum which we should naturally 
expect to find in the university of a bran-new State 
I fonnd evidence in the regulation which prescn"bes 
that the degree of )laster of Arts Bhall not be con. 
ferred as a matter of COUJ'8e upon graduates of three 
yeazi standing, but only upon such as have pmsued 
professional or general acientifie studies during that 
period. Even in these eases an examination before 
some one of the faculties is required for the Master's 
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degree. I was told that for the Medical degree four 
years of "reputable" practice is received instead of 
certain courses. 

In her special and selected studies, Michigan is as 
mei-ely practical as Swift's University of Brobdingnag; 
but, standing far above the ordinary arts or science 
courses, there is a "University course" designed for 
those who have already taken the Bachelor's degree. 
It is harder to say what this course includes than 
what it does not. The twenty heads range over philo-. 
logy, philosophy; art, and science; there is a branch 
of " criticism." one of "arts of design." one of." fine 
arts." Astronomy, ethics, and Oriental languages are 
all embraced in a scheme brought into working order 
within ten years of the time when Michigan was a 
wilderness, and the college-yard an Indian hunting
ground. 

Michigan entered upon education-work very early 
in her history as a State. In 1850, her legislature 
commissioned the Hon. Ira Mayhew to prepare a 
work on education for circulation throughout America. 
Her progress has been as rapid as her start was good; 
her natural history collection is already one of the 
most remarkable in America j her medical school is 
almost unequalled, and students flow to her even 
from New England and from California, while from 
New York she draws a hundred men a year. In only 
one point is Ann Arbor anywhere bllt in the van; 
she has hitherto followed the New England colleges 
in excluding women. The State university of Ka,:,S3lJ 
has not shown the same exclusiveness that has charac-
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terised the conduct of the rulers of Michigan: women 
are admitted not only to the classes, but to the 
Professorships at Lawrence. 

This North-western institution at Ann Arbor was 
not behind even Harvard in the war: it supplied the 
Union army with 1,000 men. The 17th regiment of 
Michigan Volunteers, mainly composed of teachers and 
Ann Arbor students, has no cause to fear the rivalry 
of any other record; and such was the effect of the 
war, that in 1860 there were in Michigan 2,600 male 
to 5,350 female teachers, whereas now there are but 
1,300 men to 7,500 women. 

So proud are Michigan men of their roll of honour, 
that they publish it at full length in the calendar ot 
the University. Every" class" from the foundation 
of the schools shows some graduates distinguished in 
their country's service during the suppression of the 
rebellion. The Hon. Dramel Hosford, Superintendent 
of Public Instruction in Michigan, reports that, 
owing to the presence of (:rowds of returned soldiers, 
the schools of the State are filled almost to the limit 
of their capacity, while some are compelled to close 
their doors against the thronging crowds. Captains, 
colonels, generals are among the students now humbly 
learning in the Ann Arbor University Schools. 

The State of Michigan is peculiar.in the form that 
she has given to her higher teaching; but in no way 
peculiar in the attention she bestows on education. 
Teaching, high and low, is a passion in the West, 
and each of these young States has established a 
University of the highest order, and placed in every 
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township not only schools, but public librari,es, sup
ported from the rates, and managed by the people. 

Not only have the 'appropriations for educational ~ 
P1llJloses by each State been large, but those of the 
Federal Government have been upon the most 
splendid scale. What has been done in the Eastern 
and the Central States no man can tell, but even 
west of the Mississippi twenty-two million acres have 
already been granted for such purposes, while ~-six 
million more are set aside forsiinilar gifts .. 

The Americans are not forgetful of their Puritan 
traditions. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE PACIFIC RAILROAD. 

WHEN the companions of the explorer Cartier found 
that the rapids at Montreal were not the end of all 
navigation, as .they had feared, but that above them 
there commenced a second and boundless reach of 
deep, still waters, they fancied they had found the 
long-looked-for route to China, and cried, .. La 
Chine r" So the story goes, and the name has stuck 
to the place. 

Up to 1861, the CaDadians remained in the belief 
that they were at least the potential possessors of the 
only possible road for the China trade of the future, 
for in that year a Canadian goVernment paper 
declared that the Rocky Mountains, south of British 
territory, were impassable for railroads. Maps 8howed 
that from St. Louis to San Francisco the distance was 
twice that from the head of navigation on Lake 
Superior to the British Pacific ports. 

America has gone through a five years' agony since 
that time ; but now, in the first days of peace, we find 
that the American Pacific Railroad, growing at the 
average rate of two miles a &y at one end, and one 
mile a day at the other, will stretch from sea to sea in 
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1869 or 1870, while the British line remains a. 
dream. 

Not only have the Rocky Mountaiml turned. out to 
be passable, but the engineers have found themselves 
compelled to decide on the conflicting .cla.ims of passes 
without number. Wall-like and frowning a.s the 
Rocky Mountains are when seen from the plains. 
the rolling gaps are many, and they are ea.sier crossed 
by railway lines than the less lofty chains of Europe. 
From the heat of the country, the snow-line lies high; 
the chosen pass is in the latitude of Constantinople 
or Oporto. The dryness of the air of the centre of 
a va.st continent prevents the fall of heavy'snows or 
rains in winter. At eight or nine thousand feet 
above the sea, in the Black Hills, or Ea.stern Pied
mont, the drivers on the Pacific line will have slighter 
snow-drifts to encounter than their brothers on the 
Grand Trunk or the Camden and Amboy at the sea
level. On the other hand, fuel and water are· scarce, 
and there is an endless succession of smaller snowy 
chains which have to be crossed upon the Grand 
Plateau, or basin of the Great Salt Lake. Whatever 
the difficulties, in 1869 or 1870 the line will be an 
accomplished fact. 

In the Act creating the Pacific Railroad Company, 
passed in 1862, the company were b!>und to complete 
their line at the rate of a hundred miles a. year. 
They are completing it at more than three times 
that rate. 

When the Act is examined, it ceases to be strange 
tha.t the road should be .pushed with extra.ordinary 
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energy and speed, so numerous are the baita offered 
to the companies to hasten ita completion. Money 
is to be advanced them; land is to be given them for 
every mile they finish-on a generous scale while the 
line is on the plains, on three times the scale when 
it reaches the most rugged traet8. These granta alone 
are estimated at twenty millions of acres. Besides 
the alteniate sections, a width of 400 feet, with 
additional room for works and stations, is granted 
for the line. The Californian Company is tempted by 
similar offers to a race with the Union Paeilic, and 
each company is struggling to lay the most miles, 
and get the most land upon the great basin. It is 
the interest of the Eastern Company that the june
tioiJ. should be as far as possible to the Webt; of the 
Western, that it should be as far as possible to the 
east. The result is an average laying of three, and 
an occasional construction of four, miles a day. H we 
look to the progress at both ends, we find as much 
sometimes laid in a day as a bullock train could 
traveL So fast do the head-quarters .. cities" keep 
moving forwards, that at the Californian end the 
superintendent wished me to believe, that whenever 
his chickens heard a wagon pass, they threw the~ 
selves upon their backs, and held up their legs, that 
they might be tied, and thrown into the cart for a fresh 
move. .. They are true birds of pai!S3ge," he said. 

When the iron trains are at the front, the laying 
will for a short time proceed at the rate of nine yards 
in every fifteen seconds; but three or four hundred 
tons of rails have to be brought up every day upon 
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the single track, and it is in this that the time 
is lost. 

The advance carriages of the construction-train are 
well supplied with rifles hung from the roofs; but 
even when the Indians forget their amaze, and attack 
the "city upon wheels," or· tear up the track, they • 
are incapable of destroying the line so fast as the 
machinery can lay it down. "Soon," as a Denver 
paper said, during my stay in the Mountain City, 
"the iron horse will sniff the Alpine bree!'le upon 
the summit of the Black Hills, 9,000 feet above the 
sea;" and upon the plateau, where deer are . scarce 
and buffalo unknown, the Indians have all but disap
peared. The worst Indian country is already crossed, 
and the red men have sullenly followed the buffalo 
to the South, and occupy the country between Kansas 
State and Denver, contenting themselves with pre-
venting the construction of the Santa. Fe and 
Denver routes to California. Both for the end in 
view, and the energy with which it is pursued, the 
Pacific railroad will stand first among the achieve
ments of our times. 

If the end to be kept in view in the construction 
of the first Pacific railroad line were merely the 
traffic from China and Japan to Europe, or the 
shortest route from San Francisco to Hampton Roads, 
the Kansas route through St. Louis, Denver, and the 
Berthoud Pass would be, perhaps, the best and 
shortest of those within the United States; but 
the Saskatchewan line through British territory. with 
Halifax and Puget Sound for ports, would. be still 

VOL. L. H 
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more advantageoUB. Ail it is, the true question seems 
to be, not the traue betweeD the Pacific and Great 
Britain, but betwccn Ailia and America, for Penn
sylvania and Ohio must be the manufacturing 
countries of the next fifty years. 

Whatever our theory, the fact is plain enough: in 
1870 we shall reach San Francisco from Lonuon in 
less time than by the severest travelling I can reach 
it from Denver in 1866. 

Wherever, in the States, North and South have met 
in conflict, North has won. New York has beaten 
Norfolk; Chicago, in spite of its inferior situation, 
has beaten the older St. Louis. In the same way, 
Omaha, or cities still farther north, will carry off 
the trade from Leavenworth, Lawrence, and KaIl8al! 
City. Ultimately Puget Sound may beat San Fran
cisco in the race for the Pacific trade, and the 
Southern cities become still less able to keep their 
place than they have been hitherto. Time after time, 
Chicago has thrown out intercepting lines, and 
diverted from St. Louis trade. which seemed of neces
sity to belong to her; and the success of the Cnion 
Pacific line, and failure of the Kansas road, is a fresh 
proof of the superior energy of the Northern to the 
Southern city. This time a fresh element enters into 
the calculation, and declares for Chicago. The great 
circle route, the true SUaight line, is in these great 
distances shorter by fifty or a hundred miles than 
the straight lines of the maps and charts, and the 
Platte route becomes not only the natural, but the 
shortest route from sea to sea. 
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Chicago has a great advantage over St. Louis in, 
. her comparative freedom from the cholera, which 
yearly attacks the Missourian. city. During my stay 
in St. Louis, the deaths from cholera alone were 
known to have reached _ 200 a day, in a population 
diminished by flight to 180,000. A quarantine was 
established on the river; the sale of fruit and .vege
tables prohibited; prisoners released on condition that 
they should work at burying the dead; and funeral 
corffiges were forbidden. Chicago herself, unreached 
by the plague, was scattering handbills on every 
W cstern railroad line, warning immigrants against 
St. Louis. 

The Missourians have relied over mueh upon the 
Mississippi river, and have forgotten that railroads are 
superseding steamboats every day. Chicago, on the 
other hand, which ten years ago was the .twentieth· 
city in America, is probably by this time the third. 
As a centre of thought, political and religious, she 
stands second only to Boston, and her Wabash and 
Michigan avenues are.among tlie most beautiful of 
streets. 

One of the chief causes of the future wealth of 
America is to be found in the fact that all her "inland" 
towns are ports. The State of Michigan lies between 
500 and 900 miles from the ocesn, but the single. State 
has upon the great lakes a coast of 1,500 miles. From 
Fort Benton to the sea by water is nearly 4,000 miles, 
but the post is a much-used steamboat port, though 
more distant, even in the air-line, from the nearest sea 
upon the same side the dividing range, than is the 

B2 
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White Sea from the Persian Gul£ Put it in which 
way you would, Europe could not hold this 
navigation. 

A great American city is almost invariably placed 
at a point where an important railroad finds an out
port on a lake or river. This is no adaptation to rail
ways of the Limerick saying about rivers-namely, 
that Providence has everywhere 80 placed them as to 
pass through the great towns; for in America railways 
precede population, and when mapped out and laid, 
they are but tramways in the desert. There is no great 
wonder in this when we remember that 158,000,000 
acres of land have been up to this time granted to 
railroads in America. 

One tendency of a costly railroad system is that few 
lines will be made, and trade being thus driven into 
certain unchanging routes, a small num~r of cities 
willllourish greatly, and, by acting as housing stations 
or as ports, will rise to enormous wealth and p0pula
tion. Where a system of cheap railways is adopted, 
there will be year by year a tendency to multiply lines 
of traffic, and consequently to multiply also ports and 
seats of trade--a tendency, however, which may he 
more than neutralised by any special <:rn:u1Dstanccs 
which may cause the lines of transit to converge rather 
than run parallel to one another. Of the system of 
costly grand trunk lines we have an instance in India, 
where we see the creation of Dmritsar and the pros
perity of Calcutta alike due to our single great Bengal 
line; of the converging system we have excellent 
instances in Chicago and Bom~y; while we see the 
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plan of parallel lines in action here in Kansas, and 
causing the comparative equality of progress mani
fested in Leavenworth, in Atchison, in Omaha. The 
coasts of India swarmed with ports till our trunk lines 
ruined Goa and Surat to advance Bombay, and a 
hundred village ports to push our factory at Calcutta, 
founded by Charnock as late as 1690, but now growp. 
to be the third or fourth city of the empire. 

Of the dozen chaotic cities which are struggling for 
the honour of becoming the future capital of the 
West, Leavenworth, with 20,000 people, three daily 
papers, an opera house, and 200 drinking saloons, was, 
at the time of my visit in 1866, somewhat ahead, of 
Omaha, with its 12,000, two papers, and a single 
" one-horse" theatre, though the Northern city tied 
Leavenworth in the point of .. saloons." 

Omaha, Leavenworth, Kansas City,· Wyandotte, 
Atchison, Topeka, Lecompton, and LawreIlce, each 
praises itself, and runs down its neighbour. Leaven
worth claims to be so healthy that when it lately 
became necessary to .. inaugurate n the new graveyard, 
"they had to shoot a man on purpose"-a change since 
the days when the Southern Border Ruffians were in 
the habit of parading its streets, bearing the scalps of 
Abolitionists stuck on poles. On the other hand, a 
Nebraska man, when asked whether the Kansas people 
were fairly honest, said: "Don't know about honest; 
but they do say as how the folk around take in their 
stone fences every night." Lawrence, the State capital, 
which is on the dried-up Kansas river, sneeringly says 
of all the new towns on the Missouri that the boats 
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that ply between them are so dangerous that the fare 
. is collected in instalments every five minutes through

out the trip. Next after the jealousy between two 
Australian colonies, there is nothing equal to the 
hatreds between cities competing for the same trade. 
Omaha has now the best chance of becoming the 
capital of the Far West, but Leavenworth will no 
doubt continue to be the chief town of Kansas. 

The progress of the smaller cities is anlazing. Pistol
shots by day and night are frequent, but trade and 
development are little interfered with by such inci
dents as these; and as the village-cities are peopled 
up, the pioneers, shunning their fellows, keep pushing 
westwards, seeking new "locations." "You're the 
second man I've seen this fall ! Darn me, ef 'tain't 
'bout tim~ to varmose out westerly-y," is the standing 
joke of the "frontier-Mrs" against each other . 

• • • • • • • 
At St. Louis I had met my friend Mr. Hepworth 

Dixon. just out from England, and with him I visited 
the Kansas towns, and then pushed through Waumego 
to Manhattan. the terminus (for the day) of the 
Kansas Pacific line. Here we were thrust into what 
space remained between forty leathern mail-bags and 
the canvas roof of the mule-drawn ambulance, which 
was to be at once our prison for siX nights, and our 
fort upon wheels against the Indians. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

OMPHALISM. 

DASHING through a grove of cottonwood trees draped 
in bignonia and ivy, we came out suddenly upon a 
charming scene: a range of huts and forts crowning 
a long low hill seamed with many a timber-clothed 
ravine, while the clear stream of the Republican fork 
wreathed itself about the woods and bluffs. The 
block-house, over which :floated the stars and stripes, 
was Fort Riley, the Hyde Park Corner from which 
continents are to measure all their miles; the .. capital 
of the universe," or "centre of the world." Not that 
it has always been so. Geographers will be glad to 
learn that not only does the earth gyrate, but that the 
centre of ·its crust also moves: within the last ten 
years it has removed westwards l into Kansas from 
Missouri-from Independence to Fort Riley. The 
contest for centreship is no new thing. Herodotus 
held that Greece was the very middle of the world, 
and that the unhappy Orientals were frozen, and the 
yet more unfortunate Atlantic Indians baked every 
afternoon of their poor lives in order that the sun 
might shine on Greece at noon; London plumes 
herself on being the " centre of the terrestrial globe t 
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Boston is the "hllb of the hull universe," though the 
latter claim is less physical than moral, I believe. In 
Fort Riley, the Western men seem to have found the 
physical centre of the United States, but they claim 
for the Great Plains as well the intellectual as the 
political leadership of the whole continent. These 
hitherto untrodden tracts, they tell you, form the 
hcart of the empire, from which the life-blood must be 
driven to the extremities. Geographical and political 
centres must ultimately coincide. 

Connected with this belief is another Western 
theory-that the powers of the future must be .. Con
tinental" Germany, or else Russia, is to absorb all 
Asia and Europe, except Britain. North America is 
already cared for, as the gradual extinction of the 
:Mexicans and absorption of the Canadians they 
consider certain. As for South America, the Califor
nians are already planning an occupation of Western 
Brazil, on the ground that the Continental power of 
South America· must start from the head waters of the 
great rivers, and epread seawards down the streams. 
Even in the Brazilian climate, they believe that the 
Anglo-Saxon is destined to become the dominant 
race. 

The sUCce88 of this omphalism., this government 
from the centre, will be brought about, in the Western 
belief, by the necessity under which the natives on 
the head waters of all streams will find themselves 
of having the outlets in their bands Even if it be 
true that railways are \leating rivers, still the railways 
must also lead seawards to the ports, and the need 
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for their control is still felt by the producers in the 
centre countries of the continent. The Upper St;ttes 
must everywhere command the Lower, and salt-water 
despotism find its end. 

The Americans of the Valley States, who fought 
all the more heartily in the Federal cause from the 
fact that they were battling for the freedom of the 
Mississippi against the men who held its mouth, look 
forward to the time when they will have to assert, 
peaceably but with firmness, their right to the free
dom of their railways through the Northern Atlantic 
States. Whatever their respect for New England, it 
cannot be expected that they are for ever to permit 
Illinois and Ohio to be neutralised in the Senate by 
Rhode Island and Vermont. If it goes hard with 
New England, it will go still harder with New York; 
and tlie Western men look forward to the day when 
Washington will be removed, Congress and all, to 
Columbus or Fort Riley. 

The singular wideness of Western thought, always 
verging on extravagance, is traceable" to the width 
of Western land. The immensity of the continent 
produces a kind of intoxiCation; there is moral dram
drinking in the contemplation of the map. No Fourth 
~f July oration can come up to the plain facts con
tained in the Land Commissioners' report. The public 
domain of the United States still consists of one 
thousand five hundred millions of acres; there are 
two hundred thousand square miles of coal-lands in 
the country, ten times as much as in all the remaining 
world. In the Western territories not yet States, 
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there is land sufficient to bear, at the English popula
tion rate, five hundred and fifty millions of human 
beings. 

It is strange to see how the Western country dwarfs 
the Eastern States. Buffalo is called a " Western 
city;" yet from New York to Buffalo is only three 
hundred and fifty miles, and Buffalo. is but seven 
hundred miles to the west of the most eastern point 
in all the United States. On the other hand, from 
Buffalo we can go two thousand five hundred miles 
westwards without quitting the United States. " The 
West" is eight times as wide as the Atlantic States, 
and will soon be eight times as strong. 

The conformation of North America is widely 
different to that of any other continent on the globe. 
In Europe, the glaciers of the Alps occupy the 
centre point, and shed the waters towards each of 
the surrounding seas: confiuence is almost unknown. 
So it is in Asia: there the Indus Bowing into 
the Arabian Gulf, the Oxns into the Sea of AraI, 
the Ganges into the Bay of Bengal. the Yangtse 
Kiang into the Pacific, and the Yenesei into the 
Arctic Ocean, all take their rise in the central table
land. In South America, the mountains form a 
waIl upon the west, whence the rivers Bow east
wards in parallel lines. In North America alone 
are there mountains on each coast, and a trough 
between, into which the rivers lIow together, gividg 
in a single valley 23,000 miles of navigahle stream 
to be ploughed by steamshipS. The map I,roclaims 
the essential unity of North America. Political 
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geography might be a more interesting study than 
it has yet been made. 

In reaching Leavenworth, I had crossed two of the 
five divisions of America: the other three lie before 
me on my way to San Francisco.. The eastern slopes 
of the Alleghanies, or Atlantic coast; their western 
slopes; the Great Plains; the Grand Plateau, and the 
Pacific coast-these are the five divisions. Fort Riley, 
the centre of the United States, is upon the border of 
the third division, thll Great Plains. The Atlantic 
coast is poor and stony, but the slight altitude of the 
Alleghany chains has prevented it being a hindrance 
10 the passage of population to the West: the second 
of the divisions is now the richest and most powerful 
of the five; but the wave of immigration is crossing 
the Mississippi and Missouri into the Great Plains, 
and here at Fort Riley we are upon the limit of 
civilization. 

This spot is not only the centre of the United States 
and of the continent. hut, if Denver had contrived to 
carry the Pacific railroad by the Berthoud Pass, would 
have been the centre station upon what Governor 
Gilpin of Colorado calls the "Asiatic and European 
railway line." As it is, Columbus in Nebraska has 
somewhat a better chance of becoming the Washington 
of the future than has this blockhouse. 

Quitting Fort Riley, we found ourselves at once upon 
tlie Plains. No more sycamore and white-oak and 
honey-locust; no more of the· rich deep green of the 
cottonwood groves; but yellow earth, 'yellow flowers, 
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yellow grass, and here and there groves of giant sun
flowerS with yellow blooms, but no more trees 

AB the sun set, we came on a body of cavahy 
marching slowly from the Plains towards the Fort. 
Before them, at some little distance, walked a Md
faced man on foot, in sober riding drei!fl, with a 
repeating carbine slung 1II:.T088 his lJ3Ck. It ~'a3 

Sherman returning from hi~ expedition to Santa Fe!. 
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CHAPTER X. 

LETTER PROM DENVER. 

11y DEAR --, 
Monday, 3rd September. 

Here we are, scalps and all. 
On Tuesday last, at sundown, we left Fort Riley, 

and siIppe,d at Junction City, the extreme point that 
"civilization" has reached upon the Plains. Civiliza. 
tion means whisky: post.offices don't count. 

It was here that it first dawned upon us that we 
were being cIta.rged 500 dollars to guard the United 
States Califoririan mail, with the compensation of 
the chance of being ourselves able to rob it with 
impunity. It is at all events the case that we, well 
armed as the mail-officers at Leavenworth insisted 
on our being, sat inside with forty·two cwt. of mail, 
in open bags, and over a great portion of the route 
had only the driver with us, without whose know
ledge we could have read all and stolen most of the 
letters, and with whose knowledge, but against whose 
will, we could have carried off the whole, leaving 
him gagged, bound, and at the mercy of the InWans . 
.AB it was, a mail-bag fell out one day, without the 
knowledge of either Dixon or the driver, who were 
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outaide, and I had to shout pretty freely before they 
would pull up. . 

On Wednesday we had our last "squar' meal" in 
the 'shape of a breakfast, at Fort Ellsworth, an<\. soon 
were out upon the almost unknown Plains. In the 
morning we caught up and passed long wagon trains, 
each wagon drawn by eight oxen, and guarded by 
two drivers and one horseman, all armed with breech
loading rifles and revolvers, or with the new "re
peaters," before which breech-loaders and revolvers 
must alike go down. All day we kept a sharp look
out for a party of seven American officers, who, in 
defiance of the scout's advice, had gone out from the 
fort to hunt buffalo upon the track. 

A bout sundown we came into the little station of 
Lost Creek. The ranchmen told us that they had, 
during the day, been driven in from their work by 
a party of Cheyennes, and that they had some doubts 
as to the wisdom of the officers in going ont to hunt. 
They had passed here at mid-day. 

Just as we were leaving the station, one or the 
officers' horses dashed in riderless, and. was caught; 
and about two miles from the station we passed 
another on its back, ripped up either by a knife or 
buffalo horn. The saddle was gone, but there were 
no other marks of a fight. We believe that these 
officers were routed by buffalo, not Cheyennes, but 
still we should be glad to hear or them. 

The track is marked in many parts of the plains 
by stakes, such as those from which the Llano Esta
cado takes its name; but this evening we turned 
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off into devious lines by way of precaution against 
ambuscades, coming round through the sandy beds 
of streams to the ranches for the change of mules. 
The ranchmen were always ready for us; for, while 
we were still a mile away, our driver would put 
his hand to his mouth, and give a "How! how! 
how! how-w!" the Cheyenne war-whoop. 

In the weird glare that follows sU1lRet we came 
upon a pile of rocks, admirably fitted for an am
bush. AB we neared them, the driver said: "It's 
'bout an even chance thet w!!s sculp ther'!" We 
could not avoid them, as there was a gully that could 
ouly be crossed at this one point. We dashed down 
into. the" creek" and up again, past the rocks: .there 
were no Indians, but the driver was most uneasy 
till we reached Big Creek. 

Here. they could give us nothing whatever to eat, 
the Indians having, on Tuesday, robbed them of 
everything they had, and ordered them to leave 
within fifteen days OIL pain of death. 

For 250 miles westwards from Big Creek, we 
found that every station had been warned (and most 
plundered) by bands of Cheyennes, on behalf of the 
forces of the Confederation encamped near the creek 
itself. The warning was in all cases that of fire and 
death at the end of fifteen days, of which nine days 
have expired. We found $e horse-keepers of .the 
Company everywhere leaving their stations, and were, 
in consequence, very nearly starved, having been 
unsuccessful in our shots from the " coach," except, 
indeed, at the snakes. 
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On Thursday we passed Big Timber, the only spot 
on the plains where there are trees i and there the 
Indians had counted the trees, and solemnly warned 
the men against cutting more: .. Fifty-two tree. 
You no cut more tree-no more cut. Grass' You 
cut grass i grass make big fire. You good boy-you 
clear . out. Fifteen day, we come: you no gone
ugh! ;, The" ugh" accompanied by an expreBHive 
pantomime. 

On Thursday evening we got a meal of buffalo 
and prairie dog, the former too strong for my failing 
stomach, the latter wholesome nourishment, and fit 
for kings-as like our rabbit in flavour as he is in 
shape. This was at the hOrBe-station of .. The Monu
ments," a natural temple of awesome grandeur, rising 
from the plains like a giant Stonehenge. 

On Friday we "breakfasted" at Pond Creek Station, 
two miles from Fort Wallis. Here the people had 
applied for a guard, and had been answered: .. Come 
into the fort i we can't spare a man." So much for 
the value of the present forts i and yet even thcse 
-Wallis and Ellsworth-are 200 miles apart. 

We were joined at breakfast by Bill C~mstock, in
terpreter to the fort-a long-haired, wild-eyed haIf
breed-who gave us, in an hour's talk. the full history 
of the Indian politics that have led to the present 
war. 

The Indians, to the nnmber of 20,000, have been 
in council with the W 3.E\hington Commissioncrs all 
this snmmer at Fort Laramie i and, after being 
clothed, fed, and armed, lately concluded a treaty, 
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allowing the running on the mail-roads. They now 
assert that this treaty was intended to apply to the 
Platte road (from Omalia and Atchison through Fort 
Kearney), and to the Arkansas road, but not to the 
Smoky Hill road, which lies between the others, and 
runs through the buffalo country; but their real 
opposition- is to the railroad. The Cheyennes (pro
nounced Shians) have got the Oomanches, Appaches, 
and Arapahoes from the south,. and the Sioux and 
Kiowas from the north, to join them in a confede
ration under the leadership of Spotted Dog, the chief 
of the Little Dog section of the Cheyennes, and son 
of White Antelope - killed at Sand Creek battle by 
the Kansas and Colorado Volunteers-who has sworn 
to avenge his father. 

Soon after leaving Pond Creek, we sighted at a 
distance 'three mounted" braves," leading some horses; 
and when we reached the next station, we found that 
they had been there, openly proclaiming that their 
"mounts" had been stolen from a team. 

All this day we sat with our revolvers laid up~n 
the mail-bags in front of us, and our driver also had 
his armoury conspicuously displayed, while we swept 
the Plains with many an anxiouij glance. We were 
on lofty rolling downs, and to the south the eye often 
ranged overmuch of the 130 miles which lay.between 
us and Texas. To the north, the view was more 
bounded; still, our chief danger lay near the boulderS 
which here and there covered the Plains. 

All Thursday and Friday we never lost sight of 
the buffalo, in herds of about 300, and the " ante-

VOL. 1. 1 
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lope "-the prong-horn, a kind of gazelle-in flocks 
of about six or seven. Prairie dogs were abundant, 
and wolves and black-tail deer in view every hour 
or two. 

The most singular of all the sights of the Plains is 
the presence every few yards of the skeletons of buffalo 
and of horse, of mule and of OX; the former left by 
the hunters, who take but the skin, and the latter the 
lo3Se8 of tbe mails and the waggon-trains through 
sunstroke and thirst. We killed a horse on the second 
day of our journey. 

When we caJI.le upon oxen that had not wng been 
dead, we found that the intense dryness of the air 
had made mummies of them: there was no stench, 
no putrefaction. 

During the day, I made some practice at antelope 
with the driver's Ballard; bnt an antelope at 500 yards 
is not a good target. The drivers shot repeatedly at 
buffalo at twenty yards, but this only to keep them 
away from the horses; the revolver balls did not seem 
to go through their hair and skin, as they merely 
shambled on in their nsual happy sort of way, after 
receiving a discharge or two. 

The prairie dogs sat barking in thonsands on the 
tops of their mounds, but we were too grateful to 

them fur their gaiety to dream of pistol-shots. They 
are no "dogs" at all, but rabbits that bark, with all 
the coney's tricks and turns, and the same odd way of 
rubbing their face with their paws while they con you 
from top to toe. 

With wolves, buffalo, antelope, deer, 8~, dogs, 
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plover, curlew, dottrel, herons, vultures, ravens, snakes, 
and locusts, we never seemed to be without a million 
companions in our loneliness. 

From Cheyenne Wells, where we changed mules in 
the afternoon, we brought on the ranchman's wife, 
painfully making room for her at our own expense. 
Her husband had been warned by the Cheyennes that 
the place would be destroyed: he meant to stay, but 
wat! in fear for her. The Cheyennes had made her 
work for them, and our supper had gone down Cheyenne 
throats. 

Soon after leaving the station, we encountered one 
of the great" dirtrstorms" of the Plains. .About 5 P.M. 

we saw a ·little white cloud growing into a column, 
which in half-an-hour turned black as night, and 
possessecl itse]f of half the skies. We then saw what 
seemed to be a waterspout; and, though no rain 
reached us, I think it was one. When the· storm 
burst on us, we took it for rain; and, halting, we drew 
down our canvas, and held it against the hurricane. 
We soon found that our eyes and mouths were full of 
dust; and when I put out my hand, I felt that it 
was dirt, not rain, that was falling. In a few minutes· 
it was pitch dark, and after the fall had continued for 
some time, there began a series of flashes of blinding 
lightning, in the very centre and midst of which we 
seemed to be. Notwithstanding this, there was no 
sound of thunder. The" norther" lasted some three 
or four hours, and when it ceased, it left us total 
darkness, and a wind which froze our marrow, as we 
again started on our way. When Fremont explored 

I 2 
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this route, he reported that this high ridge between 
the Platte and Arkansas was notorious among the 
Indians for ita tremendous dirt-storms. Sheet light
ning without thunder accompanies du.st-storms in all 
great continenta: it is 88 common in the Punjab 88 in 
Australia, in South as in North America. 

On Saturday morning, at Lake station, we got 
beyond the Indialll!, and into a 1and of plenty, or at 
all eventa a 1and of something, for we got milk from 
the station cow, and preserved fruita that had come 
round through Denver from Ohio and Kentucky. Not 
even on Saturday, though, could we get dinner, and 
as I missed the only antelope that came within reach, 
our supper was not much heavier than our breakfast. 

Rolling through the Arapahoe country, where it is 
proposed to make a reserve for the Cheyennes, at eight 
o'clock in the morning we had caught sight of the 
glittering snows of Pike's Peak, a hundred and fifty 
miles away, and all the day we were galloping 
towards it, through a oountry swarming with rattle
snakes and vultures. Late in the evening, when we 
were drawing near to the first of the Coloradan limns, 

. we came on a white wolf unconcernedly taking his 
evening prowl about the stock-yard!!. He sneaked 
along without taking any notice of lll!, and continued 
his thief-like walk with a bravery that seemed only to 
show that he had never seen man before: this might 
well be the case, if he came from the south, near the 
upper forks of the Arkansa.~ 

All this, and the frequency of buffalo, I was unpre
pared for. I imagined that though the Plains were 
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uninhabited, the game had all been killed. On the 
contrary, the "Smoky district" was never known so 
thronged with buffalo as it is this year. The herds 
resort to it because there they are close to the water 
of the Platte river, and yet out of the reach of the 
traffic of the Platte road. The tracks they make in 
travelling to and fro across the Plains are visible for 
years after they have ceased to use them. I have 
seen them as broad and as straight as the finest of 
Roman roads. 

On Sunday, at two in the morning, we dashed into' 
Denver; and as we reeled and staggered from our 
late prison, the ambulance, into the .. cockroach 
corral" which does duty for the bar-room of the 
.. Planters' House," we managed to find strength and 
words to agree that we would fix no time for meeting 
the next day. We expected to sleep for thirty hours; 
as it was, we met at breakfast at seven A.M., less 
than five hours from the time at which we parted. 
It is to-day that we feel exhausted; the exhilaration 
of the mountain air, and the excitement of frequent 
visits, carried us through yesterday. Dixon is suffer
ing from strange blains and boils, caused by the 
unwholesome food. 

We have been called upon here by Gov~rnor Gilpiil 
and Governor Cnmmings, the opposition governors. 
The former is the elected governor of the State of 
Colorado which is to be, and would have been but for 
the fact that the President put his big tOil (Westero 
for veto) upon the bill; the latter, the Washington
sent governor of the territory. Gilpin is a typical 
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pioneer man, and the descendant of a line of such. 
He comes of one of the original Quaker stocks of 
Maryland, and he and his ancestors have ever been 
engaged in founding States. He himself, after taking 
an active ahare in the foundation of Kansas, com
manded a regiment of cavalry in the Mexican war. 
After this, he was at the head of the pioneer anny 
which explored the pares of the Cordilleras and the 
territory of Nevada. He it was who hit upon the 
glorioua idea of placing Colorado half upon each 
-side of the Sierra Madre. There never in the history 
of the world was a grander idea than this. Any 
ordinary pioneer or politician would have given Colo
rado the "natural" frontier, and have tried for the 
glory of the foUndation of two States instead of one. 
The consequence would have been the lasting disunion 
between the Pacific and Atlantic States, and a possible 
future break-up of the country. As it is, this com
monwealth, little as it at present is, links sea to sea, 
and Liverpool to Hong Kong. 

The city SWannB with Indians of the bands com
manded by the chiefs Nevara and Colloreyo. They 
are at war with the six confederate tribes, and with 
the Pawnees-with all the Plain Indians, in short. 
Now, as the Pawnees are also fighting with the six 
tribes, there is a pretty triangular war. They came 
in to buy anns, and fearful scoundrels they look. 
Short, flat-nosed, long-haired, painted in red and blue. 
and dressed in a gaudy costume, half Spanish, half 
Indian, which makes their filthiness appear more 
filthy by contrast, and themselves carrying only their 
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Ballard and Smith-and-Wesson, but forcing the 
squaws to cany all their other goods, and papooses 
in addition, they present a spectacle of unmixed ruf
fianism which I never expect to Bee surpassed. Dixon 
and I, both of us, left London with " Lo I the poor 
Indian," in all his dignity and hook-nosedness. 
elevated on & pedestal of nobility in our hearts. Our 
views were shakeR in the East, but nothing revo
lutionised them so rapidly as our three days' risk of 
scalping in the Plains. John Howard and Mrs_ 
Beecher Stowe thel!1Belves would go in for the 
Western "disarm at any price, and· .exterminate if' 
necessary" policy if they lived long in Denver. One 
of the braves of Nevara's command brought in the 
scalp of a Cheyenne chief taken by him last month. 
and to-day it hangs outside the door of a pawnbroker's 
shop, for sale, fingere<). by every passer-by. 

Many of the band were engaged in putting 011 

their 'paint, which was bright vermilion, with a 
little indigo round the eye. This, with the sort of 
pigtail which they wear, gives them the look of the 
gnomes in the introduction to a London pantomime_ 
One of them-Nevara himself, I was told-wore a. 
sombrero with three scarlet plumes, taken probably 
from a Mexican, a crimson jacket, a dark-blue shawl. 
worn round the loins and over the arm in Spanish 
dancer fashion, and embroidered mocassins. Ria 
squaw was a vermilion-faced bimdle of rags, not more
than four feet high, staggering under buffalo hides • .. 
bow and arrows, and papoose. They move every-
where on horseback, and in the evening withdraw ill 
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military order, with advance and rear guard, to a 
camp at some distance from the town. 

I inclose some prairie flowers, gathered in my walks 
round the city. Their names are not suited to their 
beauty; the large white one is " the morning blower," 
the most lovely of all, save one, of the flowers of the 
Plains. It grows with many branches to a height 
of some eighteen inches, and bears from thirty to fifty 
blooms. The blossoms are open up to a little after 
sunrise, when they close, seldom to open eve!) after 
sunset. It is, therefore, pe<.wiarly the early riser's 
flower; and if ,it be true that Nature doesn't make 
things in vain, it follows that Nature intended men 
-or, at all events, 801IUl men-to get up early, which 
is a point that I believe was doubtful hitherto. 

For the one prairie flower which I think more 
beautiful than the blower I cannot find a name. It 
rises to about six inches above ground, and spreads in 
a circle of a foot across. Its leaf is thin and spare; 
its flower-bloom a white cup, about two inches in 
diameter; and its buds pink and pendulent. 

All our garden annuals are. to be found in masses 
acres in size upon the Plains. Penstemon, coreopsis, 
persecaria, yucca, dwarf schumach, marigold, and 
sunflower, all are flowering here at once, till the 
country is ablaze with gold and red. The coreopsis 
of our gardens they call the "rosin-weed," and say 
that it forms excellent food for sheep. 

The view of the "Cordillera della Sierra lJaclre," 
the Rocky Mountain main chain, from the outskirts 
of Denver is sublime; that from the roof at Milan 
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does not approach it. Twelve miles from the city 
the mountains rise abruptly from the Plains. Piled 
range above range with step-like regularity, they are 
topped by a long white line, sharply relieved against 
the indigo colour of the sky. Two hundred and 
fifty miles of the mother Sierra are in sight from our 
verandah; to the south, Pike's Peak and Spanish 
Peak; Long's Peak to the north; Mount Lincoln 
towering above all The views are limited only by 
the curvature of the earth, such is the marvellous purity 
of the Coloradan air, the effect at once of the distance 
from the sea and of the bed of limestone which 
underlies the Plains. 

The site of Denver is heaven-blessed in climate as 
well as loveliness. The sky is brilliantly blue, and 
cloudless from dawn till noon. In the mid-day heats, 
cloud-making in the Sierra begins, and by sunset 
the snowy chain is multiplied a hundred times in 
curves of white and purple cumuli, while thunder 
rolls heavily along the range. .. This is a great . 
country, sir," saW a Coloradan to me to-day. .. We 
make clouds for the whole universe." At dark there 
is dust or thunder-s!orm at the mountain foot, and 
then the cold and brilliant night. Summer and 
winter, it is the same. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

RED INDIA. 

"THESE Red IndiaI18 are not red," W88 our first cry 
when we saw the Utes in the streets of Denver. They 
had come into town to be painted 88 English lallies 
go to London to shop; and we saw them engaged 
within a short time after their coming in daubing 
their cheeks with vermilion and blue, and referring t4> 
glasses which the squaws admiringly held. Still, when 
we met them with peaceful paintlesa cheeks, we had 
seen that their colour was brown, copper, dirt, any
thing you please exeept red. 

The Hurons, with whom I had stayed at Indian 
Lorette, were French in training if not in bloo<1; 
the Pottawatomies of St. Mary's lIission, the Dela
wares of Leavenworth. are tame, not wild: it ~ 
true that they can hardly be called red. But 
still I had expe<.-tOO. to have found the;;e wild 
prairie and mountain IndiaIUI oC the colour from 
which they take their name. Save for paint, I Coun,} 
them of a colour wholly different from that 1lI'hieh 
we call red. 

Low in stature, yellow-skinned, small-eyed, and 
Tartar-faced, the IndiaIUI of the Plains are a di,tinet. 
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people from the tall, hook-nosed warriors of the 
Eastern States. It is impossible to set eyes on their 
women without being reminded of the dwarf skeletons 
found in the mounds of Missouri and Iowa; but, men 
or women, the Utes bear no resemblance to the bright
eyed, graceful people with whom Penn traded and 
Standish fought. They are not less inferior in mind 
than in body. It was no Shoshon6, no Ute, no 
Cheyenne who called the rainbow the "heaven of 
flowers," the moon the "night queen," or the stars 
"God's eyes." The Plain tribes are as deficient, 
too, in heroes as in poetry: they have never even 
produced a general. and White Antelope is their 
nearest approach to a Tecumseh. Their mode of 
life, the natural features of the country in which, 
they dwell, have notlling in them to suggest a reason 
for their debased condition. The reason must lie in 
the blood, the race. 

All who have seen both the Indians and the Poly
nesians at home must have been struck with innu
merable resemblances. The Maori and Red Indian 
wakes for the dead are identical; the Californian 
Indians wear the Maori mat; the "medicine" of the 
Mandan is but the "tapu" of Polynesia; the New 
Zealand dance-song, the Maori tribal sceptre, were 
found alike by Strachey in Vii-ginia and Drake in 
California; the canoes of the West Indies are the 
same as those of Polynesia. Hundreds of argu
ments, best touched from the farther side of the 
Pacific, concur to prove the Indians a Polynesian race. 
The canoes that brought to Easter Island the people 
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who built their mounds and rock temples there, may 118 

easily have been carried on by the Chilian breeze and 
current to the South American shore. The wave from 
Malaya would have 'pent itself upon the northern 
plains. The Utes would leem to be Kamskatkians, 
or men of the Amoor, who, fighting their way round 
by Behring Straits, and then down south, drove a 
wedge between the Polynesians of Appalachia aud 
CaIifornia. No theory but this will account for the 
sharp contrast between the civilization of ancient 
Peru and Mexico, and the degradation in which the 
Utes have lived from the earliest recorded times. 
Mounds, rock temples, worship, all are alike unknown 
to the Indians of the Plains; to the Polynesian 
Indians, these were things that had come down to 
them from all time. 

Curious as is the question of the descent of the 
American tribes, it has no beafing on the future of 
the country-unless, indeed, in the eyes of those 
who assert that D~lawares and Utes, Hurons and 
Pawnees, are all one race, with features modified 
by soil and climate. If this were so, the handsome, 
rollicking, frank-faced Coloradan .. boys" wonld have 
to look forward to the time when their r.orul SOllS 

should be as like the Utes as many New Englanders 
of to-day are like the Indians they expelled-that, 
as the New Englanders are tall, taciturn, and hatchet
faced, the Coloradans of the next age should be flat
faced warriors, five feet high. Confidence in the 
future of America mnst be founded on a belief in 
the indestructible vitality of race. 
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Kamskatkians or Polynesians, Malays or sons of 
the prairies on which they dwell, the Red Indians 
have no future. In twenty years there will scarcely 
be one of pure blood alive within the United States. 

In La Plata, the Indians from the inland forests 
gradually mingle with the whiter inhabitants of the 
coast, and become indistinguishable from the remainder 
of the population. In Canada and Tahiti, the French 
intermingle with the native race: the Hurons are 
French in everything but name. In Kansas, in 
Colorado, in New Menco, miscegenation will never be 
brought about. The pride of race, strong in the 
English everywhere, in America and Australia is an 
absolute bar to intermarriage, and even to lasting 
connexions with the aborigines. What has happened 
in Tasmania and Victoria is happening in New 
Zealand and on the Plains. When you ask a Western 
man his views on the Indian question, he says: 
"Well, sir, we can destroy them by the lawB of war, 
or thin 'em out by whiskey; but the thinning process 
ii plaguy slow." 

There are a good many Southerners out upon the 
Plains. One of them, describing to me how in Florida 
they had hunted down the Seminoles with blood
hounds, added, "And sarved the pesky sarpints right, 
sah ! " South-western volunteers, campaigning against 
the Indians, have been known to hang up in their 
tents the scalps of the slain, as we English used to 
nail up the skins of the Danes. 

There is in there matters les8 hypoerisy among the 
Americans than with ourselves. In 1840, the British 
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Government assumed the sovereignty of New Zealand 
in a proclamation which set forth with great precision 
that it did so for the sole purpose of protecting the 
aborigines in the possession of their lands. The 
l\Iaories numbered 200,000 then; they number 20,000 
now. 

Among the Western men there is no difference of 
opinion on the Indian question. Rifle and revolver 
are their only poik-y. The New Englanders, who are 
all for Christianity and kindliness in their dealings 
with the red men, are not similarly united in one 
cry. Those who are ignorant of the nature of the 
Indian, call out for agricultural employment for the 
braves; those who know nothing of the Indian's life 
demand that "reserves" be set aaide for him, for
getting that no "reserve" can be large enough to 
hold the buffalo, and that without the buffalo the 
red men must plough or starve. 

Indian civilization through the means of agricul
ture is all but a total failure. The Shawnees are 
thriving near Kansaa City, the Pottawatomics living 
at St. Mary's mission, the Delawares existing at 
Leavenworth; but in all these cases there is a large 
infusion of white blood. The Canadian Hurons are 
completely eivilized; but then they are completely 
French. H you succeed with an Indian to all ap
pearance, he will suddenly return to his untamed 
state. An Indian girl, one of the most orderly of 
the pupils at a ladies' school, baa been known, on 
feeling herself aggrieved. to withdraw to her room, let 
down her back hair, paint her face, and howl The 
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same te~dency sbow~d i:self in the c~se o~ ~~ 
ware chief who bUilt hunself a white man's~ 
and lived in it thirty years, but then suddenly set 
up his old wigwam in the dining-room, in disguSt. 
Another bad case is that of the Pawnee who visited 
Buchanan, and behaved so well that when a young 
Englishman, who came out soon after, told the P.resi
dent that he was going West, he gave him a . letter 
to the chief, then with his tribe in Northern Kansas. 
The Pawnee read the note, offered a pipe, gravely 
protested eternal friendship, slept upon it, and next 
morning scalped his visitor with hie own hand. 

The English everywhere attempt to introduce civili
zation, or modify that which exists, in a rough and 
ready manner which invariably ends in failure or in 
the destruction of the native race. A hundred years 
of absolute rule, mostly peaceable, have not, under 
every advantage, seen the success of our repeated 
attempts to establish trial by jury in Bengal. For 
twenty years the Maories have mixed with the New 
Zealand colonists on nearly equal terms, have almost 
universally professed themselves Christians, have 
attended English schools, and learnt to speak the 
English language, to read and write their own; in 
spite of all this, a few weeks of fanatic outburst were 
enough to. reduce almost the whole race to a condition 

. of degraded savagery. The Indians of America have 
within the few last years been caught and caged, 
given acres where they once had leagues, and told to 
plough where once they hunted. A ·pastoral race, 
with no conception of property in land, they have been 
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manufactured into freeholders and tenant' farmers; 
W~m Ishmaelites, sprung of a race which has 
wandered since ita· legendary life begins, they have 
been subjected to homestead laws and title registra
tion. Hour experimenta in New Zealand, in India, 
on the African coast have failed, cautious and costly 
as they were, there can be no great wonder in the 
unsuccess that has attended the hurried American 
experiments. It is not for us, who have the past of 
Tasmania and the present of Queemland to account 
for, to do more than record the fact that the Americans 
are not more successful with the red men of Kansas 
than we with the black men of Australia. 

The Bosjesman is not a more unprorni6ing subject 
for civilization than the red man; the Ute is Dot 
even gifted with the birthright of most savages, the 
mimetic power. The black man in his dress, his 
farming, his religion, his family life, is always trying 
to imitate the white. In the Indian there is Done or 
this: his ancestors roamed over the plains-he will 
roam; his ancestors hunted-why shonld not he hunt? 
The American savage, like his Aaiatic comins, is 
conservative; the African changeable, and strong in 
imitative facnlties of the mind. Just as the Indian 
is less versatile than the negro, 50, if it were possiMe 
gradually to change his mode of life, slowly to bring 
him to the agricultnral state, he would probably 
become a skilful and laborious cultivator, and worthy 
inhabitant of the western soil; as it is, he is extermi
nated before he has time to learn. .. Sculp 'em fust, 
and then talk to 'em," the Coloradans say. 
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Peace Commjssioners are yearly sent from Wash
ingt{)n fA> treat with hostile tribes upmi the Plains. 
The Indians invariably oontinue fA> fight and rob till 
winter is at haud; but when the snows appear, they 
send in runners fA> announce that they are prepared fA> 

make submission. The Commissioners appoint a place, 
and the tribe, their relatives, allies, and friends oome 
down thousands strong, and enter upon debates which 
are purposely prolonged till spring. All this time the 
Indians are kept in food and drink; whiskey, even, 
is illegally provided them, with the oognisance of the 
authorities, under the name of .. hatchets." Blankets 
and, it is said, powder and revolvers, are supplied fA> 
them as necessary fA> their existence on the Plains; 
but when the first of the spring flowers begin fA> peep 
up through the snow on the prairies, they take their 
leave, and in a few weeks are out again upon the 
war-path, plundering and scalping. 

Judging from English experience in the north, and 
Spanish in Mexieo and South .America, it would seem 
as though the white man and the red cannot exist on 
the same soil Step by step the English have driven 
baek the braves, till New Englanders now remember 
that there were Indians once in Ma!!Sachusetts, as we 
remember that once there were hears in Hampshire. 
King Philip's defeat by the Connecticut Volunteers 
seems fA> form part of the early legendary history of 
our race; yet there is still stan~g, and in good 
repair, in Dorchester, a suburb of Boston, a frame
house which in its time has been successfully defended 
a"aainst Red Indians. On the other hand, step by 

VOL. L 
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step since the days of Cortez, the Indi'Ills and half
bloods have' driven out the Spaniards from Mexico 
and South America. White men, Spaniards, received 
Maximilian at Vera Cruz, but he was shot by full
blood Indians at Queretaro. 

If any attempt is to be made to save the Indians 
that remain, it must be worked out in the Eastern 
States. Hitherto the whites have but pushed back 
the Indians wp,stwards: if they would rescue the 
remnant from starvation. they must bring them East, 
away from Western men, and Wcatern h~tiDg
grounds, and let them intermingle with the whites, 
living, farming, along with them, intermarrying if 
possible. The hunting Indian is too costly a being 
for our age; but we are bound to remember that 
ours is the blame of having failed to teach him to be 
something better. 

After all, if the Indian is mentally, morally, and 
physically inferior to the white man, it is in every way 
for the advantage of the world that the next gene
ration that inhabits Colorado should consist of whites 
instead of reds. That this result should not be 
brought about by emelty or fraud upon the now-exist
ing Indians is all that we need require. The gradual 
extinction of the inferior races is not only a law of 
nature, but a blessing to mankind. 

The Indian question is not likely to be one much 
longer: before I reached England again, I learnt that 
the Coloradan capital offered "twenty dollars apiece 
for Indian sealpewith ears on.." 
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CHAPTER XIL 

COLORADO. 

WHEN you have once set eyes upon the never-ending 
sweep of the Great Plains, you n<t longer wonder that 
America rejects Malthusianism. .AB Str&chey says of 
Virginia, " Here is ground enough to satisfy the most 
courteous and wide affection." The freedom of these 
grand countries was worth the tremendous conflict 
in which it was, in reality, the foremost question; 
their fu~e is of enormous moment to America. 

Travellers soon learn, when making estimates of a 
country's value, to despise no feature of the landscape; 
that of the Plains is full of life, full of charm
lonely, indeed, but never. wearisome. Now great 
rolling uplands of enormous sweep, now boundless 
grassy plains, there is all the grandeur of monotony, 
and yet continual change. Sometimes the grand dis
tances are broken by blue buttes or rugged bluffs. 
Over all there is a· sparkling atmosphere and never· 
failing breeze; the air is bracing even when most hot; 
the sky is cloudless, and no rain falls. A solitude 
which no words can paint, the boundless prairie swell. 
conveys an idea of vastness which is the overpowering 
feature of the Plains. 

K2 
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Maps do not remove the impression produced by 
views. The Arkansas River, which is born and dies 
within the limit of the Plains, is two thousand miles 
in length, and is navigable for eight hundred miles. 
The Platte and Yellowstone are each of them lUI long. 
Into the Plains and Plateau you could put all India 
twice. The impression is not merely one of size. 
There is perfect beauty, wondrous fertility, in the 
lonely steppe; no patriotism, no love of home, can 
prevent the traveller wishing here to end his days. 

To those who love the sea, there is here a douhle 
charm. Not only is the roll of the prairie as grand 
as that of the Atlantic, but the crispness of the wind, 
the absence of trees, the mnltitude of tiny blooms 
upon the sod, all conspire to give a feeling of nearness 
to the ocean, the' effect of which is we are always 
expecting to hail it from off the top of the next hillock. 

The resemblance to the Tartar plains has been 
remarked by Coloradan writers; it may be traced 
much farther than they have carried it. Not only are 
the earth, air, and water much alike, but in Colorado, 
as in Bokhara, there are oil-wells and mud volcanoes. 
The colour of the landscape is, in summer, green and 
flowers; in fall-time, yellow and flowers, but flowers 
ever. 

The eastern and western portions of the Plains are 
not alike. In Kansas the grass is tall and rank; the 
ravines are filled with cottonwood. hickory, and b1ac:k 
walnut; here and there are square miles of sunflowers, 
from seven to nine feet high. As we came west, we 
found that the sunflowers dwindled, and at Denver 
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they: are only from three to nine inches in height, 
the oddest little plants in nature, but thorough sun
flowers for all their smallness. We found the buffalo 
in the eastern plains in the long bunch-grass, but in 
the winter they work to the west· in search of the 
sweet juicy "blue grass," which they rub out from 
under the snow in the Coloradan plains. This grass 
is so short that, as the story' goes, you :must lather 
it before you can mow it. The" blue grass" has 
high vitality: if a wagon train is camped for a 
single night among the sun-flowers or tall weeds, 
this crisp turf at once springs up, and holds the 
ground for ever. 

The most astounding feature of these plains is their 
capacity to receive :millions, and, swallowing them. 
up, to wait open-mouthed for more. . Vast and silent, 
fertile yet waste,. field-like yet untillcd, they. hav~ 
room for the Huns, the Goths,' the. Vandals, for all 
the teeming multitudes that have poured and can 
pour from the plains of Asia and of Central Europe. 
Twiee as large as Hindostan, more temperate, more 
habitable, nature has been placed here hedgeless, 
gateless, free to all-a green field for the' support of 
half the human race, unclaimed, untouched, awaiting 
smiling, hands and plough. 

There are two curses upon this land. Here, as in 
India, .the rivers depend on the melting of distant 
snows for their supplies, and in the hot weather ar~ 
represented by beds of parched white sand. So ho$ 
and dry is a great portion of the land, that crops 
.require irrigation. Water for drinking purposes is 
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scarce; arI;etIian bores succeed, but they are somewhat 
costly for the Coloradan purse, and the supply from 
eommon wells is brackish. This, perhaps, may in 
part account for the Western mode of "prospecting n 

after water, under which it is agreed that if none be 
found at ten feet, a trial shall be made at a fresh spot. 
The thriftless ranchman had sooner find bad water 
at nine feet than good at eleven. 

Irrigation by means of dams and reservoirs, such 
as those we are building in Victoria, is but a question 
of cost and time. The never-failing breezes of the 
Plains may be utilized for water-raising, and with 
water all is possible. Even in the mountain plateau, 
overspread as it is with soda, it has been found, as it 
has been by French farmers in Algeria, that, under 
irrigation, the more alkali the better com-crop. _ 

When fires are held in check by special enactments, 
such as those which have been passed in Victoria 
and South Australia, and the waters of the winter 
streams retained for summer use by tanks and dams; 
when artesian wells are frequent and irrigation 
general, belts of timber will become p088l"ble upon the 
Plains. Once planted, these will in their turn miti
gate the extremes of climate, and keep alike in check 
the forces of evaporation, sun, and wind. Cultivation 
itself brings rain, and steam will soon be available 
for pumping water out of wells, for there is a great 
natural store of brown coal and of oil-bearing shale 
near Denver, so that aD would be well were it not 
for the locusts-the scourge of the Plains-the second 
curse. The coming of the chirping hordes is a 
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real calamity in these far-w~em countries. Their 
departure. whenever it QCCurs, is officially announced 
by the governor of the State. 
_ I have. seen a field of Indian com stripped bare 

of every leaf and cob by the . crickem; but the owner 
told me that he found consolation in the fact that they 
ate up the weeds II!! well For the locusts there is no 
cure. The plovers ~y eat a few billions, but, as a 
rule, Coloradans must learn to expect that the locustB 
will increase with the increase of the crops on which 
they feed. The more corn, the more locusts-:-the 
more plovers, perhaps; a clear gain to the locusts 
and plovers, but a dead loss to the farmers and 
ranchmen. 

The Coloradan" boys" are a handsome, intelligent 
xace. The ~ of Celtic and Saxon blood has 
here produced a generous and noble manhood; and 
the freedom from. wood. and consequent exposure to 
wind and rain, has exterIJllnated ague, and driven 
away the hatchet-{ace; but for all this, the .Coloradans 
may have to succumb to the locusts. At present 
they affect to despise them. " How may you get on in 
Colorado! " said a Missourian one day to a "boy" that 
was up at St. Louis. " Purty well. guess, if it warn't 
for the insects." "What insects! Crickets 1 " 
" Crickem I Wall. guess not-jess insects like: rattle
snakes, panther, bar, catamount, and sichlike." 

"The march of empire stopped by a grasshopper" 
would be a good heading for a Denver paper, but 
would not represent a fact. The locusts may alter 
the step, but not cause a halt.. If com is impossible, 
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cattle are not; already thousands are pastured round 
Denver on the natural grass. For horses, for merino 
sheep, these rolling table-lands are peculiarly adaptcd. 
The New Zealand paddock systcm may be applied to 
the whole of this vast region-Dutch clover, French 
lucero, could replace the Indian grasses, and four 
sheep to the acre would seem no extravagant estimate 
of the carrying capability of the lands. The world 
must come here for its tallow, its wool, its hides, 
its food. 

In this seemingly happy conclusion there lurks a 
danger. Flocks and herds are the main props of 
great funning, the natural supporters of an aristocracy. 
Cattle breeding is inconsistent, if not with republi
canism, at lllaBf; with pure democracy. There are 
dangerous classes of two kinds-those who have too . 
many acres, as well as those who have too few. The 
danger at least is real Nothing short of violence or 
special legislation can prevent the Plains from con
tinuing to be for ever that which under nature's 
farming they have ever been-the fceding ground for 
mighty Hocks, the cattle pasture of the world. 
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CHAPTER XIII. 

ROCKY MOUNTAINS • 

.. WHAT' will I do for you if you stop here among 
us t Why, I'll name that peak after you in the next 
survey," said Governor Gilpin, pointing to a snowy 
mountain towering to its 15,000 feet in the direction 
~f Mount Lincoln. I was not to be tempted, how
-ever; and as for Dixon, there is already a county 
named after him in Nebraska: so off we WeIlt along 
the foot of the hills on our road to the Great Salt 
Lake, following the "Cherokee Trail:' 

Striking north from Denver by Vasquez Fork and 
<:ache la 'Poudre-called "Ca.sh Ie Powder," just as 
Mount Royal has become Montreal, and Sault de 
-St. Marie, Soo--we entered the Black Mountains, or 
Eastern foot-hills, at Beaver Creek. On the second 
day, at two in the afternoon, we reached Virginia Dale 
-for brea.kfaBt, without adventure, unless it were the 
shooting of & monster rattlesnake that lay .. coiled in 
<lur path upon the mountain side:' . Had we been but 
& few minutes ~ter, we should have made it a halt for 
•• supper" instead of brea.kfaBt, as the drivers had 
but these two names for our daily meals, at what
ever hour they took place. Our" brea.kfaBts" . varied 
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from 3.30 A.M. to 2 P.M.; our suppers from 3 P.M. 

to 2 A.M. 

Here we found the weird red rocks that give to 
the river and the territory their name of Colorado, 
and came upon the mountain plateau at the spot 
where last year the Utes scalped seven men only three 
hours after Speaker Colfax and a Congressional party 
had passed with their escort. 

While trundling over the sandy wastes of Laramie 
Plains, we sighted the Wind River chain drawn by 
Bierstadt in his great picture of the II Rocky Moun
tains." The painter has caught the forms, but millsed 
the atmosphere of the range: the clouds and mists 
are those of Maine and Massachusetts; there is colour 
more vivid, darkness more lurid, in the storms of 
Colorado. 

This was our first sight of the main range since 
we entered the Black Hills, although we passed 
through the gorges at the very foot of Long's Peak. 
It was -not till we had reached the rolling hills of 
.. Meridian Bow "-a hundred miles beyond the peak 
-that we once more caught sight of it shining in 
the rear. 

In the night between the second and third days, 
the frost was so bitter, at the great altitude to 
which we had attained, that we resorted to evl.:ry 
expedient to keep out the cold. While I was trying 
to peg down one of the leathern flaps of our amlJU
lance with the pencil' from my note-book, my eye 
~ught the moonlight on the ground, and I drew back 
saying, "We are on the snow." The next time 
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we halted, I found that what I had seen was an 
impalpable white dust, the much dreaded alkali 

In the morning of the thi:d day we- found our
selves in a country of dazzling white, dotted with here 
and there a tuft of sage-brosh-an .Arremisia akin to 
that of the Algerian highlands. At last we were in 
the " American desert "-the " Mauvaises terres." 

Once only did we escape for a time from alkali and 
sage to sweet waters and sweet gr3ss. Near Bridger's 
Pass and the "divide" between Atlantic and Pacific 
Hoods, we came on a long valley swept by chilly 
breezes, and almost unfit for human habitation from 
the rarefaction of the air, but blessed with pasture 
ground on whick domesticated herds of Himalayan 
yllk should one day feed. Settlers in Utah will 
find out that this animal, which would Hourish here 
at altitudes of from 4,000 to 14,000 feet, and which 
bears the most useful of all furs, requires less herbage 
in proportion to its weight and size than almost any 
animal we know. 

This Bridger's Pass loute is that by which the 
telegraph line runs, and I waa told by the drivers 
strange stories of the Indians and their views on this 
great Medecine. ·They never destroy out of mere 
wantonness, but have been known to cut the wire 
and then lie in ambush in the neighbourhoOd, in the 
expectation that repairing parties would arrive and fall 
an easy prey. Having come one morning upon three 
armed overlanders lying fast asleep, while a fourth 
kept guard, by a fire which coincided with a gap in 
the posta, but which waa far from any timber or even 
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scrub, I have my doubts sa to whether .. white 
Indians" have not much to do with the destruction of 
the line. 

From one of the uplands of the Artemisia barrens 
we sighted at once Fremont's Peak on the north, 
and another great snow-dome upon the south. The 
unknown mountain was both the more distant and 
the loftier of the two, yet the maps mark no chain 
within eyeshot to the southward. The country on 
either side of this well-worn track is still sa little 
known sa when Captain Stansbury explored it in 
1850; and when we crossed the Green river, sa the 
Upper Colorado is called, it wsa strange to remember 
that the stream is here lost in a tllousand miles of 
undiscovered wilds, to be found again flowing towards 
Mexico. Near the ferry is the place where Albert S. 
Johnson's mule trains were captured by the :Mormons 
under Lot Smith. 

In the middle of the night we would come some
times upon mule-trains starting on their march in 
order to avoid the mid-day sun, and thns save water, 
which they are sometimes forced to carry with them 
for sa much sa fifty miles. When we found them 
halted, they were always camped OD bluff.s and in 
bends, far from rocks and tufts, behind which the 
Indians might creep and stampede the cattle: this 
they do by suddenly swooping down with fearful 
noises, and riding among the mm or oxen at full 
speed. The beasts break away in their fright, and 
are .driven off' before the sentries have time to turn out 
the camp. 
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On the fourth day from Denver, the scener,r was 
tame enough, but strange in the extreme. Its cha
racteristic feature was its breadth. No longer the 
rocky defiles of Virginia Dale, no longer the glimpses 
of the main range as from Laramie Plains and the 
foot hills of Meridian Bow, but great rolling downs 
like those of the Plains much magnified. We crossed 
one of the highest passes in the world without 
seeing snow, but looked back directly we were 
through it on snow-fields behind us and all around. 

At Elk Mountain we suffered greatly from the 
frost, but by mid-day we were taking off our coats, 
and the mules hanging their heads in the. sun once 
more, while those which should have taken their 
places were, as the ranchman expressed it, "kicking. 
their heels in pure cussedness" at a stream some ten 
miles !lway. 

While walking before the "hack" through the 
burning sand of Bitter Creek, I put up a bird as 
big as a turkey, which must, I suppose, have been 
a vulture. The sage-brush growing here as much 
as three feet high, and as stout and gnarled as een
tury-old heather, gave shelter to a few coveys of 
sage-hens, at which we shot without much success, 
although they seldom ran, and never rose. Their 
colour is that of the brush itself-a yellowish grey
and it is as hard to see them as to pick up a 
partridge on a sun-dried fallow at home in England. 
Of wolves and rattlesnakes there were plenty, but 
of big game we saw but little, only a few black-tails 
in the day. 
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This tmck is more travelled by trains than is the 
Smoky Hill route, which accounts for the absence 
of game on the line; but that there is plenty about 
close at hand is clear from the way we were fcd. 
Smoky Hill route starvation was forgotten in piles 
of steaks of elk and antelope; but still no fruit, 
no vegetable, no bread, no drink save .. sage-brush 
tea," and that half poisoned with the water of the 
alkaline creeks. 

Jerked buffalo had disappeared from our meals. 
The droves never visit the Sierra Madre now, and 
scientific books have said that in the mountains 
they were ever unknown. In Bridgers Pass we 
saw the skulls of not less than twenty buffalo, which 
is proof enough that thcy once were here, though 
perhaps long ago. The skin and bones will last 
about a year after the beast has died, for the wolves 
tear them to pieces to get at the marrow within, 
but the skull they never touch; and the oldcst 
ranehman failed to gIve me an answer as to how 
long skulls and horns might last. We saw no buBhlo 
roads like those 8(."1"088 the Plains. 

From the absence of buffalo, absence of birds, ab
sence of flowers, absence' even of Indians, the Rocky 
Mountain plateau is more of a solitude than are 
the Plains. It takes days to I!eC this, for you natu
rally notice it less. On the Plains, the glorious 
climate, the masses of rich blooming plants, the 
millious of beasts, and insects, and birds, all I!eCm 
prepared to the hand of man, and for man you 
are continually searching. Each time you round a 
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hill, you look for the smoke of the farm. Here on the 
mountains you feel as you do 011 the sea: it is nature's 
own lone solitude, but from no fault of ours-the 
higher parts of the plateau were not made for man. 

Early on the fifth night we dashed suddenly out 
of utter darkness into a; mountain glen blazing with 
fifty fires, and perfumed with the scent of burning 
cedar. As many wagons as there were fires were 
corralled in an ellipse about the road, and 600 cattle 
were pastured within the fire-glow in rich grass 
that told of water. Men and women were seated 
round the camp-fires praying and singing hymns. 
As we drove in, they rose and cheered us "on your 
way to Zion." Our Gentile driver yelled back the 
war-whoop "How! How! How! How-wI We'll 
give yet love to Brigham ;" and back went the poor 
travellers to their. prayers again. It was a bull-train 
of the Mormon immigration. 

Five minutes after we had passed the camp we 
were back 'in civilization, and plunged into poly
gamous society all at once,.with Bishop Myers, the. 
keeper' of Bear River ranch, drawing water from the 
well, while Mrs. Myers No.1 cooked the chops, and 
Mrs. Myers No.2 laid the table neatly. 

The kind Bishop. made' us sit b",fore the fire till 
we were warm, and filled Our «hack" with bay, that 
we might continue so, and off we went, inclined to 
look favQurably on polygamy after such experience 

• of polygamists. 
Leaving Bear River about midnight, at two o'clock 

in the morning of the sixth· day we commenced the 
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descent of Echo Canyon, the grandest of all the gully 
passes of the Wasatch Range. The night was so clear 
that I was able to make some outline sketches of the 
cliffs from the ranch where we changed mules. Echo 
Canyon is the Thermopylre of Utah, the pass that 
the 'Mormons fortified against the United Statcs forces 
under Albert S. Johnson at the time of" Buchanan's 
raid." Twenty-six miles long, often not more than 
a few yards wide at thc bottom, and a few hundred 
feet at the top, with an overhanging cliff on the 
north side, and a mountain wall on the south, Echo 
Canyon would be no easy pass to force. Govern
ment will do well to prevent the Pacific railroad from 
following this defile. 

After breakfast at Coalville, the Mormon Newcastle, 
situated in a smiling valley not unlike that between 
:Martigny and Saint Maurice, we dashed on past 
Kimball's ranch, where we once more hitched horses 
instead of mules, and began our descent of seventeen 
miles down Big Canyon, the best or all the passes 
or the Wasatch. Rounding a spur at the end of our 
six-hundredth mile from Denver, we first sighted the 
Mormon promised land. 

The SUD was setting over the great dead lake to 
our right, lighting up the valley with a silvery gleam 
from Jordan River, and the hills with a golden glow 
from off the snow-fields or the many mountain chains 
and peaks around. In our front, the Oquirrh, or 
Western Range, stood out in sharp purple outlines· 
lipon a sea-coloured sky. To our left were the Utah 
mountains, blushing rose, all about our heads the 
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Wasatch glowing in orange and gold. From the flat 
valley in the snowy distance rose the. smoke of many 
houses, the dust of many droves; on the bench-land 
of Ensign Peak, on the lake side, white hollSell peeped 
from among the trees, modestly, and hinted the 
presence of the city. 

Here was Plato's table-land of the Atlantic isle
one great field !Jf corn and wheat, where only twenty 
years ago Fremont, the Pathfinder, reported wheat 
and corn impossible: 

VOl. L J. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

B RIG H A H YOU N G. 

"I LOOK upon Mahomet and Brigham 88 the very best 
men that God could send 88 ministe1'8 to those unto 
whom He sent them," wrote Elder Frederick Evans, of 
the" Shaker" village of New Lebanon, in a letter to 

us, inclosing another by way of introduction to the 
Yormon president. 

Credentials from the Shaker to the Mormon chicf
from the great living exponent of the prindple of 
celibacy to the" most married man" in all America
were not to be kept undelivered; 80 the moment we 
had taken a bath, we Posted off to a merchant to whom 
we had letters, that we might inquire when his spiritual 
chief and military ruler would be home again from 
his " trip north." The answer was, .. To-mOlTow." 

After watching the last gleam8 wle from the snow
fields upon the Wasatch, we parted for the nigbt, 88 

I bad to sleep in a private house, the hotel being filled 
even to the balcony. As I entered the drawing-room 
of my entertainer, I heard the voice of a lady reading, 
and caught enough of what 8he said to be aware that 
it was a defence of polygamy. Sbe ceased wben 8he 
saw the stranger; bot I found that it "'as my bost's 
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first wife reading Belinda Pratt's book to her daugh~ 
ters-girls just blooming, into womanhood. 

After an agreeable chat with the ladies, doubly 
pleasant as it followed upon a long absence from 
civilization. I went to my room, which I afterwards 
found to be that of the eldest son, a youth of sixteen 
years. In one corner stood two Ballard rifles, and 
two revolvers and a militia. uniform hung from pegl 
upon the wall When I lay down with my hands 
underneath the pillow-an attitude instinctively 
adopted to escape the sand-flies, I touched something 
cold. I felt it-a full-sized. Colt, and capped. Such 
was my first introduction to Utah Mormonism. 

On the morrow, we had the first and most formal 
of our four interviews with the Mormon president, the 
conversation lasting three hours, and all the leading 
men of the Church being present. When we rose to 
leave, Brigham said: "Come to see me here again: 
Brother Stenhouse will show you everYthing;" and 
then blessed us in these words: "Peace be with you, 
in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ." 

Elder Stenhouse followed us out of the presence, 
and somewhat anxiously put the odd question: .. Well, 
is he a white man 1~ .. White" is used in Utah as a 
general term of praise: a white man is a man-oo 
use our corresponding idiom-not so black as he is 
painted. A" white country" is a country with grass 
and trees; just as a white man means a man who 
is morally not a Ute, so a white country is a. land 
in which others tha.n Utes can dwell. 

We made some complimentary anewer to Stenhouse'. 
L2 
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question: but it was impossible not to' feel that the 
real point was: Is Brigham sincere 1 

Brigham's deeds have been those of a sincere mlln. 
His bitterest opponenta cannot dispute the fact. that 
in 1844, when Nauvoo was about to be deserted, 
owing to the attacks of a ruffianly mob, Brigham 
rushed to the front, and took the chief command. 
1:0 be a Mormon leader then was to be a leader of 
an outeast people, with a price set on his head, in 
a Missourian county in which almost every man who 
was not a Mormon ~as by profession an 1IlI8a8Hin. In 
the sense, too, of believing that he is what he pro
fesses to be, Brigham is undoubtedly sincere. In the 
wider senile of being that which he professes to be 
he comes off as well, if only we will read his words 
in the way he speaks them. He tells us that he is 
a prophei-God's representative on earth; but when 
I . asked him whether he was of a wholly different 
spiritual rank tG that held by other devout men, he 
said: "By no means. I am a prophet--one of many. 
All good men are propheta; but God has blessed me 
with peenliar favour in revealing His will oftener and 
more clearly through me than through other men." 

Those who would understand ,Brigham's revelatioJUI 
must read. Bentham. The leading lIormoWl are 
utilitarian deista. .. God's will be done," they, like 
other deista, say is to be our rule; and God's will 
they find in writteu Revelation and in Utility. God 
has given men, by the aetnal hand of angels, the 
Bible, the Book of Mormon, the Book of Covenanta, 
the revelation upon Plural Marriage. When these 
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are exhausted, man, seeking for God's will, has to 
turn to the principle of Utility: that which is for 
the happiness of mankind-that is, of the Church. 
-is God's will, and must be done. While Utility 
is their only index to God's pleasure, they admit 
that the Church must be ruled-that opinions 
may differ as to what is the good of ·the Church, 
and therefore the wi.lJ. of God. Tliey meet, then, 
annually, in an assembly of the people, and elect
ing Church officers by popular will and acclamation, 
they see God's finger in the ballot-box. They say, 
like the Jews in the election o~ their judges, that 
the choice of the people is the choice of God. This 
is what men like John Taylor or Daniel Wells appear 
to feel; the ignorant are permitted to look upon 
Brigham as something more than man, and though 
Brigham- himself does nothing to confirm this view, 
the leaders foster the delusion. When I asked Sten
house, "Has Brigham's re-election _- as Prophet ever 
been opposed 1" he answered sharply. "I should like 
to see the man who'd do it." 

Brigham's personal position is a strange one: he 
calls himself Prophet, declares that he has revelations 
from God himself; but when you ask him quietly 
what all this means, you find that for Prophet you 
should read Political Philosopher. He sees that a 
canal from Utah Lake to Salt Lake Valley would be 
of vast utility to the Church and people-that a new 
settlement is urgently required. He thinks about 
these things till they dominate in his mind-take in 
his brain the sha.pe of physical creations. He dreamR 
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of the- canal, the city; sees them before him in his 
waking momenta. That which is 80 clearly for the 
good of God's people, becomes God's will Next 
Sunday at the Tabernacle, he steps to the front, and 
says: "God has spoken; He has said unto His prophet, 
'Get thee up, Brigham, and build Me a city in thc 
fertile valley to the South, where there is water, 
where there are fish, where the sun is strong enough 
to ripen the cotton plants, and give raiment as well 
as food to My saints on earth.' Brethren willing to 
aid God's work should come to me before the Bishops' 
meeting." As the Prophet takes his seat again, and 
puts on his broad-brimmed hat, a hum of appla\li!e 
runs round the bowery, and teams and barrows are 
freely promised. 

Sometimes the canal, the bridge, the city may prove 
a failure, but this is not concealed: the Prophet's 
human tongue may blunder even when he is commu
nicating holy things. 

".After all," Brigham said to me the day before I 
left, " the highest inspiration is good sense-the 
knowing what to do, and how to do it." 

In all this it is hard for ns, with our English hatred 
of casuistry and hair-splitting, to see sincerity; still, 
given his ioundation, Brigham is sincere. Like other 
political-religionists, he must feel himself morally 
bound to stick at nothing when the interests of the 
Church are at stake. To prefer man's liCe or property 
to the service of God must be a crime in such a 
Church. The Mormons deny the truth of the murder
stories allegpd against the Danitea, bnt they avoiJ. 
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doing so in sweeping or even general terms-though, 
if need were, of course they would be bound to lie a~ 
well as to kill in the name of God and His holy 
'prophet. 

The ~cret policy which I have sketched' gives, 
evidently, enormous power to some. one man within 
the Church; but the Mormon constitution does not 
very clearly point out who that man shall be. With 
a view to. the possible future failure of leaders of 
great personal qua.lifications, the First Presidency 
consists of three members with equal rank; but to 
his place in the Trinity, Brigham unites the office of 
Trustee in Trust, which gives him the control of the 
funds and tithing, or Church taxation. 

All are not agreed as to what should be Brigham's 
place in Utah. Stenhouse said one day: "I am one 
of those who think that our President should do 
everything. He has made this Church and this' 
country, and should have his way in all things; 
saying so gets me into trouble with some." The 
writer of a report of Brigham's tour which appeared 
in the Salt Lake Telegraph the day we reached the 
city, used the words: "God never spoke through man 
more clearly than through President Young." 

One day, when Stenhouse was speaking of the 
morality of the Mormon people, he said: "Our penalty 
for adultery is death." Remembering the Danites, 
we were down on him at once: "Do you infI.ict it 1" 
.. No; but-well, not practically; but really it is BO. 

A man who commits adultery withers away and 
p(>rilIh(>~. A man sent away from his wives upon a 
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mission that may laat for years, if he lives not purely 
-if, when he retu1'1UI, he cannot meet the eye of 
Brigham, better for Idm to be at once in hell. He 
withers." 

Brigham him.t!elf haa spoken in strong words of his 
own power over the Mormon people: "Let the talking 
folk at Waahington say, if they please, that I am 
no longer Governor of Utah. I am, and will be 
Governor, until God Almighty says, 'Brigham, you 
need not be Governor any more.''' 

Brigham's head is that of a man who nowhere could 
be second. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

MORMONDOM. 

WE had been presented at court, and favourably 
received; asked to call again; admitted to State 
secrets of the presidency. From this moment our 
position in the city was secured. Mormon seats in 
the theatre were placed at o~ disposal; the director 
of immigration, the presiding bishop, Colonel Hunter 
-a grim, weather-beaten Indian fighter-and his 
coad j u tors carried us off to see the reception of the 
bull-tram at the Elephant Corral; we were offered 
a team to take us to the Lake, which· we refused 
only because we had already accepted the loan of 
one from a Gentile merchant; presents of peaches 
and invitations to lunch, dinner, and supper, came 
pouring in upon us from all sides. In a single morn
ing we wel'e visited by four of the A postles and nine 
other leading members of the Church. Ecclesiastical 
dignitaries sat upon our single chair and. wash-hand
stand; and one bed groaned under the weight of 
George A. Smith, "Church historian," while the other 
bore ..'Esop's load-the peaches he had brought.· 
These growers of fruit from standard trees think but 
small things of our English wall-fruit, "baked on 
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one side, and frozen on the other," as they 7my. 
There is a mellowness about the Mormon peaches 
that would drive our gardeners to despair. 

One of our callers was Captain Hooper, the Utah. 
delegate to Congress. He is an adept at the Western 
plan of getting out of a fix by telling you a story. 
When we laughingly alluded to his lack of wives, anll 
the absurdity of a monogamist repre~enting Utah, he 
said that the people at Washington all believed tbat 
Utah had sent them a polygamist. Thete is a rule 
that no one with the entry sball take with him more 
than one lady to the White House receptions. A 
member of Congress was urged by three ladies to 
take them with him. He, as men do, said, "The 
thing is impossible" -11I1d did it. Presenting him
self with the bevy at the door, the usher stoI'ped 
him: "Can't pass; only one friend admitted with 
each member." " Suppose, sir, that I'm the delegate 
from Utah Territory 1" said the Congress-man. .. Oh, 
pass in, sir-pass in," was the instant answer of the 
usher. The story reminds me of poor Browne's 
(Artemus Ward) U family" ticket to his lecture at 
Salt Lake City: "Admit the bearer and one wife." 
Hooper is said to be under pressure at this moment 
on the question of polygamy, for he is a favourite with 
the Prophet, who cannot, however, with c:onsisten(''Y 
promote him to office in the Church on account of a 
saying of his own: "A man with one wife is of less 
account before God than a man with no wives at all." 

Our best opportunity of judging of the lIormon 
ladies was at the theatre, which we attended re-
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gularly, sitting now in Elder Stenhouse's "family" 
seats, now with General Wells. Here we saw
all the wives of the leading ChUrchmen of the 
city; in their houses, we saw only those they chose 
to show us: in no case hut that of the Clawson 
family did we meet in society all the wives. We 
noticed at once that the leading ladies were all 
alike-full of taste, full' of sense, hut full, at the 
same time, of a kind of' unconscious melancholy. 
Everywhere, as you looked round the house, you met 
the sad eye' which I had seen but once before
among the Shakers at New Lebanon. The women 
here, knowing no other state, seem to think them
selves as happy as the day is ,long: their eye alone 
is there to show' the Gentile that they are, if the 
expression may be allowed, unhappy without knowing 
it. ,That these Mormon women love their religion 
and reverence its priests is but a consequence of its 
being "their religion "-the system in the midst of 
which they have been brought lip. Which of us is 
there who does not set up some idol in his heart 
round which he weaves all that he has of poetry 
and devotion in his character 1-' art, hero-worship, 
patriotism are forms of this great tendency. That 
the Mormon girls, who are educated as highly as 
those of any country in the' world-who, like all 
American girls, are allowed to wander where they 
please-who are certain of protection in any of the 
fifty Gentile houses in the city, and absolutely safe 
in Camp Douglas at the distance of two miles from 
the city-waIl-all consent deliberately to enter on 
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polygamy-shows clearly enough that they can, &8 

a rule, have no dislike to it beyond such a feeling 
&8 public opinion will speedily overcome. 

Discussion of the institution of plural marriage in 
Salt Lake City is fruitless; all that can be done is 
to observe. In 38.'lIlulting the Mormon citadel, you 
strike against the air. "Polygamy degrades the 
woman," you begin. "llorally or socially!" 8aYs 

the Mormon. "Socially." "Granted," is the reply, 
.. and that is a most desiralJle consummation. By 
socially lowering, it morally raises the woman. It 
makes her a servant, but it makes her pure and 
good." 

It is always well to remember that if we have one 
argument against polygamy which. from our Gentile 
point of view is unanswerable, it is not neeessary 
that we should rack our brains for others. All our 
modern experienee is favourable to ranking woman 
as man's equal; polygamy assumes that she shall be 
his servant-loving, faithful, cheerful, willing, but 
still a servant. 

The opposite poles upon the women question are 
Utah polygamy and Kansas female suffrage. 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

WESTERN EDITORS. 

THE attack upon Mormondom has been systematized, 
and is conducted with military skill, by trench and 
parallel The New England papers having called for 
.. facb!" whereon to base their homilies, General 
Connor, of Fenian fame, set up the Unum Vedette 
in Salt Lake City, and publishes on Saturdays a sheet 
expressly intended for Eastern reading. The mantle 
of the &mgamo J <mrna1 has fallen on the Vedette, 
and John C. Bennett is effaced by Connor. From 
this source it is that come the whole of the para
graphs against Brigham and Mormondom which appear 
in the Eastern papers, and find their way to London. 
The editor has to fill his paper with peppery . leaders, 
well-spiced telegrams, stinging "facts." Every week 
there must be something that can be used and quoted 
against Brigham. The Eastern remarks upon quot&' 
tions in turn are quoted at Salt Lake. Under such 
circumstancei', even telegrams can be made to take 
a flavour. In to-day's Vedette we have one from 
St. Joseph, describing how above one thousand "of 
these dirty, filthy dupes of Great Salt Lake iniquity" 
are now squatting round the packet dep6t, awaiting 
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transport. Another from Chicago tells us that tJIf~ 

seven thousand European Mormons who have this 
year passed up the Missouri river" are of the loweAt 
and most ignorant classes." The leader is directed 
against Mormons in general, and Stenhouse in par
ticular, as erutor of one of the Mormon papers, and 
ex-postmaster of the territory. He has already had 
cause to fear the Vedette, as it was through the 
exertions of its erutor that he lost his office. This 
matter is referred to in the leader of to-day: "When 
we found our letters scattered about the streets in 
fragments, we succeeded in getting an honest post
master appointed in place of the editor of the Tele
graph "-" an organ where even carrots, pumpkins, 
and potatoes are current funds"-" directed by a clique 
of foreign writers, who can hardly speak our language, 
and who never drew a loyal breath since they came 
to Utah." The Mormon tax frauds, and the lIormon 
police, likewise come in for their share of abuse, 
and the writer concludes with a pathetic plea again.~t 
arrest "for quietly indulging in a glass of wine in a 
private room with a friend." 

Attacks such as these make one understand the 
suspiciousness of the Mormon leaders, and the slow
ness of StenhoUse and his friends to take a joke if 
it concerns the Church. Poor Artemus Ward once 
wrote to Stenhouse, "Ef you can't take a joke, youl1 
be darned, and you oughter ~ but the jest at which 
he can laugh has wrought no cure. Heber Kimball 
said to me one day: "They're all alike. There was 
--. came here to write a book, and we thought 
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better of him than of most. I showed him more 
kindness than I ever showed a man befQre or since, 
and then he ealled me a 'hoary reprobate.' I would 
advise him not to pass this way next time." 

The suspicion often takes odd shapes. One Sun~ay 
morning, at the tabernacle, I remarked that the 
Prophet's daughter, Zina, had on the same dress as 
she had worn the evening before at the theatre, in 
playing" Mrs. Musket" in the farce of "My Husband's 
Ghost." It was a black silk gown, with a vandyke 
flounce of white, impossible to mistake. I pointed 
it out in joke to a Mormon friend, when he denied my 
assertion in the most emphatic way, although he could 
not have known fo~ certain that I was'wrong, as he 
sat next to me in the theatre during the whole play. 

The Mormons will talk freely of their own suspi
ciousness. They· say that tne coldness with which 
travellers are usually received at Salt Lake City is 
the consequence of years of total misrepresentation. 
They forget· that they are arguing in a circle, and 
that this misrepresentation is itself sometimes the. 
result of their. reserve. 

The news and advertisements are even more 
amusing than the leaders in the Vedette. A para
graph tells us, for instance, that "Mrs. Martha 
Stewart and Mrs. Robertson, of San Antoine, lately 
had an impromptu fight with revolvers; MJ,'S. Stewart 
was badly winged." Nor is this the only reference 
in the paper to shooting by ladies, as another para
graph tells how a young girl, frightened by a sham 
ghost, drew on the would-be apparition, and with six 
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barrels shot him twice through the head, and four 
times .. in .the" region of the heart." A quotation 
from the Owyhee Avalanche, speaking of gambling 
hells, tells us that "one hurdy shebang," in Silver 
City, shipped 8,000 dollars as the net proceeds of its 
July business. .. These leeches corral more clear cash 
than most quartz mills," remonstrates the editor . 
.. Corral," in this sense, is the Mexican cattle indo
sure; the yard where the team mules are ranched; 
the kraal of Cape Colony, which, on the Plains and 
the Plateau, serves as a fort for men a.~ well as a fold 
for ox!'n, and resemhles the serai of the East, The 
word "to corral" means to tum into one of these 
pens; and tbE'nrAl " to pouch," "to pocket," "to hag," 
to get well into hamL 

The advertisements are in keeping with the news. 
" Everything, from a salamamlcr safe to a Limerick 
fish-hook," is offered 1.y one firm. .. Fifty-three and 
a half and three and three4uarter thimble-skein 
Schuttler wagons," is offered by another. Again, an 
.advertiser bids ua "Spike the GUlli! of Humbug! 
and Beware of Deleterious Dyes! P.efuse to h3.ve 
your Heads Baptized with Liquid Fire! n Another 
says, .. If you want a paper free from entanglements 
of cliques, and antagonistic to thc corrupting evils of 
factionism, subscribe to the M Qntaw.J, llruJ.i<dor." 

But nothing heats the following; .. Bukher's dead
shot for bed-bugs! Curls them np as fire does a 
leaf! Try it, and sleep in peare! Sold by all live 
droggista." 

If we tum, however, to the other Salt Lake papers, 
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the Telegraph, an independent Mormon paper, and 
the Deseret News, the official journal of the Church, 
we find a contrast to the trash of the Vedette. 
Brigham's paper, clearly printed and of a pleasant 
size, is filled with the best and latest news from the 
outlying portions of the territory, and from Europe. 
The motto on its head is a simple one-" Truth 
and Liberty;" and twenty-eight columns of solid. 
news are given us. Among the items is an account 
of a fight upon the Smoky Hill route, which 
occurred on the day we reache4. this city, and in 
which two teamsters-George Hill and Luke West
were killed by the Kiowas and Cheyennes. A loyal 
Union article from the pen of Albert Carrington, the 
editor, is followed by one upon the natural advantages 
of Utah, in which the writer complains that the 
very men who ridiculed the Mormons for set~ling 

in a desert are now. declaiming against their being 
allowed to squat upon one of the "most fertile loca
tions in the United States." The same paper asserts 
that Mormon success is secured only by Mormon 
industry, and that as a merely commel!cial speculation, 
apart from the religious impulse, the cultivation of 
Utah would not pay: "Utah is no .place for the 
loafer or ~he lazy man." An official report, like the 
Court Circular of England, is headed, "President 
Brigham Young's trip North," and is signed by G. D. 
Watt, "Reporter" to the Church. The Old Testa
ment is not spared. "From what we saw of the 
timbered mountains," writes one reporter, "we had 
no despondency of Israel ever failing for material to 

VOL. L 
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build up, beautify, and adorn pleasant habitations in 
that part of Zion." A theatrical criticism is not 
wanting, and the Church actors come in for" praise 
all around." In another part of the paper are tele
graphic reports from the captains of the seven immi
grant trains not yet come in, giving their position, 
and details of the number ~f days' march for which 
they have provisions still in hand. One reports 
" thirty-eight head of cattle stolen;" another, " a good 
deal of mountain fever;" but, on the whole, the teJe
grams look well. The editor, speaking of the two 
English visitors now in the city, says: "We greet 
them to our mountain habitation, and bid them 
welcome to our orchard; and that's considerable for 
an editor, especially if he haa plural responsibilities to 
look after." Bishop Harrington reports from American 
Fort that everybody is thriving there, and .. doing l1li 

the Mormon creed directs-minding their own busi
ness." "That's good, Bishop," says the editor. The 
.. Passenger List of the 2nd Ox Train, Captain J. D. 
Holladay," is given at length; about half the immi
grants come with wife and family, very many with 
five or six children. From Liverpool, the chief office 
for Europe, comes a gazette of " &1_ and A p
pointments," signed "Brigham Young, Jun., President 
of the Church of Jeaua Christ of Latter-day Saints in 
the British Mea and Adjacent Countries," accompanied 
by a despateh, in which the" President for England" 
gives details of his visits to the &dints in Norway, and 
of his conversation with the United States minister at 
St. Petersburg. 
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The Daily Telegraph, like its editor, is practical, 
and does not deal in extract. All the sheet, with the 
exception of a few columns, is taken up with business 
advertisements; but these are not the least amusing 
part of the paper. A gigantic figure of a man.in high 
boots and felt hat, standing on a ladder and p3ilting 

. up Messrs. Eldredge and Clawson's dry-goods adver-
tisement, occupies nearly half the back page. Mr. 
Birch informs" parties hauling wheat from San Pete 
county" that his mill at Fort Birch is now running, and 

. that it is situate at the mouth of Salt Creek Canyon, 
just above Nephi City, Juab County, on the direct 
road to Pahranagat. A view of the fort, with posterns; 
parapets, embrasures, and a giant flag, heads the 
advertisement. But the cuts are not always so cheer
ful: one Far-Western paper fills three-quarters of its 
front page with an engraving of a coffin. The editorial 
colulllllB contain calls to the "brethren with tesms" 
to aid the immigrants; ·an account of a "rather 
mixed case" of "double divorce" (Gentile), and of a 
prosecution of a man "for violation of the seventh 
commandment." A Mormon police report is headed 
"One drunk at the Calaboose." Defending himself 
agaiust charges of "directing bishops" and "steadying 
the ark," the editor calls on the bishops to shorten 
their sermons: "we may get a crack Jor this, but we 
can't )elp it. We like variety, life, and short meet
ings." In a paragraph about his visitors, our friend 
the editor of the Telegraph said, a day or two after 
our arrival in the city: .. If a stranger can escape the 
strychnine clique for three days after arrival, he is for 

M2 
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ever afterwards safe. Generally the first twenty-four 
hours are sufficient to prostrate even the very robWit. .. 
In a few words of regret at a change in the Denver 
newspaper staff our editor says: .. However, a couple 
of sentences indicate that George has no intention of 
abandoning the tripod. That's right: keep at it, my 
boy; misery likes company." 

The day after we reached Denver, the Gazette, com
menting on this same "George," said: "Captain West 
bas left the Rocky Mountains News office. We are 
not surprised, as we could never see how any resped
able decent gent1em~ like George could get along 
with Governor Evans' paid hireling aud whelp who 
edits that delectable ~heet." Of the two papers which 
exist in every town in the Union, each is always at 
work attempting to "use up" the other. I have w.'eu 
the democratic print of Chicago call its republican 
opponent" a radical, disunion, disreputable, bankrupt, 
emasculated evening newspaper concern of this city" 
-a string of terms by the side of which even Western 
utterances pale. 

A paragraph headed "The lIillennium" tells Wi 
that the editors of the Telegraph and IJueret New6 
were seen yesterday afternoon walking together 
towards the Twentieth Ward. Another paragraI,h 
records the ill success of an expedition against 
Indians who had been "raiding" down in "Dixie," 
or South Utah. A general order signed .. Lieut.
General Daniel H. Wells," and dated "head-quarters, 
Nauvoo Legion," directs the assembly, for a three days' 
.. big drill," of the forces of the vari01lll military 
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districts of the territory. The name of "Territorial 
Militia," under which alone the United States can 
permit the existence of the legion, is carefully omitted. 
This is not the only warlike advertisement in the 
paper: fourteen cases of Ballard. rifles are offered in 
exchange for cattle; and other firms offer tents and 
side-arms to their friends. Amusements are not 
forgotten: a cricket match between two Mormon 
settlements in CacM county is recorded, " Wellsville 
whipping Brigham city with six wickets to go down;" 
and isJollowed by an article in which the First Presi
dent may have had a hand, pointing out that the Salt 
Lake Theatre is going to be the greatest of theatres. 
and that the favour of its audience is a passport 
beyond Wallack's, and equal to Drury Lane or the 
Haymarket. In sharp contrast to these signs of pre
sent prosperity, the First Presidency announce the 
annual gathering of the surviving members of Zion's 
camp, the association of the first immigrant band. 

There is about the Mormon papers much that tells 
of long settlement and prosperity. When I showed 
Stenhouse the Denver Gazette of our second day in that 
town, he said: " Well, Telegraph's better than that!" 
The Denver sheet is a literary curiosity of the first 
order. Printed on chocolate-ooloured paper, in ink of 
a not much darker hue, it is in parts illegible-to the 
reader's regret, for what we were able to make out 
was good enough to make us wish for more. 

The difference between the Mormon and .Gentile 
papers is strongly marked in the advertisements. The 
Dent'er Gazetle is filled with puffs of quacks and 
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whiskey-shops. In the column headed "Business 
Cards," Dr. Ermerins announces that he may be con
sulted by his patients in the "French, German, and 
English" tongues. Lower down we have the card of 
"Dr. Treat, Eclectic Physician and Surgeon," which 
is preceded by an advertisement of "sulkies made to 
order," and followed by a leaded heading .. Know 
thy Destiny: Madame Thornton, the English Astra
logist and Psychometrician, has located herself at 
Hudson, New York; by the aid of an instrument of 
intense power, known as the Psychomotrope, shc 
guarantees to produce a lifelike picture of the future 
husband or wife of the applicant." There is a strange 
turning towards the supernatural among this people. 
Astrology is openly professed as a science throughout 
the United States; the success of spiritualism is 
amazing. The most sensible men are not exempt 
from the weakness: the dupes of the astrologers are 
not the nneducated Irish; they are the strong-miuded, 
half-educated Western men, shrewd and keen in trade, 
brave in war, material and eold in faith, it would be 
supposed, but credulous to folly, as we know, when 
personal revelation, the supernaturalism of the present 
day, is set before them in the crudest and least attrac
tive forms. A little lower, "Charley Eyser" and "Gus 
Fogus" advertise their bars. The latter annotmce8 
.. Lager beer at only 10 cents," in a "cool retreat," 
"fitted up with green-growing trees." A returned 
warrior heads his annonncement, in hnge capitals, 
"Back Home Again, An Old Hand at the Bellows, The 
Soldier Bla<·ksmith :--8. M. Logan." In a eountry 
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where weights and measures are rather a matter of 
practice than of law, Mr. O'Connell does well to add to 
"Lager beer 15 cents," "Glasses hold Two Bushels." 
John Morris, of the "Little Giant" or " Theatre 
Saloon," asks us to "call and see him;" while. his 
rivals of the "Progressive Saloon" offer the "finest 
liquors that the East can command." Morris Sigi, 
whose" lager is pronounced A No.1 by all who have 
used it," bids us "give him a fair trial, and satisfy 
ourstJlves aB to the false reports in circulation." Daniel 
Marsh, dealer in "breech-loading guns and revolvers," 
adds, "and anything that may be wanted, from a cradle 
t{) a coffin, both inclusive, made to order. An Indian 
'Lodge on view, for sale." This is the man at whose 
shop the scalp hangs for sale; but he fails to name 
it in his advertisement: the Utes brought it in. too 
late for 'insertion, perhaps. 

Advertisements of freight-trains now starting to the 
East, of mail coaches to Buckskin Joe-advertisements 
slanting, topsy-turvy, and sideways turned-complete 
thc outer sheet; but some of them, through bad ink, 
printer's errors, strange English, and wilder Latin, are 
wholly unintelligible. It is hard to make, much of 
this, for instance: "Mr. lEsculapius, no offense, I 
hope, as this is written extempore and ipso facto. 
But, perhaps, I ought not to disregard ex unci disCll 

omnes." 
In an editorial on the English visitors then in 

Denver, the chance of putting into their mouths !Po 

puff of the territory of Colorado WaB not lost. We 
were made to "appreciate the native energy and 
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wealth of industry necessary in building up such 0. 

Star of Empire o.s Colorado." The next paragraph is 
communicated from Conejos, in the south of the tcni
tory, and says: "The election ho.s now passed off, and 
I am confident that we can beat any ward in Denver, 
and give them two in the game, for rascality in 
voting." Another leader ealls on the people of Denver 
to remember that there are two men in the calabool!e 
for mule-stealing, and that the lo.st man locked up for 
the offence wo.s allowed to escape: some cottonwood 
trees still exist, it believes. In former times, there 
'Wo.s for the lynching here hinted at a reason which 
no longer exists: a man ~hut up in gaol built of 
adobe, or sun-dried brick, could scratch his way 
through the crumbling wall in two days, so the 
citizens generally hanged him.in one. Now that the 
gaols are in brick and stone, the job might safely be 
left to the sheriff; but the people of Denver seem 
to trnst themselves better even than they do their 
delegate, Bob Wilson. 
. A year or two ago, the gaols were so crazy, that 

Coloradan criminals, when given their choice whether 
they would be hanged in a week, or "o.s soon after 
breakfast to-morrow o.s shall be convenient to the sheriff 
and agreeable, Mr. Prisoner, to you," o.s the Texan 
formula runs, need to elect for the quick delivery, on 
the ground that otherwise they would eatch their 
deaths of cold-at least, so the Denver story runs. 
They have. however, a method of getting the gaols 
inspeCted here which might be found neeful at home: 
it consists in the simple plan of giving the governor 
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of a gaol an opportunity of seeing the practical 
working of the system by locking him up inside for 
a while. 

These Far-Western papers are written or com
piled under difficulties almost overwhelming. Mr. 
Frederick J. Stanton, at Denver, told me that often 
he had been forced to "set up" and print as well as 
"edit" the .paper which he owns. Type is not 
always to be found. In its early days, the California 
Alta once appeared with a paragraph which ran: "I 
have no VV in my' type, as there is none in the 
Spanish alphabet. I have sent to the Sandvvich 
Islands for this letter; in the meantime vve must 
use tvvo V's." 

Till I had seen the editors'rooms in Denver, Austin, 
and Salt Lake City, I had no' conception of the point 
to whieh discomfort could be carried. For all these 
hardships, payment is small and slow. It consists 
often of little but the satisfaction which it is to the 
editor's vanity to be "liquored" by the best man 
of the place, treated to an occasional chat with the 
governor of the territory, to a chair in· the Overland 
Mail Office whenever he walks in, to the hand of the 
hotel proprietor whenever he comes near the bar, and 
to a pistol-shot once or twice in a month. 

It must not be supposed that the Vedette. does 
the Mormons no harm; the perpetual reiteration in 
the Eastern and English papers of three sets of stories 
alone would suffice to break down a flourishing power. 
The three lines that are invariably taken as founda
tions for their stories are these-that the Mormon 
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women are wretched, and would fain get away, but 
are checked by the Danites; that the Mormons are 
ready to fight with the Federal troops with the hope 
of success; that robbery of the people by the apostles 
and elders is at the bottom oC Mormonism-or, as 
the Vedette puts it, "on tithing and loaning hang all 
the law and the profits." 

If the mere fact of the existence oC the Vedette 
effectually refutes the stories of the acts oC the Danites 
in these modern days, and therefore disposes of the 
first set of stories, the third is equally answered by a 
glance at its pages. Columns oC paragraphs, sheets oC 
advertisements, testify to the foundation by industry, 
in the most frightful desert on earth, oC an af,rricultural 
community which Californis herself cannot match. 
The lIormons may well call their country "Deseret"
"land DC the bee." The procclJ8 DC fertilization gocs 
on day by day. Six or seven years ago, South(.'fIJ 
Utah was a desert bare as Salt Bush Plains. Irriga
tion from the fresh-water lake was carried out under 
episcopal direction, and the result is the growth of 
fifty kinds of grapes alone. Cotton mills and vine
yards are springing up on every side, and "Dixie" 
begins to look down on its parent, the Salt Lake 
Valley. Irrigation from the mountain rills has doue 
this miracle, we say, though the Saints undoubtcdly 
believe that God's hand is in it, helping miraculoUllly 
.. His peculiar people." 

In face of Mormon prosperity, it is worthy of 
notice that Utah was settled ou the Wakefieldian 
system, though Brigham knows nothing of Wakefielcl 
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Town population and country population grew up 
side by side in every valley, IIJld the plough was not 
allowed to gain on the machine-saw and the shuttle. 

It is not only in water and verdure that. Utah is 
naturally. poor. On the mining-map of the States, 
the countries that lie around.Utah-Nevada, Arizona, 
Colorado, Montana-are one blaze of yellow, and blue, 
and red, coloured from end to end with the tints that 
are used to denote the existence of precious metals. 
Utah is blank at present--olank, the Mormons say, 
by nature; Gentiles say, merely through the .absence 
of survey; and they do their best to circumvent 
mother nature. Every fall the .. strychnine" party 
raise the cry of gold discoveries in Utah, in the hope 
of bringing a rush of miners down to Salt Lake City, 
too late for them to get away again before the snows 
begin. • The presence of some thousands of broad
brimmed rowdies in Salt Lake City, for a winter, 
would be the death of . Mormonism, they believe. 
Within the last few days, J am told that prospecting 
parties have found" pay dirt" in City Canyon, which, 
however, they had first themselves carefully "salted" 
with gold-dust. There is coal at the settlement at 
which we breakfasted on our way from Weber River 
to Salt Lake; and Stenhouse tells us that the ouly 
difference between the Utah coal and that of Wales 
is, that the latter will .. burn," and the former won't! 

Poor as Utah is by nature, clear though it be that 
whatever value the soil now possesses, represents only 
the loving labour bestowed upon it by the Saints, it 
is doubtful whether they are to continue to posseSs 
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it, even though the remaining string of Vedette-born 
stories assert that Brigham "threatens hell" to the 
Gentiles that would expel him. 

The constant, teasing, wasp-like pertinacity of the 
Vedette has done some harm to liberty of _thought 
throughout the world. 
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OHAPTER XVII. 

UTAH. 

" WHEN you are driven hence, where shall you go 1" 
" We take no thought for the morrow; the Lord 

will guide His people," was my rebuke from Elder 
Stenhouse, delivered iIi. the half-solemn, half-laughing 
manner characteristic of the Saints. " You say mira
cles ar!l passed and gone," he went on; "but if God 
has ever interfered to protect a Church, he has inter
posed on our behalf. In 1857, when the whole army 
of the United States was let slip at us nnder Albert 
S. Johnson, we were given strength to turn them 
aside, and defeat them without a blow. The Lord 
permitted us to dictate our own terms of peace. 
Again, when the locusts came in such swarms as to 
blacken the whole valley, and fill the air with a 
living fog, God sent millions of strange new gulls, 
and . these devoured the locusts, and saved us from 
destruction. The Lord will guide His people." 

Often as I discussed the future of Utah and their 
Church with Mormons, I could never get from them 
any answer but this; they would never even express 
a belief, as will many Western Gentiles, that no· 
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attempt will be made to expel them from the 
country they now hold. They cannot help seeing 
how immediate is the danger: from the American 
press there comes a cry, .. Let us have this polygamy 
put down; its existence is a disgrace to England 
from which it springs, a shame to America in which 
it dwells, to the Federal Government whose Jaws it 
outrages and defies. How long will you continue 
to tolerate this retrogression from Christianity, this 
insult to civilization 1" 

With the New Englanders, the question is political 
as well as theological, personal as well as political
political, mainly because there is a grcat likeness 
between Mormon expressions of belief in the divine 
origin of polygamy and the Southern answers to the 
Abolitionists; " Abraham was a slave-owner, and father 
of the faithful;' "David. the best-Ioved of God, was 
a polygamist "-" show us a biblical prohibition of 
slavery;" "show us a denunciation of polygamy, and 
we'll believe you." It is this similarity of the de
fensive positions of Mormonism and slavery which 
has led to the present peril of the Salt Lake Church: 
the New Englanders look on the Mormons, not only 
as heretics, but as friends to the slave-owners; on the 
other hand. if you hear a man warmly praise the 
Mormons, you may set him down as a Southerner, 
or at the least a Democrat. 

Another reasou Cor the hostility of New England 
is,- that while the discredit oC Mormonism fulls upon 
America, the American people have but little share 
in its existence: a lew oC the leaders are New Eng-
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landers and New Yorkers, but of the rank and ~ 
not one. In every ten immigrants, the missionaries 
count upon finding that four come from England, 
two from Wales, one from the Scotch Lowlands, one 
from Sweden, one from Switzerland, and one from 
Prussia; from Catholic countries, .none; from all 
America, none. It is through this purely local and 
temporary association of ideas that we see the strange 
sight of a party of tolerant, large-hearted Churchmen 
eager to march their armies against a Church. 

If we put aside for a moment the question of the 
moral right to crush Mormonism in the· name of truth, 
we find that it is, at all events, easy enough to do 
it. There is no difficulty in finding legal excuses for 
action-no danger in backing the Federal legislation 
with military force. The legal point is clear enough 
-clear upon a double issue. Congress can legislate 
for the territories in social matters-has, in fact, 
already done so. Polygamy is at this moment punish
able in Utah, but the law is, pending the .completiou 
of the railroad, not enforced. Without extraordinary 
action, its enforcement would be impossible, for Mor
mon juries will give no verdict antagonistic to their 
ChUrch; but it is not only in this matter that the 
Mormons have been offenders. They have sinned 
also against the land-laws of America. The Church, 
Brigham, Kimball, all are landholders on a scale not 
contemplated by the "Homestead" laws-unless to 
be forbidden; doubly, therefore, are the Mormons at 
the mercy of the Federal Congress. There is a loop
hole open in the matter of polygamy-that adopted 
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by the New York Communists when they chose each 
a woman to be his legal wife, and. so put theIll5Clvcs 
without the reach of law. This method of escape, 
I have been assured by Mormon elders, is one that 
nothing could forr.e them to adopt. Rather than 
indirectly destroy their Church by any such weak 
compliance, they would again renounce their homes, 
and make their painful way aC1"088 the wilderne88 to 
some new .Deseret. 

It is not likely that New England interference will 
hinge upon plurality. A" difficulty" can eaaily be 
made to arise upon the land question, and no breach 
of the principle of toleration will, on the surface at 
least, be visible. No surveys have been held in the 
territory since 1857, no lands within the territorial, 
limits have been sold by the Federal land-oflice. Not 
only have the limitations of the "Homestead" and 
"Pre-emption" laws been disregarded, but Salt Lake 
City, with its palace, its theatre, and hotels, is built 
upon the public lands of the United States. On the 
other hand. Mexican titles are respected in Arizona 
and New Mexico; and as 17tah was Mexican soil when, 
before the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the l[ormons 
settled on its wastes, it seems hard that their claims 
should not be equally respected. 

After all, the theory of Spanish authority was a 
ridiculoUll fiction. The Mormons were the first 
occupants of the country which now forms the terri
tories of Utah and Colorado and the State of Xcnda, 
and the lIormons were thus annexed to the United 
States without being in the least degree consulted. It 
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is true that they might be said to have occupied the 
country as American citizens, and so to have carried 
American ~vereignty with them into the wildemesR ; 
but this, again, is a European, not an American theory. 
American citizens' are such, not as men born upon a 
certain soil, but as being citizens of a State of the 
Union, or an organized ';I.'erritory; and though the 
Mormons may be said to have accepted their position 
as citizens of the Territory of Utah, still they did 
so on the understanding that it should continue a 
Mormon country, where Gentiles should at the most 
be barely tolerated. 

We need not go further into the' mazes of public 
law, or of ex post facto American enactments. The 
Mormons the~elve8 admit that the letter of the law 
is against them; but say that while it is claimed 
that Bostoh: and Philadelphia may fitly legislate for 
the Mormons three thousand miles away, because 
Utah is a Territort, not a State, men forget that it is 
Boston and Philadelphia themselves who force Utah 
to remain a Territory, although they admitted the less 
populous Nebraska, Nevada, and Oregon to their 
rights as States. 

If, wholly excluding morals from the calculation, 
there can be no doubt upon the points of law, there 
can be as little upon the military question. Of the 
fifteen hundred miles of waterless tract or desert that 
we crossed, seven hundred have been annihilated: 
.1869 may see the railroad track in the streets of Salt 
Lake City. This not only settles the military 
question, but is meant to do so. When men lay 
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four miles of a railroad in a day, and average two 
miles a day for a whole year, when a government 
bribes high enough to secure so startling a rate of 
progress, there is something more than commerce or 
settlement in the wind. The Pacific railroad is not 
merely meant to" be the shortest line from New 
York to San Francisco; but it is meant to put 
down Mormonism. 
. H the Federal government decides to attack these 
peaceable citizens of a Territory that should long since 
have been a State, they certainly will not fight, and 
they no less surely will not disperse. Polynesia or 
Mexico is their goal, and in the Marquesas or in 
Sonora they may, perhaps, for a few years at least, be 
let alone, again to prove the forerunners of English 
civilization-planters of Saxon institutions and the 
English tongue; once more to perform their mission, 
as they performed it in Missouri and in Utah. 

When we turn from the simple legal question, and 
the still more simple military one, to the moral point 
involved in the forcible suppression of plur.J mar
riage in one State by the force of all the others, we 
find the consideration of the matter confllI!ed by the 
apparent analogy between the so-ealled crusade against 
slavery and the proposed (:meade against polygamy. 
There is no real resemblance between the ca.ses. In 
the strictest sense, there was no more a crusade 
against slavery than there is a crusade against snakes 
on the part of a man who strikea one that bit him. 
The purest Republicans have never pretended that the 
abolition of slavery was the jnstification of the war. 
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The South rose in rebellion, and in rising gave New 
England an opportunity for the destruction in America 
of an institution at variance with the republican 
form of government, and aggressive in its tendencies. 
So far is polygamy from being opposed in spirit to 
democracy, that it is impossible here, in Salt Lake 
City, not to see that it is the most levelling of all 
social institutioIlR-Mormonism the most democratic 
of religions. A rich man in New York leaves his sons 
large property, and founds a family; a rich Mormon 
leaves his twenty or thirty sons each a miSerable 
fraction of his money, and each son must trudge out 
into the world, and toil for himself. Brigham's sons 
-those of them who are not gratuitonsly employed in 
hard service for the Church in foreign parts--are 
cattle.drivers, small fwers, ranchmen. One of them 
was the only poorly clad boy I saw in Salt Lake City. 
A system of polygamy, in which all the wives, and 
consequently all the children, are equal before the law, 
is a powerful engine of democracy. 

The general moral question of whether Mormonism 
is to be put down by the sword, becanse the Latter
day Saints differ in certain social customs from other 
Christians, is one for the preacher and the casuist, 
not for a travelling observer of English-speaking 
countries as they are. Mormonism comes under my 
observation as the religious and social system of the 
most successful of all pioneei:s of English civilization. 
From this point of view it would be an immediate 
advantage to the world that they should be driven 
out once more into the wilderness, again to. fOilnd an 
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England in Mexico, in Polynesia, or on Red River. 
It may be an immediate gain to civilization, but 
America herself was founded by schismatics upon a 
basis of tolerance to all; and there are still to be 
found Americans who think it would be the Beverest 
blow that has been dealt to liberty since the St. Bar
tholomew, were she to lend her enormous power to 
systematic persecution at the cannon's mouth. 

The question of where to draw the line is one of 
inte~ Great Britain draws it at black faces, and 
would hardly tolerate the existence among her white 
subjects in London of such a Be(.-t as that of the 
Maharajas of Bombay. "If you draw the line at 
black faces," say the Mormons, .. why should you not 
let the Americans draw it at two thousand miles from 
Washington 1" 

The moral question cannot be di.esociated from that 
of Mormon history. The Saints marched from Missouri 
and Illinois, into no man's land, intending there to 
live out of the reach of those who differed from them, 
as do the R1l88ian dissenters transported in past ages 
to the provinces of Riga and Kherson. It is by no 
fault of theirs, they say, that they are citizens of the 
United Stat.e& 

There is in the Far West a fast increaaing party who 
would leave people to be polygamists, polyandri'Jts, 
Free-lovers, Shakers, or monogamists, as they please ; 
who would place the sOcial relations as they have 
placed religion-out of the reach of the law. I need 
hardly say that public opinion has such overwhelming 
force in .America that it is probable that even under a 
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llYstem of perfect toleration by law, two forms of the 
family relation would never be found existing side 
by side. Polygamista would continue to migrate to 
Mormon land, Free-lovers to New York, Shakers to 
New England. Some will find in this a reason for, 
and some a reason against,' a change. In any case, a 
crusade against Mormonism will hardly draw sym
pathy from Nebraska, from Michigan, from Kansas. 

Many are found 'who say: "Lea,ve Mormonism to 
itaelf, and it will die." " The Pacific railroad alone, 
they think, will kill it. Those Americans who know 
Utah best are not of this opinion. Mormonism is no 
superstition of the past. There is huge vitality in the 
polygamic Church. Emerson once spoke to me of 
Unitariani.sm, Buddhism, and Mormonism as three 
religions which, right or wrong, are full of force. 
"The Mormons only need to be persecuted," said 
Elder Frederick to me, "to become as powerful as 
the Mohamedans." It is, indeed, more than doubtful 
whether polygamy can endure side by side with 
American monogamy-it is certain that Mormon 
priestly power and Mormon mysteries cannot in the 
long run withstand the presence of a large Gentile 
population; ,but, if Mormon titles to land are re
spected, and if great mineral wealth is not found 
to exist in Utah, Mormonism will not be exposed to 
any much larger Gentile intrusion than it has to cope 
with now. Settlers who can go to California or to 
Colorado .. pares» will hardly fix themselves in the 
Utah desert. The Mexican table-lands will be annexed 
before Gentile immigranta seriously trouble Brigham. 
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Gold and New England are the most dreaded foes of 
Mormondom. Nothing can save polygamy if lodes 
and placers such as those of all the surrounding States 
are found in Utah; nothing can save it if the New 
Englanders determine to put it down. 

Were Congr688 to enforce the Homestead laws in 
Utah, and provide for the presence of an overwhelm
ing Gentile population, polygamy would. not only 
die of itself, but drag Mormonism down in its fall 
Brigham knows more completely than we can the 
necessity of isolation. He would not be likely to 
await the blow which increased Gentile immigration 
would deal to his power. 

If New England decides to ad, the table-lands of 
Mexico will see pJ3yed once more the sad comedy of 
Utah. Again the Mormons will march into Mexican 
territory, again to wake some day, and find it 
American. Theirs, however, will once more be the 
pride of having proved the pioneers of that English 
civilization which is destined to overspread the 
temperate world. The treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
annexed Utah to the United States, but Brigham 
Young annexed it to Anglo-Saxondom. 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

NAMELESS ALPS. 

AT the Post Office in Main Street, I gave Mr. Dixon 
a few last messages for home-he one to me for some 
Egyptian friends; and, with a shake and a wave, we 
parted, to meet in London after between us completing 
the circuit .of the globe. 

This time again I was. not alone: an IriBh miner 
from Montana, with a bottle of whiskey, a revolver 
and pick, shared the bACk seat with the mail-bags. 
Befor~ we had forded the Jordan, he had sung 
" The Wearing of the Green," and told me the day 
and the hour at which the Republic was to be 
proclaimed at his native village in Galway. Like a 
true Irishman of the South or West, he was happy 
only when he could be generous; and so much joy did 
he show when I discovered that the cork had slipped 
from my flask, and left me dependent on him for 
my escape from the alkaline poison, that I half be
lieved he had drawn' it himself when we stopped to 
change horses for mules. Certain it is that he pressed 
his whiskey so fast upon me and the various drivers, 
that the day we most needed its aid there was none, 
and the bottle itself had ended its career by serving as 
a target for a trial of breech-loading pistols. 
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At the sixth ranch from the city, which stands on 
the shores of the la.ke, and close to the foot of the 
mountains, we found Porter Rockwell, accredited chief 
of the Danites, the" Avenging Angels" of Utah, and 
leader, it is said, of the "White Indians" at the 
Mountain Meadows Massacre. 

Since 1840, there has been no name of greater 
terror in the West than Rockwell's; but in 1860 his 
death was reported in England, and the career of the 
great Brother of Gideon was ended, as we thought. 
I was told in Salt Lake City that he w~ still alive 
and well, and his portrait was among tbose that I got 
from Mr. Ottinger; but I am not convinced that the 
man I saw, and whose picture I poASel!8, was in fad; 

the Porter Rockwell who murdered Stephcnson in 
1842. It may be convenient to have two or three 
men to pass by the one name; and I Suspect that this 
is so in the Rockwell case. 

Under the name of Porter Rockwell some man (or 
men) has been the terror of ~Iississippi Valley, of 
Plains, and Plateau. for thirty years. In 1841, Joe 
Smith prophesied the death of Governor Boggs, of 
Missouri, within six months: within that time he was 
shot-rumour said, by Rockwell When die Danite 
was publicly charged with having done the dced for 
fifty dollars and a wagon team, he swore he'd shoot 
any man who said he'd shot Boggs j()1' gain: "but 
if I am charged with shooting him, they'll have to 
prove it"-words that looked like guilt. In 1842, 
Stephenson died by the same hand, it is believed. 
P.ockwell was known to be the working chief of the 
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band organized in 1838 to defend the First Presidency 
by any means whatever, fair or foul, known at various 
times as the "Big Fan" that should winnQW the chaff 
from the wheat; the "Daughter of Zion," the "De
structives," the "Flying Angels," the "Brother of 
Gideon," the "Destroying Angels." "Arise and 
thresh, 0 daughter of Zion, for I will make thy horn 
iron, and will make thy hoofs brass; and thou shalt 
beat in pieces many people; and I will consecrate 
their gain unto the Lord, and their substance unto 
the lords of the whole earth "-this was the motto 
of the band. 

Little was heard of the Danites from the time that 
the Mormons were driven from Illinois and Missouri 
until 1852, when murder after murder, massacre after 
massacre, occurred in the Grand Plateau. Bands of 
immigrants, of settlers on their road to California, 
parties of United States officers, escaping Mormons, 
were attacked by "Indians," and found scalped 
by the next whites who came upon their trail. I~ 

was rumoured in the Eastern States that the red 
men were Mormons in disguise, following the tactics 
of the Anti-Renters of New York. In the case of 
Almon Babbitt, the" Indians" were proved to have 
been white. 

The atrocities culminated in the Mountain Meadows 
Massacre in 1857, when hundreds of men, women, 
and children were murdered by men armed and 
dothed as Indians, but sworn to by some who escaped 
as being whites. Porter Rockwell has had the 
infamy of this tremendous slaughter piled on to the 
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huge maas of his earlier deeds of blood-whether 
rightly or wrongly, who shall say 1 The man that I 
saw was the man that Captain Burton saw in 1860. 
His death was solemnly recorded in the autumn of 
that year, yet of the identity of the person I saw with 
the person described by Captain Burton thcre can be 
no question. The bald, frowning forehead, the siniRter 
smile, the long grizzly curls falling upon the back, the 
red cheek, the coal beard, the grey eye, are not to be 
mistaken. Rockwell or not, he is a man capable of 
any deed. I had his photograph in my pocket, and 
wanted to get him to sign it; but when, in awe of his 
glittering bowie and of his fame, I asked, by way of 
caution, the ranchman-a new-eome Paddy-whether 
Rockwell could write, the fellow told me with many 
an oath that .. the boss" was as innocent of letters as 
a babe. .. As for writin'," he said, "cuss me if he's 
on it. You bet he's not-you bet." 

Not far beyond Rockwell's, we drove close to die 
bench-land; and I was able to stop for a moment 
and examine the rocks. From the verandah or the 
Mormon poet Naisbitt's house in Salt Lake City, I 
had remarked a double line of terrace running on one 
even level round the whole of the great valley to the 
south, cut by nature along the base alike of the 
Oquirrh and the Wasateh. 

I had thought it possible that the terrace was the 
result of the varying hardness of the strata; but, near 
Black Rock, on the overland track, I discovered that 
where the terrace lines have cros.'!Cd the mountain 
precipices, they are continued merely by deep stains 
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upon the rocks. The inference is that within ex
tremely recent, if not historic times, the water has 
stood at these levels from two to three hundred feet 
above the present Great Salt Lake City, itself 4,300 
feet above the sea. Three days' journey farther west, 
on the Reese's River Range, I detected similar stains. 
Was the whole basin of the Rocky Mountains
here more than a thousand miles across-once filled 
with a huge sea, of which the two Sierras were the 
shores, and the Wasatcb, Goshoot, War?ja, Toi Abbe, 
Humboldt, Washoe, and a hundred other ranges, the 
rocks and isles 1 The .Great Salt Lake is but the 
largest of many such. I saw one on Mirage Plains 
that is salter than its greater fellow. Carson Sink 
is evidently the bed of a smaller -bitter lake; and 
there are salt pools in dozens scattered through Ruby 
and Smoky valleys. The Great Salt Lake itself is 
sinking year by year, and the sage-bmsh is gaining 
upon the alkali desert throughout the Grand Plateau. 
All these signs point to the rapid drying-up of a great 
sea., owing to an alteration of climatic conditions. 

In the Odd Fellows' Library at San Francisco I 
found a map of -North America, signed "John Harvis, 
A.M.," and dated "1605," which s40ws a great lake 
in the country now comprised in the territories of 
Utah and Dacotah, with a width of fifteen degrees, 
and is named "Thongo or Thoya." It is not likely 
that this inland sea is a mere exaggeration of the 
present Great Salt Lake, because the views of that 
sheet of water are everywhere limited by islands in 
such a way as to give to the eye the effect of exceed-
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ing narrowness. It is possible that the Jesuit Fathers, 
and other Spanish travellers from California, may have 
looked from the Utah mountains on the dwindling 
remnant of a great inland sea. 

On we jogged and jolted, till we 108t sight of the 
American dead sea. and of its lovely valley, and got 
into a canyon Hoored with huge boulders and slabs of 
roughened rock. where I expected each minute to 
undergo the fate of that Indian traVllller who received 
sueh a jolt that he bit off the tip of his own tongue, or 
of Horace Gr~ley, who&C head was bumped, it is said, 
through the roof of his conveya.nce. Here, as upon 
the Eastern side the Wasatch, the track was marked 
by never-ending lines of skeletons of mules and oxen. 

On the first evening from Salt Lake, we escaped 
once more from man at Stockton, a Gentile mining 
.settlement in Rush Valley, too small to be called a 
village, though po88C88ed of a municipality, and 
claiming the title of .. city." By night we crossed by 
Reynolds' Pass the Parolom or Cedar Range, in & 

two-horse "jerky," to which we had been shifted 
for speed and safety. Upon the heights the llOllt 
was bitter; and when we stopped at 3 A.H. for 
.. supper," in which breakfast was combined, we 
crawled into the stable like Hies in autumn, hal( 
killed by the sudden ehilL !Iy miner spoke but 
~nce all night. "It's right cold," he said; but fitty 
times at least he sang "The W caring of the Green." 
It was his only tune. 

Soon after light, we passed the spot where Captain 
Gn nni80u, of the Federal Engineers, who had been in 
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1853 the first explorer of the Smoky Hill route, was 
killed "by the Ute Indians." Gunnison was an old 
enemy of the Mormons, and the spot is ominously 
near to Rockwell's ·home. Here we came out once 
more into the alkali, and our troubles from dust 
began. For hours we were in a desert white as snow; 
but for reward we gained a glorious view of the 
Goshoot Range, which we crossed by night, climbing 
silently on foot for hours in the moonlight. The 
walking saved us from the cold. 

The third day-a Sunday morning-we were at the 
foot of the Waroja Mountains, with Egan Canyon for 
our pass, hewn by nature through the living rock. 
You dare swear you see the chisel-marks upon the 
stone. A gold mill had years ago been erected here, 
and failed. The heavy machinery was lost upon the 
road; "but the four stone walls contained between 
them the wreck of the lighter "plant." 

As we jolted and journeyed on across the suc
ceeding plain, we spied in the far distance a 
group of black dots upon the alkali Man seemfl 
very small in the infinite expanse of the Grand 
Plateau-the roof, as it were, of the world. At the 
end of an hour we were upon them-a company of 
" overlanders" "tracking" across the continent with 
mules. First came two mounted men, well armed 
with Deringers in the belt, and Ballard breech-loaders 
on the thigh, prepared for ambush-ready for action 
against elk or red-skin. About fifty yards behind 
these scowling fellows came the main band of bearded, 
red-shirted diggers, in huge boots and felt hats, each 
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man riding one mule, and driving another laden with 
packs and buckets. As we came up, the main body 
halted, and an interchange of compliments Legan. 
" Say, mister, thet's a slim horse of yourn." "Gucss 
not-guess he's all sorts of a horse, hc air. AmI 
how far might it be to the State of Varmount?" 
" Wall, guess the boys down to hum will be kinder 
joyed to see us, howsomever that may be." JURt at 
this moment a rattlesnake was spied, and every 
revolver discharged with a shout, all hailing the 

_successful shot with a "Bully for you; thet hit him 
whar he lives." And on, without more ado, we went. 

Even the roughest of these overlanders has in him 
something more than roughness. AP, far as aI'pear
anee goes, every woman of the Far West is a 
duchess, each man a Coriolanus. The royal gait, 
the imperial glance and frown, belong to every ranch
man in Nevada. Every fellow that you meet upon 
the track near Stockton or Austin City, walks as 
though he were defying lightning, yet this without 
silly strut or braggadocio. Nothing can be more com
plete than the ranch man's self-command, save in the 
one point of oaths; the strongest, freshest, however, 
of their moral features is a grand enthusiasm, amount
ing sometimes to insanity. AP, for their oaths, they 
tell you it is nothing unless the air is "blue with 
cusses." At one of the ranches where there was a 
woman, she said quietly to me, in the middle of an 
awful burst of swearing, "Guess Bill swears steep;" 
to which I replied, "Guess so "-the only allllllion I 
ever heard or hazarded to Westero swearing. 
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Leaving to our north a snowy range-nameless 
here, but marked on European maps as the East 
Humboldt-we reached the foot of the Ruby Valley 
Mountains on the Sunday afternoon in glowing sun
shine, and crossed them in a snowstorm.. In the 
night we journeyed up and down the Diamond or 
Quartz Range, and morning found. us at the foot 
of the Pond Chain. At the ranch-where, in the 
absence of elk, we ate "bacon," and dreamt we 
breakfasted-I; chatted with an agent of the Mail 
Company on the position of the ranchmen, divisible, 
as he told me, into "cooks and hostlers." The cooks, 
my experience had taught me, were the aptest scholars, 
the greatest politiciaus; the hostlers, men of war and 
completest masters of the art of Western swearing. 
The cooks had a New-England cut; the hostlers, like 
Southerners, wore their hair all down their backs. I 
begged an explanation of the reason for the marked 
distinction. "They are picked," he said, "from 
different classes. When a boy comes to me and 
asks for something to do, I give him a look, and see 
what kind of stuff he's made of. H he's a gay duck 
out for a six-weeks' spree, I send him down here, or 
to Bitter Wells; but if he's a clerk or a poet, or any 
such sorter fool as that, why then I set him cooking; 
and plaguy good cooks they make, as you must find." 

The drivers on this portion of the route are as odd 
fellows as are the ranehmen. Wearing huge jack-boots, 
flannel shirts tucked into their trousers, but no coat or 
vest, and hats with enormous brims, they have their 
hair long, and their beards untrimmed. Their oaths, 
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I need hardly say, arc fearful. At night they wrap 
them.selves in an enormous cloak, drink as much 
whiskey as their passengers can spare them, crack 
their whips, and yell strange yells. They are quarrel
some and overbearing, honest probably, but eccentric 
in their ways of showing it. They belong chiefly 
to the mixed Irish and German race, and have all 
been in Australia during the gold rush, and in Cali
fornia before deep sinking replaced the surface 
diggings. They will tell you how they often washed 
out and gambled away a thousand ounces in a month, 
living like Roman emperors, then started in digging
life again upon the charity of their wealthier friends. 
They hate men dressed in "biled shirts" or in .. store 
clothes," and show their aversions in strange ways. 
I had no objection myself to build fires and fetch 
wood; but I drew the line at going into the sage
brush to catch the mules, that not being a businC1!8 
which I felt competent to undertake. The season 
was advanced, the snows had not yet reached the 
valleys, which were parched by the drought of all 
the summer, feed for the mules was scarce, and they 
wandered a long way. Time after time we would 
drive into a station, the driver saying, with strange 
oaths, "Guess them mules is clared out from this 
here ranch; guess they is into this sage-brush;" and 
it would be an hour before the mules would be dis
covered feeding in some forgotten valley. Meanwhile 
the miner and myself would have revolver practice 
at the skeletons and telegraph.posts when sage fowl 
failed us, and rattlesnakes grew scarce. 
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After all, it is easy to speak of the eccentricities 
of dress and manner displayed by Western men, but 
Eastern men and Europeans upon the Plateau are 
not the prim creatures of Fifth Avenue or Pall Mall 
From San Francisco I sent home an excellent photo
graph of myself in the clothes in which r had crossed 
the Plateau, those beiJ:!g the only ones r had to wear 
till my baggage came round from Panama. The 
result was, that my oldest friends failed to recognise 
the portrait. At the foot I had written "A Border 
Ruffian:" they believed not the likeness, but the 
legend. 

The difficulties of dress upon these mountain ranges 
are great indeed. To sit one night exposed to 
keen frost and bi~ing wind, and the next day to toil 
for hours up a mountain-side, beneath a blazirig sun, 
are very opposite conditions. I found my dress no 
bad one. At night I wore a Canadian fox-fur cap, 
Mormon 'coon-skin gloves, two coats, and the whole 
of my light silk shirts. By day I took off the coats, 
the gloves, and cap, and walked in my shirts, adding 
but a Panama hat to my "fit-out." 

As we began the ascent to the Pond River Range; 
we caught up a bullock-train, which there was not 
room to pass. The miner and myself turned out 
from the jerky, and for hours climbed alongside the 
wagonS. I was struck by the freemasonry 9f this 
mountain travel: Bryant, the miner,. had come to 
the end of his .. solace," as the most famed chewing 
tobacco in these parts is called. Going up to the 
nearest teamster, he asked for some, and was at once 

VoL. I. o 
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presented with a huge cake-enough, I should have 
thought, to have lasted a Channel pilot for ten years. 

The climb was long enough to give me a deep 
insight into the inner mysteries of bullock-driving. 
Each of the great two-storeyed Californian wagons 
was drawn by twelve stout oxen; still, the pacc was< 
not a mile an hour, accomplished, as it seemed to 
me, not 80 mueh by the aid as in spite of tremendous 
Hogging. Each teamster carried a short-handled whip 
with a twelve-foot leathern lash, which was wielded 
with two hands, and, after many a whirl, brought 
down along the whole length of the. back of each 
bullock of the team in tum, the stroke being accom
panied by a shout of the bullock's name, and followed, 
as it was preceded, by a string of the most explosive 
oaths. The favourite names for bullocks were those 
of noted public characters and of :Mormon elders, and 
cries were frequent of II Ho, Brigham I" .. Ho, J6seph l" 
"Ho, Grant !"-the blow falling with the accented 
syllable. The London Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals would find at Pond River Rang" 
an excellent opening for a mission. The appoinwl 
officer should be supplied with two Deringers and it 

well-filled whiskey-barrel 
Through a gap in the mountain crest we sighte.l 

the West HumbolJt Range, 8('l"OSS an open country 
dotted here and there with stunted ceclar, and, erossin'~ 
Smoky Valley, we plungeJ into a deep pass in the Toi 
Abbe Range, and reached Austin-a mining to" .. d 
importance, rising two years old-in the afternoon of 
the fourth d.~y from Salt Lake Cify. 
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After dining at an Italian digger's restaurant with 
an amount of luxury that recalled our feasts at Salt 
Lake City, I started on a stroll, in which I was 
stopped at once by it shout from an open bar-room 
of " Say I mister I" Pulling up sharply, I was sur
rounded by an eager crowd, asking from all sides the 
one question: .. Might you be Professor Muller 1" 
Although flattered to find that 1. looked less dis
reputable and ruffianly than I felt, I nevertheless 
explained as best I could that I was no professor
only to be !lSSured that if I was any professor at 
all, Muller or other, J should do just as well: a 
mule was ready for me to" ride to theinine, and 
"Jest kinder fix us up about this new lode." If 
my new-found friends had not carried an over
whelming force of pistols, I might have gone to the 
mine Sa Professor Muller, and given my opinion for 
what it was worth; as it was, f escaped only by 
"liquoring up" over the error. Cases of mistaken 
identity are not always so pleasant in Austin. They 
told me that; a few weeks before, a man riding down 
the street heard a shot, saw his hat fall into the mud, 
and, picking it up, found a small round hole on each 
side. Looking up, he saw a tall miner, revolver 
smoking in hand, who smiled grimly, and said: 
.. Guess that's my mueL" Having politely explaine,l 
when and where the mule was bought, the miner 
professed himself satisfied with a "Guess I was 
wrong-let's liquor." 

In the course of my walk through Austin, I came 
upon a row of neat huts, each with a board. on 

02 
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which was painted, "Sang Sing, washing and iron
ing," or "Mangling by Ah Low." A few paces 
farther on was a shop painted red, but adorned with 
cabalistic scrawls in black ink; and farther still was 
a tiny joss house. Yellow men in spotless. clothes of 
dark-green and blue were busy at buying and selling, 
at cooking, at washing. Some, at a short trot, were 
carrying burthens at the ends of a long bamboo pole. 
All were quiet, quick, orderly, and cleau. I had at 
last come thoroughly among the Chinese people, not 
to part with them again till I left Geelong, or even 
Suez. 

Returning to the room where I had dined, I parted 
with Pat Bryant, quitting him, in Western fashion, 
.'lfter a good "trade" or "swop." He bad taken a 
fancy to the bigger of my two revolvers. He was 
going to breed cattle in Oregon, he told me, and 
thought it might be . useful for shooting his wildest 
beasts by riding in the Indian manner, side by side 
with them, and sbooting at the heart. I answered 
by guessing that I "was on the sell;" and traded 
the weapon against one of his that matebed my 
smaller tool. When I re;iched Virginia City, I in
quired prices, and was almost disappointed to find 
that I had not been cheated in the " trade/' 

A few minutes after leaving the " hotel" at Austin, 
and calling at the post-office for the mails, I again 
found myself in the deser1r-indeed, Austin itself can 
hardly be styled oasis: it may have gold, but it has 
no green thing within its limits. It is in canyons 
and on plains like these, with the skeletons of oxen 
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every few yards along the track, that one comes to 
comprehend the full significance of the terrible entry 
in the army route-books-" No grass; no water." 

Descending a suceession of tremendous "grades," 
as inclines upon roads and railroads are called out 
West, we came on to the lava-covered plain of 
Reese's River V alley, a wall of snowy mountain rising 
grandly in our front. Close to the stream were a 
ranch or two, and a double camp; of miners and of 
a company of Federal troops. The diggers were 
playing .with then- glistening knives as diggers only 
can; the soldiers--then- huge sombreros worn loosely 
on one side-were lounging idly in the sun. 

Within an hour, we were again in snow and ice 
upon the summit of another nameless range. 

This evening, after five sleepless nights, I felt most 
terribly the peculiar form of fatigue that we had ex
perienced after six days and nights upon the Plains.: 
Again the brain seemed divided into two parts, think
ing independently, and one side putting questions 
while the other answered them; but this time there 
was also a. sort of half insanity, a. not altogether dis
agreeable wandering of the mind, a. repla.cing OI the 
actual by an imagined ideal scene. 

On an~ on we journeyed, avoiding the Shoshone 
and West Humboldt mountains, but picking our way
along the most fearful ledges that it has been my 
fate to cross, and traversing from end to end the 
dreadful Mirage Plains. At nightfall we sighted 
Mount Davidson and the Washoe Range; at 3 P.M:. 

I was in bed once more-in Virginia. City. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

VIRGINIA CITY • 

.. GUESS the Governor's consid'rable skeert." 
.. You bet, he's mad." 

rCIlAP. 

My sitting down to breakfast at the same small 
ta hIe seemed to end the talk; but I had not been out 
West for nothing, so explaining that I was only four 
hours in Virginia City, I inquired what had occurred 
to fill' the Governor of Nevada with vexation and 
alarm. 

"D'you tell now! only four hours in this great 
young city. Wall, guess it's a bully business. You see, 
some time back the Governor pardoned a road agent 
after the citizens had voted him a rope. Yes, sir! 
But that ain't all: yesterday, CU88 me if he didn't 
refuse ter pardon one of the boys who had jess shot 
another in play like. Guess he thinks hisself some 
pumpkins." I duly expressed my horror, and my 
informant went on: .. "Tall, guess the dtizens paid 
1imoff purty slick. They jess sent him a short 
thick bit of rOlJe with a label 'For his Excellent')"" 
You bet ef he ain't mad-you bet! . Pass us those 

I -: ... ~ " mo asses, lllll>L,cr. 

I was not disappointed: I had not come to Nevada 
for nothing. To lK'e Virginia City and Carson, sin.ce 
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I first heard their fame in New York, had been with 
me a passion, but the deed thus told me in the dining
room of the "Empire" Hotel was worthy a place in the 
annals of " Washoe." Under its former name, the 
chief town of Nevada was ranked not only the highest, 
but the "cussedest" town in the States, its citizens 
expecting a "dead mall for breakfast" every day, 
and its streets ranging from seven to eight thousand 
feet above the sea. Its twofold fame is leaving it : 
the Coloradan villages of North Empire and Black 
Hawk are nine or ten thousand foot above sea level, 
and Austin and Virginia City in Montana beat it in 
playful pistolling and vice. Nevertheless, in the point 
of "pure cussedness ,j old 'Vashoe still stands. well, 
.as my first introduction to its ways will show. All 
the talk of Nevada reformation applies only to the 
surface' sigus: when a miner tells you that Washoe 
is turning pious, and that he intends shortly to 
"varmose," he means that, u~e Austin, which is 
still in ita first state of mule-stealing and monte, 
Virginia City has passed through the second period
that of "vigilance committees" and" historic trees"
and is entering the third, the stage of churches and 
" city officers," or police. 

The population is still a shifting one. A by-law of 
the municipality tells us that the "permanent popu
lation" cODsists of those who reside more than a 
month within the city. At this moment the miners 
are pouring into Washoe from north and south and 
east, from Montana, from Arizona, and from Utah, 
coming to the gaieties of the largest mining city to 
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spend their money during the fierce short winter. 
When I RaW Virginia City, it was worse than Austin. 

Every other house is a restaurant, a drinking shop, 
a gaming hell, or worse. With no one to make beds, 
to mend clothes, to cook food-with no house, no 
home-men are almost certain to drink and gamble. 
The Washoe bar-rooms are the mC'Jst brilliant in the 
States: as we drove in from Austin at 2 A.M., there 
was blaze enough for us to see from the frozen 
street the portraits of Lola Montez, Ada Menken, 
Heenan, and the other Californian celebrities with 
which the bar-rooms were adorned. 

Although .. petticoats," even Chinese, are scarce, 
dancing was going on in every house; but there is 
a rule in miners' balls that prevents all diffieulties 
arising from an over supply of men: every one who 
has a pateh on the rear portion of his breeches does 
duty for a lady in the dance, and as gentlemen are 
"forced by the custom of the place to treat their 
partners at the bar, patches are popular. 

Up to eleven in the morning hardly a man was to 
be seen: a community that sits up all night. begins 
its work in the afternoon.. For hours I had the blazing 
hills called streets to myself for meditating ground ; 
but it did not need hours to bring me to think that a 
Vermonter's description of the climate of the moun
tains was not a bad one when he said: "You rise at 
eight, and shiver in your cloak till nine, when you 
lay it aside, and walk freely in your woollens. At 
twelve you come in for your gauze coat and your 
Panama; at two yOU are in a hammock <.'lU'sing 
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the heat, but· at four you venture out again, and by 
five are in your woollens. At ~ix you begin to shake 
with cold, and shiver on till bedtime, which you 
make darned early." Even at this great height, the 
thermometer in the afternoon touches 80° Fahr. in the 
shade, while from sunset to sunrise there!-s a bitter 
frost. So it is throughout the Plateau. When 
morning after morning we reached. a ranch, and 
rushed out of the freezing ambulance through the 
still colder outer air to the fragrant cedar fire,. tbere to 
roll with pain at the thawing of our joints, it was hard 
to bear it in mind that by eight o'clock we should be 
shutting out the sun, and by noon melting even in 
the deepest shade. 

As I sat at dinner in a miner's restaurant, my 
opposite neighbour, finding that I was not long from 
England, informed me he was" the independent editor 
of the Nevada Union Gazette," and went on to ask : 
" And how might you have left literatooral pursoots 1 
How air Tennyson and Thomas T. Carlyle 1" I 
assured him that to the best of my belief they were 
fairly well, to which his reply was: "Guess them ther 
men ken sling ink, they ken." When we parted, he 
gave me a copy of his paper, in which I found that 
he called a rival editor " a walking whiskey-bottle n 

and" a Fenian imp." The latter phrase reminded me 
that, of the two or three dozen American editors that 
I had met, this New Englander was the first .whowas 
"native born." Stenhouse, in Salt Lake City, is an 
Englisbman, so is Stanton of Denver, and the whole 
of the remainder of the band were Irishmen. As for 
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the earlier assertion in the .. editorial," it was not a 
wild one, seeing that Virginia City has five hundred 
whiskey-shops for a population of ten thousand. 
Artemus Ward said of Virginia City, in a farewcll 
speech to the inhabitants that should have been 
published in' his works: .. I never, gentlemen, was 
in a city where I was treated 80 well, nor, I will add, 
80 often." Through every open door the diggers can 
he seen tossing the whiskey down their throats with a 
scowl of resolve, as though they were committing 
suicide-which, indeed, except in the point of speed, 
is probably the ease. 

The Union Gazette was not the only paper that I 
had given me to read that morning, Not a bridge 
over a " crick." not even a 1lacked pair of boots, made 
me 80 thoroughly aware that I had in a measure 
returned to civilization as did the gift of a California 
Alta containing a report of a debate in the Englinh 
Parliament upon the Bank Charter Act. The speeches 
were appropriate to my feelings: I had just returned 
not only to civilization, but to the European incon
veniences of gold and silver money. In Utah, gold 
and greenbacks circulate indifl'erentIy, with a double 
set of prices always marked and asked; in Nevada 
and California, greenbacks are as invisible as gold in 
New York or Kansas.. Xothing can persuade the 
Californians that the adoption 1y the Eastern States of 
an inconvertible paper system is anything 1ut the 
result of a conspiracy against the PaL-mc States-one 
in which they at least are determined to have no 
share. Strongly C nioni.;;t in f<-'Cling as Wl:fC California, 
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Oregon, and Nevada during the rebellion, to have 
forced greenbacks upon them would have been almost 
more than their loyalty would have borne. In the 
severest taxation they were prepared to acquiesce; 
but paper-money they believed to be downright 
robbery, and the invention of the devil. 

To me the reaching gold once more was far from 
pleasant, for the advantages of paper-money to the 
traveller are enormous: it is light, it wears no holes 
in your pockets, it reveals its presence by no untiinely 
clinking; when you jump from a coach, every thief 
within a mile is not at once aware that you have ten 
dollal'S in your right-hand pocket. The Nevadans 
say that forgeries are so common, that their neigh
bours in Colorado have been forced to agree that any 
<lecent mutation shall be taken as good, it being too 
difficult" to examine into each case. For my part, 
though in rapid travel a good deal of paper passed 
through my hands in change, my only loss by" forgery 
was one half-dollar note; my loss by wear and tear, 
the same. 

In spite of the gold currency, prices are higher in 
Nevada than in Denver. A shave is half a dollar
gold; in Washoe, in Atchison, but a paper quarter. A 
boot-blacking is fifty cents in gold, instead of ten 
cents paper, as in Chicago or St. Louis. 

During the war, whcn fluctuations in the value of 
the paper were great and sudden, prices changed from 
day to day. Hotel proprietors in the West received 
.their guests at breakfast, it is. said, with." GloriQUS 
news; we've whipped at --. Gold's 180; board;s 
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down half-a-dollar." While I was in the country, 
gold fluctuated between 140 and 163, but prices 
remained unaltered. 

Paper money is of 80me use to a young country in 
making the rate of wages appear enormoUI!, and 80 
attracting immigration. If a Cork bog-trotter is told 
that he can get two dollars a day for his work in . 
America, but only one in Canada, no economic con
sideratio~ interfere to prevent him rushing to the 
nominally higher rate. Whether the working men of 
America have been gainers by the inflation of the 
currency, or the reverse, it is hard to say. It has 
been stated in the Senate that wages have risen sixty 
per eent., and priceR ninety per cent.; hut" prices" 
is a term of great width. The men themselves believe 
that they have not been losers, and no argument 
can be 80 strong as that. 

My first afternoon upon Mount Davidson I spent 
underground in the Gould and Curry mine, the 
wealthiest and largest of those that have tapped the 
famous Comstock lode. In this single vein of silver 
lies the prosperity not only of the city, but of Nf'Vada 
State; its discovery will have hastened the compk-tion 
of the ~verland railway itself by several years. It 
is owing to the enormous yield of this one lode that 
the United States now stands sewnd only to Mexico 
&8 a silver-producing land. In one year Nevada has 
given the world as much silver &8 there came from 
the mines of all Peru. 

The rise of Nevada has been sudden. I was 
shown in Virginia City a building block of land that 
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rents for ten times what it cost four years ago. 
Nothing short of solid silver by the yard would have 
brought twenty thousand men to live upon the summit 
of Mount 'Davidson. It is. easy here to understand 
the mad rush and madder speculation that took 
place at the time of the discovery. Every valley in 
the WashQe Range was "prospected," and pronounced 
paved with silver; every mountain was' a solid Inass~ 
" Cities" were laid out, and town lots sold, wherever 
room was afforded by a flat piece of ground. The 
publication of the Californian newspapers was sus· 
pended, as writers, editors, proprietors, and devils, all, 
had gone with the rush. San Francisco went clean 
mad, and London and Paris were not far behind. 
Of the hundred "cities" founded, but one was built; 
of the thousand claims registered, but a hundred 
were taken up and worked; of the companies formed, 
but half·a-dozen ever paid a divid~nd, except that 
obtained from the sale of their plant. The silver 
of which .the whole base of Mount Davidson is 
composed has not been traced in the surrounding 
hills, though they are covered with a forest of posts, 
marking the limits of forgotten" claims :" 

" James Thompson, 130 feet N.E. by N." 
" Ezra Williams, 130 f(tet due E. ;" 

and so for miles. The Gould and Curry Company, 
on the other hand, is said to have once paid a larger 
half-yearly dividend than the sum of the original 
capital, and its shares have been quoted at 1,000 per 
cent. Such are the differenr.es of a hundred yards. 

One of the oddities of mining life is, that the 
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gold ·diggers profess a sublime contempt for silver
miners and their trade. A Coloradan going West 
was asked in Nevada if in his country they could 
beat the Comstock lode. "Dear, no!" he said. 
"The boys with us are plaguy discouraged jess at 
present." The Nevadans were down upon the word. 
"Discouraged, air they 1 H "Why, yes! They've 
jess found they've got ter dig through three feet of 
solid silver 'fore ever they come ter gold." 

Some of the companies have curious titles. " The 
Union Lumber Association" is not bad; but .. The 
Segregated Belcher lIining Enterprise of Gold Hill 
District, Storey Country, Nevada State," is far bcfom 
it as an advertising name. 

In a real "coach" at last-a coach with windowlt 
and a roof-drawn by six "mustangs," we dashed 
down :Mount Davidson upon a real road, engineered 
with grades and bridges-my first since .Junction 
City. Through the DeVJl's Gate we burst out upon 

'a chaotie country. For a hundred miles the eye 
ranged over humps and bumps of every Hize, from 
stones to mountains, hut DO level ground, no field, 
no house, no tree, no green. :Not eYen the Sahara 
80 thoroughly deservl'S the name of "desert." In 
Egypt there is the oasis, in Aral)ia here and therl! 
a date and a sweet-water well; here there is nf)thing, 
not even earth. The ground is !!Olla, and the way,r 
and air are full of salt. 

This road is notorious for the depredatious of 
the" road agents," as white I ighwaymen are politely 
called, red or yellow roLbers being still "darnel] 
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thieves." At Desert Wells, the coach had been robbed, 
a week before I passed, by men who had first tied 
up the ranchmen, and taken their places to receive 
the driver and passengers when they arrived. . The 
prime object with the robbers is the treasury box of 
"dust," but they generally " go through" the pas
sengers, by way of pastime, after their more regular 
work is done. As to firing, they have a rule-a 
simple one. If a passenger shoots, everyman is 
.killed. It need not be said that the armed' driver 
and armed guard never shoot; they know their 
business far too well. 

Close here we' came on" hot and cold springs in 
close conjunction, flowing almost from the same 
" sink-hole "-the original twofold springs, I hinted 
to our driver, that Poseidon planted in the Atlantic 

. isle. He said that" some of that name" had a ranch 
near Carson, so I "concluded" to· drop Poseidon, 
lest I sbould say something that might offend. 

From Desert Wells the alkali grew worse and 
worse, but began to be alleviat~d at the ranches by 
irrigation of the throat with delicious Californian 
wine. The plain was strewn with erratic boulders, 
and here and there I noticed sharp" sand-cones, like 
those of the Elk Mountain eountrY 'ill. Utah.. 

At last we dashed into the "city" named after thl' 
notorious Kit Carson,· of which.an old inhabitant has 
lately said, .. This here city is growing plaguy mean : 
there was ouly one man shot all yesterday." There 
was what is here styled an "altercation" a day or two 
ago. The sheriff tried to arrest a man in broad day-
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light· in the single street which CaI'l!()n boaSts. The 
result was that each fired several shots at the other, 
and that both were badly hurt. 

. The half-deserted mining village and wholly ruined 
l'IIonnon settlement stand grimly on the bare rock, 
surrounded by terrible weird-looking depreasions of 
the earth, the far-famed "sinks," the very bottom of 
the Plateau, and goal of all the Plateau streams-in 
summer dry, and spread with sheets of salt; in winter 
tilled with brine. The Sierra Nevada rises like a wall 
from the salt pools, with a fringe of giant IcafIc811 
trees hanging stiHIy from its heights-the first forest 
since I left the Missouri bottolll& The trees made me 
feel that I was really acr0811 the Continent, within 
reach at least of the fogs of the Pacific-on" the other 
side;" that there was still rough cold work to be 
done was clear from the great snow-fielda that showed 
through the pines with that threatening blackneas that 
the pnrest of snows wear in the evening when they 
face . the east. 

AB I gazed upon the tremendous battlements of the 
Sierra, I not only ceased to marvel that for three 
hundred years traffic had gone round by Panama 
rather than through these frightful obstacles, but 
even wondered that they should be surmounted now. 
In this hideous valley it was that the Californian 
immi!!T3llts wintered in 1848, and killed their Indian o 
guides for food. For three months more the strongest 
of them lived upon the bodies of those who died, 
incapable in their weakness of making good their foot
hold upon the slippery snows of the Sierra. After a 
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while, some were canilibals by choice; but' the story 
is not one that can be told. 

Galloping up the gentle grades of Johnson's Pass, 
we began the ascent of the last of fifteen great moun~ 
tain ranges crossed or flanked since we had left Salt 
Lake City. The thought recalled a passage of arms 
that had occurred at Denver between Dixon and 
Governor Gilpin. In his grand enthusiastic way, the 
Governor, pointing to the Cordilleras, said, "Five 
hundred snowy ranges lie between this and San Fran
cisco" "Peaks" said Dixon. "Rangesl" thundered ., . 
Gilpin; "I've seen them." 

Of the fifteen greater ranges to the westward of 
Salt Lake, eight at least are named from the rivers or 
valleys they contain, or are wholly nameless. Trade has 
preceded survey; the country is not yet thoroughly 
explored. The six paper maps by which I travelled
the best and latest-differed in essential points. The 
position and length of the Great Salt Lake itself are 
not yet accurately known; the height 'of MoUnt Hood 
has been made anything between nine and twenty 
thousand feet; the southern boundary line of Nevada 
State passes through untrod den wilds. A rectification 
of the limits of California and Nevada was attempted 
~o great time ago; the head waters of some stream 
which formed a starting-point had been found to be 
erroneously laid down. 

At the flourishing young city of Aurora., in 
Esmeralda county, a court of California was sitting. 
A mounted messenger rode up at grel!ot pace, and, 
throwing his bridle round a stump,". dashed in 
vo~ L P 
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breathlessly, shouting, c. What's this here court 1" 
Being told that it was a Californian court, he said, 
~. Wall, thet's all wrong: this here'. Nevada. We've 
been an' rectified this bonndary, an' California's a 
good ten mile off here." "Wall, Mr. Judge, I move 
this court adjourn," said the plaintiff's counsel. "How 
can a court adjourn thet's not a court 1" replied tho 
.Judge. .. Guess 111 go." And oft' he went. So, if 
the court of Aurora was a court, it must be sitting 
-now. 

The coaclllng on this line is beyond comparison the 
best the world can show. Drawn by six half-bred 
mustangs, driven by whips of the fame of the Hank 
Monk "who drove Greeley," the mails and pas
sengers have been conveyed from Virginia City to 
the rail at Placerville, 154 miles, in 15 hours and 
20 minutes, including a stoppage of half-an-hour for 
supper, and sixteen shorter stays to change hOl'BC8. 
In this distance, the Sierra Nevada has to be tra
versed by .a rapid rise of three thousand feet, a 
fall of a. thousand feet, another rise of the same, 
.and then a descent of five thousand feet on the 
Californian aide. 

Before the road was made, the passage was one of 
extraordinary· difficulty. A wagon once started, they 
my, from Folaom,beario.g .. Carson or bust" in large 
letters upon the tilt. Mter ten days, it returned 
lamely enough, with four of the twelve oxen gone, 
.and bearing the label .. Busted.". 

When we were nearmg Hank Monk's .. piece," I 
became impatient to see the hero of the famous ride. 
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What was my disgust when the driver of the earlier 
portion of the road appeared again upon the box in 
charge of six magnificent iron-greys. The peremptory 
cry of .. All aboard" brought me without remonstrance 
to the coach, but I took care to get upon the box, 
although, as we were starting before the break of 
day, the frost was terrible. To my relief, when I in
quired after Hank, the driver said that he was at a 
ball at a timber ranch in the forest "six mile on." 
At early light we reached the spot-the summit of 
the more eastern of the twin ranges of the Sierra. 
Out came Hank, amidst the cheers of the half-dozen 
men and women of the timber ranch who form~ the 
.. balI," wrapped up to the eyes in furs, and took the 
reins without a word. F.or miles he drove steadily 
and moodily along. I knew these drivers too we)! 
to venture upon speaking :first when they were in 
the sulks; at last, however, I lost all patience, and 
silently offered him a cigar. He took it without 
thanking me, but after a few minutes said: "Thet last 
driver, how did he drive 1 " . I made some shuflling 
answer, when he cut in: "Drove as ef he were 
skeert; and so lle was. Look at them mustangs. 
Yoo--ou 1" As he yelled, the horses started at what 
out here they style .. the run (' and when, after ten 
minutes, he pulled up, we must have done three miles, 
round most violent and narrow turns, with only the 
bare precipice at the side, and a fall of often a hundred 
feet to the stream at the bottom of the ravine-the 
Simplon without its walL Dropping into the talking 
mood, he asked me the usual questions as to my 

p 2 
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business, and whither I was bound. When I told 
him I thought of visiting Australia., he said, "D'you 
tell now I Jess give my love-at Bendigo-to Gump
tion Dick." Not another word about AU8tralia or 
Gumption Dick could I draw from him. I asked 
at Bendigo for Dick; but not even the officer in 
command of the police had ever heard of Hank 
Monk's friend. 

The sun rose as we dashed through the grand 
landscapes of Lake Tahoe. On we went, through 
-gloomy snow-drifts and still sadder forests of gigantic 
pines nearly three hundred feet in height, and down 
the canyon of the American River from the second 
ra:nge. Suddenly we left the snows, and burst through 
the pine woods into an open scene. From gloom there 
was a change to light; from sombre green to glowing 
red and gold. The trees, no longer hung with icicles, 
were draped with Spanish mOBB. In ten yards we 
had come from winter into summer. AIkali was 
left behind for ever; we were in El Dorado, on the 
Pacific shores-in sunny, dreamy California. 
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CHAPTER XX. 

EL DORADO. 

THE city of the high priest clothed in robes of gold. 
figures largely in the story of Spanish discovery 
in America. The hardy ~oldiers who crossed the 
Atlantic in caravels and cockboats, and toiled in 
leathern doublets and plate armour tJU.ough the jungle 
swamp of Panama, were lured on through years of 
plague and famine by the dream of a country who&e 
rivers flowed with gold. Diego de Mendoza found the 
land in 1532, but it was not till January 1848 that 
James Marshall washed the Golden Sands of EI Dorado. 

The Spaniards were not the first to place the earthly 
. paradise ill America. Not to speak of New Atlantis, 
the Canadian Indians have never ceased to hand down 
to their sons a legend of western abodes of bliss, to 
which their souls journey after death, through fright.. 
ful glens and forests. In their mystic chants they 
describe minutely the obstacles over which the souls 
must toil to reach the regions of perpetual spring. 
These stories are no mere dreams, but records of the 
great Indian migration from the West: the liquid-eyed 
Hurons, not sprung from the Canadian snows, may be 
Californian if they are not Malay, the Pacific shores 
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their happy hunting-ground, the climatc of ~08 Angeles 
their never-ending spring .. 

The names The Golden State and El Dorado arc 
doubly applicable to California: her light and land
scape, as well as her soil, are golden. Here, on thc 
Pacific side, Nature wears a robe of deep rich yellow: 
even the distant hills, no longer purple, are wrspt 
in golden haze. No morecliJfs and canyons-all is 
rounded, soft, and warm. The SielTa, which faces 
eastwards, with four thousand feet of wall·like rock, 
on the west descends gently -in vine-clad slope!! into 
the catifornian vales, and trends away in BpUl'8 towards 
the sea. The scenery of the Nevada side was we~d, 
but these western foot-hills are unlike anything in the 
world. Drake, who never left the Pacific shores, 
named the country New Albion, from the whiteness 
of a headland on the coast; but the first viceroys were 
less ridiculously misled by patriotic vanity when they 
christened it New Spain. 

In the warm dry sunlight, we rolled down hills of 
rich red loam. and through forests of noble redwood 
-the Sequuia sempervirem, brother to the Sequuia 
gigamea, or Wellingtonia of our lawn& Daahing at 
full gallop through the American River, just below its 
Calls, where, in 1848, the Mormons first dug that 
Californian gold whieh in the interests of th('-ll- Church 
they had better have let alone, we came upon great 
gangs of Indians working by proxy upon the Conti
nental railroad. The Indian's plan for living happily 
is a simple one: he sits and smokes in silence while 
his women work, and he thus lives upon the earnings 
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of the squaws. Unlike a Mormon patriarch, he con-
• trives that polygamy shall pay, and sayawith the New 

Zealand Maori: d A man with one wife may starve, 
but a man wj.th many wives grows fat." These fellows 
were Shoshones from the other side of the Plateau; 
for the Pacific Indians, who are black, not red, will 
not even force their wives to work, which,. in the 
()pinion of the Western men, is the ultimate form of 
degradation in a raCe.. Higher up the hills, Chinamen 
alone are employed; but their labour is too costly to . 
be thrown away upon the esI'li.er work. 

In El Dorado City we stayed not long enough for 
the exploration of the once famous surface gold :tnines, 
now forming one long vineyard, but, rolling on, 
were soon among the tents of Placerville, which had 
been s,,!ept with fire a few months before. All these 
valley diggings have been deserted for deep-sinking
not that they are exhausted yet, but that the yield has 
eeased to be sufficient to tempt the gambling digger. 
The men who lived in Placerville and made it 
infamous throughout the world ·some years ago are 
scattered now through Nevada, Arizona, ·Montana, 
and the Frazer country, and Chinamen and digger 
Indians have the old workings to themselves, settling 
their rights as against each other by daily battle and 
perpetual feud. The digger Indians are the most 
degraded of all the aborigines of North America
outcasts from the other .tribes-men under a ban
" tapu," as their Maori cousins say-weaponless, naked 
savages who live on roots, and pester the industrious 
Chinese. 
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It is not with all their foes that the yellow men rJ1D 

cope so eaaily. In a tiny Chinese theatre in their 
camp ncar Placerville, I saw a farce which to the 
remainder of the audience was no doubt a very solemn 
drama, in which the adventures of two Celestisls on 
the diggings were given to the world. The only 
Beene in which the pantomime waa sufficiently clear 
for me to read it without the possibility of error was 
one in which a. white man-" Melican man"-came to 
a.sk for taxes. The China.men had paid 'their taxes 
once before, but the fellow said that didn't matter. 
The yellow men consulted together, and at last agreed 
that the stranger waa a humbug, so the play ended 
with a big fight, in which they drove him off their 
ground. A Chinaman played the over-'cute Yankee, 
and did it well. 

Perhaps tlie tax-collectors in the remoter districts 
..()f the States count on the Chinese to make up the 
deficiencies in their accounts caused by the non-pay
ment of their taxes by the whites; for even in these 
days of comparative- quiet and civiliza.tion. taxes a.re 
not gathered to their full a.mount in any of the terri
tories, and the justice of the collector is in Montana 
tempered by many a threat of instant lynching if he 
proceeds with his 888CS8Illent. Even in Utah, the 
returns are far from satisfactory; the three great 
merchants of Salt Lake City should, if their incomes 
are correctly stated, contribute a heavier sum then 
that returned fo the whole of the population of 
the territory. 

The white diggers who preceded the Chinese have 
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left their traces in the names of lodes and places. 
There is no town, indeed, in California with such a 
title as the Coloradan city of Buckskin Joe, but 
Yankee Jim comes Dero; it. Placerville itself was 
formerly known as Hangtown, on account of its being 
the city in which lynch-law was inaugurated. Dead 
Shot Flat is not far from here, and within easy dis
,tance are Hell's Delight, Jackass 'Gulch, and Loafer's 
HilL The once famous Plug-ugly Gulch has now 
another name; but of Chucklehead Diggings and 
Puppytown I could not find the whereabouts in my 
walks and rides. Graveyard Canyon, Gospel Gulch, 
and Paint-pot Hill are other Californian names. It 
is to be hoped that the English and Spanish names 
will live un mutilated in California and Nevada, to hand 
down. in liquid syllables the history of a half-for
gotten conquest, an already perished race. Sail Fran
cisco has become "Frisco" in speech if not on paper, 
and Sacramento will hardly bear the wear and tear of 
Californian life; but the use of the Spanish tongue 
has spread among the Americans who have dealings 
with the' Mexican country folk of California State, 
and, except in mining districts, the local names 
will stand. 

It is not places only that have strange designations 
in America.. Out of the Puritan fashion of naming 
children from the Old Testament patriarchs has 
grown, by a sort of recoil. the custom of following the 
heroes of the classics; and when they fail, inventing 
strange titles for children. Mahonri Cahoon lives 
in Salt Lake City; Attila Harding was secretary to 
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one of the governors of Utah j Michigan Univer6ity 
has for president Erastus Haven j for superintendent. 
Oramel Hosford j for profe88ors. Abram Sanget, Silas 
Douglas, Moses Gunn, Zina. Pitcher, .Alonzo Pitman, 
De Vown Wood, Lucius Chapin, and Corydon Ford. 
Luman Stevens, Bolivar Barnum, Wyllys Hansom, 
Ozora Stearns, and Buel Derby were Michigan officers 
Juring the war, and Epaphroditus Hansom was 
formerly governor of the State. Theron Hock well, 
Gershon Weston, and Bela Kellogg, are well-known 

• politicians in Massachusetts, and Colonel Liberty Bil
lings is equally prominent in Florida. In New 
England school-lists it i& hard to pick boye from girL!. 
Who shall tell the sex of Lois Lombard, Aeahel Mor
ton, Ginery French, Hoyal Miller, Thankful Poyne? 
A Chicago man, who was lynched in Central Illinois 
while I was in the neighbourhood, was named Alow:u 
Tibbet& Eliphalet Arnould and Velenus Sherman 
are ranehmen on the overland road; Sereno Burt is 
an editor in Montana; Persis Boynton a merchant in 
Chicago. Zelotes Terry, Datus Damer, Zeryiah Hain
forth. Barzellai Stanton, Sardis Clark, Ozias Williams, 
Xenas Phelps, Converse Hopkins, and lIirodilhai 
Blake, are names with which I have met. Zilpha, 
Huldah. Nabby, Basetha, Minn~ and Scmantha, 
are New England ladies j while one gentleman of 
Springfield, lately married, caught a Tania. One of 
the earliest enemies of the lIormons was Palatiah 
Allen; one of their first converts Preserved Harris. 
Taking the pedigree of Joe Smith, the Mormon 
prophet. as that of a representative New England 
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family, we shall find that his aunts were Lovisa and 
Lovina Mack, Dolly Smith; Eunice and Miranda 
Pearce; his uncles, Royal, Ira, and Bushrod Smith. 
His grandfather's name was A.sael; of his great aunts 
one was Hephzibah, another Hypsebeth, and another 
Vasta. The prophet's elq.est· brother's name was 
Alvin; his youngest, Don Carlos; his sister, So
phronia; and his sister-in-law, Jerusha Smith; while 
a nephew was christened Chilon. One of the nieces 
was Lema. and another Rizpah. The first wife 
of George A. sinith, the prophet's cousin, is Bath
sheba, and his eldest daughter also bears this 
name. 

In the smaller towns near Placerville, there is still 
a wide field for the discovery of character as well as 

. gold; but eccentricity among the diggers here seems 
ehiefly. to waste itself on food. The luxury of this 
Pacific country is amazing. The restaurants and cafes 
of each petty digging-town put forth bills-of-fare 
which the "Trois Freres" could not equal for inge
nuity; wine lists such as Delmonico's cannot beat. 
The facilities are great: except in the far interior or 
on the hills, one even spring reigns unchangeably
summer in all except the heat; every fruit and vege
table of the world is perpetually in season. Fruit is 
not named in the hotel oills-of-fare, but all the day long 
there are piled in strange confusion on the tables, Mis
sion grapes, the Californian Bartlet pears, Empire apples 
from Oregon, melons--English, Spanish, American, 
and Musk; peaches. nectarines, and fresh almonds.. All 
comers may help themselves, and wash down the fruit 
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with excellent Californian-made Sauterne. If dancing, 
gambling, drinking, and still shorter cuts to the devil 
have their votaries among the diggel'll, there is no 
employment upon which they so freely spend their CI1IIh 
as on dishes cunningly prepared by cooks-Chinese, 
Italian, Bordelais--who follow every "rush." After 
the doctor and the coroner, no one makes money at 
the diggings like the cook. The dishes smell of the 
Californian soil; baked rock-cod a la Buena Vista, 
broiled Californian quail with Ruasian River bacon, 
Sacramento snipes on toast, Oregon <ha!D with cham
pagne sauce, and a dozen other toothsome things
these were the dishes on the Placerville bill-of-fare in 
an hotel which had escaped the fire, but wbose only 
guests were digger, and their friends. A few Atlantic 
States dishes were down upon the list: hominy, cod 
chowder-hardly equal, I fear, to that of Salem
sassafrns candy, and squash tart, but never a mention 
of pork and molasses, dear to the lIassachusetts boy. 
All these good things the diggel'll, when "dirt is 
plenty," moisten with Clicquot, or Heicoock eabint>t; 
when returns are small, with their excellent Sonoma 
wme. 

Even earthquakes fail to interrupt the triumphs 
of the cooks. The last "bad shake" was fourteen 
days ago, but it is forgotten in the joy called forth 
by the discovery of a thirteenth way to cook fresh 
oysters, which are brought here from the coast 
by train. There is still a something in Placerville 
that smacks of the time when tin-tacks were eelling 
for their weight in gold. 
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Wandering through the single remammg street 
of Placerville before I left for the Southern country, 
I saw that grapes were marked" three cents a pound;" 
but as the lowest coin known on the Pacific shores 
is the ten-cent bit, the price exists but upon paper. 
Three pounds of grapes" however, for "a bit" is a 
practicable purchase, in which I indulged when 
starting on my journey South: in the towns, you 
have always the hotel supply. If the value of the 
smallest coin be a test of the prosperity of a country, 
California must stand high. Not onlyis nothing less 
than the bit, or :li.yepence, known, but when :li.vepence 

, is deducted from a "quarter," or shilling, :li.vepence 
is all you get or give for change-a gain or loss upon 
which Californian shopkeepers look with profound 
indifference. 

Hearing a greater jingling of glasses from one 
'bar-room than from all the other hundr,ed whiskey
shops of Placerville, I turned into it to seek the 
cause, and found a Vermonter lecturing on Lincoln 
and the war, to an audience of some fifty diggers. 
The lecturer and bar-keeper stood together within 
the sacred inclosure, the one mixing his drinks, while 
the other rounded off his periods in the inflated 
Western style. The audience were critical and cold 
till near the close of the oration, when the .. corpse
revivers" they were drinking seemed to take effect, 
and to be at the bottom of the Stentorian shout 
"Thet's bully," with. which the peroration was 
rewarded. The Vermonter told me that he had come' 
round from Panama, and was on his way to Austin, 
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Ill! Placerville Will! "played out"· since its " claims" 
had "fizzled." 

They have no lecture-room here at present, Ill! it 
seems; but that there are churchcs, however small, 
appears from a paragraph in the Placerville ncws
sheet of to-day, which chronicles the removal of a 
Methodist meeting-house from Block A to Block C, 
-vice a Catholic chapel retired, "having obtained a 
superior location." 

A few days were all that I could spend in the 
valleys that lie between the Sierra and the Contra 
Costa Range, basking in a rich sunlight, and unsur
passed in the world for climste, scenery, and soil 
This single State---one of forty-five-has twice the 
area of Great Britain, the most fertile of known soilH, 
and the SUD and sea-breeze of Greece. Western 
rbapsodies are the expression of the intoxication 
produced by such a spectacle; but they are outdone 
by facts. 

For mere charm to the eye, it is hard to give the 
palm between the cracks and canyons of the Sierra 
and the softer vales of the Coast P.ange, where the 
hot sun is tempered by the cool Padfic breeze, and 
thunder and lightning are unknown. 

Coming from the wilds of the Carson desert and 
of Mirage Plains, the more sensuous beauty of the 
lower dells has for the eye the relief that travellers 
from the coast must seek in the loftier heights and 
precipicel! of the Yosemite. The oak-filled valleys of 
the Contra Costa Range have all the pensive repose 
of the sheltered vales that lie between the Apennines 
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and the Adriatic from Rimini to Ancona; bu C~.l1 
fornia has the advantage in her skies. Italy h . 
blue, but not the golden haze. 

Nothing can be' more singulat tban the variety of 
beauty that lies hid in these Pacific slopes; all that 
is best in Canada and the Eastem States finds more 
than its equal here. The terrillle grandeur of Cape 
TriniM on the Saguenay, and the panorama of love
liness from the terrace at Quebec, are alike outdone. 

Americans eertainly need not go to Europe to find 
scenery; but neither need thel' go to California. or 
even Colorado. Those who tell us that there is no 
such thing as natural beauty west of the Atlantic 
can scarcely .know the Eastern, while they ignore the 
Westem and Central States. The world can show few 
scenes more winning than Israel's Ri'l'er Valley in 
the White Mountains of New Hampshire. or North 
Conway in the southern slopes of the same range. 
Nothing can be more full of grandeur than the passage 
of the James at Balcony Falls. where the river rushes 
through a crack in the Appalachian chain; the wilder-

. ness of Northem New York is unequalled of its 
kind. and there are delicious landscapes in the 
Adirondacks. As for river scenery. the Hudson is 
grander than the Rhine; the Susquehanna is lovelier 
than the Meuse; the Schuylkill prettier than the 
Seine; the Mohawk more enchanting than the Dart. 
Of the rivers of North Europe, the Neckar alone is 
.not beaten in the States. 

Americans admit that their Bcenery is fine, but 
. pretend that it is wholly wanting in the interest that 
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historic . memories bestow. So-called' Republicans 
affect to find a charm in Bishop Hatto's Tower 
which is wanting in Irving's II Su_nnysicle jo" the ten 
thousand virgins of Cologne live in their fancy, while 
Constitution Island and Fort Washington are for
gotten names. Americans or Britishel'8, we Saxons 
are all alike-a wandering, discontented race; we go 
4,000 miles to fiud Sleepy Hollow, or Killian Van 
Rensselaer's Castle, or Hiawatha's great red pipe
stone quarry; and the Americans, who live in the 
castle, picnic yearly in the Hollow, and flood the 
quarry for a skating rink, come here to England to 
visit Burns's house, or to sit in Pope's arm-chair. 

Down South I saw clearly the truth of Ii thought 
that struck me before I had been ten minutes west 
of the Sierra Pass. California is Saxon only in the 
looks and language of the people of its toWM In 
Pennsylvania, you may sometimes fancy yOll1'8elf in 
Suasex; while in New England, you seem only to 
be in some part of Europe that you have never hap
pened to light npon before; in California, you are at 
last in a new world. The hilla are weirdly peaked 
or flattened, the skies are new, the hirds and plant8 
are new; the atmosphere, crisp though warm, is 
unlike any in the world but that of South Australia. 
It will be strange if the Pacific coast does not pro
duce a new school of Saxon poet8-painters it has 
.already given. 

Returning to Placerville, after an eventless explo
ration of the exquisite scenery to the south, I took 

. the railway once again. the first time since I had left 
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MaJlba.ttan City-l,800 miles away-and was soon 
in Sacramento, the State capital, now recovering 
slowly from the flood of 1862. Near the city I made 
out Oak Grove-famed for duels between well-known 
Oalifornians. Here it was that General Denver, State 
senator, shot Mr. Gilbert, the representative in Con
gress, in a duel fought with rifles. Here, too, it was 
that Mr. Thomas, district attorney for Placer county, 
killed Dr. Dickson, of the Marine Hospital, in a duel 
with pistols in 1854. Records of duels form a serious 
part of the State history. At Lone Mountain Ceme
tery at San Francisco, there is a great marble monu
ment to the Hon. David Broderick, shot by Chief 
Justice Terry, of the Supreme Court, in 1859. 

A few hours' quiet steaming in the sunlight down 
the Sacramento river, past Rio Vista and Montezuma, 
through the gap in the Contra Costa Range, at which 
the grand volcanic peak of Monte Diablo stands 
sentinel watching over the Martinez Straits, and 
there opened to the south and west a vast mountain
surrounded bay. Volumes of cloud were rolling in 
unceasingly from the ocean, through the Golden Gate, 
past the fortified island of Alcatras, and spending 
themselves in the opposite shores of San Rafael, Be
nicia, and Vallejo. At last I was acroBS the continent, 
and face to face with the Pacific. 

VOL I. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

LYNCH LAW. 

"CALIFOR.!~IA.NS &re called the scum of the earth 
yet their great city ill the best polieed in the world,' 
said a New York friend to me, when be heard thai 
I thought of crossing the continent to San Franc:,'isco. 

"Them New Yorkers ill a sight too fond of lookin~ 
after other people's moral.e," replied an old" Forty 
niner," to whom I repeated this phrase. having firsl 
toned it down, however. II Still," he went on, "OU] 

history's baddish, but it ain't for us to play 8hoWIDaE 
to our own worst pints :-1et every man skin hi! 
own skunk I" . 

The story of the early daY' of San Francisco, 8.1 

to which my curiosity was thus excited, ill 80 curiow 
an instance of the development of an Englillh com· 
munity under the most inauspicious circumstances. 
that the whole time which I spent in the city itsel1 
I devoted to hearing the tale from those who knew 
the actors. Not only ill the history of the two 
VigIlance Committees in itself characteristic, but it 
works in with what I had gathered in Kansa", and 
Illinois, and Colorado as to the operation of the 
claim-clubs; and the stories, taken together, form a 
typical picture of the riae of a Ncw Euglillh country. 
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The discovery 'of gold in °1848 b~ought down 
on luckless California the idle, the reckless, the vaga
bonds first of Polynesia, then Qf all the world. 
Street fighting, public gaming, masked balls given 
by unknown women and paid for nobody knew 
how, but attended by governor, supervisors, and 
alcade-all these were miI!.or matters by the side 
of the general undefined l"ljltianislIl of the place. 
Before the end of 1849, San Francisco pre:rentc:d 
on a gigantic scale much the same appearance that 
Helena in Montana wears in 1866. 

Desperadoes poured in n-OIj1 all sides, the best of 
the bad fiocking off to the mines, while the worst 
among the 'Villains those who lacked energy as 
well as moral sense-'l'emained in the city, to raise 
by thieving or in the gambling-booth the ., pile" 
that they were too indolent to earn by pick and 
pan. Hundreds of .. emancipists" from Sydney, 
"old lags" from Norfolk Island, the pick of the 
criminals of England, still furthe/: trained and con
firmed in vice and crime by the experiences of 
Macquarie Harbour and port AFthur, l'UShed to Sap. 
FJ:'ancisco to continue & career which the vigilance 
of the convict poliee made hopeless in 'l'asmania 
and New South Wales. The floating vieeo! the 
Pacific ports of South America BOon gathered to 
a spot where there Were not only men w fleece, but 
men who, being fleeced, could pay. 'fbll police 
were neceBSarily few, for, appoint & man to-day, and 
to-mo~w he was gone to the Placers with some 
new friend; those who could be pr/lvailed upon to 

Q 2 
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remain a fortnight in the force were accessible t<J 
bribes from the men they were set to watch. They 
themselves admitted their inaction, but ascribed it 
to the continual change of place among the criminals, 
which prevented the slightest knowledge of their 
characters and haunts. The AUIltralian gaol-birds 
formed a quarte~ known as "Sydney Town," which 
soon became what the Bay of Islands had been 
ten years before-the Alaatia of the Pacific. In 
spite of daily murders, not a single criminal was 
hanged. 

The nlfJians did not all agree: there were jea,
lousies among the various bands; feuds between 
the Australians -and Chilians; between the Mexicans 
and the New Yorkers. Under the various names 
of "Hounds," "Regulators," "Sydney ducks," and 
"Sydney coves," the English convict party organized 
themselves in oppoaition to the Chilenos as well as 
to the police and law-abiding citizens. Gangs of 
villains, whose sole bond of union was robbery or 
murder, marched, armed with bludgeons and revolvers, 
every Sunday afternoon to the sound of music un
hindered through the streets, professing that they 
were "guardians of the community" against the 
Spaniards, Mexicans, and South Americans. 

At last a movement took place among the mer
chants and reputable inhabitants which resulted in 
the break-up of the Australian gangs. By an 
uprising of the American citizens of San Francisco, 
in response to a proclamation by T. M. Leavenworth, 
the alcade, twenty of the most notorious among the 
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"Hounds" were seized and shipped to China: it 
is believed that some were taken south in irons, 
and landed near Cape Hom. "Anywhere so that 
they could not come back," as my informant said. 

For a week or two things went well, but .a fresh 
inpour of rogues· and villains soon swamped the 
volunteer police by sheer force of numbers; and in 
February 1851 occurred an instance of united action 
among the citizens, which is noticeable as the fore
runner of the :Vigilance Committees. A Mr. Jansen 
had been stunnell by a blQw from a slung shot, 
and his person and premises riJl.ed by Australian 
thieves. During the examination of two prisoners 
arrested on suspicion, five thousand citizens gathered 
round the City Hall,. and handbills were circulated, 
in which it was proposed that the prisoners should 
be lynched. In the afternoon, an attempt to seize 
the men was made, but repulsed by another section 
of the citizens-the Washington guard. A meeting 
was held on the Plaza, and a committee appointed 
to watch the authorities, and prevent a release. A 
well-known citizen, Mr. Brannan, made a speech, 
in which he said: "We, the people, are the mayor, 
the recorder, and the laWs." The alcade addr~ed 
the crowd. and suggested, by way of compromise, 
that they should elect a jury which should sit in 
the regular court, and try the prisoners. This was 
refused, and the people elected n9t only a. jury, but· 
three judges, a. sheriff, a. clerk,. a. public prosecutor, 
and two counsel for the defence. This court then 
tried the prisoners in their absence, and. the jury 
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failed to agree-nine were for conviction, and three 
were doubtful. " Hang 'em, anyhow; majority rules," 
was the shout, but the popular judges stood firm. 
and discharged their jury, wh;ile the people acquiesced. 
The next day, the prisoners were tried and convicted 
by the regular court, although they were ultimately 
found to be innocent men. 

Matters now went from had to worse; five times 
San Francisco was swept from. end to end by firef! 
known to have been helped on, if· not originally 
kindled, by incendiarief! in the hope of plunder; 
and when, by the fires of May and June. 1851. 
hardly a house was left untouched, the pi01l8 B0s
tonians held up their hands, and cried "Gomorrah !" 

Immediately after the diaeovery that the June 
fire was not accidental, the Vigilance Committee 
was formed, being self-appointed. and consisting of 

.the foremost merchants in the place. This was on 
the 7th of June, according to my friend; on the 
9th, according to the Californian histories. It WII8 

rumoured that the Committee consisted of two 
hundred citizens; it WII8 known that they were 
supported by the whole of the city prese. They 
published a declaration, in which they stated that 
there is .. no security for life or property under 
the . ~ . law as now administered." This they 811(,-ribe.-1 
to the "quibblef! of the law," the "corruption of 
the police," the "insecurity of prisons," the "laxity 
of those who pretend to administer justice." The 
secret instrnctions of the Committee contain a direc
tion that the members shall at once assemble at 
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the committee-room whenever signals ~onsisting of 
two taps on a bell are heard at intervals of one minute. 
The Committee was organized with President, Vice
President, Secretary, Treasurer, Sergeant - at - arms, 
standing Committee on Qualifications, and standing 
Committee of Finance. No one was to be admitted 
.a member unleBS he were "a respectable citizen, and 
.approved by the Committee on Qualifications." 

The very night of their organization, according 
to the histories, or three nights later, according 
to my friend Mr. A--, the work of the Committee 
began. Some boatmen at Central Wharf saw some
thing which led them to follow out into the Yerba 
Buena cove a man, whom they captured after a 
sharp row. As they overhauled him, he threw 
overboard a safe, just stolen from a bank, but this 
was so<1n fished out. . He was at .once carried off 
to the committee-room of the Vigilants, and the 
bell of the Monumental Engine Company struck at 
intervals, as the rule prescribed. Not only the 
Committee, but a vast surging crowd collected, 
.although midnight was now past. A-- was 'on the 
Plaza, and says that every man was armed, and 
evidently disposed to back up the Committee. Ae
-cording to the Oalifornia Alta~ the chief of the police 
-came up a little before 1 A.M., and tried to force a.!l. 

entrance to the room; but he was met, politely enough, 
with a show of revolvers sufficient to annihilate his 
men, so he jqdged it prudent to retreat. 

At one o'clock, the bell of the engine-house began 
to toll, and the crowd became excited. Mr. Brannan 
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came out o( the committee-room, and, standing on 
a mound of sand, addressed the citizens. As well 
as my friend could remember, his words were these : 
"Gentlemen, the man-Jenkins by name--a Sydney 
convict, whose supposed offence you know, has had 
a fair trial before eighty gentlemen, and been unani
mously found 'guilty by them. I have been deputed 
by the Committee to ask whether it is your 
pleasure that he be hanged." " Ay!" from every 
man in the crowd. "He will be given an hour to 
prepare for death, and the Rev. Mr. Mines has 
been already sent for to minister to him. Is this 
your pleasure!" Again a storm of .. Ay!" Nothing 
was known in the crowd of the details of the trial, 
except that counsel had been heard on the prisoner's 
behalf. For another hour the excitement of the 
crowd was permitted to continue, but at two o'clock 
the doors of the committee-room were thrown open, 
and Jenkins was seen smoking a cigar. Mr. A-.
said that he did not believe the prisoner expected a 
rescue, but thought that an exhibition of pluck might 
make him popular with the crowd. and save him. 
A procession of Vigilants with drawn Colts was then 
formed, and set off in the moonlight acr088 the four 
chief streets to the Plaza. Some of the people shouted 
"To the flagstaff!" but there eame a cry, "Don't 
desecrate the Liberty Pole. To the old adobe! the 
old adobe! .. and to the old adobe custom-house 
the prisoner was dragged. In five minutes he was 
hanging from the root: three hundred citizens lending 
a hand at the rope. At six in the morning, A--
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went home, but he heard that the police cut down 
the body about that time, and carried it to the 
coroner's house. 

An inquest was held next. day. The city officers . 
swore that they had done all they could to prevent 
the execution, but they refused to give up the names 
of the Vigilance Committee. The members themselves 
were less cautious. Mr. Brannan and others came 
forward of their own proper motion, ind disclosed 
all the circumstances of the trial. 140 of the 
Committse backed them up by a written protestation 
against interference with the Vigilants, to which their 
signatures were appended. Protest and evidence 
have been published, not only in the newspapers of 
the time, but in the San Francisco "Annals." The 
coroner's jury found a verdict of "Strangulation, 
consequent on the concerted action of a body of 
citizens calling themselves a Committee of Vigilance." 
An hour after the verdict was given, a mass meeting 
of the ·whole of the respectable inhabitants was held 
in the Plaza, and a resolution approving of the action 
·of the Committse. passed by acclamation. 

In July 1851, the Committee hanged another man 
on the Market-street wharf, and appointed a sub
committee of thirty to board ·every ship that crossed 
the bar, seize all persons suspected of being " Sydney 
coves," and re-ship them to New South Wales. 

In August came the great struggle between the 
Vigilants and constituted authority. It was sharp 
and decisive. Whittaker and MCKeIl7.ie, two "Sydney 
coves," were il.rreBted by the Committse for various. 
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crimes, and sentenced to death. The next day, Sheriff 
Hayes seized them on a writ of habeas corpus, in the 
rooms of the Committee. The bell was tolled; the 
citizens ll8Sembled, the Vigilants told their story, 
the men were seized once more, and by noon they 
were hanging from the loft of the committee-hoUJle, 
by the ordinary lifting tackle for heavy goods. 
Fifteen thonsand people were present, and approved . 
.. After this," said A--, "there could be no mistake 
about the citizens supporting the Committee." 

By September, the Vigilante had transported' all 
the" coves" on whom they could lay ·hands; 80 they 
issued a proclamation, declaring that for the future 
they would confine themselves to aiding the law by 
tracing out and guarding criminals; and in pursuance 
d their decision, they soon afterwards helped the 
a.uthorities in preventing the lynching of a ship
captain for cruelty to his men. 

After the great sweep of 1851, things became 
steadily worse again till they <:ulminated in 1855, 
a year to which my friend looked back with horror. 
Not counting Indians, there were four hundred persons 
died by violence in California in that single year. 
Fifty of these were lynched, a dozen were hanged by 
law, a couple of dozen shot by the sheriffs and tax
collectors in the course of their duty. The officers 
did not escape Scot free. The under-sberifF of San 
Francisco was shot in Mission Street, in broad day
light, by a man upon whom he was trying to execute 
a writ of ejectment. 

Judges, mayors, supervisors, politicians, all were 
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bad alike. The merchants of the city were from 
New England, New York, and foreign lands; but the 
men who assumed the direction of public affairs, and 
especially of public funds, were Southerners, many of 
them "Border Ruffians" of the most savage stamp
"Pikes," as they were called, from pike's County 
in Missouri, from which their leaders came. Instead 
()f banding themselves together to oppose the laws, 
these rogues and ruffians found it easier to control 
the making of them. Their favourite method of 
defeating their New England foes was by the 
simple plan of "stuffing," or filling, the ballot-box 
with forged tickets when the elections were concluded. 
Two Irishmen-Casey and Sullivan-were their tools 
in this shameful work. Werth, a Southerner, the leader 
()f Casey's gang, had been denounced in the San 
Francil!Co Bulletin as the murderer of a man named 
Kittering; and Casey, meeting James King, editor of 
the Bulletin, shot him dead in Montgomery Street in 
the middle of the day. Casey and one of his assistants 
-a man named Cora-were hanged by the people 
as Mr. King's body was being carried to the grave, 
and Sullivan committed suicide the same day. 

Books were opened for the enrolment of the names 
of those who were prepared to support the Committee : 
nine thousand grown white males inscribed themselves 
within four days. Governor Johnson at once declared 
that he should suppress the Committee, but the city 
of Sacramento prevented this course by offering a 
thousand men for the Vigilants' support, the other 
Californian 'cities following suit. The Committee got 
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together 6,000 stand of arms and thirty cannon, and 
fortified their rooms with earthworks and barricades. 
The Governor, having called on the general command
ing the Federal forces at Benicia, who wisely refused' 
to interfere, marched upon the city, was surrounded, 
and taken prisoner with all his forces without the 
striking of a blow. 

Having no~ obtained the control of the State 
government, the Committee proceeded to banish all 
the "Pikes" and "Pukes." Four were hanged, forty 
transported, and many ran away. This done, the 
Committee prepared an elaborate report upon the 
property and finances of the State, and then, after a 
great parade, ten regiments strong, upon the Plaza 
and through the streets, they adjourned for ever, and 
"the thirty-three.. and their ten thousand backem 
retired into private life once more, and put an end to 
this singular spectacle of the rebellion of a free people 
against rulem nominally elected by itself. .As my 
friend said, when he finished his long yarn, .. This has 
more than archmologic interest; we may live to see 
a similar Vigilance Comm.ittee in New York." 

For my own part, I do not believe that an uprising 
against bad government is possible in New York City, 
because there the BUpporteI'll of bad government are a 
majority of the people. Their interest is the other 
way: in increased city taxes they evidently lose far 
more than, as a class, they gain by what is spent among 
them in corruption; but when they come to see this, 
they will not rebel against their corrupt !eadem, but 
elect those whom they can trust. In San Francisco. 
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the case was widely ·different: through the ballot 
frauds, a majority of the ciruens were being in
famously misgoverned by a contemptible minority, 
and the events of 1856 were only the necessary acts 
of the majority to regain their power, coupled with 
certain exceptional acts of arbitrary transportation of 
" Pikes" _ and Southern rowdies, justified by the ex
ceptional circumstances of the young co~unity. At 
Melbourne, under circumstances somewhat similar, 
our English colonists, instead of setting up a com
mittee, built Pentridge Stockade with walls some 
thirty feet high, and created a military police, with 

" almost arbitrary power. The difference is one in 
terms. The whirl of life in a young gold country 
not only prevents the best" men entering the political " 
field, and so forces citizens to exercise their right of 
choice only between candidates of equal badness, but 
so engrosses the members of the community who 
exercise the ballot as to prevent the detection of 
fraud till it has ruled for years. Throughout young 
countries generally you find men say: " Yes I we're 
robbed, we" know; but no one has time to go into 
that." "I'm for the old men," said a Californian 
elector once, "for they've plundered us so long that 
they're gorged, and can't swallow any more." "No," 
said another, "let's have fresh blood. Give every 
man a chance of robbing the State. Share and share 
alike." The wonder is, not that in such a State as 
California was till lately the machinery of government 
should work unevenly, but that it should work at all. 
Democracy has never endured so rough a test as that 
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from which it has triumphantly emerged in the Golden 
State and City. 

The public spirit with which the merchants came 
forward and gave time and money to the cause of 
order is worthy of all praise, and the rapidity with 
which the organization of a new government was 
carried through is an instance of the singular power 
of our race for building up the machinery of acU
government under conditions the most unpromising. 
Instead of the events of 1856 having been a case of 
opposition to law and order, they will stand in history 
as a remarkable proof of the law-abiding character of 
a people who vindicated justice by a demonstration 
of l>verwheIming force, laid down their am1B, and 
returned in a few weeks to the peaceable rontine of 
business life. 

If, in the merchant founders of the Vigilance Com
mittees of San Francisco we can see the descendants 
of the justice-loving Germans of the time of Tacitus, 
I found in another class of vigilants the moral oft'
spring of Alfred's village aldermen of our own Saxon 
age. From Mr. William M. Byers, now editor of the 
Rocky Mountain Ne!/IB, I had heard the 8tory of the 
early settlers' land-law in Missouri; in Stanton's office 
in Denver City, I had seen the records of the Arapahoe 
county claim-club, with which he had been COnD'lcied 
at the first settlement of Colorado; bnt at San 
Jose, J heard details of the settlers' custom-law-the 
Californian .. grand-cotitumier," it might be called
which convinced me that, in order to find the rudi
mena of all that, politically speaking, is best and most 
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vigorous in the Saxon mind, you must seek countries 
in which Saxon civilization itaclf is in ita infancy. 
The greater the difficulties of the situation, the more 
racy the custom, the more national the law. 

When a new State began to be "settled up "-that 
is, ita lands entered upon by actual settlers, not land
sharks-the inhabitanta often found themselves in the 
wilderness, far in advance of attorneys, courts, and 
judges. It was their custom when this OCCUlTed to 
divide the territory into districta of :fifteen or twenty 
miles square, and form for each a "claim-club" to 
protect the land-claims. or property of the members.. 
Whenever a question of title arose, a judge and jury 
were choaen from among the members to hear and 
determine the case. The occupancy title was invariably 
protected up to ,a certain number of acres, which was 
differently fixed by different clubs, and varied in 
those of which I have heard the rules from 100 to 250 
acres, averaging 150. The United States "Home
stead" and "Pre-emption" laws were founded on the 
practice of these clubs. The claim-clubs interfered 
only for t9-e protection of their members, but thcy 
never scrupled to hang wilful offenders against their 
l'ules, whether members or outaiders. Execntion of 
the decrees of the club was generally left to the 
county sheriff, if he was a member, and in this ease a 
eerta.in air of legality was given tD the local action. 
It is perhaps not too much to say that a Western 
rmerifl' is an irresponsible official, possessed of gigantic 
powers, but seldom known to abuse them. He is 
a Cresar, chosen for his honesty, fearlessness. clean 
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shooting, and quick loading, by men who know him 
well: if he breaks down, he is soon deposed, and a 
better man chosen for dictator. I have known a 
Western paper say: "Frank is our man for sheriff, 
next O('1;ober. See the way he shot one of the fellows 
who robbed his -8tore, and followed up the other, and 
shot him too the next day. Frank is the boy for ns." 
In such a state of society as this, the distinction 
between law and lynch-law can scarcely be said to 
exist, and in the eyes of every Western settler the 
claim-club backed by the sheriff's name was as strong 
and as full of the majesty of the law as the Supreme 
Court of the United States. Mr. Byers told me of a 
case of the infliction of death-punishment by a claim
club which occurred in Kansas after the .. Homestead" 
law was passed allowing the occupant when he had 
tilled and improved the land for five years, to purchase 
it at one and a quarter dollars an acre. A man settled 
on a piece of land, and laboured on it for some years. 
He then" sold it," which he had, of course, no power 
to do, the land being still the property of the United 
States. Having done this, he went and "pre-empted II 
it under the Homestead Act, at the government price. 
When he attempted to eject the man to whom he had 
lISIJIIlIled to sen. the club ordered the sheri1l' to .. put 
the man away," and he was never seen again. Perhaps 
Mr. Byers was the sheriff; he seemed to have the 
details at his fingers' ends, and his later history in 
Denver, where he once had the lynching rope round his 
neck for exposing gamblers, testifies to his boldness. 

Some of the rascalities which the claim-clubs were 
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expected to put down were ingenious enough. Some
times a man would build a dozen houses on a block of 
land, and, going there to enter on possession after they 
were complete, would find that in the night the whole 
of them had disappeared. Frauds under the Home
stead Act were both many and strange. Men were 
required to prove that they had on the land a house 
of at least ten feet square. They have been known to 
whittle out a toy-house with their bowie, and, carrying 
it to the land, to measure it in the presence of a friend 
-twelve inches by thirteen. In court the pre-emptor, 
examicing his own witness, would say, .. What are 
the dimensions of that house of mine ~ " "Twelve by 
thirteen." "That will do." In Kansas, a log-house of 
the regulation size was fitted up on wheels, and let at 
ten dollars a day, in order that it might be wheeled on 
to different lots, to be sworn to as a house upon the 
land. Men have been known to make a window
sash and frame, and keep them inside of their window
less huts, to swear that they had a window in their 
house-another of the requirements of the Act. It is 
a singular mark of deference to the traditions of a. 
PUlitsn ancestry tha.t such accomplished liars as the 
Western land-sharks should feel it necessary to have 
any foundation whatever for their lies; but not only 
in this respect are they a curious race. One of their 
peculiarities is that, however wealthy they may be, 
they will never place their money out at interest, 
never sink it in a speculation, however tempting. 
when there is no prospect of almost immediate realiza
tion. To turn their money over often, at whatever . 

VOL. I. B 
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risk, is with these men an axiom. The advance-guard 
of civilization, they push out into an unknown wilder
ness, and seize upon the. available lots, the streams, 
the springs, the river bottoms, the falls or "water
privileges," and then, using their interest in the terri
toriallegislature-using, perhaps, direct corruption in 
some cases-they procure the location of the State 
capital upon their lands, or the passage of the railroads 
through their valleys. The capital of Nebraska has , 
been fixed in this manner at a place two hundred and 
fifty miles from the nearest settlement. A newspaper 
appeared suddenly, dated from "Lincoln City, centre 
of Nebraska territory," but published in reality in 
Omaha. To cope with such fellows, Western sheriffs 
need be no ordinary men. 

Thanks to the Vigilance Committees, California 
stands now before the other Far-Western States. 
Rowdyism is being put down as the God-fearing 
Northerners gain ground. It may still be dangerous 
to stroke your beard in a bar-room at Placerville or 
El Dorado; "a gentleman in the loafing and chanc::ing 
line" may still be met with in Sacramento; here and 
there a .Missourian "Pike," as yet unhung, may boast 
that he can whip his weight in wild-catB, but San 
Francisco has at least reached the age of outward 
decorum, has shut up public gaming-houses, and 
supports four Church papers. 

In Colorado, Lynch-law is not as yet forgotten: 
the day we entered Denver, the editor of the Gazette 
expressed. "on historical grounds," his deep regret at 
the cutting-down of two fine cottonwood-tretItI that 
stood on Cherry Creek. When we came to talk to 
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him, we found that the" history" alluded to was that 
of the" escape up" these trees of many an early inha
bitant of Denver City. "There's the tree we used to 
put :the jury under, and that's the one we hanged 'em 
on. Put a cart under the tree, and the boy standing 
on it, with the rope around him; give him time for 
a pray, then smack the whip, and ther' you air." 

In Denver we were reserved upon the subject of 
Vigilance Committees for it is dangerous sometimes to 
make close inquiries as to their constitution. While I 
was in Leavenworth, a man was hanged by the mob 
at Council Bluffs for asking the names of the Vigilants 
who had hanged a friend of his the year before. We 
learnt enough, however, at Denver to show that the ' 
Committee in that city still ,exists; and in Virginia 
and Cars~>n I know that the organizations are con
tinued; but offenders are oftener shot quietly than 
publicly hanged, in order to prevent an outcry, and 
avoid the; vengeance 6f the relatives. The verdict of 
the jury' never fails to be respected, but acquittal is 
almOst as unknown as mercy to those convicted. 
Innocent men are seldom tried before such juries, for. 
the case must be clear before the sheriff will run the' 
risk of being shot in making the arrest. When the 
man's fate is settled, the sheriff drives out quietly in 
his buggy, and next day men say when they meet" 
" Poor --'s escaped;" or else it is, .. The sheriff's 
shot. Who'll run for office ~" 

It will be seen from the history of the Vigilance 
Comniittees, as I heard their stories from Kansas 
to California, that they are to be divided into two 

B 2 
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classes, with sharply-marked characteristics-those 
where committees, hangings, transportations, warninW', 
are alike open to the light of day, such as the Com
mittees of San Francisco in 1856, and the Sandwich 
Islands in 1866, and those-unhappily the vast majo
rity-where all is secret and irresponsible. Here, in 
San Francisco, the Committee was the government; 
elsewhere, the organizations were less wide, and the 
members, though always shrewdly guessed at, never 
known. Neither class should be necessary, unlc8S 
when a gold rush brings down upon a State the 
desperadoes of the world; but there is this encourage
ment even in the history of Lynch-law: that, although 
English settlements often siart wild, they never have 
been known to go wild. 

The men who formed the second Vigilance ('<Jm

mittee of San F'randsco are now the governor, 
I!Cnators, and Congress-men of California, the mayors 
and sheriffs of her towns. Nowadays the citizens are 
remarkable, even among Americans, for their love of 
law and order. Their dty, though still suhje<,1; to a 
yearly deluge from the outpourings of all the over
~owded slume of Europe, is, as the New Yorker said, 
the best policed in all America. In politiC!!, too, it is 
remarked that party organizations have no power in 
this State from the moment that they IrttemrJt to 
nominate corrupt or time-serving men. The people 
break loose from their caUCU8C8 and conventions, and 
vote in a body for their honest enemies rather than for 
corrupt friends. They have the advantage of singular 
ability, for there is not an average man in California. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

GOLDEN CITY. 

THE first letter which I delivered in San Francisco 
was from a Mormon gentleman to a merchant, who, 
as he read it, exclaimed: .. Ah! so you want to see 
the lions ~ I'll pick you up at three, and take you 
there." I wondered, but went, as travellers do. 

At the end of a pleasant dri~ along the best road 
in all America, I found myself upon a clift' over
hanging file Pacific, with a glorious outlook, seawards 
towards the Farallones, and northwards to Cape 
Benita and the Golden Gate. Beneath, a few hundred 
yards from shore, was a conical rock, covered with 
shapeless monsters, plashing the water and roaring 
ceaselessly, while others swam around. These were 
"the lions," my acquaintance said-the sea-lions. I 
did not enter upon an explanation of our slang 
phrase, " the lions," which the Mormon, himself an 
Englishman, no doubt had used, but took the first 
opportunity of seeing the remainder of .. the lions" of 
the Golden City. 

The most remarkable spot in all America is Mission 
Dolores, in the outskirts of San Francisco City-once a 
settlement of the Society of Jesus, and now partly 
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blanket factory and partly church. Nowhere has the 
conflict between the Saxon and Latin races been 80 

sharp and 80 decisive. For eighty or ninety years 
California was first old Spanish, then Mexican, then 
a half independent Spanish-American republic. The 
progress of those runety years was shown in the 
foundation of half-a-dozen Jesuit .. missions: who 
held each of them a thousand or two tame Indians 
as slaves, while a few military settlers and their 
friends divided the interior with the savage tribes. 
Gold, which had been discovered here by Drake, was 
never 8Ought: the fathers, like the Mormon chiefs, 
discouraged mining; it interfered with their "tame" 
Indians. ~ere and there, in four cases, perhaps, in 
all, a presidio! or castle, had been built for the protec
tion of the mission, and a puebla, or tiny free town, 
had been suffered to grow up, not without remon
strance from the fathers. Los Angeles had thus 
sprung from the mission of that name, the fishing vil
lage of Yerba Buena, from Mission Dolores on the bay 
of San Francisco, and San Jose, from Santa Clara.. 

In 1846, Fremont the Pathfinder conquered the 
country with forty-two men. and now it· has a 
settled population of nearly half a million; and San 
Francisco is as large as Newcastle or Hull, as flou
rishing as Liverpool, and the Saxon blanket factory has 
replaced the Spanish mission. 
. The story might have served as a warning to the 
French Emperor, when he sent shipe and men to 
found a "Latin empire in America." 

Between the presidio and the Mission Dolores lies 
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Lone Mountain Cemetery, in that solitary calm and 
majesty of beauty which befits a home for the dead! 
the most lovely of all the cemeteries' of America. 
Queen Emma, of the Sandwich Islands, who is here 
at present, said of it yesterday to a Californian mer
chant: "How comes it that you Americans, who live 
so fast, find time to bury yo,ur dead so beautifully ~" 

Lone Mountain is not the only delicious spot that 
is given up to the American dead. Laurel Hill, Mount 
Auburn, Greenwood, Cypress Grove, Hollywood, Oak 
Hill, are names not more full of poetry than are the 
places to which they belong; but Lone Mountain has 
over all an advantage in its giant fuchsias and scarlet 
geraniums, of the size and shape of tre~; in the dis
tant glimpses, too, of the still Pacific. 

San Francisco is ill placed, so far as mere building 
facilities are concerned. When the first houses were 
built in 1845 and 1846, they stood on a strip of beach 
surrounding the sheltered cove of Yerba Buena, and 
at the foot of the steep and lofty saud-hills. Dunes 
and cove have disappeared together; the hills have 
been shot bodily into the bay, and the former harbour 
is now the business quarter of the city. Not a street 
can be built without cutting doWn a hill, or filling 
up a glen. Never was a great town built under 
heavier difficulties; but trade requires it to be exactly 
where it is, and there it will remain and grow. Its 
former rivals, Vallejo and Benicia, are grass-grown 
villages, in spite of their having had the advantage of 
.. a perfect situation." While the spot on which the 
Golden City stands was still occupied by the strug-
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gling village of Yerba Buena, Francisca was a rising 
city, where corner lots were worth their ten or twenty 
thousand dollars. When the gold rush came, the 
village, shooting to the front, voted itself the name 
of its great bay, and FranciRca had to change its title 
to Benicia, in order not to be thought a mere suburb 
of San Francisco. The mouth of the Columbia was 
once looked to as the future haven of Western 

• America, and point of convergence of the railroad 
lines; but the .. centre of the universe" has not more 
completely removed from Independence to Fort Riley 
than Astoria has yielded to San Francisco the claim 
to be the port of the Pacific. 

The one great danger of this coast all its cities share 
in common. Three times within the present century, 
the spot on which San Francisco now stands has been 
violently disturbed by subterranean forces. The earth
quake of last year has left its mark upon lIontgommy 
Street and the Plaza, for it frightened the San Fran
ciscans into putting up light wooden cornices to 
hotels and banks. instead of the massive stone pro
jections that are common in the States; otherwise, 
though lesser shocks are daily matters, the San Fran
ciscans have forgotten the "great scare." A year is 
a long time in California. There is but little of the 
earliest San Franc.-isco left, thongh the dty' is only 
eighteen years old. Fires have done good work as 
well as harm, and it is worth a walk up to the Plaza 
to see how prim and starched are the honses which 
now occupy a sqnare three sides of which were, in 
1850, given up to publie gaming-hells. 
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One of the few remaining bits of old Golden City 
life is to be found in the neighbourhood of the " What 
Cheer Honse," the resting-place of diggers on their way 
from the interior to take ship for New York or Eu
rope. Here there is no lack of coin, no want of oaths, 
no scarcity of drinks. "Mint juleps" are as plentiful 
as in Baltimore itself; Yerba Buena., the old name for 
San Francisco, means "mint." 

If the old character of the city is gone, there are 
still odd scenes to be met with in its streets. To
day I saw a master builder of great wealth with his 
coat and waistcoat off, and his hat stowed away on 
one side, carefully teaching a raw Irish lad how to lay 
a brick. He told me that the acquisition of the art 
would bring the man an immediate rise in his wages 
of from five to ten shillings a day. Unskilled labour, 
Mexicatl. and Chinese, is plentiful enough, but white 
artisans are scarce. The want of servants is such, 
that even the wealthiest inhabitants live. with their 
wives and families in hotels, to avoid the cost and 
trouble of an establishment. Those who have houses 
pay rough unkempt Irish girls from £6 to £8 a 
month, with board, " outings" when they please, and 
" fullowers" unlimited. 

The hotel boarding has much to do with the some
what unwomanly manner of a few among the ladies 
of the newest States, but the effect upon the children 
is more marked than it is upon their mothers. To a 
woman of wealth, it matters, perhaps, but little 
whether she rules a household of her own, or boards 
in the first floor of some gigantic hostelry; but it does 
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matter a great deal to her children, who, in the one 
case, have a home to play and work in, and who, 
in the other, play on the stairs or in the corridors, to 
the annoyance of every sojourner in the hotel, and 
never dream of work out of school-hours, or of solid 
reading that is not compulsory. The only one of 
the common charges brought against America in 
English society and in English books and papers that 
is thoroughly true, is the statement that American 
children, as a rule; are "forward," ill-mannered, and 
immoral An American can scarcely be found who 
does not admit and deplore the facts. With the 86lf
exposing honesty that is a characteristic of their 
nation, American gentlemen will talk by the hour of 
the terrible profligacy of the young New Yorkers. 
Boys, they tell you. who in England wonld be safe in 
lower school at Eton or in well-managed h0W!e8, in 
New York or New Orleans are deep gamesters and 
God-defying rowdies. In New England, things are 

better; in the West, there is yet time to prevent the 
ill arising; but even in the most old-fashioned of 
American States, the children are far too full of self
assurance. Their faults are chiefly fanlts of manner, 
but such in children have a tendency to l..ecome 
so many vices. On my way home from Egypt, I 
crossed. the Simplon with a Southerner and a Penn
sylvanian 1;Ioy of fourteen or fifteen. An English boy 
would have_ expressed his opinion, and been silent: 
this lad's attacks upon the poor Southerner were 
unceasing and unfeeling; yet I could see that he was 
good at bottom. I watched my chance to give him 
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my view of his conduct, and whe~ we parted, he 
came up and shook hands, saying: "You're not a bad 
fellow for a Britisher, after all." 

In my walks through the city, I found its climate 
agreeable rather for work than idleness. Sauntering 
or lounging is as little possible as it is in London. The 
summer is not yet ended; and in the summer at San 
Francisco, it is cold after eleven in the day-strangely 
cold for the latitude of Athens. The fierce sun 
scorches up the valleys of the San Joaquin and the 
Sacramento in the early mol'liing; an~ the heated air, 
rising from off the ground, leaves its place to be filled 
by the cold breeze from the Pacific. The Contra 
Costa Range is unbroken but by the single gap of the 
Golden Gate, and through this opening the cold winds 
rush in a never-ceasing gale, spreading fan-like as soon 
as they have passed the narrows. Hence it is that the 
Golden Gate is called "The Keyhole," and the wind 
"The Keyhole Breeze." Up country, they make it 
raise the water for irrigation. In winter, there is a 
calm, and then the city i,s as sunny as the rest of 
California. 

So purely local is the bitter gale, that at Benicia, 
ten miles from. San Francisco, the mean temperature 
is ten degrees higher for the year, and nearly twenty 
for the summer. I have stood on the shore at Benicia 
when the thermometer was at a hundred_ in the 
shade, and seen the clouds pouring in from the Pacific, 
and hiding San F~ancisco in a. murky pall, while 
the temperature there was under 70 degrees. This 
fog retarded by a. hun!Ired years the discovery of San 
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• 
Francisco Bay. The entrance to the Golden City is 
narrow, and the mists hang there all day. Cabrillo, 
Drake, Viscaino, sailed past it without seeing that 
there was a bay, and the great land-locked sea was 
first beheld by white men when the missionaries came 
upon ita arms and creeks, far away inland. 

The peculiarity of climate carries with it great 
advantages. It is never too hot, never too cold, to 
work-a fact which of itself secures a grand future 
for San Francisco. The effect upon national type is 
marked. At a San Franciscan ball, you see English 
faces, not American. Even the lean Western men 
and hungry Yankees become plump and rosy in this 
temple of the winds. The high metallic ring of the 
New England voice is not found in San Francisco. 
As for old men, California must have been that 
fabled proVince of Cathay the virtues of which were 
such that, whatever a man's age when he entered it, 
he never grew older by a day. To dogs and strangers 
there are drawbacks in the absence of winter: dogs 
are muzzled all the year round, and musquitoea are 
perennial upon the coast. 

The city is gay with flags; every hoWle supports 
a Liberty pole upon its roof, for when the Union 
sentiment sprang up in San Francisco, at the 
beginning of the war, public opinion forced every 
citizen to make a conspicuous exhibition of the 
stars and stripes by way of showing that it was 
from no want of loyalty that they refused to 
permit the cin,ulation of Federal greenbacks. In 
this matter of flags, the sea-gale is of service, for 
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were it not for its friendly assistance, a short house 
between two tall ones could not sport a huge flag with 
much' effect. As it is, the wind always blowing across 
the chief streets, and never up or down, the narrGwest 
and lowest house can flaunt a large ensign without 
fear of its ever flapping against the walls of its 
proud neighbours. 

It is not only in rosy cheeks that the Califor
nian English have the old-world type. With less 
ingenuity than the New England Yankees, they 
have far more depth and solidity in their enterprise j 
they do not rack their brain at inventing machines to 
peel apples and milk cows, but they intend to tunnel 
through the mountains to Lake Tahoe, tap it, and 
with its waters irrigate the Californian plains. They 
share our British love for cash payments and good 
roads j'they one and all set their faces against repudia
tion in any shape, aild are strongly for what they 
call "rolling-up" the debt. Throughout the war, 
they quoted paper as depreciated, not gold as risen. 
Indeed, there is here the same unreasoning prejudice 
against paper·money that I met with in Nevada. 
After all, what can be expected of a State which still 
produces three-eights of aU the gold raised yearly in 
the world. 

San Francisco is inhabited, as all American cities 
bid fair to be, by a mixed throng of men of all lands 
beneath the sun. New England and Englishmen 
prt'dominate in energy, Chinese in numbers. The 
French and Italians are stronger here than in any 
other city in the States j and the red-skinned Mexi-
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cans, who own the land, supply the market people 
and a small proportion of the towrud'olk. Austra
lians, Polynesians, and Chilians are numerous; the 
Germans and Scandinavians alone are few; they 
prefer to go where they have already mendll-to 
Philadelphia or Milwaukee. In this city-already a 
microcosm of the world-the English, British, and 
American, are in possession-have distanced the Irish, 
beaten down the Chinese by force, and are destined 
to physically preponderate in the cross-breed, and 
give the tone, political and moral, to the Pacific 
shore. New York is Irish, Philadelphia German; 
Milwaukee Norwegian; Chicago Canadian; Sault 
de St. Marie French; but in San Francisco-where 
all the foreign races are strong-none is dominant; 
whence the singular result that California, the most 
mixed in population, is alBo the most English of 
the States. 

In this strange community, starting more free from 
the Puritan influence of New England than has 
hitherto done any State within the Union, it is 
doubtful what religion will predominate. Catholi
cism is "not fashionable" in America-it is the 
<--reed of the Irish, and that is enough for most 
Americans; 80 Anglicanism, its critics say, is popular 
as being .. very proper." Whatever the cause, the 
Episcopalian C'hurch is flourishing in California, and 
it scema probable that tbe Church which gains the 
day in California will eventually be that of the 
whole Pacific. 

In Montgomery Street are some of the finest 
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buildings in all America; the" Occidental Hotel," the 
"Masonic Hall," the "Union Club," and others. The 
club has only just been rebuilt after its destruction 
by a nitro-glycerine explosion which' occurred in the 
express office next door. A case, of which no one ' 
knew the contents, was being lifted by two clerks, 
when it. exploded, blowing down a portion of the 
club, and breaking half the windows' in the city. 
On examination it was found to be nitro-glycerine 
on its way to the mines. 

Another accident occurred here yesterday with this 
same compound. A sharp report was heard on board 
a ship lying in the docks, and the .cook was found 
dead below; pieces of a flask had been driven into 
his heart and lungs. The deposit on the broken 
glass was examined, an~ found to be common oil; 
but tbill morning, I find in the Alta a report from 
a che~ist that traces of nitro-glycerine have been 
discovered by him upon the glass, and a statement 
from one of tke hands says that the ship on her way 
up had called at Manzanilla, where the cook had 
taken the flask from a merchant's office, emptied it 
of its contents, the character ot which was unknown 
to h~m, and filled it with common vegetable oil 

Since the great explosion at Aspinwall, nitro
glycerine has been the nightmare of Californians. 
For earthquakes they care little; but the freaks of 
the devilish oil, which is brought here secretly, for 
use in the Nevada mines, have made them ready to 
swear that it is itself a demon. They tell you that 
it freezes every night, and then the slightest friction 
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will explode it-that, on the other hand, it goes off 
if heated. If you leave it standing in ordinary 
temperatures, the odds are that it undergoes decom
position, and then, if you touch it, it explodes; and 
no lapse of time has on its power the smallcKt 
deteriorating effect, hut, Qn the contrary" the oil 
will crystallize, and then its strength for harm jB 

multiplied by ten. If San Francisco is ever'destroyed 
by earthquake, old Californians will certainly be founel 
to ascribe the shock to nitro-glycerine. 

A day or two after my return from Beuicia, I 
escaped from the city, and again went South, halting 
at San Jose, "The Garden City," and chief town 
of the fertile Guadalupe distriet, on my way to 
the quicksilver mines of New Almaden, now the 
greatest in the world since they have beaten the 
Spanish mines and Idria. From San Jose, I drove 
myself to .Almaden along a sun-dried valley with 
a fertile tawny soil, reaching the delicious mountain 
stream and the groves it feeds in time to join my 
friends at lunch in the shady hacienda. The dire< .. tor 
took me through the refilling works, in which the 
quicksilver may be ~n ruuning in streams down 
gutters from the furnaces, but he was unable to go 
with me up the mountain to the mines from which the 
cinnabar comes shooting down by its wcight. The 
superintendent engineer-a meerschaum-equipped Ba
varian-and myself mounted, at the Hadenda Gate, 
npon our savage-looking beasts, and I found myself for 
the first time lost in the depths of a Mexican s:uldle, 
and my feet plunged into the boot-stirrups that I had 
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seen used by the Utes in Denver. The riding feats 
of the Mexicans. and the Californian boys are ex
plained when you find that their saddle puts it out 
of the question that they should be thrown; but the 
fatigue that its size and shape cause to man and 
horse, when the man is a stranger to New Spain, and 
the horse knows that he is so, outweighs any possible 
advantages that it may possess. With their huge 
gilt spurs, attached to the stirrup, not to the boot, 
the double peak, and the embroidered trappings, the 
Mexican saddles are the perfection at once of the 
cumbersome and the picturesque. 

Silently we half scrambled, half rode, up a break
neck path which forms a short cut to the mine, till 
all at once' a charge of our horses at an almost 
perpendicular wall of rock was followed by their 
simultaneously commencing to kick and back ~wards 
the cliff. Springing off, we found that the girths had 
been slackened by the Mexican groom, and that the 
steep bit of mountain had caused the saddles to slip. 
This broke the ice, and we speedily found ourselves 
discussing miners and mining in French, my German 
not being much worse than my Bavarian's English. 

After viewing the mines, the walls of which, com
posed of crimson ciunabar, show bravely in the torch
glare, we worked our way through the tunnels to the 
topmost lode and open air. 

Bidding good-bye to what I could see of my Ger
man in the fog from his meerschaum, I turned to 
ride down by the road instead of the path. I had not 
gone & furlong, when, turning & corner, there burst npon 

VOL. I. s 
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me a view of the whole valley of tawny California, 
now richly golden in the coloura of the full Looking 
from thia spur of the Santa Cruz Mountains, with the 
Contra Costa Range before me, and Mount Hamilton 
towering from the plain, apart, I could diaeern below 
me the gleam of the Coyote Creek, and of the windows 
in the church of Santa Clara-in the diatance, the 
mountains and waters of San FranciflCO Bay, from 
San Mateo to Alameda and San Pablo/ basking in 
unhindered sun. The wild-oats dried by the sun 
made of the plain a field of gold, dotted here and 
there with groups of black oak and bay, and darkened 
at the mountain foot with "chapparaL" The volcanic 
hills were rounded into softness in the delicious 
haze, and all nature overspread with a' poetic calm. 
As I lost the view, the mighty fog was beginning to 
pour in through the Goldcn Gate to refresh America 
with dews from the Pacific. 
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CHAPTER XXIII. 

LITTLE CHINA. 

"THE Indians begin to be troublesome again in 
Triuity County. One man and a Chinaman have 
been killed, and a lady crippled for life." 

That the antipathy everywhere exhibited by the 
English to coloured races was not less strong in 
California than in the Carolinas I had suspected, but 
I was hardly prepared for the deliberate distinction' 
between men and yellow men drawn in this paragraph 
from the California Alta of the day of my return to 
San Francisco. 

A determination to explore Little China, as the 
celestial quarter of the city is termed, already arrived 
at, was only strengthened by the unconscious humour 
of the Alta, and I at once set off in search of two of 
the detectives, Edes and Saulsbury, to whom I had 
some sort of introduction, anti put myself under their 
charge for the night. 

We had not been half-an-hour in the Chinese 
theatre or opera-house before my detectives must 
have repented of thei!: offer to "show me round," for, 
incomprehensible as ~t must have seemed to them 
with their New England gravity and American con-

s 2 
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tempt for the Chinese, I was amused beyond measure 
with the performance, and fairly lost myself in the 
longest laugh that I had enjoyed since I had left 
the plantations of Virginia. 

When we entered the house, which is the size of 
the Strand Theatre of London, it may have been ten 
or eleven o'clock. The performance had begun at 
seven, and was likely to last till two A.M. By the 
" performance" was meant this particular act or 8l'..ene, 
for the piece had been going on every evening for 
a month, and would be still in progress during the 
best part of another, it being the principle of the 
Chinese drama to take up the hero at an early age, 
and conduct him to the grave-which he reaches full 
of years and of honour. 

The house. was erammed with a grinning crowd of 
.. yellow-boys," while the "China ladies" had a long 
gallery to themselves. No 80und of applause is to be 
heard in a (''hinese plaee of amusement, but the crowd 
grin delight at the actors, who, for their I,art, grin 
back at the crowd. 

The feature of the performance which struck me at 
onee was the hearty interest the acW1'8 took in the 
play, and the chaff' that went on between them an,l 
the pit. It is not only from their numbers and the 
nature of their trades that the Chinese may be called 
the Irish of the Pacific: there was 80ul in every 
gesture. 

On the stage, behind the aeto1'8. was a band, which 
played uneeasingly. and 80 lond, that the performel'8, 
who clearly had not the mna11est intention to sub-
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ordinate their parts to the music, had to talk in 
shrieks in order to be heard. The audience, too, all 
talked in their loudest natural tones. 

As for the play, a lady made love to an old gentle
man (probably the hero, as this was the second 
month or third act of the play), and, bawling at him 
fiercely, was indignantly rejected by him in a piercing 
shriek. Relatives, male and female, coming with 
many howls to the assistance of the lady, were 
ignominiously put to flight, ina high falsetto key, by 
the old fellow's footmen, who were in turn routed by 
a force of yelling spearmen, apparently the county 
posse. The soldiers wore paint in rings of various 
colours, put on so deftly, that of nORe, of eyes, of 
mouth, no trace could be discovered; the front face 
resembled a target for archery. All this time, a 
steady, unceasing uproar was continued by four gongs 
and a harp, with various cymbals, pavilions, triangles, 
and guitars. 

Scenery there was none, but _boards were put up in 
the Elizabethan way, with hieroglyphics denoting the 
supposed locality; and another archaic point is, that 
all the female parts are played by boys. For this I 
have the word of the detectives; my eyes, had I not 
long since ceased to believe t,hem, would have given 
me proof to the contrary. 

The acting, as far as I could judge by the grimace, 
was excellent. Nowhere could be found greater 
spirit, or equal power of facial expression. The stage 
fight was full of pantomimic force; the leading 
soldier would make his fortune as a London pantaloon. 
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When the detectives could no longer contain their 
distaste for the perfonnance, we changed our quarteJ'8 
for a restaurant-the "Hang Heong," the wood of 
which was brought from China. 

The street along which we had to p888 was deco
rated rather than lit by paper lanterns hung over 
every door; but the "Hang Heong" was brilliantly 
illuminated, with a view, no doubt, to attracting the 
crowd as they poured out from the theatre at a latcr 
hour. The ground-floor was occupied by shop and 
kitchen, the dining-rooms being upstaiJ'8. The 
counter, which is on the plan of that in the hoU8C8 
of the Palrus Hoyal, WII!' presided over, not by a 
smiling woman, but by grave and pig-tailed gentle
men in black, who reeeived our order from the 
detective with the decorous solemnity of the head 
waiter in an English country inn. 

The rooms upstaiI'B were nearly full; and as the 
Chinese by no means follow the Americans in Bilent 
eating, the babel was tremendous. A saucer and a 
pair of chopsticks were given each of us, but at our 
request a spoon was furnished as a special favour to 
the " ~relicana." 

Tiny cups of a sweet spirit were handed ns before 
supper was brought up. The liquor was a kind of 
shrub, but white, made, I was told, from sugar-canes. 
For first COUJ'8e, we had roast duck cut in pieces, and 
l!erVed in an oil-filled bowl, and some sort of fish ; 
tea was then bronght in, and followed by shark's fin, 
for which I had given a special order; the result 
might have been gum-arabic for any flavour I could 
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find. Dog was not to be obtained, and birds'-nest 
soup was beyond the purse of a traveller seven thou
sand -miles from home, and twelve thousand from 
his next supplies. A dish of some strange black 
fungus stewed in rice, followed by preserves and 
cakes, concluded our supper, and were washed down 
by our third cups of tea. 

After paying our respects and our money to the 
gentleman in black, who grunted a lugubrious some
thing that answered to "good-night," we paid a visit 
to the Chinese U bad quarter:' which differs only in 
degree C!f badness fi;om the" quartier Mexicain," the 
bad pre-eminence being ascribed, even by the pre
judiced detectives, to the Spaniards and Chilians. 

Hurrying on, we reached the Chinese gaming
houses, just before they closed. Some dilIiculty was 
made about admitting us by the U yellow loafer!," who 
hung round the gate, as the houses are prohibited by 
law; but as soon as the detectives, who were known, 
explained that they came not on business but on 
pleasure, we were suffered to pass in among the silent 
melancholy gamblers. Not a word was heard, beyond 
every now and then a grunt from the croupier. Each 
man knew what he was about, and won or lost his 
money in the stillness of a dead-house. The game 
appeared to be a sort of loto; but a few minutes of it 
was enough, and the detectives pretended to no deep 
acquaintance with its principles. 

The San Francisco Chinese are not all mere theatre. 
goers, -loafers, gamblers; as a body, they are frugal, 
industrious, contented men. I soon grew to think it 
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a pleasure to meet a Chinese-American, 80 clean and 
happy is his look; not a speck is to be seen upon 
the blue cloth of his long coat or baggy trousers. His 
hair is combed with care; the bamboo on which he 
and his mate together carry their enormous load 
seems as though cleansed a dozen times a day. 

It is said to be a peculiarity of the Chinese that 
they are all alike: no European can, without he has 
dealings with them, distinguish one celestial from 
another. The same, however, msy be said of the 
Sikhs, the Australian nativC8, of most coloured races, 
in short. The points of difference which distinguish 
the yellow men, the red men, the black men with 
straight hair, the negroes, from any other race what
ever, are 80 much more prominent than the minor 
distinctions between Ah Sing and Chi Long, or 
between Uncle Ned and Uncle Tom, that the indi
vid ual are sunk and lost in the national distinctiollil. 
To the Chinese in tum all Europeans are alike; but 
beneath these obvious facts, there lies a grain of 80lid 
truth that is worth the hunting out, and which is 
connected with the change-of-type question in Ame
rica and Australasia. !Ien of similar habits of mind . 
and body are alike among ourselves in Europe; noted 
instances are the close resemblance of Pere Enfantin. 
the St. Simonian chief, to the busts of Epicurus; of 
Bismarck to Cardinal Ximenes. Irish labourers-men 
who for the most part work hard, feed little, and 
leave their minds entirely unplonghed-are all alike; 
Chinamen. who all work hard, and work alike, who 
live alike, and who go further. and all think alike, 
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are, by a mere law of nature, indistinguishable one 
from the other. 

In the course of my wanderings in the Golden 
City, I lighted on the house of the Canton Company, 
one of the Chinese benevolent societies, the others 
being those of Hong Kong, Macao, and Amoy. They 
are like the New York Immigration Commission, 
and the London" Societe Fran~se de Bienfaisance," 
combined; added to a theatre and joss-house, or 
temple, and governed on the principles of such clubs 
as those of the" whites" or "greens" at Heidelberg, 
they are, in short, Chinese trades unions, sheltering 
the sick, succouring the distressed, finding work for 
the unemployed, receiving 'the immigrants from China 
when they land, and shipping their bones back to 
China, ticketed with name and address, when they 
die. "Rong Kong, with dead Chinamen," is said to • 
be a common answer from outward-bounders to a hail 
from the guard-ship at the Golden Gate. 

Some of the Chinese are wealthy: Tung Yu & Co., 
Chi Sing Tong & Co., Wing Wo Lang & Co., Chy Lung 
& Co., stand high among the merchants of the Golden 
City. Honest and wealthy as these men are allowed to 
be, they are despised by every white Calu(unian, from 
the Governor of the State to the Mexican boy who 
cleans his shoes. 

In America., as in Anstralia, there is a violent 
prejudice against John Chinaman. He pilfers, we 
are told; he lies, he is dirty, he smokes opium, is full 
of bestial vices-a pagan, and-what is far more 
important-yellow I All his sins are to be pardoned 
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. but the 18$ Californians, when in good humour, 
will admit that John is sober, patient, peaceable, 
and hard-working, that hill clothes at least are 
IJ(,TUpuIously clean; but he is yellow I Even the 
Mexicans, themselves despised, look down upon the 
Chinamen, just as the N ew York Irish affect to have 
no dealings with" the naygurs." The Chinese them
selve/l pander to the feeling. Their famous appeal 
to the Californian Democrats mayor may not be 
true: "What for Democlat allee timee talkee dam 
Chinaman 1 Chinaman allee samee Democlat; no 
likee nigger, no likee injun." .. Infcrnals," .. CcleH
twa," and .. Greasers "--or black men, yellow men, 
and Mexicans-it is hard to say which are most 
despised by the American whites in California. 

The Chinaman. ill hated by the rough fcllow8 for 
his cowardice. Had the Chinese stood to their rights 
against' the Americans, they would long since have 
been driven from California.. As it is, here and in 
Victoria they invariably give way, and never work 
at diggings which are oceupied by whites. Yet in 
both eountries they take out mining licenses from 
the State, which is bound to protect them in the 
possession of the rights thus gained, bnt which is 
power Ie&! against the rioters of Ballam t, or the 
.. Anti-Chinese mob" of El Dorado_ 

The Chinese in California are practieally confined 
by public opinion, violence, or threats, to inferior 
kinds of work, which the "meanest" of the whites 
of the Pacific States refuse to perform. Politically, 
this is slavery. All the ev.ils to which slavery has 
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given rise in the cotton States are produced here 
by violence, in a less degree only because the Chinese 
are fewer than were the negroes. 

In spite of a prejudice which recalls the time when 
the British Government forbade the American colonist 
to employ negroes in the manufacture of hats, on 
the ground that white labourers could not stand the 
competition, the yellow men continue to flock to 
"Gold Hills," as they call San Francisco. .Already 
they are the washermen, sweepers, and. porters of 
three States, two territories, and British Columbia. 
They are denied civil rights; their word is not taken 
in cases where white men are concerned; a' heavy 
tall; is set upon them on their entry to the State; a 
second tax when they commence to mine-still their 
number steadily increase. In 1852, Governor Bigler, 
in his' message, recommended the prohibitio;n of the 
immigration of the Chinese, but they now number 
one-tenth of the population. 

The Irish of .Asia, the Chinese have commenced to 
flow over on to the outer world. Who shall say 
where the flood will stop 1 Ireland, with now five 
millions of people, has in twenty years poured an 
equal number out into the world. What is to pre
vent the next fifty years seeing an emigration of a 
couple of hundreds of millions from the rebellion-torn 
provinces of Cathay 1 

Three (''hlnamen in a temperate climate will do 
as much arm-work as two Englishmen, and will eat 
or cost less. It looks as though the cheaper would 
starve out the dear race, as rabbits drive out stronger 
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but lumgrier hares. This tendency is already plainly 
visible in our mercantile marine: the ships are 
manned with motley crews of Bombay lascars, 
Maories, Negroes, Arabs, Chinamen, Kroomen, and 
Malays. There are no British or American seamen 
now, except boys who are to be quartermasters some 
day, and experienced hands who are quartermasters 
already. Hut there is nothing to regret in this: 
Anglo-Saxons are too valuable to be used as ordinary 
seamen where lascars will do nearly, and llaories quite 
as well. Nature seems to intend the English for a ral;e 
of officers, to direct and guide the cheap labour of 
the Eastern peoples. 

The serious side of the "Chinese problem-just 
touched on here-will force itself rudely upon our 
notice in Au.stralia.. 
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CHAPTER XXIV. 

CALIFORNIA. 

" IN front of San Francisco are 745 millions of hungry 
Asiatics, who have spices to exchange for meat and 

. " graJll. 
The words are Governor Gilpin's, made use of by him 

in discussing the future of overland trade, and worthy 
of notice as showing why it is that, in making fore
casts of the future of California, we have to look more 
to her facilities for trade than to her natural produc
tions.· San Francisco aims at being, not so much the 
port of California as one of the chief stations. on the 
Anglo-Saxon highway round the globe. 

Although the chief claim of California to consider
ation is her position on the Pacific, her fertility and 
size alone entitle her to notice. This single State is 
750 miles in length-would stretch from Chamouni 
to the southernmost point of Malta. There are two 
capes in California-one nearly in the latitude of 
Jerusalem, the other nearly in the latitude of Rome. 
The State has twice the area of Great Britain; the 
single valley of the Joaquin il.nd Sacramento, from 
Tulare Lake to the great snow-peak of Shasta~ is as 
large as the three kingdoms. Every useful mineral, 
every kind of Certile Boil, every variety of helpful 
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climate, are to be found within the State. There are 
in the Union 45 such states or territories, with an 
average area equal to that of Britain. 

Between the Pacific and the snows of the Sierra are 
three great tracts, each with its soil and character. 
On the slopes of the Sierra are the forests of giant 
timber, the sheltered valleys, and the gold-fields in 
whieh I spent my first week in California. Next 
comes the great hot plain of Sacramento, where, with 
irrigation, all the best fruits of the tropics grow luxuri
antly, where water for irrigation is plentiful, and the 
Pacifie breeze will raise it. Round the valley are vast 
tracts for sheep and wheat, and on the Contra Coatas 
are millions of acres of wild oats growing on the best 
of lands for cattle, while the slopes are covered with 
young vines. Between the Contra Costa Range and' the 
sea is a winterless strip possessing for table vegetables 
and flowers the finest soil and climate in the world. 
The story goes that Californian boys, when asked 
if they believe in a future state; reply; .. Guess so ; 
California." 

Whether San Francisco will grow to be a second 
Livelpool or New York is an aU-al.lI!orbillg question to 
those who live on the Pacific shores, and oue not with
out an interest and a moral for ourselves. New York 
has waxed rich and huge mainly becaUlle she is so 
placed as to command one of the best harbours on the 
coast of a country which exports enormously of brcad
stiI.If.s. Liverpool has thrived as one of the shipping 
ports for the manuIaL'turers of the northern coal 
counties of England, San Fr.mciseo Bay, as the best 
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harbour south of Puget Sound, is, and will remain, 
the centre of the export trade of the Pacific States in 
wool and cereals. . If coal is found in plenty in the 
Golden State, population will increase, manufactures 
spring up, and the export of wrought articles take the 
place of that of raw produce. If coal is found in 
the Contra Costa Range, San Francisco will continue, 
in spite of earthquakes, to be the foremost port on the 
Pacific side; if, as is more probable, the find of coal 
is confined to the Monte Diablo district, and is of 
trifling value, still the future of San Francisco as the 
meeting point of the railways, and centre of the import 
of manufactured goods, and of the export of the pro
duce of an agricultural and pastoral interior, is as 
certain as it must inevitably be brilliant. Whether 
the chief town of the Pacific States will in time 
develop' into one of the commerdal capitals of the 
world is a wider and a harder question. That it will 
be the converging point of the Pacific railroads both 
of Chicago and St. Louis there can be no doubt. That 
all th~ new overland trade from China and Japan will . 
pass through it seems as clear; it is the extent of 
this trade that is in question. For the moment, land 
transit cannot compete on equal terms with water 
carriage; but assuming that, in the long run, this will 
cease to be the case, it will be the overland route 
across Russia, and not that through the United States, 
that will convey the silks and teas of China to Central 
and Western Europe. The very arguments of which 
the Californian merchants make use to show that the 
delicate goods of China need land transport go to prove 
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that shipping and unshipping in the Pacific, and a 
repetition in the Atlantic of each process, cannot be 
good for them. The political importance to America 

. of the Pacific railroads does not admit of over-etate
ment; but the Russian or EngliKh Pacific routes must, 
commercially speaking, win the day. For rare and 
costly Eastern goods, the English railway through 
Southern China, Upper India, the Persian coast, and 
the Euphrates is no longer now a dream. If Russian 
bureaucracy takes too long to move, tradc will be 
diverted by the Gulf route; coal'8er goods and food 
will long continue to come by sea, but in no case can 
the city of San Francisco hecome a wcstern outpost of 
Europe. 

The lustre of the future of San Francisco is not 
dimmed by considerations such a8 these; as the port 
of entry for the trade of America, with all the East, 
its wealth must become enormous; and if, 88 is pro
bable, Japan, New Zealand. and New South Wales 
become great manufacturing communities, San Fran
cisco must needs in time take rank as a 8CCOnrl, if 
not a greater, London. This, however, is the more 
distant future. With cheaper labour than the Pacifie 
States and the British colonies posseBII, with a more 
settled government than Japan-Pennsylvania and 
Ohio, from the time that the Pacific railroad is com
pleted, will take, and for years will keep, the China 
trade. As for the colonies, the voyage from San 
Francisco to Australia is almost as long and diflklllt 
as that from England, and there is every probability 
that Lancashire and Belgium will continue to supply 
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the colonists with clothes and tools, until they them
selves, possessed as they are of coal, become competent 
to make them. The merchants of San Francisco 
will be limited in the main to the trade with' 
China and Japan. In this direction the future has 
no bounds: through California and the Sandwich 
Islands, through Japan, fast becoming American, and 
China, the coast of which is already British, our race 
seems marching westward to universal rule. The 
Russian empire itself, with all its passive strength, 
caunot stand against the English horde, ever pushing 
with burning energy towards the setting sun. Russia 
and England are said to be nearing each other upon 
the Indus; but long before they can meet there, they 
will be face to face upon the Amoor. 

For a time, the flood may be diverted south or 
north: Mexico will doubtless, and British Columbia 
will probably, carry off a portion of the thousands 

, who are pouring west from the bleak rocks of New 
England. The Californian expedition of 1853 against 
Sonora and Lower California will be repeated with 
success, but the tide will be but momentarily stayed. 
So entirely are English countries now the mother
lands of energy and adventure throughout the world, 
that no one who has watched what ha.s happened in 
California, in British C9lumbia, and on the west coast 
of New Zealand, can doubt that the discovery of 
placer gold-fields on any coast or in any sea-:girt 
country in the world, must now be followec! by the 
speedy rise there of an English government: were 
gold, for instance, found in surface diggings in J span, 

"OL. I. T 
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Japan would be English in five years. We kno,. 
enough of Chili, of the new Russian country on thl 
Amoor, of Japan, to be aware that such discoveriet 
are more than likely to occur. 

In the face of facts like these, men are to hE 
found who ask whether a break-up of the Union iI 
not still probable-whether the Pacific States are nol 
likely to secede from the Atlantic; some even contend 
for the general principle that .. America must go tAl 
pieces--she is too big." It is small powers, not great 
ones, that have become impossible: the unification oj 

Germany is in this respect but the dawn of a new era. 
The great countries of to-day are smaller than were 
the smallest of a hundred yea1'8 ago. Lewea Wall 

further from London in 1700 th8.ll Edinburgh is now. 
New York and San Francisco will in 1870 be Dearer 
to each other than Canton and Pekin. From the 
point of view of mere size, there i.e more likelihood 
of England entering the Union than of California 
seceding from it. 

The material interests of the Pacific States will 
always lie in union. The West, sympathising in the 
main with the Southerners upon the slavery question, 
threw heI'8elf into the war, and crushed them, because 
she saw the neeessity of keeping her outleta under 
her own control. The same policy would hold good 
for the Pacific States in the case of the continental 
railroad. America, of all countries, alone shares the 
future of both Atlantic and Pacific, and she knowe 
her interests too well to allow such an advantage to be 
thrown away. Uncalculating rebellion of the Pacific 
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States upon some sudden heat, is the only danger 
to be apprehended, and such a rising could be put 
down with ease, owing to the manner in which these 
States are commanded from the sea. Throughout 
the late rebellion, the Federal navy, though officered 
almost entirely by Southerners, was loyal to the Hag, 
and it would be so again. In these days, loyalty may 
be said to be peculiarly the sailor's passion: perhaps 
he loves hi!J country bec:~use he sees so little of it. 

The single danger that looms in the more distant 
future is the eventual contrlll of Congress by the 
Irish, while the English retain their hold on the Pacific 
shores. 

• • • • • 
California is too British to be typically American: it 

would seem that nowhere in the United States have 
we found the true America or the real American. 
Except as abstractions, they do .not exist; it is only 
by looking carefully at each eccentric and irregular 
America-,-a.t Irish New York, at Puritan New Eng
land, at the rowdy South, at the rough and swag
gering Far West, at the cosmopolitan Pacific States 
-that we come to reject the anomalous features, and 
to find America in the points they possess in common. 
It is when the country is left that there rises in the 
mind an 'image that soars above all local prejudice 
-that of the America of the Iaw-abiding,mighty 
people who are imposing English institutions on the 
world. 

T 2 
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CHAPrER XXV. 

MEXICO. 

IN company with a throng of men of all races, all 
tongues, and all tr.ules, such aa a Californian steamer 
can alone collect, I ClPDe coaating southwards under 
the cliffs of Lower California. Of the th01ll!and pas
sengers who sought refuge from the stifling heat 
upon the upper and hurricane decks, more than hall 
were diggers returning with a "pile" to their homes 
in the Atlantic 8tate& While we hung over the 
bulwarks watching the bonitos and the whales, the 
diggers threw "bolsa" at the boobies that flew out 
to us from the blazing rocks, and brought them 
down screaming upon the decks. Threading our way 
through the reefs off the lovely island of llargarita, 
where the "Independence" waa lost with three hun
dred human beings, we lay-to. at Cape 8t. Lucas, 
and landed hia Excellency Don Anto~ Pedrin, 
Mexican Governor of Lower California, and a Juarez 
man, in the very bay where Cavendish lay in wait 
for months for the "great Manilla ship"--the Aca
puleo galleon. 

When Girolamo Benzoni visited the Mexican 
Pacific coast, he confused the turtle with the "croeo-
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dile," describing the former under the latter's name; 
but at Manzanilla, the two may b~ seen lying almost 
side by side upon the sands. Separated from the 
blue waters of the harbour by a narrow strand there 
is a festering lagoon. the banks of which swarm with 
the smaller alligators; but a few yards off, upon 
the other slope, the townsfolk and the turtles they 
had brought down for sale to our ship's purser were 
lying, when I saw them, in a confused heap under 
an awning of sail-cloth nailed up to the palm-trees. 
Alligator, turtle, Mexican, it was hard to say which 
was the superior being. A French corvette was in 
possession of the port-one of the last of the hold
ing-places through which the remnants of the army 
of occupation were dribbling back to France. 

In the land-locked bay of Acapulco, one of the 
dozen "hottest places in the world," we found two 
French frigates, whose officers boarded us at once. 
They told UB that they landed their marines every 
morning after breakfast, and r~mbarked them be
fore sunset; they could get nothing from the shore 
but water; the Mexicans, under Alvarez, occupied 
the town at night, and (larned off even the fruit. 
When I asked about supplies, the answer was sweep
ing : "4h, mon Dieu, monsieur, cette 88acrrr€eee 
canaille de Alvarez nous vole tout. NOUB n'avons 
que de l'eau fraiche, et Alvarez va noUB emporter 
la fontaine aussi quelque nuit. Oe sont des voleurs, 
voyez-vous, cee M6chicanos." When they granted 
UB leave to land, it was with the proviso that we 
should not blame them if we were shot at by the 
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Mexicans as we went ashore, and by theIll8elves as 
we came off again. Firing often takes pw.e at 
night between Alvarez and the French, but with a 
total 1088 in many months of only two men killed. 

The day of my visit to Acapulco was the anni
versary of the issue, one year before, of Marshal 
Bazaine's famous order of the day, directing the 
instant execution, as red-handed rebels, of Mexican 
prisoners taken by the French. It is a strange com
mentary upon the Marshal's circular toot in a year 
from its issue the "Latin empire in America" should 
have had a term set to it by the President of the 
United States. In Canada, in India, in Egypt, in 
New Zealand. the English have met the French 
abroad, and in this Mexican affair history does but 
repeat itsel£ There is nothing more singular to the 
. Londoner than the contempt of the Americans for 
France. All Europe seems emall when seen from 

• the United States; but the opinion of Great Britain 
and the strength of Ru.seia are still looked on with 
some respect: France alone completely vanishes, and 
instead of every one asking, as with 118, "What doee 
the Emperor say 1" no one carea in the least what 
Napoleon does or thinks. In a Chicago paper, I 
have seen a eolumn of Washington neW8 headed, 
"Seward orders Lewis Napoleon to 1eave Mexico 
right away! Nap. lies badly to get out of the fix I" 
While the Americans are still, in a high. degree, 
II118Ceptible of affront from England. and would never, 
if they eonceived themselves purposely ineulted, 
stop to weigh the cost of war, towards France they 
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only feel, as & Californian said to me, .. Is it worth 
our while to set to work to whip her 1" The effect 
of Gettysburg and Sadowa will be that, except Great 
Britain. Italy, and Spain, no nations will care much 
for the threats or praises of Imperial France. 

The true character of the struggle in Mexico has 
not been pointed out. It was not a mere conflict 
between the majority of the people and a minority 
supported by foreign I/.id, but. an uprising of the 
Indians of the country against the whites of the 
chief town. The Spaniards of the capital were 
Maximilian's supporters, and upon them the Indians 
and Mestizos have visited their revenge for the 
deeds of Cortez and Pizarro. On the west coast 
there is to bll seell nQ trace of SpaIDsh blood: in dress, 
in language, in religion, the people lIJ'e Iberian; in 
features, in idleness, and in ferocity, undoubtedly Rcd
Indian. 

In the repo$ of the Argentine Confederation, it is 
stated that the Circassian blood comes to the front· 
in the mixed race; a few hundred Spanish families 
in La. Plata. are said to have absorbed several hundred 
thousand Indians. without suffering in their whiteness 
or other natural characteristics. There is something 
of the frog that swallowed the ox in. this; and 
the theories of the Argentine officials, themselves 
of the mixed race, cannot outweigh the evidence 
of our own eyes in the seaport towns of Mexico. 
There a.t least it is the Spa.nia.rds, not the Indians, 
who have disappeared; and the only mixture of 
blood that can be traced is that of Red Indian 
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and negro, in the fisher-boys about the ports. They 
are lithe lads, with eyes full of art and fire. 

The Spaniards of Mexico have become Red Indians, 
as the Turks of Europe have become Albanians or 
Circassians. Where the conquering manies into the 
conquered race, it ends by being absorbed, and the 
mixed breed gradua.lly becomes pure again in the 
type of the more numerons race. It would seem that 
the North American continent will soon be divided 
between the Saxon and the Aztec republics. 

In California I once met with a caricature in 
which Uncle Sam or Brother Jonathan is lying on 
his l:!ack upon Canada and the United States, with 
his head in Russian America, and his feet against 
a tumble-down fence, behind which is Mexico. His 
knees are' bent, and his position eramped. He says, 
.. Guess I shall soon have to stretch my legs, 8O'Tfte!" 
There is not in the United States any strong feeling 
in favour of the annexation of the remainder of 
the continent, but there is a solemn determination 
that no foreign country shall in any way gain fresh 
footing or influence upon American soil, and that 
monarchy shall not be established in :Mexico or 
Canada. Further than this, there is a belief that, as 
the south central portions of the States become fully 
peopled-up, population will pour over into the 
Mexican provinces of Chihuahua and Sonora, and 
that the annexation of these and some other por
tions of Mexico to the United States cannot long 
be prevented. For such acquisitions of territory 
America would pay as she paid in the case of 
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Texas, which ahe first conquered; and then bought 
at a fair price. 

In annexing the whole of Mexico, Protestant 
Americans would feel that they were losing more 
than they could gain. In California and New Mexico, 
they have already to deal with a population of Mexi
can Catholics, and difficulties have arisen in the 
matter of the Church lands. The Catholic vote is 
powerful not only in California and New York, but 
in Maryland, in Louisiana, in Kansas, and even in 
Massachusetts. The BOns of tbePilgrim Fathers 
would scarcely look with pleasure on the admission 
to the Union of ten millions of Mexican Catholics, 
and, on the other hand, the day-dreams of Leonard 
Calvert would not be realized in the triumph of 
such a Catholicism as theirs any more than in the 
succe~ of that of the Philadelphia Academy, or 
New York Tammany Hall. 

With the exception of the Irish, the great ma
jority of Catholic emigrants avoid th& United States, 
but the migration of European Catholics to South 
America is increaSing year by year. Just as the 
Germans, the Norwegians, and the Irish flow towards 
the States, the French, the Spanish, and the Italians 
flock into La Plata, Chili, and Brazil. The European 
population of La Plata has already reached three 
hundred thousand, and is growing fast. The French 
" mission" in Mexico was the moking of that great 
country a further field for the Latin immigration; 
and when the Californians marched to Juarez' help, it 
was to save Mexico to North America. 
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In an history, nothing can be found more dignified 
than the action of America upon the Monroe doctrine. 
Since the principle was first laid down in words, in 
1823, the national action has been courteous, con
sistent, finn; and the language used now that America 
is all-powerful, is the same that her statesmen used 
during the rebellion in the hour of her most instant 
peril. It will be hard for political philosophers of the 
future to assert that a democratic republic can have 
no foreign policy. 

The Pacific coast of Mexico is wonderfully full of 
beauties of a peculiar kind ; the sea is always calm, 
and of a deep dull blue, with turtles lying basking on 
the surface, and tIying-fish I<kirnrning lightly over its 
expanse, while the shores supply a fringe of bright 
yellow sand at once to the ocean blue and to the rich 
green of the cactus grovea. On every spit or sand-bar 
there grows the feathery palm. A low range of jungle-. 
covered hills is cut by gullies, through which we get 
glimpses of lagoons bluer than the sea itse~ and 
behind them the sharp volcanic peaks rise through 
&n.d into cloud. Once in a while, Colima, or other 
giant hill, towering above the rest in blue-black gloom. 
serves to show that the shores belong to some mightier 
continent than C&ypso's isle. 
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CHAPTER XXVI. 

REPUBLICAN OR DEMOCRAT. 

AMONG our Californian passengers, we had many 
strong party men, and political conversation never 
flagged throughout the voyage. In every discUBBion 
it became more and more clear that the Democratic 
is the Constitutional, the Republican the Utilitarian 
party-rightly called "Radical," from its habit of 
going to the root of things, to see whether they are 
good or bad. Such, however, is the misfortune of 
America in the pOBBession of a written Constitution, 
such the reverence paid to that document on account 
of the character of the men who penned it, that 
even the extremest Radicals dare not admit in 
public that they aim at eBBential change, and thl 
party loses, in consequence, a portion of the strength 
that attaches to outrspoken honesty. 

The President's party at their conventio~-known 
as the" Wigwam "-which met while I was in Phila.
delphia, maintained that the war had but restored 
the" Union as it wa.s," with State rights unimpaired. 
The Republicans say that they gave their blood, as 
they are ready again to shed it-for the .. Union as 
it was not;" for one nation, and not for tbirty-six, 
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or forty-five. The Wigwam declared that the W I18h
ington Government had no constitutional right to 
deny representation in Congress to any State. The 
Republicans IliJk how, if this constitutional provision 
is to be observed, the Government of the country is . 
to be carried on. The Wigwam laid it down IIiJ a 
J!rinciple, that Congress had no power to interfere 
with the right poll8e88ed by each State to prescribe 
qualifications for the elective franchise. The Radicals 
say that State sovereignty should have vanished 
when slavery went down, and IliJk how the South 
is to be governed consistently with republicanism 
unless by negro BUffrage, and how this is to be 
maintained except by Federal control over the various 
States-by abolition, in short, of the old UnioQ, and 
creation of a new. The more honest among the 
Republicans admit that for the position which they 
have taken up they can find no warrant in the Con
stitution; that. according to the doctrine which the 
"continental statesmen" and the authors of "The 
Federalist" would lay down. were they living, thirty
Ave of the States, even if they were unanimous, 
could have no right to tamper with the constitution 
of the thirty-sixth. The answer to all this can only 
be that. were the Constitution to be closely followed, 
the result would be the ruin of the land.. 

The Republican party have been blamed because 
their theory and practice alike tend towards a con
solidation of power, and a strengthening of the hands 
of the Government at WlliJhington. It is in this that 
lies their chief claim to 8Opport. Local government 
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is an excellent thing; it· is the greatest of the in
ventions of our inventive race, the chief security for 
continued freedom possessed by a people already free. 
This local government is consistent with a powerful 
executive; between the village municipality and 
Congress, between the Cabinet and the district council 
of select men, there can be no conflict: it is State 
sovereignty, and the pernicious heresy of primary 
allegiance to the State, that have already proved as 
costly to the Republic as they are dangerous to her 
future. 

It has been said that America, under the Federal 
system, unites the freedom of the small State with the 
power of the great; but though this is true, it is 
brought about, not through' the federation of the 
States, but through that of the townships and districts. 
The l&tter are the true units to which the consistent 
Republican owes his secondary allegiance. It is, 
perhaps, only in the tiny New England States 
that Northem men care much about their common
wealth; a citizen of Pennsylvania or New York never 
talks of his State, unless to criticise its legislature. 
After all, where intelligence and education are all 
but universal, where a spirit of freedom has struck 
its roots into the national heart of a great race, there 
can be no danger in centralization, for the power 
that you strengthen is that of the whole people, and 
a nation can have nothing to fear from itsel£ . 

In watching the measures of the Radicals, we 
must remember that they have still to guard their 
country against great dangers. The war did not 
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last long enough to destroy anti-republicanism along 
with slavery. The BOCial system of the Carolinaa 
was upset; but the politil'.al fabric built upon a 
slavery foundation in such .. free" States as New 
York and Maryland is scarcely shaken. 

If we look to the record of the Republican party 
with a view to making a forecast of its future 
eonduct, we find that at the end of the war the 
party had before it the choice between military rule 
and negro rule for the South-between a government 
carried on through generals and provost-marshals, 
unknown to the Constitution and to the courts, and 
.destined to prolong for ages the disruption of the 
Union and disquiet of the nation, and, on the other 
hand, a rule founded upon the principles of equity 
and self-government. dear to our race, and supported 
by local majorities, not by foreign bayonets. Although 
p088E'J!Iled of the whole military power of the nation, 
the Republicans refused to endanger their country, 
and established a system intended to lead by gradual 
steps to equal suffrage in the South. The immediate 
interest of the party, as distinguished from that of 
the country at large, W811 the other way. The 
Republican majority of the presidential elections of 
1860 and 1864, had been increased by the Sl1CCe88 

of the Federal arms, borne mainly by the Repub
licans of New England and the West, in a "'a 
conducted tD a triumphant issue under the leadership 
of Republican Congress-men and generaJa. The apparent 
magnanimity of the admission of a portion of the 
rebels, warm-handed, to the poll, would still further 
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have, strengthened the Republicans in the Western and 
Border States; and while the extreme wing would 
nQt have dared to desert the party. the moderate 
men would have been conciliated by the refusal of 
the franchise to the blacks. A foresight of the 
future of the nation happily prevailed over a more 
taking policy, and, to the honour of the Republican 
leaders, equal franchise was the "result. 

The one great issue between the Radicals and the 
Democrats since the conclusion of the war is this : the 
.. Democracy n deny that the re-admission to Congress 
of the representatives of the Southern States is a 
matter of expediency at all; to them they declare 
that it is a matter of right. There was a rebellion 
in certain States which temporarily prevented their 
sending representatives j it is over, and their men 
must bome. Either the Union is or is not dissolved j 
the Radicals admit that it is not, that all their en
deavours were to prevent the Union being destroyed 
by rebels, and that they succeeded in so doing. 
The States, as States, were never in rebellion; there 
was only a powerful rebellion localized in certain 
States. .. If you admit, then," say the Democrats, 
.. that the Union is not dissolved, how can you govern 
a number of States by major-generals t.. Meanwhile 
the Radicals go on, not wasting their time in words, 
but passing through the House and over the Presi
dent's veto the legislation necessary for the recon
struction of free government-with their illogical, 
but thoroughly English, good sense, avoiding all talk 
about constitutions that are obsolete, and laws that 
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it is impossible to enforce, and pressing on stee.dily 
to the end that they have in view: equal rights for 
all men, free government as soon as may be. The 
one thing to regret is, that the Republicans have 
not the courage to appeal to the national exigencies 
merely, but that their leaders are forced by public 
opinion to keep np the sham of constitutionalism. 
No one in America seems to dream that there can 
be anything to alter in the .. matchless Constitution," 
which was framed by a body of slave-owners filled 
with the narrowest aristocratic prejudices, for a 
country which has since abolished slavery, and be
come as democratic as any nation in the world. 

The system of presidential election and the con
stitution of the Senate are matters to which the 
Republicans will turn their attention as soon as the 
country is rested from the war. It is not impossible 
that a lifetime may see the abolition of the Presidency 
proposed, and carried by the vote of the whole nation. 
If this be not,done, the election will come to be made 
directly by the people, without the intervention of the 
electoral college. The Senate, as now constituted, rests 
upon the States, and that State-rights are doomed no 
one can doubt who remembers that of the population 
of New York State less than half are native-born New 
Yorkers. What concern can the cosmopolitan moiety 
of her people have with the State-rights of New York 1 
When a system becomes purely artificial, it is on the 
road to death; when State-rights represented the 
vario0.8 sovereign powers which the old States had 
allowed to sleep while they entered a fe<leral union, 
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State-rights were historical; but now that Congress 
by a single vote cuts and carves territories as large 
as all the old States put together, and founds new 
commonwealths in the wilderness, the doctrine is 
worn out. 

It is not likely that the Republicans will carry all 
before them without a check; but though one Conser
vative reaction may follow another, altheugh time 
after time the Democrats may return victorious from 
the Fall elections, in the end Radicalism must inevi
tably win the day. A PartY which takes for its 
watchword, .. The national good," will always beat 
the Constitutionalists. 

Except during BOme great crisis, the questions which 
come most home at election times in a democratic 
country are minor points, in which the party not 
in po}Ver has always the advantage over the office
holders: it is on these petty matters that a cry of 
jobbery and corruption can be got up, and nothing in 
American politics is more taking than such a cry . 
.. We are a liberal people, sir," said a Californian to 
me, "but among ourselves we don't care to see some 
men get more than their share of Uncle Sam's money. 
It doesn't go down at election time to say that the 
Democrats are spoiling the country; but it's a mighty 
strong plank that you've got if you prove that Hank 
Andrews has made a million of dollars by the last 
Congressional job. We say, • Smart boy, Hank 
An&ews;' but we generally vote for the other man." 
It is these small questions, or .. side issues," as they 
are termed, which cause the position of parties 

VOL. I. u 
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to lluctuate frequently in certain· States. The first 
reaction against the now triumphant Radicals will 
probably be based upon the indignation excited by 
the extension of Maine liquor laws throughout the 
whole of the States in which the New Englanders 
have the mastery. 

Prohibitive laws are not supported in America by 
the arguments with which all of ns in Britain are 
familiar. The New England Radicals concede that, 
80 far as the effects of the use of alcohol are strictly 
personal, there is no ground for the interference of 
society. They go even further, and say that no 
ground for general and indiscriminate interference 
with the sale of liquor is to be found in the fact 
that drink maddens certain men, and causes them 
to commit crime. They are willing to admit that, 
were the evils confined to individuals, it would be 
their own affair; but they attempt to show that 
the use of alcohol affects the condition, moral and 
physical, of the drinkers offspring, and that this is 
a matter 80 bound up with the general weal, that 
public interference may be necessary. It is the belief 
of a majority of the thinkers of New England that 
the taint of alcoholic poison is hereditary; that the 
children of drunkards will furnish more than the 
ordinary proportion of great criminal8 ; that the 
descendants of habitual tipplers will be fonnd to lack 
vital force, and will fall into the ranks of pauperism 
and dependence: not only are the results of morbid 
appetite, they say, transmitted to the children. but 
the appetites themselves descend to the offspring 
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with the blood. If this be true, the New England 
Radicals urge, the use of alcohol becomes a moral 
wrong, a· crime even, of which the law might well 
take cognizance. 

We are often told that party organization has become 
so dictatorial, so despotic, in America, that no one not 
cho~en by the preliminary convention, no one, in short, 
whOse name is not upon the party ticket, has any 
chance of election to an office. To those who reflect 
upon the matter, it would seem as though this is but 
a consequence of the existence of Party, and of the 
system of Local Representation: in England itself 
the like abuse is not unknown. Where neither 
party possesses overwhelming strength, division is 
failure; and some knot or other of pushing men 
must be permitted to make the selection of a 
candidate, to which, when made, the party must 
adhere, or suffer a defeat. As to the composition of 
the nominating conventions, the grossest mis-state
mellts have been made to us in England, for we 
have been gravely assured that a nation which is 
admitted to present the greatest mass of education 
and intelligence with the smallest intermixture of 
ignorance and vice of which the world has knowledge, 
allows itself to be dictated to in the matter of the 
choice of its rulers by caucuses and conventions com
posed of the idlest and most worthless of its popula
tion. Bribery, we have been told, reigns supreme in 
these assemblies; the nation's interest is but a phrase; 
individual selfishness the true dictator of each choice; 
the name of party is but a cloak for private ends, and 

u 2 
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the wire-pullers are equalled in rascality only by their 
nommees. 

It need hardly be shown that, were these stories 
true, a people so full of patriotic scntiment as that 
which lately furnished a million and a half of volun
teers for a natioDal war, would without doubt be led 
to see its safety in the destruction of conventions 
and their wire-pullers----of party government itself, if 
necessary. It cannot be conceived that the American 
people would allow its institutioDs to be stultified 
and law itself insulted to secure the temporary 
triumph of this party or of that, on any mere 
question of the day. 

The secret of the powe~ of caucus and convention 
is, general want of time on the part of the community. 
Your honest and shrewd Western farmer, not having 
himself the leisure to select his candidate, is fain to let 
caucus or convention choose for him. In practice, 
however, the evil is far from grcat: the party cancus, 
for its own interest, will, on the whole, select the 
fittest candidate available, and, in any case, dares not, 
except perhaps in New York city, fix its choice upon 
a man of known bad character. Even whcre Party is 
most despotic, a serious mistake committed by one of 
the nominating conventions will seldom fail to lose its 
side so many votes as to 8e<.11re a triumph for the 
opponents. 

King Caucus is a great monarch, however; it would 
be a mistake to despise him, and conventions are dear 
to the American people-at least, it would seem so, 
to judge from their number. Since I have been in 
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America, there have been sitting, besides doubtless 
a hundred others, the names of which I have not 
noticed, the Philadelphia" CopperJohnson Wigwam," 
or a.ssembly of the Presidential party (of which the 
Radicals say that it is but "the Copperhead organi
zation with a fresh snout "), a dentists' convention, a 
phrenological convention, a pomological congress, a 
school-teachers' convention, a Fenian convention, an· 
eight-hour convention, an· insurance companies' con
vention, and a loyal soldiers' convention. One is 
tempted to think of the assemblies of '48 in Paris, 
and of the caricatures representing the young bloods 
of the Paris Jockey Chili being addressed by their 
President as "CitoyensVlcomtes;" whereas, when the 
cafl waiters met in their congress, it was "Messieurs 
les Gar90ns-limonadiers." 

Tha pomological convention was an extremely 
jovial one, all the horticulturists being whiskey
growers themselves,' and having a proper wish to 
compare their own with their neighbours" Bourbon" 
~r "old Rye." Caucuses· (or cauci: which is it 1) 
of this kind suggest a derivation of this name for 
what many consider a low American proceeding, from 
an equally low Latin word of similar sound and 
spelling. In spite of the phrase "a dry caucus" 
being not unknown in the temperance State of Maine, 
many might be inclined to think that caucuses, if not 
exactly vessels of grace, were decidedly "drinking 
vessels;" but Americans tell you that the word is 
derived from the phrase a "caulker's meeting," 
caulkers being peculiarly given to noise. 
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The cry against conventions is only a hranch of 
that against "politicians," which is continually being 
raised by the adherents of the side whieh happens at 
the moment to be the weaker, and which evidently 
helps to create the evils against which its authors are 
protesting. It is now the New York Democrats who 
tell such stories all that of the Columbia District consUl!
b.ker going to the Washington house of a wealthy 
Boston man to find out his religious tenets. The 
door was opened by a black boy, to whom the white 
man began: .. What's your name 1" .. Samho, sah, 
am my Christian name." "Wall, SamlJO, is your 
ma8ter a Christian 1" To which Sambo's indignant 
answer was: "No, sah! }lass member ob CongrCIIII, 
sah !" When the Democrats were in power, it was 
the Republicans of Boston and the Cambridge pro
fessors who threw out sly hints, and violent invectives 
too, against the whole tribe of .. politicians." Such 
unreasoning outcries are to be met only by bare 
facts; but were a jury of readers of the debates in 
Parliament and in Congress to be empanelled to 
decide whether political immorality were not more 
rife in England than in Ameriea, I should, fur my 
part, look forward with anxiety to the result. 

The organization of the Republican party is hugely 
powerful; it has its branches in every township and 
district in the U Dion; but it is strong, not in the 
wiles of crafty plotters, not in the devices of unknown 
politicians, but in the hearts of the loyal people of 
the country. If there were nothing else to be Mid 
to Englishmen OD the state of parties in America, it 
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should be B1lfficient to point out that, while the 
"Democracy" claim the Mozart faction of New 
York and the shoddy aristocracy, the pious New 
Englanders and their sons in the North-West are, by 
a vast majority, Republicans; and no "side issues" 
should be allowed to disguise the fact that the Demo
cratic is the party' of New York, the Republican the 
party of America. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 

BROTHERS. 

I HAD landed in America at the moment of what is 
known in Canada as U the great scare" -that is, the 
Fenian invasion at Fort Erie. Before going South, 
I had attended at New York a Fenian meeting held 
!O protest against the conduct of the President and 
:Mr. Seward. who, it was asserted. after deluding the 
Irish with promises of aid. had abandoned them, 
and even seized their supplies and arms. The 
chief speaker of the evening was :Mr. Gibbons, of 
Philadelphia, U Vice-President of the Irish Republic," 
a grave and venerable man ; no rogue or schemer, but 
an enthusiast as evidently convinced of the justice 
as of the certainty of the ultimate triumph of the 
cause. 

At Chicago, I went to the monster meeting at 
which Speaker Colfax addressed the Brotherhood; at 
Bufihlo, I was present at the "armed picnie" which 
gave the Canadian Government 80 much trouMe. On 
Lake Michigan, I went on board a Fenian ship; in 
New York, I had a conversation with an ex-rebel 
officer, a long-haired Georgian, who was wearing the 
Fenian uniform of green-and-gold in the public 
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streets. The conclusion to which I came WILS, that 
the Brotherhood hILS the support of ninety-nine 
hundredths of the Irish in the States. AP, we l1re 
dealing not with British, but with English politics 
and life, this' is rather a fact to be borne in mind 
than a text upon which to found a homily; still, the 
nature of the Irish antipathy to Britain is worth a 
moment's consideration; and the probable effects of 
it upon the future of the. race is a matter of the 
gravest import. 

The Fenians, according to a Chicago mcmber of 
the Roberts' wing, seek to return to the ancient state 
of Ireland, of which we find the history in the Brehon 
laws-a communistic tenure of land (resembling, no 
doubt, that of the Don Cossacks), and a republic or 
eleptive kingship. Such are their objects; nothing 
else w.ill in the lea.st conciliate the Irish in America. 
No abolition of the Establishment, no reform of land
laws, no Parliament on College Green, nothing that 
England can grant while preserving the shadow of 
union, can dissolve the Fenian league. 

All this is true, and yet there is another great Irish 
nation to which, if you turn, you find that conciliation 
may still avail us. The Irish in Ireland are not 
Fenians in the American senRe : they hate us, perhaps, 
but they may be mollified; they are discontented, but 
they may be satisfied; customs and principles of law, 
the natural growth of the Irish mind and the Irish 
eoil, can be recognised, and made the bILSis of legisla
tion, without bringing about the disruption of the 
empire. 
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The first Irish question that we shall have to set 
ourselves to understand is that of land. Permanent 
tenure is as natural to the Irish, as freeholding to the 
English people. All that is needed of our statesmen . 
is, that they recognise in legislati(>D that which they 
cannot but admit in p'rivate talk-namely, that there 
may be essential differences between race and race. 

The results of legislation which proceeds npon this 
basis may follow very slowly upon the change of 
system, for there is at present no nucleus whatever 
for the feeling of amity which we would create. 
Even the alliance of the Irish politicians with the 
English Radicals is merely te~porary; the Irish 
antipathy to the English does not distinguish between 
Conservative and Radical. Years of good govern
ment will be needed to create an alliance against 
which centuries of oppression and wrong-doing pro
test. We may forget, but the Irish will hardly find 
themselves able' to forget at present, that, while we 
make New-Zealand savages British citizens as well 
as subjects, protect them in the possession of their 
lands, and encourage them to vote at our polling
booths and take their place as constables and officers 
of the law, our fathers" planted" Ireland, and declaret) 
it no felony to kill an Irishman on his mother-llOil 

In spite of their possession of much political 
power, and of the entire c:ity-governmcnt of severdl 
great towns, the Irish in America are neither physi
cally nor morally well-off. Whatever may be the 
case at some future day, they still find themselves 
politically in English handl!. The very lanh'1lagc 
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that they are compelled to speak is hateful, even to 
men who know no other. With im impotent spite 
which would be amusing were it not very sad, a 
resolution was cwed by acclamation through both 
houses of the Fenian congress, at Philadelphia, this 
year, "that the word 'English' be unanimously 
dropped, and that the words 'American language' 
be used in the future." 

From the Cabinet, from Congress, from every office, 
high or low, not controlled by the Fenian vote, the 
Irish are systematically excluded; but it cannot he 
American public opinion which has prevented the 
Catholic Irish from rising as merchants and traders, 
even in New York. Yet, while there are Belfast 
names high up on the Atlantic side and in San 
Francisco, there are none from Cork, none from the 
southern counties. It would seem as though the 
true Irishman wants the perseverance to become a 
successful merchant, and thrives best at pure brain
work, or upon land. Three·fourths of the Irish in 
America remain in towns, losing the attachment to the 
soil which is the strongest characteristic of the Irish 
in Ireland, and finding no new home: disgusted at 
their exclusion in America from political life and 
power, it is these men who turn to Fenisnism as' a 
relief. Through drink, through gambling; and the 
other vices of homeless, thriftless men, they are soon 
reduced to beggary; and, moral as they are by 
nature, the Irish are nevertheless supplying America 
with that which she never before possessed - a 
criminal and pauper class. Of ten thousand people 
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sent to gaol each year in Massachusetts, six thousand 
are Irish born; in Chicago, out of the 3,598 con
victs of last year, only eighty-four were native-born 
.Americans. 

To the .Americans, Fenianism has many llllpect& 

The greater number hate the Irish, but sympathise 
profoundly with Ireland. Many are 80 desirous of 
seeing republicanism prevail throughout the world 
that they support the Irish republic in any way, 
except, indeed, by taking its paper-money, and look 
upon its establishment as a first step towards the 
erection of a free government that shall include 
England and Scotland as well. Some think the 
Fenians will burn the Capitol and rob the bahks; 
some regard them with satisfaction, or the reverse, 
from the religious point of view. One of the latter 
kind of lookers-on said to me: "I was glad to see 
the Fenian movement, not that I wish success to the 
Brotherhood as against you· English, but because I 
rejoice to see among Irishmen a powerful centre of 
resistance to the Catholic Church. We, in this 
country, were being delivered over, bound hand and 
foot, to the Roman Church. and these Fenians, by 
their power and their violence against the priests, 
have divided the Irish camp, and rescued ns." The 
unfortunate Can3!lians, for their part, a8k why they 
should be shot and robbed becaUl!e Britain mal
treats the Irish; but we must not forg(.-i; that the 
Fenian raid on Canada was an exact repetition, allllOB1; 
on the same ground, of the St. Alban's raid into the 
.American territory, during the rebellion. 
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The Fenians would be as absolutely without 
strell.gth in America as they are without credit 
were it not for the anti-British traditions of the 
Democratic party, and the rankling of the Alabama 
question, or rather of the remembrance of our general 
conduct during the rebellion, in the hearts of the 
Republicans. It' is impossible to spend much time 
in New England without becoming aware that the 
people of the six North·Eastern States love us from 
the heart. Nothing but this can explain the character 
of their feeling towards us on these Alabama claims. 
That we should refuse' an arbitration upon the whole 
question is to them inexplicable, and they grieve with 
wondering sorrow at our perversity. 

It is not here that the legal questioll need be 
raised; for observers of the present position of the 
Eng~h race it is enough that there exists between 
Britain and America a bar to perfect friendship-a 
ground for future quarr~-upon which we refuse to 
allow an all-embracing arbitration. We allege that 
we are the best judges of a certain portion of the 
case, that our dignity would be compromised by arbi
tration upcm these points; but such dignity must 
always be compromised by arbitration, for common 
friends are called in only when each party to 
the dispute has a case, in the justice of which 
his dignity is bound up. Arbitration is resorted 
to as a means of avoiding wars; and, dignity or 
no dignity, everything that can cause war is proper 
matter for arbitration. What even if some little 
dignity be lost by the. affair, in addition . to that 
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which has been lost already 1 No such laRS can be 
set against the frightful hurtfulness to the race and 
to the cause of freedom, of war between Britain 
and America. 

The question comes plainly enough to this point: 
we say we are right; America says we are wrong; 
they offer arbitration, which we refuse upon a point 
of etiquette-for on that ground we decline to refer 
to arbitration a point which to America appears 
essential. It looks to the world as though we offer 
to submit to the umpire chosen those points only 
on which we are already prepared to admit that we 
are in the wrong. America asks U8 to submit, as we 
should do in private life, the whole correspondence 
on which the quarrcl stands. Even if we, better in
structed in the precedents of interustional law than 
were the Americans, could not but be in the right, 
still, as we know that intelligent and able men in the 
United States think otherwis.e, and would fanG'Y their 
cause the just one in a war which might arise upon 
the difficulty, surely there is ground for arbitration. 
It would be to the eterusl disgrace of dvilization 
that we should set to work to (.'ut our brothers' 
throats upon a point of etiquette; and, by declining 
au the ground of honour to discU88 these claims, we 
are compromising that honour in the eyes of all 
the world. 

In democrades such as America or France, every 
dti.zen feels an insult to his country as an insult to 
himself. The Alabama question is in the mouth or 
in the heart-which is worse-of every American 
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who talks with an Englishman in England or 
America. 

.All nations commit, at times, the error of acting 
aa though they think that every people on earth, ex
cept themselves, are unanimous in their policy. N e
glecting the race distinctions and the claas distinc
tions which in England are added to the universal 
essential differences of minds, the Americans are 
convinced that, during the late war, we thought aa 
one man, and that, in this present matter of the 
Alahama claims, we stand out and act, aa a united' 
people. 

A New Yorker with whom I stayed at Quebec 
- a shrewd but kindly fellow - waa an odd 
instance of the American incapacity to under
stand the British nation, which almost equals our 
own ~ability to comprehend America. Kind and 
hospitable to me, aa is any American to every 
Englishman in all times and places, he detested 
British policy, and obstinately refused to see that 
there is an England larger than Downing Street, a 
nation outside Pall Mall. "England waa with the 
rebels throughout the war."" Excuse me; our ruling 
classes were so, perhaps, but our rulers don't represent 
us any more than your 39th Congress represents 
George Washington." In America, where Congress 
does fairly represent the nation, and where there has 
never been less than a quarter of the body favour
able to any policy which half the nation supported, 

. men cannot understand that there should exist a 
country which thinks one way, but, through her 
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rulers, speaks another. We may disown the national 
policy, but we suffer for it. 

The hospitality to any Englishman of the American 
England-hater is extraordinary. An old Southerner 
in Richmond said to me, in a breath: "I'd go and 
live in England if I didn't hate it 88 I do. England, 
sir, betrayed us in the most scoundrelly way-talked 
of sympathy with the South, and stood by to see 
us swallowed up. I kate England, sir! Come and 
stay a week with me at my place in -- county. 
Going South to-day 1 Well, then, you return this 
way next week. Come then I Come on Saturday 
week." 

When we ask, .. Why do you press the Alabama 
claims against us, and not the Florida, the Georgia, and 
the Rappahannock claims against the French 1" the 
answer is: "Because we don't care about the French, 
and what they do and think; besides, we owe them 
some courtesy after bundling them out of Mexico in 
the way we did." But in truth there is amongst 
Americans an exaggerated estimate of .the offensive 
powers of Great Britain; and such is the jealousy of 
young nations, that this exaggeration becomes, of itilelf, 
a cause of danger. Were the Americans as fully 
convinced. as we ourselves are, of OUl' total incapacity 
to carry on a land-war with the United States on the 
western side of the A tlantic, the bolder spirit/! among 
them would cease to feel themselves under an assumed 
necessity to show ns our own weakness and their 
own strength. 

The chief reason why America finds much to offend 
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her in our conduct is, that she cares for the opinion 
of no other people than the English. America, be
fore the terrible blow to her confidence and love that 
our conduct during the rebellion gave, used morally 
to lean on England. Happily for herself, she is now 
emancipated from the mental thraldom; but she still 
yearns towards our kindly friendship .. A Napoleonic 
senator harangues, a French paper d~claims, against 
America and Americans; who cares 1 But a TimeS 
leader, or a speech in Parliament from a minister of the 
Crown, cuts to the heart, wounding terribly. A nation, 
like an individual, never quarrels with a stranger; 
there must be love at bottom for even querulousness 
to arise. While I was in Boston, one of the foremost 
writers of America said to me in conversation: " I 
have no son, but I had a nephew of my own ;name; 
a grand fellow; young, handsome, winning in his 
ways, full of family affectiozi"s, an ardent student. He 
felt it his duty to go to the front as a private in one 
of our regiments of Massachusetts volunteers, and was 
promoted for bravery to a captaincy. All of us here 
looked on him as a New England Philip Sidney, the 
type of all that was manly, chivalrous and noble. The 
very day that I received news of his being killed in 
leading his company against a regiment, I was forced 

• by my duties here to read a leader in one of your 
chief papers upon the officering of our army, in which 
it was more than hinted that our troops consisted 
of German cut-throats and pot-house Irish, led by 
sharpers and broken politicians. Can you wonder at 
my being bitted" 

VOL. I. x 
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That there must be in America a profound feeling of 
affection for our country is shown by the avoidance 
of war when we recognised the rebels as belligerents ; 
lind, again, at the time of the "Trent" affair, when 
the surface cry was overwhelmingly for battle, and 
the Cabinet only able to tide it over by pro
mising the West war ~ith England as BOon a.~ 

the rebellion was put down. "One war at a time, 
gentlemen," said Lincoln. The man who, of all ill 
America, had most to lose by war with England, said 
to me of the .. Trent" affair; "I was written to by 
C-- to do all I could for peace. I wrote him back 
that if our Attorney-General decided that our seizure 
of the men was lawful, I would spend my last 
dvllar in the cause." 

The Americans, everywhere affectionate towards 
the individual Englishman, make no secret of their 
feeling that the first advances towards a renewal of 
the national friendship ought to come from us. They 
might remind us that our Maori subjects have a pro
-nrL, .. Let friends settle their disputes as mends." 
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CHAPTER XXVIII. 

AMERICA. . 

WE are coasting again, gliding through calm blue 
waters, watehing the dolphins as they play, and the 
boobies as they fly stroke and stroke With the paddles 
of the ship. On the right, mountains rise through 
the warm misty air, and form a long towering line 
upon the upper skies. Hanging high above us are 
the Volcano of Fire and that of Water-twin menacers 
of Guatemala City. In the sixteenth century, the· 
water-mountain drowned it; in the eighteenth, it was 
burnt by the fire-hill. Since then, the city has been 
shaken to pieces by earthquakes, imd of sixty 
thousand men and women, hardly one escaped. 
Down the valley, between the peaks, we have 
through the mahogany grove!! an exquisite distant 
view towards the city. Once more passing on, we 
get peeps, now of West Honduras, and now of the 
island coffee plantations of Costa Rica. The heat is 
terrible. It was just here, if we are to believe 
Drake, that he feU in with a shower so hot and 
scalding, that each drop burnt its hole through his 
men's clothes as they hung up to dry. .. Steep 
stories," it is clear, were known before the planta
tion of America. 

x 2 
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Now that the time has come for a leave-taking of 
the continent, we can begin to reHect upon facts 
gleaned during visits to twenty-nine of the forty
five territories and states-twenty-nine empires the 
size of Spain. 

A man may see American countries, from the pine
'wastes of Maine to the slopes of the Sicrra ; may talk 
with American men and women, from the sober citi
zens of Boston to digger Indians in California; may 
eat of American dishes, from jerked buffalo in Colo
rado to clambakes on the shores near Salcmj and yet, 
from the time he first "smells the molasses" at 
Nantucket light-ship to the moment when the pilot 
quits him at the Golden Gate, may have no idea of 
an America. You may have seen the Eaat, the 
South, the West, the Pacific States, and yet have 
failed to find America. It is not till you have left 
het'shores that her image grows up in the mind. 

The first thing that strikes the Englishman just 
landed in New ~ork is the apparent Latinization of 
the English in America; but before he leaves the 
country, he comes to see that this is at most a local 
fact, and that the true moral of America is the vigour 
of the English race-the defeat of the cheaper by the 
dearer peoples, the victory of the man whose food 
costs four shillings a day over the man whose food 
costs four pence. Excluding the Atlantic cities,' the 
English in America are absorbing the Germans and 
the Celts, destroying the Red Indians, and checking 
the advance of the Chinese. 

The Saxon is the only extirpating race on earth. 
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Up to the commencement of the now inevitable 
destruction of the Red Indians of Central North 
America, of the Maories, and of the Australians by 
the English colonists, no numerous race had ever been 
blotted out by an invader. The Danes and Saxons 
amalgamated with the Britons, the Goths and Bur
gundians . with the Gauls: the Spaniards not only 
never annihilated a people, but have themselves been 
all but completely expelled by the Indians, in Mexico 
and South America. The Portuguese in Ceylon, the 
Dutch in Java, the French in Canada and Algeria, 
have conquered but not killed off the native peoples. 
Hitherto it has been nature's rule, that the race. that 
peopled a country in the earliest historic days should 
people it to the end of time. The American problem 
is this: Does the law, in a modified shape, hold good, 
in spitjl of the destruction of the native population ~ 
Is it true that the negroes, now that they are free, 
are commencing slowly to die out 1 that the New 
Englanders are dying fast, and their places being 
supplied by immigrants ~ Can the English in 
America, in the long run, survive the common fate 
of all migrating races 1 Is. it true that, if the 

. American settlers continue to exist, it will be at 
the price of being no longer English, but Red 
Indian 1 It is certain that the English families 
long in the land have the features of the extirpated 

. race; on the other hand, in the negroes there is at 
present no trace of any change, save in their becoming 
dark brown instead of black. 

The Maories-an immigrant r~ce-were dying off 
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in New Zealand when we landed there. The Th·cl 
Indians of Mexico-another immigrant people-hacl 
themselves undergone decline, numerical anel morul, 
when we first became acquainted with them. Are 
we English in turn to degenerate abroad, under 
pressure of a great natural law forl)idding change? 
It is easy to say that the English in Old England 
are not a native but an immigrant race; that t1If'Y 
show no symptoms of decline. There, however, tLe 
change was slight, the distance short, the difference 
of climate small. 

The rapidity of the disappearance of physical type 
is equalled at least, if not exccr.ded, by that of the 
total alteration of the moral characteristics of the 
immigrant raccs-the entire destrnction of eccen
tricity, in short. The change that comes over those 
among the Irish who do not remain in the great 
towns is not greater than that which overtakes tLe 
English handworker .• , of whom some thousands reach 
America each year. Gradually scttling do\\n on 
land, and finding themselves lost in a sea of intel
ligence, and freed from the inspiring obstacles of 
antiquated institutions and class prejudice, the 
English handicraftsman, ceasing to be roui!ed t!> 
aggressive Radicalism by the opposition of sinister 
interests, merges into the contented homestead settler. 
or adventurous back woodsman. Greater even than 
this revolution of character is that which faIls upon 
the Celt. Not only iB it a fact known alike to l,hy
Biologists and statisticians, tLat the ehildren of lri~h 
parente born. in America are, physically, not Imh. 
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but Americans, but the like is trne of the moral 
type: the change in this is at least as sweeping. 
The son of Fenian Pat and bright-eyed Biddy is the 
normal gaunt American, quick of thought, but slow 
of speech, whom we have begun to recognise as 
the latest product of the Saxon race, when housed 
upon the Western. prairies, or ,in the pine-woods of 
New England. 

For the moral change in the British workman it 
is not difficult to account: the man who will leave 
country, home, and friends, to seek new fortunes in 
America, is essentially not an ordinary man. As 
a rule, he is above the average in intelligence, or, if 
defective in this point, he makes up for lack of wit 
by the possession of concentrativeness and energy. 
Such a man will have pushed himself to the front 
in his. club, his union, or his shop, before he emi
grateR. In England, he is somebody; in America, 
he finds all hands contented, or, if not this, at all 
events too busy to complain of such ills as they 
profess to labour under. Among contented men, 
his equals both in intelligence and ambition, in a 
country of perfect freedom of speech, of manners, of 
laws, and of society, the occupation of his mind i~ 

gone, and he comes to think himself what others 
seem to think him-a nobody; a man who no 
longer is a living force. He settles upon land; 
ant! when the world knows him no more, his 
children are happy corn-growers in his stead. 

The shape of North America makes the existence 
of di~inct peoples within her limit.! almost impossible. 
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An upturned bowl, with a mountain-rim, from which 
the streams run inward towards the centre, she must 
fuse together all the races that settle within her 
borders, and the fusion must now be in an EngliHh 
mould. 

There are homogeneous foreign populations in 
several portions of the United States; not only the 
Irish and Chinese, at whose pro~pects we have already 
glanced, but also Germans in PennHylvania, SpaniHh 
in Florida, French in LouiHiana and at Sault de 
S~ Marie. In Wisconsin there iH a Norwegian 
population, of over a hundred thousand, retaining 
their own language and their own- architecture, and 
presenting the appearance of a tough mOrHel for the 
EngliHh to digest; at the same time, the Swedes 
were the first settlers of Delaware and New Jersey, 
and there they have diHappeared. 

:Milwaukee iH a Norwegian town. The houses are 
narrow and high, the windows many, with . cular 
tops ornamented in wood or dark-brown smne, a a 
heavy wooden cornice crowns the front. The churche 
have the wooden bulb and spire which are charac
teristic of the Scandinavian public buildings. The 
Norwegians will not mix with other races, and 
invariably flock to sI!Ots where there is already a 
large population speaking their own tongue. Those 
who enter Canada generally become diHsatumf:d with 
the country, and pass on into Wiseonsin, or Min
nesota, but the Canadian Government has now under 
its colli!ideration a plan for founding a Norwegian 
colony on Lake Huron. The numl..ers of this people 
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all: • • ;l1Nh are not so great as to melt lmporlanto -01:11, 
whether they will ever merge into th ,~J 
population. Analogy would lead us to expe~~f 
they will be absorbed; their existence is not histonc , 
like that of the French in Lower Canada. 

From Burlington, in Iowa, I had visited a spot 
the history of which is typical of the development 
of America-Nauvoo. Founded in 1840 by Joe 
Smith, the Mormon city stood upon a bluff over
hanging the Des Moines rapids of the Mississippi, 
presenting on the land side the aspect of a gentle, 
graceful slope surmounted by a plain. After the 
fanatical pioneers of English civilization had been 
driven from the city, and their temple burnt, there 
came Cabet's lcarian band, who tried to found a 
new France in the desert; but in 1856 the leader 
died, • and his people dispersed themselves about 
the states of Iowa and Missouri. Next came the 
English settlers, active, thriving, regardless of tra
dition, and Nauvoo is entering on a new life as the 
capital of a wine-growing country. I found Cabet 
and the Mormons alike forgotten. The ruins of the 
temple have disappeared, and the huge stones have 
been used up in cellars; built to contain the Hock 
-a pleasant wine, like Zeltinger. 

The bearing upon religion of the gradual destruction 
of race is of great moment to the world. Christianity 
will gain by the change; but which of its many 
branches will receive support is a que,tion which 
only admits of an imperfect answer. Arguing 
a pw/i, we should expect to find that, on the one 
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hana, a tcndency towards unity would manifest itself, 
taking the shape, perhaps, of a gain of strength by 
the Catholic and Anglican Churches; on the other 
lland, there would be a contrary and still strong"r 
tendency towards an infinite multiplication of bclicfH, 
till millions of men and women would become each of 
them his own Church. Coming to the actnal CIL'WS 

in which we can trace the tendencies that commentc 
to manifest tllemselves, we find that in America the 
Anglican Church is gaining ground, especially on the 
Pacific side, and that the Catholics do not scem to 
meet with any such success as we sllould have looked 
for; retaining, indeed, their hold over the J riilh 
women and a portion of the men, and having their 
h istorie French branclles in Louisiana and in CalJa(la, 
lmt not, unless it be in the cities of New York an,l 
Philadelphia, making much way among the EngliHll. 

Between San Francisco and Chicago, f(ir rcligion~ 

purposes the mO!Jt cosmopolitan of I·itks, we hal''' 
to draw distinctions. In the Pacific city, tIle diil
turbing cause is the presence of New Yorkers; in 
the metropolia of the North-We~tem States, it i. .. 
the dominance of New England ideas: still, WI' 

shall find no two cities 81) free from local colour, 
and from the influence of race. The result of au 
e.l3mination is not encouraging: in both cities tkre 
is much external show in the shape of churd! 
attendance; in neither docs religion strike it~ rooL; 
deeply into the hearts of the dtizcn.~, exttI,t SI) f."ll· 

as it is alien and imported. 
The Spiritnalist and t'nitarian Churches are both uf 
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them in Chicago extremely strong: they support news
papers and periodicals of their own, and are led by men 
of remarkable ability and energy, but they are not the 
less Cambridge Unitarianism, Boston Spiritualism; 
there is nothing of the North-West about them. In 
San Francisco, on the other hand, Anglicanism is 
prospering, but it is N ew York Episcopalianism; 
sustained by immigrants and money from the East; 
in no sense is it a Californian Church. 

Throughout America the multiplication of Churches 
is rapid, but, among the native-born Americans, Super
naturalism is advancing with great strides. The 
Sbakers are strong in thought, the Spiritualists in 
wealth and numbers; Communism gains ground, but 
not Polygamy-the Mormon is a purely European 
Church. 

Tbere is just now progressing in America a great 
movement, headed by the "Radical Unitarians," 
towards "free religion," or Church without Creed. 
The leaders deny that there is sufficient security for 
the spread of religion in each man's ~dividual action; 
they desire collective work by all free·thinkers and 
liberal religionists in the direction of truth and 
purity of life. Christianity is higher than dogma, 
we are told: there is no way out of infinite multi
plication of creeds but by their total extirpation. 
Oneness of purpose and a common love for truth 
form the members' only tie. Elder FreJerick Evans 
said to me: "All truth forms part of Shnkerism;" 
but these free religionists assure us that in all truth. 
cOllsistR their sole religion. 
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The distinctive feature of these American philo
sophical and religious systems is their gigantic width: 
for instance, every human being who admits that 
disembodied spirits may in any way hold intercourse 
with dwellers upon earth, whatever else he may 
believe or disbelieve, is claimed by the Spiritualists 
lIS a member of their Church. They tell us that by 
"Spiritualism they understand whatever bears rela
tion to spirit;" their system embraces all existence, 
brute, human, and divine; in fact, "the real man is a 
spirit." According to these ardent proselytizers, every 
poet, every man with a grain of imagination in 
his nature, is a "Spiritualist." They claim Plato, 
Socrates, Milton, Shakespeare, Washington Irving, 
Charles Dickens, Luther, Melancthon, Paul, Stephen, 
the whole of the Hebrew prophets, Homer, and John 
Wesley, among the members of their Church. They 
have lately canonized new saints: St. Confucius, St. 
Theodore (parker), 8t. Ralph (Waldo Emerson), St. 
Emma (Hardinge), all figure in their calendar. It is 
a noteworthy fact that the saints are mostly resident 
in New England. 

The tracts published at the Spiritual Clarion 
office, Auburn, New York, put forward Spiritualism as 
a religion which is to stand towards existing Churches 
as did Christianity towards Judaism, and annonnce a 
new dispensation to the peoples of the earth "who 
have sown their wild oats in Christianity," but they 
spell supersede with a "c." 

This strange religion has long since left behind the 
rappings and table-turnings in which it took its birth. 
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The secret of its success is that it supplies to every 
man the satisfaction of the universal craving for the 
supernatural, in any form in which he will receive 
it. The Spiritualists claim. two millions of active 
believers and five million" favourers" in America. 

The presence of a large German population. is thought 
by some to have an important bearing on the religious 
future of America, but the Germans have hitherto 
kept themselves apart from the intellectual progress of 
the nation. They for the most part withdraw from 
towns, and, retaining their . language and supporting 
local papers of their own, live out of the world of 
American literature, politics, and thought, taking, 
however, at rare intervals, a patriotic part in national 
affairs, as was notably the case at the time of the 
late rebellion. Living thus by themselves, they have 
even less influence upon American religious thought 
than have the Irish, who, speaking the English tongue 
and dwelling almost exclusively in towns, are brought 
more into contact with the daily life of the republic. 
The Germans in America are in the main pure ma
terialists under a certain show of deism, but hitherto 
there has been no alliance between them and the 
powerful Chicago Radical Unitarians, difference of 
language having thus far proved a bar to the forma- . 
tion of a league which would otherwise have been 
inevitable. 

On the whole, it would seem that for the moment 
religious prospects are not bright; the tendency is 
rather towards intense and unheathily-developed 
feeling in the few, and subscription to some one 
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of the Episcopalian Churches-Catholic, Angliemt, 
or Methodi.st---among the many, coupled with renl 
indifference. Neither the tendency to unity of 
creeds nor that towards infinite multiplication of 
IJcliefs has yet made that progress which alJslra(:t 
speculation would have led us to expect. So far a.~ 

we can judge from the few facts before us, there is 
much likelihood that multiplication will in the future 
prove too strong for unity. 

After '0.11, there is not in America a greater wonder 
than the Englishman himself, for it is to this contilll'llt 
that you must come to find him in full pOSSl'flsion 
of his powers. Two hundred and fifty millions of 
people speak or are ruled by those who speak the 
English tongue, and inhabit a third of the hahitable 
globe; but, at the present rate of increase, in sixty 
years there will be two hundred and fifty millious 
of Englishmen dwelling in the United States alone. 
America has somewhat grown since the time when 
it was gravely proposed to call her Alleghania, after 
a chain of mountains which, looking from this western 
side, may be said to skirt her eastern border, and 
the loftiest peaks of whieh are but half the height 
of the very passes of the Rocky Mountains. 

America is becoming, not English merely, but ,,·orId· 
embracing in the variety of its type; and, as the 
English element has given language and history to 
that land, America offers the English race the moral 
directorship of the globe, by ruling mankind through 
Saxon institutions and the English tongue. Through 
A merica, England is speaking to the world. 



PART II. 

POLYNESIA. 



CHAPTER I. 

PITCAIRN ISLAND. 

PANAMA. is a picturesque time-worn Spanish city, that 
rises abruptly from the sea in a confused pile of 
decaying bastions and decayed cathedrals, while a 
dense jungle of mangrove and bamboo threatens to 
bury it in rich greenery. The forest is filled with 
baboons and lizards of gigantic size, and is gay with 
the bright plumage of the toucans and macaws, while, 
within the walls, every hou!!Ctop bears its living load 
of hideous turkey-buzzards, foul-winged and bloodshot
eyed. 

It was the rainy season (which here, indeed, lasts 
for three-q~arters of the year), and each day wa!;l 
an alternation of shower-bath, and vapour-bath with 
sickly sun. On the first night of my stay, there 'Was 
a lunar rainbow, which I went on to the roof of the 
hotel to watch. The misty sky was white with the 
reflected light of the hidden moon, which was obscured 
by an inky cloud, that seemed a tunnel through the 
heavens. In a few minutes J was driven from my 
post by the tropical rain. 

At the railway station, I parted from my Californian 
friends, who were bound for Aspinwall, and thence by 
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steamer to New York. A stranger scene it has not 
often been my fortune to behold. There cannot have 
been less than a thousand natives, wearing enormous 
hats and little else, and selling everything, from linen 
suits to tbe last French novel. A tame jaguar, a 
pelican, parrots, monkeys, pearls, shells, flowers, green 
cocoa-nuts and turtles, mangoes and wild dogs, were 
among the things for sale. The station was guarded 
by the army of the Republic of New Granada, con
sisting of five officers, a bugler, a drummer, and 
nineteen men. Six of the men wore red trOUBCrs and 
dirty shirts for uniform; the rcst dressed as they 
pleased, which was gcnerally in Adamic style. Not 
even the officers had shoes; and of the twenty-one 
men, one was a fnll-blooded Indian, some ten were 
negroes, and the remainder nondescripts, but among 
them was of course an Irishman from Cork or Kil
kenny. After the train had started, the troops formed, 
and marched briskly through the town, the drummer 
trotting along some twenty yards before the company, 
French-fashion, and beating the retraite. The French 
invalids from Acapulco, who were awaiting in Panama 
the arrival of an Imperial frigate at Aspinwall, stood 
in the streets to see the New GranMan8 P888, twirling 
their moustaches, and smiling grimly. One old dmm
major, lean and Torn with fever, turned to me, and, 
shrug.,oing his shoulders, pointed to his side: the 
Granadans had their bayonets tied on with string. 

1\-'bether Panama will continue to hold its present 
position as the "gate of the Pacific" is somewhat 
doubtful: Nicaragua offers greater advantages to the 
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English, Tehuantepec to the American traders. The 
Gulf of Panama and the ocean for a great distance to 
the westward from its mouth are notorious for their 
freedom from all breezes; the gulf lies, indeed, in the 
equatorial belt of calms, and sailing-vessels ean never 
make much use of the port of Panama. Aspinwall 
or Colon, on the Atlantic side, has no true port what
ever. As long, however, as the question is merely 
one of railroad and steamship traffic, Panama may 
hold its own against the other isthmus cities; but 
when the canal is cut, the selected spot must be 
one that shall be beyond the reach of calms-in 
Nicaragua or Mexico. 

From Panama I sailed in one of the ships of the 
new Colonial Line, for Wellington, in New Zealand
the longest steam-voyage in the world. Our course 
was to be a "great circle" to Pitcairn Island, and 
another great circle thence to Cape Palliser, near 
Wellington-a distance in all of some 6,600 miles; 
but our actual course was nearer 7,000. When off 
the Galapagos Islands, we met the cold southerly 
wind and water, known as the Chilian current, and 
crossed the equator in a breeze which forced us all 
to wear great-coats, and to dream that, instead of 
entering the southern hemisphere, we had come by 
mistake within the arctic circle. 

After traversing lonely and hitherto unknown seas 
and looking in vain for a new guano island, on the 
sixteenth day we worked out the ship's position at 
noon with more than usual care, if that were possible, 
and found that in four hours we ought to be at 

y 2 
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Pitcairn Island. At half-past two o'clock, land was 
sighted right ahead; and by four o'clock, we were 
in the bay, such as it is, at Pitcairn. 

Although at sea there was a calm, the surf from the 
ground-swell beat heavily upon the shore, and we 
were fain to content ourselves with the view of the 
island from our decks. It consists of a.single volcanic 
peak, hung with an arras of green creeping plants, 
passion-flowers, and trumpet-vines. As for the pcople, 
they came off to us dancing over the seas in thcir 
canoes, and bringing us green oranges and bananas, 
while a huge Union Jack was run up on their flag
staff by those who remained on shore. 

As the first man came on deck, he rushed to the 
captain, and, shaking hands violently, cried, in pure 
English, entirely free from accent, "How do you do, 
captain 1 How's Victoria 1" There was no disrespect 
in the omission of the title "Queen;" the question 
seemed to come from the heart. The bright-eyed 
lads, Adams and Young, descendants of the Bounty 
mutineers, who had been the first to climb our sides, 
announced the coming of Moses Young, the "magis
trate" of the isle, who presently boarded us in state. 
He was a grave and gentlemanly man, English in 
appearance, but somewhat slightly bnilt. as were, 
indeed, the lads. The magi&trate came off to lay 
before the captain the facts relating to a fend which 
exists between two parties of the islanders, and upon 
which they require arbitration. He had been under 
the impression that we were a man-of-war, as we had 
fired two guns on entering the bay, and being received 
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by our officers, who wore the cap of the Naval Eeserve, 
he continued in the belief till the captain explained 
what the "Rakaia" was, and why she had called 
at Pitcairn. 

The case which the captain was to have heard 
judicially was laid before us for our advice while 
the flues of the ship were being cleaned. When the 
British Government removed the Pitcairn Islanders to 
Norfolk Island, no return to the old home was con
templated, but the indolent half-castes found the task 
of keeping the Norfolk Island convic.t roads in good 
repair one heavier than they cared to perform, and 
fifty-two of them have lately come back to Pitcairn .. 
A widow who returned with· the others claims a 
third of the whole island as having been the pro
perty of her late husband, and is supported in her 
demand by half the islanders, while Moses Young 
and the remainder of the people admit the facts, 
but assert that the desertion of the island was 
complete, and operated as an entire abandonment 
of titles, which the re-occupation cannot revive. 
The success of the woman's claim, they say, would 
be the destruction of the prosperity· of Pitcairn. 

The case would be an extremely curious one if it 
had to be decided upon legal grounds, for it would 
raise complicated questions both on the nature of 
British citizenship, and the character of the "occu
pation" title; but it is probable that the islanders 
will abide by the decision of the Governor of New 
South Wales, to which colony they consider them
selves in some degree attached. 
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When we had drawn up a case to be submitted to 
Sir John Young, our captain made a commercial 
treaty with the magistrate, who agreed to supply the 
ships of the new line, whenever daylight allowed them 
to call at Pitcairn, with oranges, bananas, ducks, 
and fowls, for which he was to receive cloth and 
tobacco in exchange, tobacco being the money of the 
Polynesian Archipelago. Mr. Young told us that his 
people had thirty sheep, which were owned by each 
of the families in turn, the household taking care of 
them, and receiving the profits, for one year. Water, 
he said, sometimes falls short in the island, but they 
then make use of the juice of the green cocoa-nut. 
Their school is excellent; all the children can read 
and write, and in the election of magistrates they have 
female suffrage. 

When we went on deck again to talk to the 
younger men, Adams asked us a new question: "Have 
you a Sunday at Home, or a British Workman r 
Our books and papers having been ransacked, Moses 
Young prepared to leave the ship, taking with him 
presents from the stores. Besides the cloth, tob-decO, 
hats, and linen, there was a bottle of brandy; given 
for medicine, as the islanders are stri<:t teetotallers. 
While Young held the bottle in his hand, afraid to 
trust the lads with it, Adams read the label and cried 
out, " Brandy 1 How much for a dose 1 ... Oh, yes I 
all right-I know: it's good for the women 1" When 
they at last left the ship' s side, one of the can0C8 
was filled with a crinoline and blue silk dress (or lIra . 

. Young, and another with a . red-and-brown tartan (or 
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Mrs. Adams, both given by lady passengers, while the 
lads went ashore in dust-coats and smoking-caps. 

Now that the French, with their singular habit of 
everywhere annexing countries which other colonizing 
nations have rejected, are rapidly occupying all the 
Polynesian groups except the only ones that are of 
value-namely, the Sandwich Islands and New 
Zealand--'.Pitcairn becomes of some interest as a 
solitary British post on the very border of the French 
dominions, and it has for us the stronger claim to 
notice which is raised by the fact that it has figured 
for the last few years on the wrong side of our 
British budget. 

AB we stood out from the bay into the lonely seas, 
the island peak showed a black outline against a 
pale-green sky, but in the west the heavy clouds that 
in the Pacific never fail to cumber the horizon were 
glowing with a crimson cast by the now-set sun, and 
the dancing wavelets were tinted with reflected hues. 

The "scarlet shp,fts," which poets have ascribed to 
the tropical sunrise, are common at sunset in the 
South Pacific. Almost every night the reclining 
sun, sinking behind the clouds, 'throws rays across 
the sky-not yellow, as in Europe and America, 
but red or rosy pink. On the night after leaving 
Pitcairn, I saw a still grander effect of light and 
colour. The sun had set, and in the west the clear 
greenish sky was hidden by pitch-black thunder
clouds. Through these were crimson caves. 

On the twenty-ninth day of our voyage, we sighted 
the frowning cliffs of Palliser, where the bold bluff, 
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coming sheer down three thousand feet, receives the 
full shock of the South Seas-a fitting introduction 
to the grand scenery of New Zealand; and within a 
few hours we were running up the great sea-lake 
of Port Nicholson towards long lines of steamers at 
a wharf, behind which were the cottages of Wellington, 
the capital 

To me, coming from San Francisco and the Ne
vadan towns, Wellington appeared very English and 
extremely quiet; the town is sunny and still, but 
with a holiday look; indeed, I could not help tant'Y
ing that it was Sunday. A certain haziness as to 
what was the day of the week prevailed among the 
passengers and crew, for we had arrived upon our 
Wednesday, the New Zealand Thursday, and so, 
without losing an hour, lost a day, which, unless by 
going round the world the other way, can never be 
regained. The bright colours of the painted wooden 
houses, the clear air, the rose-beds, and the emerald
green grass, are the true cause of the holiday look 
of the New Zealand towns, and Wellington is the 
gayest of them all; for, owing to the frequency of 
earthquakes, the townsfolk are not allowed to build 
in brick or stone. The natives say that once in every 
month "Ruaimoko turns himseH;" and sad things 
follow to the shaken earth. 

It was now November, the New Zealand spring, 
and the outskirts of Wellin"uton were gay with the 
cherry-trees in full fruiting and English dog-roses 
in full bloom, while on every road-side bank the 
gorse blazed in its coat of yellow; there was, too, 
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to me, a singular charm in the bright green turf, 
after the tawny gra.ss of California. 
, Without making a long halt, I started for the South 
Island, first steaming across Cook's Straits, and up 
Queen Charlotte Sound to Picton, and then through 
the French Pass-a narrow passage filled with fearful 
whirlpools-to Nelson, a gem-like little Cornish 
village. After a day's "cattle-branding" with an 
old college friend at his farm in the valley of the 
Maitai, I sailed again for the South, laying for a 
night in Massacre Bay, to avoid the worst of a 
tremendous gale, and then coasting down. to The 
Buller and Hokitika-the new gold-fields of the 
colonies. 
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CHAPTER II. 

BOIUTl1tA.. 

PuCED in the very track of stonna. and OI.en to the 
sweep of rolling seas from every quarter, e~po&:d to 
Taves that run from pole to pole, or from South 
Africa to Cape Hom, the shores of Xew Zealand ~ 
famed for swell and surf, and her .-estern riyers for 
the danger of their bam. In.mranees at lIelboume 
are five times as high for the voyage to Hokitika as 
for the Ion.,uer emise to Brubane. 

In our little steamer of • hundred toIl.i!, built to 

eross the bars, we had lea(:hed the mouth of the 
Hokitika river soon after dark, but lay all night some 
ten miles to the south-we..-t of the port. .Aa we 
steamed in the early morning from our anchorage, 
there rose up on the east the finest I!UlIJi.se view on 
.-hich it has heen my fortune to lid eyes. 

A hundred miles of the Southern Alps stood out 
upon • pale-l.lue 51-,- in euT\"es of a gloomy .-hite 
that nre juat beginning to 1111!!h with pink, but ended 
to the sourllward in a {-one of fire that stood up from 
the ocean: it was the SIlow-dome or llount C<>ok 
strock by the rising sun. The evergreen 1U!!h, flaming 
with the crimeoo of the rata-1loome, hung upon the 
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mountain-side, and covered the plain to the very 
margin of the narrow sands with a dense jungle. It 
was one of those sights that haunt men for years, like 
the eyes of Mary in Bellini's Milan picture. 

On the bar, three ranks of waves appeared to stand 
fixed in walls of surf. These huge rollers are sad 
destroyers of the New Zealand coasting-ships: a 
stesmer was lost here a week before my visit, and the 
harbour-master's whale-boat dashed in pieces, and two 
men drowned. 

Lashing everything that was on deck, and battening. 
down the hatches in case we should ground in crossing, 
we prepared to run the gauntlet. The steamers often 
ground for an instant while in the trough between 
the waves, and the second sea sweeps them from 
stem to stern, but carries them into the still water. 
Watching our time, we were borne on a great 
rolling white-capped wave into the quiet lakelet that 
forms the harbour, just as the sun, coming slowly up 
behind the range, was firing the Alps from north to 
south; but it was not till we had lain some minutes 
at the wharf that the sun rose to us poor mortals of 
the sea and plain. Hokitika Bay is strangely like the 
lower portion of the Lago Maggiore, but Mount Rosa 
is inferior to Mount Cook. 

As I walked up from the quay to the town, looking 
for the "Empire" Hotel, which I had heard was the 
best in Hokitika, I spied a boy carrying a bundle of 
some newspaper. It was the early edition for the up
country coaches, but I asked if he could spare me a 
copy. He put one into my hand. "How much?" I 
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asked. .. A snapper." "A snapper?" .. Ay-a tizzy." 
UndetIJtanding this more familiar term, I gave him 
a shilling. Instead of "change," he cocked up his 
knee, slapt the shilling down on it, and said " Czy ! " 
I accordingly cried "Woman I" and won, he loyally 
returning the coin, and walking off ·minus a paper. 

When I reached that particular gin-palace which 
was known as the hotel, I found that all the rooIU8 
were occupied, but that I could, if I pleased, lie down 
on a deal side-table in the billiard-room. In our 
voyage down the coast from Nelson, we had brought 
for The Buller and for Hokitika a eabin full of cut 
flowers for bouquets, of which the diggers are extremely 
fond. The fact wits pretty enough: the store set upon 
a single rose-" an English rosebud" -culled from a 
plant that had been brought from the old countzy in a 
clipper ship, was still more touching, but the flowers 
made sleep below imposaible, and it had been blowing 
too hard for me to sleep on deck, 80 that I was glad to 
lie down upon my table for an hour's rest. The boards 
were rough and full of cracks, and I began to dream 
that, walking on the Janding-stage; I ran against a 
man, who drew his revolver upon me. In wrench
ing it from him, I hurt my .hand in the lock, and 
woke to find my fingers pinched in one of the chinks 
of the long table. Despairing of further sleep, I 
started to walk through Hokitika, and to explore 
the "clearings" which the settlers are making in 
the bush. 

At Pakihi and The Buller, J had already seen the 
places to which the latest gold-digging "rush" had 
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taken place, with the result of planting there some 
thousands of men with nothing to· eat but gold-for 
diggers, however shrewd, fall always an easy prey to 
those who tell them of spots where gold may be' had 
for the digging, and never stop to think how they shall 
live. No attempt is at present made to grow even 
vegetables for the diggers' food: every one is engrossed 
in the search for gold. It is true that the dense jungle 
is being driven back from the diggers' camps by fire 
and sword, but the clearing is only made togive room 
for tents and houses. At The Buller, I had found the 
forest, which comes down at present to the water's 
edge, and crowds· upon the twenty shanties and hundred 
tents and boweries which form the town, smoking with 
fires ,on every side, and the P8.Q"ots chattering with 
fright. The fires obstinately refused to spread, but 
the ~ll feathery trees were falling fast under the axes 
of some hundred diggers, who seemed not to have 
mueh romantic sympathy for the sufferings of the 
tree-ferns they had uprooted, or of the passion-flowers 
they were tearing from the evergreens they had 
embraced. 

The soil about The Fox, The Buller, The Okitiki, 
and the other west-coast rivers on which gold is found, 
is a black leaf-mould of extraordinary depth and rich
ness; but in New Zealand, as in America, the poor 
lands are first occupied by the settlers, because the 
fat soils will pay for the clearing ouly when there is 
already a considerable population on the land. On 
this west coast it rains nearly all the year, and 
vegetation has such power, that "rainy Hokitika" 
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must long continue to be fed from ChriRtchurch and 
from Nelson, for it is as hard to keep the land clear 
as it is at the first to clear it. 

The profits realized upon ventures from Nelson to 
the Gold Coast are enormous; nothing lcss than fifty 
per cent. will compensate the owners for losses on 
the bars. The first cattle imported from Nelson to 
The Buller fetched at the latter place double the priee 
they had cost only two days earlier. One result of 
this maritime usury that was told me by thc steward 
of the steamer in which I eame down from Nclson is 
worth recording for the benefit of the Economists. They 
had on board, he said, a stock of spirits, sufficient for 
several trips, but they altered their prices according to 
locality; from Nelson to The Buller, they charged 6d. 
a drink, but, once in the river, the price rose to la., 
at which it remained until the ship left port upon 
her return to Nelson, when it fell again to 6d. A 
drover coming down in charge of eattle was a great 
friend of this steward, and the latter confirmed the 
story which he had told me by waking the drover 
when we were oft" The Buller bar: "Say, mister, if 
YOli want a drink, you'd better take it. It'll be shilling 
drinks in five minutes." 

The Hokitikians flatter themselves that their city 
is the "most rising place H on earth, and it mWlf; be 
confessed that if population alone is to be regarded, 
the rapidity of its growth has been amazing. At the 
time of my visit, one year and a half had passed since 
the settlement was formed by a few diggers, and it 
already had a permanent population of ten thonsand, 
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while no less than sixty thousand diggers and their 
friends claimed it for their head-quarters. San Fran
cisco itself did not rise so· fast, Melbourne not much 
faster; but Hokitika, it must be remembered, is . not 
only a gold-field port, but itself upon the gold-field. 
It is San Francisco and Placerville in one-Ballarat 
and Melbourne. 

Inferior in its banks and theatres to Virginia City, 
or even Austin, there is one point in which Hokitik8. 

. surpasses every American mining town that I have 
seen-the goodness, namely, of its roads. Working 
upon them in the bright morning sun which this day 
graced" rainy Hokitika" with its presence, were a gang 
of diggers and sailors, dressed in the clothes which every 
one must wear in a digging town unless he wishes 
to be stared at by every passer-by. Even sailors on 
shor!! "for a run II here wear cord breeches and high 
tight-fitting boots, often armed with spurs, though, as 
there are no horses except those of the Gold-Coast 
Police, they cannot enjoy much riding. The gang 
working on the roads were like the people I met about 
the town-rough, but not ill-looking fellows. To my 
astonishment, I saw, conspicuous among their red 
shirts and "jumpers," the blue-and-white uniform 
of the mounted police; and from the way in which 
the constables handled their loaded rifles, I came 
to the conclusion that the road-menders must be 
a gang of _ prisoners. On inquiry, I found that 
all the New Zealand "convicts," including under 
this sweeping title men convicted for mere petty 
offences, and sentenced to hard labour for a month, 
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are made to do good practical work upon the roads: 
80 much resistance to the police, 80 much new road 
made or old road mended. I was reminded of the 
Missourian practice of setting prisoners to dig out the 
stumps that cumber the streets of the younger towns: 
the sentence on a man for being drunk is said to be 
that he pull up a black walnut stump; drunk and 
disorderly, a large buck-eye; assaulting the sheriff, a 
tough old hickory root, and 80 on. 

The hair and beard of the short-sentence" convicts" 
in New Zealand is never cut, and there is nothing 
hang-dog in their looks; but their faces are often 
bright, and even happy. These cheerful prisoners are 
for the most part "runners "---sailors who have broken 
their agreements in order to get upon the diggings, 
and who bear their punishment philosophically, with 
the hope of future "finds" before them. 

When the great rush to lIelhourne occurred in 1848, 
ships by the hundred were left in the Yarra without a 
single hand to navigate them. Nuggets in .the hand 
would not tempt sailors away from the hunt after 
the nuggets in the bush. Ships left Hobson's Bay 
for Chili with half-a-dozen hands; and in one case 
that came within my knowledge, a captain, his mate, 
and three Maories took a brig across the Pacific to 
San Francisco. 

As the morning woi on, I came near seeing some
thing of more serioJ ~e than that for which these 
"runners" were convicted. "Sticking-up," 38 high
way robbery is called in the colonies, has always been 
common in Australia and New Zealand, but of late 
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the bushrangers, deserting their old tactics, have com
menced to murder as well as rob. In' three months 
of 1866, no less than fifty or sixty murders took place 
in the South Island of.. New Zealand, all of them 
committed, it was believed, by a gang known as 
.. The Thugs." Mr. George Dobson; the Government 
surveyor, was murdered near Hokitika iIi May, but 
it was not till November' that the gang was broken 
up by the police and volunteers. Levy, Kelly, and 
Burgess, three of the most notorious of the villains, 
were on their trial at Hokitika while I was there, and 
Sullivan, also a member of the band, who had been 
taken at Nelson, had volunteered to givc evidence 
against them. Sullivan was to 'come by steamer 
from the North, without touching at The Buller or 
The Grey; and when the ship was signalled; the 
excitement of the population became considerable, the 
diggei-s asSerting that Sullivan was not only the basest, 
but the most guilty of all the gang. As the vessel 
ran across the bar and intO the bay, the police were 
marched down to the landing-place, and a yelling 
crowd surrounded them., threatening to lynch the 
informer. When the' steamer came alongside the 
whart: Sullivan was not to be seen, and it was BOon 
discovered that he had been landed in a whale-boat 
upon the outer beach. Off rushed the crowd, to 
intercept the party in the town; but they found 
the gaol gates already shut and barred. 

It was hard to say whether it was for Thuggism or 
for turning Queen's evidence, that Sullivan was to be 
lynched: crime is looked at here as leniently as it is 
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in Texas. I once met a man who had been a coroner
at one of the digging towns, who, talking of "old 
times," said, quietly enough: "Oh, yes-plenty of 
work; we used to make a good deal of it. You see, 
I was paid by fees, so I used generally to manage to 
hold four or five inquests on each body. Awful rogues 
my assistants were: I shouldn't like to have some of 
those men's sins to answer for." 

The Gold-Coast Police Force, which has been formed 
to put a stop to Thuggislli and bushranging, is a 
splendid body of cavalry, about which many good 
stories are told. One digger said to me: ;, Seen our 
policemen? We don't have no younger 80ns of British 
peers among 'em." Another account says that none 
but members of the older English universities are 
admitted to the force. 

There are here, upon thlJ diggings, many military 
men and university graduates, who generally retain 
their polish of manner, though, outwardly, they are 
often the roughest of the rough. Some of them tell' 
strange stories. One Cambridge man, who was acting 
as a post-office clerk (not at Hokitika), told me that 
in 1862, shortly after taking his degree, he went out 
to British Columbia to settle upon land. He soon 
spent his capital at billiards in Victoria City, and went 
as a digger to the Frazer River. There he made a 
" pile," which he gambled away on his road back, and 
he struggled through the winter of 1863-4 by shooting 
and selling game. In 1864, he was attached as a 
hunter to the Vaucouver's Exploring Expedition, 
and in 1865 started with a small sum of money fOJ:" 
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Australia. He was wrecked, lost all he" had, and waS 
forced to work his passage down. to Melbourne. From 
there he went into South Australia as the driver 
of a reaping machine, and was finally, through the 
efforts of his friends in England, appointed to a post
office clerkship in New Zealand, which colony he in
tended to quit for California or Chili. This was not 
the only man of education whom I myself found upon 
the diggings, as I met with a Christchurch man, who, 
however, had left Oxford without a degree, actually 
working as a digger in a surface mine. 

In the outskirts of Hokitika, I came upon a 
palpable Life-Guardsman, cooking for a roadside 
station, with his smock worn like a soldier's tunic, 
and his cap stuck on one ear in Windsor fashion. 
A "squatter" from near Christchurch, who was at 
The Buller, selling sheep, told me that" he had "an 
ex-captain in the Guards at work for weekly wages 
on his "sheep-run," and that a neighbour had a 
lieutenant of Lancers rail-splitting at his " station." 

Neither the habits nor the morals of this strange 
community are of the best. You never see a drunken 
man, but drinking is apparently the chief occupation
of that portion of the town population which is not 
actually employed in digging. The" mail-coaches 
which run across the island on the great new road, 
and along the sands to the other miuing settlements, 
have singUlarly short stages, made so, it would seem, 
for the benefit of the keepers of the "saloons," for at 
every halt one or other of the passengers is expected 
to " shout," or " stand," as it would be called at home, 
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"drinks all round." "What'll yer shout 1 ": is the 
only question ; and want of coined money need be no 
hindrance, for. "gold-dust is taken. at the bar," One 
of the iavourite amusements of . the diggers at Pakihi, 
on the days when the store_schooner arrives from 
Nelson, is to fill a bucket with champagne, and drink 
till they feel "comfortable." This done, they seat 
themselves in the road, with their feet on. the window
sill of the shanty, and, calling to the first passer, ask 
him to drink from the·. bucket. If he. consents
good; if not, up they jump, and duck his head in the 
wine, which remains for the next comer. 

When I left Hokitika, it was by the new road, 
170 miles in length, which crosses the Alps and the 
island, and connects Christchurch, the capital of 
Canterbury, with the western parts of the province. 
The. bush between the sea and mountains is ex
tremely lovely. The highway is "corduroyed" with 
trunks of the tree-fern, and, in the swamps, the 
sleepers have commenced to grow at each end, so 
that a close-set double row of young tree-ferns is 
rising along portions of the road. The bush is densely 
.matted with an undergrowth of supple-jack and all j 

kinds of creepers, but here and there one finds a I 
grove of tree-ferns twenty feet in height, and grown 
so thickly as to prevent the existence of underwood 
and ground plants. 

The peculiarity which makes the New Zealand 
west-coast scenery the most beautiful in the world 
to those who like more green than California has to 
show, is. that here alone can you find semi-tropical 

, 
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vegetation growing close up to the eternal snows; 
The latitude and the great moisture of the climate 
bring the long glaciers very low into the valleys; and 
the absence of all true winter, coupled with the rain
fall, causes the growth of palm-like ferns upon the 
ice-river's very edge .. The glaciers of Mount Cook 
are the longest in the world, except those at the 
sources of the Indus, but close about them have been 
found tree-ferns of thirty and forty feet in height. 
It is not till you enter the mountains that you escape 
the moisture of the coast, and quit for the s<)enery 
of the Alps the scenery of fairy-land. 

Bumping and tumbling in the mail-cart through 
the rushing blue-grey waters of the Taramakao, I 
found myself within the mountains of the Snowy 
Range. In the Qtira Gorge, also known as Arthur's 
Pass ...... from Arthur Dobson, brother to the surveyor 
murdered by the Thugs-six small glaciers were 
in sight at once. The Rocky Mountains opposite to 
Denver are loftier and not less snowy than the New 
Zealand Alps, but in the Rockies there are no glaciers 
south ·of about 500 N.; while in New Zealand-a 
winterless country-they are common at eight degrees 
nearer to the line.· The varying amount of moisture 
has doubtless caused this difference. 

As we journeyed through the pass, there was one 
grand view-and only one: the glimpse of the ravine 
to the eastward of Mount Rollestone, caught from the 
desert shore of Lake Misery-a tarn near the .. divide" 
of waters. About its banks there grows a plant, 
unknown, they say, except at this lonely spot-
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the Rockwood lily-a bushy plant, with a round 
polished, concave leaf, and a cup-shaped flower 01 

virgin white, that seems to take its tint from thE 
encircling snows. 

In the evening, we had a view that for gloomy 
grandeur cannot well be matched-that from neat 
Bealey township, where we struck the Waimakiriri 
Valley: The. river-bed is half a mile in width, the 
strerun itself not more than ten yards across, but, 
like all New Zealand rivers, subject to freshets, 
which fill its bed to a great depth with a surging, 
foaming flood. Some of the victims of the W aimakirUi 
are buried alongside the road. Dark evergreen bush 
shuts in the river-bed, and is topped on the one 
side by dreary frozen peaks, and on the other by 
still gloomier mountains of bare rock. 

Our road, next morning, from The Cass, where we 
had spent the night, lay through the eastern f0ot
hills and down to Canterbury Plains by way of 
Porter's Pass-a narrow track on the top of a 
tremendous precipice, but soon to be changed for a 
road cut along its face. The plains are one great 
sheep-run, open, almost flat, and upon which you 
lose all sense of size. At the mountain-foot they 
are covered with taU. coarse, native grass, and are 
dry, like the Kansas prairie; about Christchurch, 
the English clover and English grasses have 1l81llped 
the soil, and all is fresh and green. 

New Zealand is at present divided into nine semi
independent provinces, of which three are large and 
powerful, and the remainder comparatively small and 
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poor. Six of the nine are true States, ha 
its history as an independent settlement; the 
ing three are creations of the Federal gove 
or of the Crown. 

These are not the only difficulties in the way of 
New Zealand statesmen, for the provinces themselves 
are far from being homogeneous units. Two of the 
wealthiest of all the States, which were settled as 
colonies with a religious tinge-Otago, Presbyterian; 
and Canterbury, Episcopalian-have been blessed or 
cursed with the presence of a vast horde of diggers, 
of no particular religion, and free from any reverence 
for things established. Canterbury Province is not 
only politically divided against itself, but geogra,. 
phically split in twain by the Snowy Range, and 
the diggers hold the west-coast bush, the old settlers 
the east-coast plain. East and west, each cries out 
that the other side is robbing it. The Christchurch 
people say that their money is being spent on West
land, and the Westland diggers cry out against the 
foppery and aristocratic pretence of Christchurch. 
A division of the province seems inevitable, unless, 
indeed, the "Centralists" gain the day, and bring 
about either a closer union of the whole of the 
provinces, coupled with a grant of local self-govern
ment to their sub-divisions, or else the entire 
destruction of the provincial system. 

The division into provinces was at one time neces
sary, from the fact that the settlements were histori
cally distinct, and physically cut off from each other 
by the impenetrability of the bush and the absence 
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of all roads; but the barriers are now surmounted, 
and no sufficient reason can be found for keeping 
up ten cabinets and ten legislatures for a population 
of ouly 200,000 souls. Such is the costliness of 
the provincial system and of Maori wars, that the 
taxation of the New Zealanders is nine times as 
heavy as that of their brother colonists in Canada. 

It is not probable that 80 costly and 80 inefficient 
a system of .government as that which now obtains 
in New Zealand can long continue to exist. It is 
not ouly dear and bad, but dangerous in addition; 
and during my visit to Port Chalmers, the province 
of Otago was loudly threatening Secession. Like all 
other federal constitutions, that of New Zealand 
fails to provide a sufficiently strong central power to 
meet a divergence of interests between the several 
States. The system which failed in Greece, which 
failed in Germany, which failed in America, has 
failed here in the antipodes; and it may be said 
that, in these days of improved communications, 
wherever federation is possible, a still closer. union 
is at least as likely to prove lastiog. 

New Zealand suffers, not only by the artificial 
division into provinces, but also by the physical 
division of the countty into two great islands, too 
far apart to be ever thoroughly homogeneous, too 
near together to be wholly independent of each 
other. The difficnlty has been hitherto ill(,reased by 
the existenee in the North Island of a powerful and 
warlike native race, all but extinct in the South 
Island. Not only have the SOuthern people no 
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native wars, but they have no native claimants from 
whom every acre for the settler must be bought, 
and they . naturally decline to submit to ruinous 
taxation to purchase Parewanui from, or to defend 
Taranaki . against, the Maories. Having been 
thwarted by the Home Government in the agitation 
for' the "separation" of the islands, the Southern. 
people now aim at ." illtra-Provincialism," declaring 
for a system under which the provinces would vir· 
tually be independent colonies, connected only by a: 
confederation of the loosest kind. 

The jealousies of the great towns, here as in Italy, 
have much bearing upon the political situation. 
Auckland is for separation, because in that event it 
would of neceBBity become the seat of the government 
of the North Island. In the South, Christchurch 
and Dunedin have similar claims; and each of them, 
ignoring the other, begs for separation in the hope 
of becoming the Southern capital. Wellington and 
Nelson alone are for the continuance of the federa
tion-, Wellington because it is already the capital,' 
and Nelson because it is intriguing to supplant i1:l! 
neighbour. Although the c!ifficulties of the moment 
mainly arise out of the war cxrmditure, and will 
terminate with the extinction of the Maori race, her 
geographical shape almost forbids us to hope that 
New Zealand will ever form a single country under 
a strong central government. 

To obtain an adequate idea. of the difficulty of 
his task, a new governor, on landing in New Zealand, 
could not do better than CroBB the Southern Island. 
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On the west side of the mountains, he would find 
a restless digger-democracy, likely to be succeedcd 
in thc future by small manufacturers, and spade
farmers growing root-crops upon small holdings of 
fertile loam; on the east, gentlemen sheep-farmers, 
holding their twenty thousand acres each; supporters 
by their position of the existing state of things, or 
of an aristocratic republic, in which men of their 
own caste would rule. 

Christchurch-Episcopalian, dignified-the first 
settlement in the province, and still the capital, 
affects to despise Hokitika, already more wealthy 
and more populous. Christchurch imports English 
rooks to caw in the elm-trees of her cathedral 
close; Hokitika imports men. Christchurch has not 
fallen away from her traditions: every street is named 
from an English bishopric, and the society is that 
of an English country town. 

Returning northward, along the coast, in the shade 
of the cold and gloomy mountains of the Kaikoura 
Range, I found at Wellington two invitations awaiting 
me to be present at great gatherings of the native 
tribes. 

The next day, I started for the Manawatu river 
and Parewanui Pah. 
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CHAPTER III. 

POLYNESIANS. 

THE name "Maori" is said to mean "native," but 
tbe boast on the part of the Maori race contained in 
the title "Natives of the Soil" is one which conflicts 
with their traditions. These make them out to be 
mere interlopers-Tahitians, they themselves say
who, within historic ages, sailed down island by 
island in their wa:r-canoes, massacring the inbabi
tantl!, and, finally landing in New Zealand, found a 

. numerous horde of blacks of the Austr~n race 
living in the forests of the South Island. Favoured 
by a year of exceptional drought, they set fire to 
the forests, and burnt to the last man, or drove into 
the sea, the aboriginal possessors of the soil. Some 
ethnologists believe that this account is in the main .. 
correct, but hold that the' Maori race is Malay, and 
not originally Tahitian: others have tried to show 
that the conflict between blacks and browns was not 
confined to these two islands, but raged throughout 
the whole of Polynesia; and that: it was terminated 
in New Zealand itself, not by the destruction of the 
blacks, but by the amalgamation of the opposing 
races. 
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The legends allege war as the cause for the flight 
to New Zealand. The accounts of BOrne of the migra
tions are circumstantial in the extreme, and describe 
the first planting of the yams, the astonishment of 
the people at the new flowers and trees of the 
islands, and many such details of the landing. The 
names of the chiefs and of the canoes are given 
in a BOrt of "catalogue of ships," and the wars 
of the settlers are narrated at length, with the 
heroic exaggeration common to the legends of an 
lands. 

The canoe fleet reached New Zealand in the 
fifteenth century, it is believed, and the people 
landed chanting a chorus-speech, which is still 
preserved: 

.. We come at; IaH to this fair Jand _ reatiDg.pJace; 
Spirit of the Earth, to thee, we, coming from aW, prooeut oor 

hearle . for food." 

That the Maories are Polynesians there can be no 
doubt: a bird with them is U manu," a fish .. ika" (the 
Greek txfJu" become with the digamma .. pisds" and 
" poisson j" and connected with .. fisch,- and "ush"), 
as they are throughout· the Malayan arehipelago and 
Polynesian isles j the :Maori "atua," a god, is the 
"hotua" of the Friendly Islanders j the II wabres," 
or native huts, are identical in all the islands j the 
names of the chief deities are the same throughout 
Polynesia. and the practice of tattooing, the custom 
of carving grotesque squatting ugures on tombs, 
canoes, and U pahs," and that of tabooing things, 
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places, times, and persons, prevail from Hawaii to 
Stewart's Land, though not everywhere so strictly 
read as in the Tonga isles, where the very ducks 
are muzzled to keep them from disturbing by. their 
qIJacking the sacred stillness of "tapu time," 

Polynesian traditions mostly point to the Malay 
peninsula as the cradle of the race, and the personal 
resemblance of the Maories' to the Malays' is very 
strong, except in the setting of the eyes; while the 
figures on the gate-posts of the New Zealand pahs have 
eyes more oblique than are now found among the 
Maori people, Strangely enough, the New Zealand 
" pah" is identical with. the Bu,rmese " stockade," but 
the word "pah " stands both for the palisade and for 
the village of wahr~s which it contains, The Poly
nesian and Malay tQngues have not much in common; 
but. that variations of language sufficiently great to 
leave no apparent tie spring up in a' few centuries, 
cannot be denied by us who know for certain that 
"visible" and "optician" come from a common root, 
and can trace the steps through which "jour" is 
derived from "dies," 

The tradition of the Polynesians is that they came 
from Paradise, which they place, in the southern 
islands, to the north; in the northern islands, to the 
westward, This legend indicates a migration from 
Asia to the northern islands, and thence southwards 
to New Zealand, and accounts for the non-colonization 
of Australia by the Polynesians. The sea between 
New Zealand and Australia is too rough and wide 
to be traversed by canoes, and the wind-chart shows 
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that the track of the Malays must have been eastwards 
along the equatorial belt of calms, and then back to 
the south-west with the BOuth-east trade-wind right 
abeam to their canoes. 

The wanderings of the Polynesian race were, pro
bably, not confined to the Pacific. Ethnology is as 
yet in its infancy: we know nothing of the Tudaa' 
of the Nei1gherries; we ask in vain who are the 
Gonda; we are in doubt about the Japanese; we 
are lost in perplexity as to who we may be OUI'8Clves ; 
but there is at least as much ground for the state
ment that the Red Indians are Malays as for the 
assertion that we are Saxons. 

The resemblances between the Red Indians and 
the Pacific Islanders are innumerable. Strachey's 
account of the Indians of Virginia, written in 1612, 
needs but a change in the names to fit the Maories : 
Powhatan's house is that of William Thompson. 
Cannibalism prevailed in Brazil and along the Pacific 
coast of North America at the time of their discovery, 
and even the Indians of Chili ate many an early 
navigator; the aborigines of Vancouver's Islaud are 
tattooed; their canoes resemble those of the 11alays, 
and the mode of paddling is the same from New 
Zealand to Hudson's Bay-from Florida to Singapore. 
Jade ornaments of the shape of the llaori .. Heitiki" 
(the charm worn about the neck) have been found 
by the French in Guadalonpe; the giant masonry of 
Central America is identical with that of Cambodia 
and Siam. Small-legged squatting figures, like those 
of the idols of China and Japan, not only 81lrIllOunt 
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the gate-posts of the New Zealand pahs, but are 
found eastwards to Honduras, westwards to Burmah, 
to Tartary and to Ceylon. The fibre mats, co=on 
to the Polynesians and Red Indians, are unknown to 
savages elsewhere, and the feather head-dresses of 
the Maories are ahnost identical with those of the 
J)elawares or Hurons. 

In the Indians of America and of Polynesia there 
is the same hatred of continued toil, and the same 
readiness to engage in violent exertion for a time, 
Superstition and witchcraft are common to all un
taught peoples, but in the Malays ang red men 
they take similar shapes; and the Indians of Mexico 
and Peru had, like all the Polynesians, a sacred lan
guage, understood only by the priests. The American 
altars were one with the temples of the Pacific, and 
were not confined to Mexico, for they form the 
" mounds" of Ohio and Illinois. There is great like
ness between the legend of Maui, the Maori hero, and 
that of Hiawatha, especially in the history of how 
the sun was noosed, and made to move more slowly 
through the skies, so as to give men long days for 
toil. The resemblance of the Maori "runanga," or 
assembly for debate, to the Indian council is ex
tremely close, and throughout America and Polynesia 
a singular blending of poetry and ferocity is charac
teristic of the Malays. 

In colour, the Indians and Polynesians are not 
alike; but colour does not seem to be, ethnologically 
speaking, of much account. The Hindoos of Calcutta 
have the same features as those of Delhi; but the 
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former are black, the latter brown, or, if high-caste 
men, almost white. Exposure to SUD, in B damp, 
hot climate, seems to blacken every race that it does 
not destroy. The race!! that it will finally destroy, 
tropical heat first whitens. The English planters of 
Mississippi and Florida Bre extremely clark, yet there 
is not a suspicion of black blood in their veins: it 
is the white blood of the slaves to which the Aboli
tionists refer in their philippics. The Jews at Bombay 
and Aden Bre of a deep brown; in Morocco they are 
swarthy; in England, nearly white. 

Religious rites and social customs outlast both 
physical type and language; but even were it other
wise, there is great resemblance even in build and 
feature between the Polynesians and many of the 
"Red-Indian" tribes. The aboriginal people of New 
York State are described by the early navigators not 
as tall, grave, hooked-nOll6 men, but as copper
t'oloured, pleasant-looking. Bnd with quick, shrewd 
ey&l; and the Mexican Indian bears more likeness 
to the Sandwich Is1ander than to the Delaware or 
Cherokee. 

In reaching SOuth America, there. were no distances 
to be overcome such as to present· insurmountable 
difficulties to the Malays. Their canoes have fre
quently, within the years that we have bad our mis
sionary stations in the islands, made involuntary 
voyages of six or seven hundred miles. A Western 
editor has said of Columbus that he deserves no 
praise for discovering America, as it is 80 large that 
he could not well have missed it; but Easter Is1and 
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is so small, that the chances must have been 
thousands to one against its being reached by canoes 
sailing even from the nearest land; yet it is an 
ascertained fact that Easter Island was peopled by 
the Polynesians. Whatever drove canoes to Easter 
Island would have driven them from the island to 
Chili and Peru. The Polynesian Malays would some
times be taken out to sea by sudden storms, by war, 
by hunger, by love of change. In war-time, whole 
tribes have, within historic days, been clapped into 
their boats, and sent to sea by a merciful conqueror 
who had dined: this occurs, however, only when the 
market is already surfeited with human joints. 

In sailing from America to New Zealand, we met 
strong westerly winds before we had gone half-way 
across the seas, and, south of the trade-wind region, 
these blow const.a.n tl y to within a short distance of 
the American coast, where they are lost upon the 
edge of the Chilian current. A canoe blown off from 
the southern islands, and running steadily before the 
wind, would be cast on the Peruvian coast near Quito. 

When Columbus landed in the Atlantic .islanda,. 
he was,perhaps, not mistaken in his belief that it 
was "The Indies" that he had found-an India 
peopled by the Malay race, till lately the most 
widely-acattered of all the nations of the world, but 
one which the English seem destined to supplant. 

The Maories, without doubt, were originally Malays, 
emigrants from the winterless climate of the Malay 
peninsula and Polynesian archipelago; and, although 
the northernmost portions of New Zealand suited 

VOL. I. A A 
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them not ill, the cold winters of the South Islaud. 
prevented the spread of the hands they planted 
there. At all times it has been remarked by eth
nologists and acclimatizers that it is easier by far to 
carry men and beasts from the poles towards the 
tropics than from the tropics to the colder regions. 
The Malays, in coming to New Zealand, unknowingly 
broke one of Nature's laws, and their descendants 
fire paying the penalty in extinction. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

PAREWANUI PAR. 

"HERE is P~taton~. 
This is the 10th of December; 
The Bun Bhin.., and the birds Bing; 
Clesr is the water in rive.. and Btreams; 
Bright is the Bky, and the BUn is high in the air. 
This is the 10th of necember; 
But whe .. is the money 1 
Three years haB this matter in many debatee been 

discussed, 
And here at last iB Petaton~; 
But whe .. is the money'" 

355 

A band of Maori women, slowly chanting in a 
high, strained key, stood at the gate of a pah, and 
met with this BOng a few Englishmen who were 
driving rapidly on to their land. 

Our track lay through a swamp of the New Zealand 
:flax. Huge sword-like leaves and giant :flower-stalks 
all but hid from view the Maori stockades. To the 
left was a villsge of low wahr~s, fenced round with 
a double row of lofty posts, carved with rude images 
of gods and men, and having posterns here and there. 
On the right were groves of karakas, children of 
Tanemahuta, the New Zealand sacred trees-under 

AA2 
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their shade, on a hill, a camp and another and larger 
pah. In startling contrast to the dense mMses of the· 
oily leaves, there stretched a great extent of light
green sward, where there were other camps and a 
tall flag-staff, from which floated the white flag and 
the Union Jack, emblems of British sovereignty and 
peace. 

A thousand kilted Maories dotted the green land
scape with patches of brilliant tartans and scarlet 
cloth. Women lounged about, whiling away the time 
with dance and song; and from all the corners of the 
glade the soft cadence of the Maori cry of welcome 
came floating to us on the breeze, sweet as the sound 
of distant bells. 

As we drove quickly on, we· found ourselves in the 
midst of a thronging crowd of square-built men, 
brown in colour, and for the most part not much 
darker than Spaniards,. but with here and there a 

. woolly negro in their ranks. Glancing at them 
as we were hurned past, we saw that the men 
were robust, well limbed, aud tall. They greeted us 
pleasantly with many a cheerful, open smile, but the 
faces of the older people were horribly tattooed in 
spiral curves. The chiefs carried battle-clubs of jade 
and bone; the women wore strange ornaments. At 
the flag-staff we pulled up, and, while the prelimi
naries of the council were arranged, had time to 

discuss with Maori and with "Pakeha" (white man) 
the questions that had brought us thither. 

The purchase of an enormous block of land-that 
of the Manawatu-had long been an object wished for 
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and worked for by the Provincial Government of 
Wellington. The completion of the sale it was that 
had brought the Superintendent, Dr. Featherston, and 
humbler Pak6has to Parewanui Pah. It was not 
only that the land was wanted by way of room for 
the flood of settlers, but purchase by Government was, 
moreover, the only means whereby war between the 
various native claimants of the land could be pre
vented. The Pak6ha and Maori had agreed upon a 
price; the question that remained for settlement was 
how the money should be shared. One tribe had 
owned the land from the earliest times; another had 
conquered some miles or it ; a third had had one of 
its chiefs cooked and eaten upon the ground. In the 
eye of the Maori law, the last of these titles was the 
best: the blood of a .chief overrides all mere historic 
claims. The two strongest human motives concurred 
to make war probable, for avarice and jealousy alike 
prevented agreement as to the division of the spoil. 
Each of the three tribes claiming had half-a-dozen 
allied and related nations upon the ground; every 
man was there who had a claim direct or indirect, 
or thought he had, to any portion of the block. 
Individual ownership and tribal ownership con
flicted. The Ngatiapa were well armed; the Nga
tiraukawa had their rifles; the Wanganuis had sent 
for theirs. The greatest tact on the part of Dr. 
Featherston was needed to prevent a fight such sa 
would have roused New Zealand from Auckland to 
Port Nicholson. 

On a signal from the Superintendent, the heralds 
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went round the camps and pahs to call the tribes to 
council The summons was a long-drawn minor
descending-scale: a plaintive -cadence, which at a 
distance blends into a bell-like chord. The words 
mean: "Come hither! Come hither! Come! come! 
Maories I Come---l" and men, women, and children 
soon came thronging in from every side, the chiefs 
bearing sceptres and spears of ceremony, and their 
women wearing round their necks the symbol of 
nobility, the Heitiki, or greenstone god. These 
images, we were told, have pedigrees, and names like 
those of men. 

We, with the resident magistrate of Wanganui, 
seated ourselves beneath the flag-staff. A chief, meet
ing the people as they came up, stayed them with 
the gesture that Homer ascribes to Hector, and bade 
them sit in a huge circle round the spar. 

No sooner were we seated on our mat than there 
ran slowly into the centre of the ring a plumed and 
kilted chief, with sparkling eyes,_ the perfection of a 
savage. Halting suddenly, he raised himself upon his 
toes, frowned, and stood brandishing his short feathered 
spear. It was Hunia tiS Hakeke, the young chief of 
the Ngatiapa. 

Throwing off his plaid, he commenced to speak, 
spriuging hither and thither with leopard-like freedom 
of gait, and sometimes leaping high into the air to 
emphasize a word. Fierce as were the gestures, his 
speech was conciliatory, and the Maori flowed from 
his lipa-a soft Tuscan tongue. As, with a movement 
full of vigorous grace, he sprang back to the ranks, to 
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take his sea.t, there ran round the ring a hum and 
buzz of popular applause. 

"Governor" HuDia was followed by a young 
Wanganui chief; who wore hunting breeches and high 
boots, and a long black mantle over his European 
clothes. There was something odd in the shape of 
the cloak; and when we came to look closely at it, we 
found that it was the skirt of the riding-habit of his 
half-caste wife. The great chiefs paid so little heed 
to this flippant fellow, as to stand up and harangue 
their tribes in the middle of his speech, which came 
thus to an untimelyeJ}.d. 

A funny old grey-beard, Waitere Maru Maru, next 
rose, and, smothering down the jocularity of his 
face, turned towards us for a moment the typical head 
of Peter, as you see it on the windows of every 
modem church-for a moment only, for, as he raised 
his hand to wave his tribal sceptre, his apostolic 
drapery began to slip from off his shoulders, and he 
had to clutch at it with the energy of a topman 
taking-in a reef in a whole gale. His speech was 
full of Nestorian proverbs and wise saws, but he 
wandered off into a history of the Wanganui lands, 
by which he eoon became as wearied 8S we ourselves 
were; for he stopped short, and, with a twinkle of 
the eye, said: .. Ah I W aiter~ is no longer young: 
he is climbing the snow-clad mountain Ruahine; he 
is becoming an old man ;" and down he sat. 

Ka.ra.nama, a small Ngatiraukawa. chief with a 
white moustache, who looked like an old French -eon
cierge, followed Maru Maru, and, with much use of his 
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sceptre, related a dream foretelling the happy issne 
of the negotiations; for the little man was one of 
those "dreamers of dreams" against whom Moses 
warned the Israelites. 

Karanama's was not the only trance and vision of 
which we heard in the course of these debates. The 
Maories believe that in their dreams the seers hear 
great band.s of spirits singing chants: these when 
they wake the prophets reveal to all the people; 
but it is remarked that the vision is generally to 
the advantage of the seer's tribe. 

Karauama's speech was answered by the head-chief 
of the Rangitane Maories, Ttl Peeti Te Awe Awe, who, 
throwing off his upper clothing as he warmed to his 
subject, and strutting pompously round and round the 
ring, challenged Karanama to immediate hattIe, or his 
tribe to general encounter ; but he cooled down as he 
went on, and in his last sentence showed us that 
Maori oratory, however ornate usually, can he ma,de 
extremely terse. "It is hot," he said-"it is hot, 
and the very birds are loath to sing. We have 
talked for a week, and are therefore dry. Let us 
take our share-£lO,OOO, or whatever we can get, 
and then we shall be dry no more." 

The Maori custom of walking about, dancing, 
leaping, undressing, rnnning, and brandishing spears 
during the delivery of a speech is convenient for all 
parties: to the speaker, because it gives him time to 
think of what he shall say next; to the listener, 
because it allows him to weigh the speaker's words; to 
the European hearer, because it permits the interpreter 
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to keep pace with the orator without an effort. On 
this occlIBion, the resident magistrate of Wanganui, 
~. Buller, a Maori scholar of eminence, and the 
attached friend of some of the chiefs, interpreted 
for Dr. Featherston; and we were allowed to lean 
over him in such a way lIB to hear every word 
that pllBsed. That the able Superintendent of Wel
lington-the great protector of the Maories, the man 
to whom they look lIB to Queen Victoria's second 
in command, should be wholly dependent upon in
terpreters, however skilled, seems almost too singu
lar to be believed; but it is possible that Dr. Fea
therston may find in pretended want of knowledge 
much advantage to the Government. He is able to 
collect his thoughts before he replies to a difficult 
question; he can allow an epithet to escape his notice 
in the filter of translation ; he can listen and speak 
with greater dignity. 

The day WIIB wearing on before Te Peeti's speech 
was done, and, lIB the Maories say, our waistbands 
began to slip down low; so all now went to lunch, 
both Maori and Pakeha, they sitting in circles, each 
with his bowl, or flax-blude dish, and wooden spoon, we 
having a table and a chair or two .in the Mission
house; but we were 80 tempted by Hori Kingi's white
bait that we begged some of him as we passed. The 
Maories boil the little fish in milk, and flavour them 
with leeks. GAat fish, meat, vegetables, almost all 
they eat, in short, save whitebait, is .. steamed" in the 
underground native oven. A hole is dug, and filled 
with wood, and stones are piled upon the wood, a 
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small opening being left for draught. While the 
wood is burning, the stones become red-hot, and fall 
through into the hole. They are then covered with 
damp fern, or else with wet mats of flax, plaited at 
the moment; the m~t is put in, and covered with 
more mats; the whole is sprinkled with water, and 
then earth is heaped on till the vapour ceases to 
escape. The joint takes about an hour, and is 
delicious. Fish is wrapped in a kind of dock
leaf, and so steamed. 

While the men's eating was thus going on, many of 
the women stood idly round, and we were enabled to 
judge of Maori beauty. A profusion of long, erisp 
curls, a short black pipe thrust between stained lips, a 
pair of black eyes gleaming from a tattooed face, denote 
the Maori belle, who wears for her only robe a long 
bedgown of dirty calico, but whose ears and neck are 
tricked out with greenstone ornsments, the signs of 
birth and wealth. Here and there you find a girl 
with long, smooth tresses, and almond-shaped black 
eyes: these charms often go along with prominent, 
thin features, and suggest at once the Jewess and 
the gipsy girL The women smoke continually; the 
men, not much. 

When at four o'clock we returned to the flag-staff, 
we found that the temperature, which during the 
morning had been too hot, had become that of a fine 
English June-the air light, the trees and grass lit by 

. a gleaming yellow sunshine that reminded me of 
the Californian haze. 

During lunchcon we had heard that Dr. Featherston'8 
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proposals Ill! to the division of the purchase-money had 
been accepted by the Ngatiapa, but not by Hunia 
bi'mself, whose vanity would brook no scheme not of 
his own conception. We were no sooner returned to 
the ring than he burst in upon us with a defiant 
.speech. "Unjust," he declared, "as was the proposi-' 
tion of great 'Petatone' (Featherston), he would have 
accepted it for the sake of peace had he been allowed 
to divide the tribal share; but as the Wanganuis 
insisted on having a third of his £15,000, and as 
Petatone seemed to support them in their claim, he 
should have nothing more to do with the sale." 
"The W anganuis claim as our relatives," he said: 
".verily, the pumpkin-shoots spread far." 

Karanama, the seer, stood up to answer Hunia, an~ 
began his speech in a tone of ridicule. "H unia is 
like the ti-tree: if you cut him down, he sprouts 
again." Hunia sat quietly through a good deal of 
this kind of wit, till at last some epithet provoked 
him to interrupt the speaker. "What a fine fellow 
you are, Karanama; you'll tell us soon that you've 
two pair of legs." " Sit down 1" shrieked Karanama, 
and a word-war ensued, but the abuse was too full 
of native raciness and vigour to be fit for English 
ears. The chiefs kept dancing r<?und the. ring, 
threatening each other with their spears. "Why do 
not you hurl at me, Karanama 1" said Hunia; " it is 
easier to parry spears than lies." At last Hunia sat 
down. 

Karanama, feinting and making at him with his 
spear, reproached Huniawith a serious flaw in his 
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pedigree-a blot which is said to account for Hunia'8 
hatred to the Ngatiraukawa, to whom his mother 
was for years a slave. Hunia, without rising from 
the ground, shrieked "Liar I " Karanama again 
spoke the obnoxious word. Springing from the 
ground, Hunia snatched his spear from where it stood, 
and ran at his enemy as though to strike him. Kara
nama stood stock-stilL Coming up to him at a 
charge, Hunia suddenly stopped, raised himself on 
tiptoe, shaking his spear, and flung out some con
temptuous epithet; then turned, and stalked slowly, 
with a springing gait, back to his own comer of the 
ring. There he stood, haranguing his people in a 
bitter undertone. Karanama did the like with his. 
The interpreters could not keep pace with what was 
said. We understood that the chiefs were calling 
each upon his tribe to support him, if need were, in 
war. .After a few minutes of this pause, they wheeled 
round, as though by a common impulse, and again 
began to pour out torrents of abuse. The applause 
became frequent, huma quickened into shouts, cheer 
followed cheer, till at last the ring was alive with men 
and women springing from the ground, and <-TYing 
out on the opposing leader for a dastard. 

We had previously been told to have no fear that 
resort would be had to blows. The lfaories never 
fight upon a sudden quarrel: war is with them a solemn 
act, entered ripon only after much deliberation. Those 
of us who were strangers to New Zealand were 
nevertheless not without our doubts, whilE' for half an 
hour we lay upon the grass watching the armed 
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champions running round the ring, challenging each 
other to mortal combat on the spot. 

The chieftains at last became .exhausted, and the 
Mission-bell beginning to toll for evening chapel, 
Hunia broke off in the middle of his abuse: "Ah! 
I hear the bellI" and, turning, stalked out of the 
ring towards his pah, leaving it to be inferred, by 
those who did not know him, that he was going to 
attend the service. The meeting broke up in con
fusion, and the Upper Wanganui tribes at once began 
their march towards the mountains, leaving behind 
them only a delegation of their chiefs. 

AB we drove down to the coast, we talked over 
the close resemblance of the Maori runanga to the 
Homeric council; it had struck usal1. Here, as 
in the Greek camp, we had the ring of people, into 
which advanced the lance-bearing or sceptre-wearing 
chiefs, they alone speaking, and the people backing 
them only by a hum: "The block of wood dictates 
not to the carver, neither the people to their chiefs," 
is a Maori proverb. The boasting of anceatry, and 
. bragging of deeds and military exploits, to which 
modem '\fu1d-bagswould only casually allude, was 
also thoroughly Homeric. In Hunia we had our 
Achillea; the retreat of Hunia to his wahre was 
that of Achillea to his tent; the cause of quarrel 
alone was different, though in both cases it arose 
out of the division of spoil, in the one case the 
result of lucky wars, in the other of the Pakeha's 
weakness. The Argive and Maori leaders are one 
in fire, figure, port, and mien; alike, too, even in 
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their sulkiness. In Waiter~ and Aperahama Tipai 
we had two Nestors; our Thersites was Porea, the 
jester, a half-mad buffoon, continually mimicking 
the chiefs or interrupting them, and being by them 
or their messengers as often kicked and cuffed. In 
the frequency of repetition, the use of proverbs and 
of simile, the Maories resemble not Homer's Greeks 
so much as Homer's self; but the calling together 
of the people by the heralds, the secret conclave 
of the chiefs, the feast, the conduct of the assembly 
-all were the exact repetition of the events re
corded in the fust and second books of the "Iliad ~ 
as having happened on the Trojan plains. The 
single point of difference was not in favour of the 
Greeks: the Maori women took their place in council 
with the men. 

AB we drove home, a storm came on, and hung 
about the coast 80 long, that it was not till 
near eleven at night that we were able to take 
our swim in the heated waters of the lIanawatu 
river, and frighten off every duck and heron in the 
district. 

In the morning, we rose to alarming news. Upon 
the pretext of the presence in the neighbourhood, of 
the Hau-Hau chief Wi Hapi, with a war party of 
200 men, the unarmed Parewanui natives had sent 
to Wanganui for their guns, and it was only by a 
conciliatory speech at the midnight runanga that Mr. 
Buller had succeeded in preventing a complete break
up of all the camps, i$ not an intertribal war. There 
seemed to be white men behind the scenes who were 
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not friendly to the sale, and the debate had lasted 
from dark till dawn. 

While we were at breakfast, a Ngatiapa officer of 
the native contingent brought down a letter to 
Dr. Featherston from Hunia and Hori Kingi, the 
tribal chiefs, calling us to a general meeting of the 
trih~ convened for noon, to be held in the Ngatiapa 
Pah. The letter was addressed, "Kia te P6tatone re 
Huperinten~"-" To the Featherston, the Superin
tendent "-the . alterations in the chief words being 
made to bring them within the grasp of Maori 
tongues, which cannot sound v's, th's, nor sibilants 
of any kind. The absence of harsh sounds, and the 
rule which makes every word end with a vowel, 
give a peculiar softness . and charm to the Maori 
language. Sugar bel'Almes huka ; scissors, bikiri; 
sheep, hipi; and so with all English words adopted 
into Maori. The rendering of the Hebrew names 
of the Old Testament is often singular: Genesis 
becomes Kenehi; Exodus is altered into Ekoruhe; 
Leviticus is hardJy recognisable in Rewitikuha; 
Tiuteronomi reads strangely for Deuteronomy, and 
Hohuafor Joshua; Jacob, Isaac, Moses, become 
Hakopa, Ihaka, and Mohi; Egypt is softened into 
Ihipa, Jordan into Horamo. The list of the nations 
of Canaan seems to have been a stumbling-block in 
the missionaries' way. The success obtained with 
Girgashites has not been great; it stands Kirekalri; 
Gaash is transmuted into Kaaha, and Eleazar into 
Ereatara. 

When we drove on to the ground, all was at a 
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dead-lock-the flag-staff bare, the chiefs sleeping iE 
their wahres, aud the common folk whiling away th~ 
hours with haka songs. Dr. Featherston retired from 
the ground, declaring that till the Queen's flag Wall 

hoisted he would attend no debate; but he permitted 
us to wander in among the liaories. 

We were introduced to Tamiana t6 Rauparaha, 
chief of the Ngatitoa branch of the Ngatiraukawa, 
and son of the great cannibal chief of the same name, 
who murdered Captain Wakefield. Old P.auparaha 
it was who hired an English ship to carry him and 
his nation to the South Island, where they ate several 
tribes, boiling the chiefs, by the captain's consent, 
in the ship's coppel'S, and salting down for future 
nse the' common people. When the captain, on re
turn to port, claimed his price, Rauparaha told him 
to go about his business, or he should be salted too. 
The captain took the hint, but he did not escape for 
long, as he was finally eaten by the Sandwich Islandcl'S 
in Hawaii 

In answer to our request for a dance-song, Tamiana 
and Horomona Torllmi replied through an interpreter 
that "the hands of the. Bingel'S should beat time as 
fast as the pinions of the wild duck;" and in a 
minnte we were in the middle of an animated crowd 
of boys and women collected by Porea, the buffoon. 

As soon as the singel'S had squatted upon the grass, 
the jester began to run slowly up and down between 
their ranks as they sat swinging backwards and for
wards in regular time, groaning in choms, and looking 
upwards with distorted far-t!& 
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In a. second dance, a girl standing out upon the 
grass chanted the air-a kind of capstan song-and 
then the" dancers," who were seated in one long row, 
joined in chorus, breathing violentiy in perfect time, 
half forming words, but not notes, swinging from side 
to side like thc howling dervishes, and usiJ?g frightful 
gestures. This sh'ange whisper-roaring went on in
creasing in rapidity and fierceness, till at last the 
singers worked themselves into a frenzy, in which 
they rolled their eyes, stiffened the arms and legs, 
clutched and clawed with the fingers, and snorted 
like maddened horses. Stripping off their cloth~ 
they looked more like the :M:aories of thirty yeaU! 
ago than those who see them only at the mission
stations would believe. Other song-dances, in which 

. the singers stood striking their heels at measured in
tervals upon the eart.h, were taken up with equal 
vigour by the boys and women, the grown men in 
their dignity keeping themselves aloof, although in his 
heart every Maori lOves mimetic dance and song. We 
remarked that in the "haka" the old women seemed 
more in earnest than tile young, who were always 
bursting into laughter, and forgetting words and time. 

The savage love for semi tones makes Maori music 
somewhat wearisome to the English ear; so after a 
time we began to walk through the pahs and sketch 
the Maories, to their great delight. I was drawing ilia 
grand old head of a venerable damc-Oriuhia. te Aka 
-when she asked to see what I was about. As soon 
Ill! J showed her the sketch, she began to call me names, 
and from her gestures I saw' that the insult was in 

VOL. I. B B 
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the omission of the tattooing on ,hcr chin. Whcn 
inserted the stripes and curves, her delight was sucl 
that I greatly feared she would have embraced me. 

Strolling into the karaka groves, we came UpOI 
It Maori wooden tomb, of which the front was carve< 
with figures three feet high, grotesque and obscene 
-Gigantic eyes, hands bearing clubs, limbs withoul 
bodies, and bodies without limbs, were figured herE 
and there among more perfect carvings, and thE 
whole was of a character which the Maories of to-day 
disown as they do cannibalimn, wishing to have thesE 
horrid things forgotten. The sudden rise of the 
Hau-Hau fanatieism within the last few years hae 
'shown us that the layer of civilization by which the 
-old Maori habits are overlaid is thin indee<I. 

The flags remained down all day, and in the after
noon we returned to the coast to shoot duck and 
pukeko, a sort of moor-hen. It was not easy work, for 
the birds fell in the flax-swamp, and the giant sword
like leaves of the Plwrmium tenaz cut our hands as 
we pushed our way through its den.'le clumps and 
bushes, while some of the party suffered badly from 
the sun: Maui, the .Maoriea say, must have chained 
bim up too near the earth. After dark, we could see 
the glare of the fires in the karaka groves, where the 
Maories were in council, and a Government surveyor 
eame in to report'that he had met the dissentient 
Wanganuis riding fast towards the hills. 

In the morning, we were allowed to stay upon 
the coast till ten or eleven o'clock, when a messenger 
eame down from Mr. Buller to call 113 to the pah; 
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the council of the chiefs had again sat allrught-for 
the Maories act upon their proverb that the eyes of 
great chiefs should know no rest-and Hunia. had 
carried everything before him in the debate. 

Ali, soon as the ring was formed, Hunia apologized 
for the pulling down of the Queen's flag; it had been 
done, he said, as Ii. sign that the sale was broken off, 
not as an act .of disrespect. Having, in. short, had 
things entirely his own way, he was disposed to be 
extremely friendly both to whites and Maories. The 
sale, he said, must be brought about, or the" world 
would be on fire with an intertribal war. What is the 
good of the mountain-land 1 There is nothing to eat 
but stones; granite is a hard but not a strengthening 
food; and women and laud are the ruin of men." 

After congratulatory speeches from .other chiefs, 
some of the older men treated us to histories of the 
deeds that had been wrought upon the bl.ock of land. 
S.ome .of their speeches-n.otably those of Aperahama 
and Ihakara-were largely built up of legendary 
poems; but the orators qu.oted thc poetry as such 
only when in doubt how far the sentiments were th.ose 
.of the assembled people: when they were backed 
by the hum which denotes applause, they at .once 
commenced with singular art to weave the poetry 
into that which was their .own. 

Ali, so.on as the speeches were .over, Runin and 
Ihakara marched up to the flag-staff carrying between 
them the deed-of-sale. Putting it down before 
Dr. Featherston, they shook hands with each other 
and with him, and swore that fur the future there 

B B 2 
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should be eternal friendship betwecn their tribe~ 

The deed was then signed by many hundred mN 
and women, and Dr. Featherston started with Captail 
re Ktlpa, of the native contingent, to fetch the £2.;'OO( 

from Wanganui town, the 1Ifaories firing their riAp, 
into the air as a salute. 

The Superintendent was no sooner gone than ; 
kind of solemn grief scemed to come over th, 
assembled people. After all, they WI'l'C selling ~hl 

graves of their ancestors, they arguc(l The wife 0 

Hamutlra, seizing her husband's greenstone club, rn! 
out from the ranks of the women, and brgan to inton, 
an impromptu song, which was echoed by the women 
in a pathetic chorus-chant :-

.. The sun .hines, but we quit our land; we abandon f(ff ever it 
forests, its mountains, its grove_, its Iak.., itA .boreB. 

All its lair fisberi .. , bere, under tbe brigbt mD, f(ff ever w 
renOUnce. 

It io a lovely day; lair will be the cbildren that are b<1tn Io-,lay 
but we quit our land. 

In some parts tb .... io foreot; in otbers, tbe ground is ."imlnO! 
over by tbe birds in their lIi~"'t. 

Upon tbe treeo there io froit; in the .treams, fi.b; in tbe fi.l.], 
potatoes; fern-roote in 1M busb; but 11'0 quit our laud." 

It is in chorus-spccches of this kind that Da"i,1'. 
psalms must bave been recited }'y the .Jews; hut 01 

this occasion there was a good deal of ml're at-ting iI 
the grie~ for the tribes had never oc(:upip,J the Ian< 
that they now sol(l 

The next day, Dr. Featherston drove into calll] 

surrounded by II lJrilliant cavakade of ~ra{)ri cavalry 
amid murh yelling and firing of pi('~('8 skyw:arr 1, 
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Hunia, in receiving him, declared that he would 
not have the money paid till the morrow, as the 
sun 'must shine upon the transfer of the lands. It 
would take his people all the night, he said, to work 
themselves up to the right pitch for a war.dance; 
so he sent down a strong guard to watch the money
chests, which had been conveyed to the missionary hut. 
The Ngatiapa sentry posted inside the room was an 
odd cross beh'een savagery and civilization; he wore 
the cap of the native contingent, and nothing else but 
It red kilt. He was armed with a short Wilkinson 
rifle, for which he had, however, not a round of 
ammunition, his cartridges being Enfield and his 
piece unloaded. Barbarian or not, he seemed to like 
raw gin, with which some Englishman had unlaw
fully and unfairly tempted him. 

In the morlling, the money was handed over in the 
runanga-house, and a signet-ring presented to Hunia 
by Dr. Featherston in pledge of peace, and memory 
of the sale; but owing to the heat, we soon adjourned 
to the karaka grove, where Hunia made a congra
tulatoryand somewhat boastful speech, offering his 
friendship and alliance to Dr. Featherston. 

The assembly was soon dismissed, and the chiefs 
withdrew to prepare for the grandest war-dance that 
haJ been seen for years, while a party went off to 
catch and kill the oxen that were to be "steamed" 
whole, just as our friends' fathers would have 
steamed us. 

A chief was detached by Huma to guide us to & 

hill whence we commanded the whole glade. No 
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sooner had we taken our scats than the Ngatiraukawa 
to the number of a hundred fighting-men, armed 
with sPear!!, and led by a dozen women bearing 
clubs, marched out from their camp, and formed iI 
column, their chiefa making speeches of exhortatioI 
from the ranks. After a pause, we heard the measured 
groaning of a distant haka, and, looking up the glade 
at the distance of a mile saw some two score Wan· 
ganui warriors jumping in perfect time, now to one side, 
now to the other, gra.<q>ing their riflCl! hy the lJarre~ 

and raising them as one man each time they jumped. 
Presently, bending one knee, but stiffening the othel 
leg, they advanced, stepping together with a hopping 
movement, slapping their hips and thighs, and shout
ing from the palate, .. Hough! Hough!" with fearful 
emphasiR. 

A shout from the Ngatiraukawa hl!iled the ap
proach of the Ngatiapa, who deployed from the woode 
some two hundred strong, all armed with Enfield 
rifles. They· united with the Wanganuis, and marched 
slowly down with their rifles at the" charge," steadily 
singing war-songB. When within a hundred yards 
of the opposing ranks, they halted, and sent in their 
challenge. The Ngatiraukawa and Ngatiapa heralds 
passed each o!ber in silence, and each delivered his 
message to the hostile chic£. 

We could see that the allies were led by Hunia 
in all the bravery of his war-costume. In his hair 
he wore a heron plume, and another was fastened 
near the mUZ71e of his short carbine; his limbs were 
bare, but ~bout his shoulders he had a pure white 
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scarf of satin. His kilt was gauze· silk, of three 
colours-pink, emerald, and cherry-arranged in such 
a way as to show as much of the green as of the 
two other colours. The contrast, which upon a white 
skin would have been glaring in its ugliness, was 
perfect when backed by the nut-brown of Hunia's 
chest and legs. Ai! he ran before his tribe, he was 
the ideal savage. 

The instant that the heralds had returned, a charge 
took place, the forces passing th~ough each other's 
ranks as they do upon the stage, but with frightful 
yells. After this, they formed two deep, in three 
companies, and danced the "musket-exercise war
dance" in wonderful time, the women leading, 
thrusting out their tongues, and shaking their long 
pendant breasts. Among them was Hamu6ra's wife, 
standing drawn up to her full height, her limbs 
stiffened, her head thrown back, her mouth widll 
open and tongue protruding, her eyes rolled so as to 
show the white, and her arms stretched out in front of 
her, as she slowly chanted. The illusion Wit!! perfeet : 
she hecame for the time a mad prophetess; yet all 
the frenzy was assumed at a whim, to be cast aside 
in half an hour. The shouts were of the same under
breath kind as in the haka, but they were aided by 
the BOunds of horns and conch-shells; and from the 
number of men engaged the noise was this time. 
terrible. After much fierce singing, the musket-dance 
was repeated, with furious leaps and gestures, till 
the men became utterly exhausted, when the review 
Wall closed by a general discharge of rifles. Running 
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with nimble feet, the dancers were SOOIl back within 
tlleir pahs, and the feast, begiuning now, was, like a 
Russian banquet, prolonged till morning. 

It is not hard to understand the conduct of Lord 
Durham's settlers, who landed here in 1837. The 
friendly natives received the party with a war-dance, 
which had upon them such an effect- that they 
immediately took ship for Australia, where they 
remained. 

The next day, when we called on Governor Hunia 
at his wahre to bid him farewell, before our departure 
for the capital, he made two speeches to us which 
are worth recording as specimens of Maori oratory. 
Spoaking through Mr. Buller, who had been kind 
enough to escort us to the Ngatiapa's walue, Hunia 
said :-

"Hail, guests I You have just now seen the set
tlement of a great dispute-the greatest of modern 
time. 

"This was a weighty trouble -a grave difficulty. 
"Many Pak6has have tried to settle it-in vain. 

For Petatone was it reserved to end it. I have said 
that great is our gratitude to Petatone. 

" If P6taton6 hath need of me in the future, I 
shall be there. If he climbs the lofty tree, I will 
climb it with h~ If he seales high cliffs, I will 
scale them too. If Ptltatone needeth help, he shall 
have it; and where he leads, there will I follow. 

"Such are the words of Hunia." 
To this speech one of us replied, explaining our 

position as guests from Britain. 
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H unia then began again to speak;-
"0 my guests, a few days since when asked for a 

war-dance, 1 refused. 1 refused because ~y people 
were sad at heart. 

" We were loath to refuse our guests, but the 
tribes were grieved; the people were sorrowful at 
heart. 

"To-day we are happy, and the war-dance has 
taken place. 

"0 my guests, when ye return to our great Queen, 
tell her that we will fight for her again as we have 
fought before. 

"She is our Queen as well as your Queen-Queen 
of Maories and Queen of Pakeha. 

" Should wars arise, we will take up our rifles, and 
march whithersoever she shall direct. 

.. You hav~ heard of tbe King movement. 1 was 
a Kingite; but that did not prevent me fighting for 
the Queen-I and my chiefs. 

" My cousin, Wiremu, went to England, and saw 
our Queen. He returned .... 

"When you landed in this island, he was already 
dead. ... 

" He died fighting for our Queen. 
"AB he died, we will die, if need be-I and .all 

my chiefs. This do you tell 0)11' Queen. 
"I have said." 
This passage, spoken as Hurua spoke it, was one 

of noble eloquence and singular rhetoric art. The 
few first words about WirCmu were spoken in a half
indifferent way; but there was a long pnuse before 
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and after the statement that he was dead, and a 
sinking of the voice when he related how Winlmu 
had died, followed by a burst of sudden fire in the 
" AB he died, we will die-I and all my chiefs." 

After a minute or two, Runia resumed;
"This is another word. 
" We are all of us glad to see you. 
.. When we wrote to PlitatonEl, we asked him that 

he would bring with him PakElhas from England 
and from Australia.--PakElhas from all parts of the 
Queen's broad lands . 

.. Paklihas who should return to tell the Queen 
that the Ngatiapa are her liegemen. 

" Weare much rejoiced that you are here. May 
your heart rest here among us; but if you go once 
more to your English home, tell the people that we 
are Petatonli's faithful subjects and the Queen'l!. 

.. I have said." 
After pledging Hunia in a cup of wine, we returned 

to our temporary home. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE MAORIES. 

PARTING with my companions (who were going north
wards) in order that I might rcturn to Wellington, 
and thence take ship to Taranaki, I started at day
break on a lovely morning to walk by the sea-shore to 
Otaki. As I left the bank of the Manawatu river for 
the sands, Mount Egmont near Taranaki, and Mounts 
Ruap~hu and Tongariro, in the centre of the island, 
hung their great snow-domes in the 'soft blue of the 
sky behind me, and seemed to have parted from 
their bases. 

I soon passed through the flax-swamp where we 
for days had shot the puk~ko, and coming out upon 
the wet sands, which· here are glittering and full of 
the Taranaki steel, I took off boots and socks, and 
trudged the whole distance barefoot, regardless of the 
morrow. It was hard to walk without crunching 
with the heel shells which would be thought rare at 
home, and here and there charming little tern and 
other tiny sea-fowl flew at me, and all but pecked 
my eyes out for coming near their nests. 

Duriug the day, I forded two large rivers and small 
streams innumerable, and swam the Obau, where 
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Dr. Featherston last week lost his dog-cart in the 
(lui(:ksands, but I managed to reach Otaki before 
sunset, in time to revel in a typical New Zealand 
view. The foreground was composed of ancient sand
hills, covered with the native flax, with the deliciously. 
scented Manuka ti-tree, brilliant in white flower, and 
with giant fern, tuft-grass, and tuasae. Farther inland 
was the bush, evergreen, bunch-like in its foliage, 
and so overladen with parasitic vegetation, that· the 
true leaves were hidden by usurpers, or crushed to 
<Ieath in the foMs of snake-like creepers. The view 
was bounded by bush-clad mountains, rosy with the 
",unset tints. 

Otaki is Archdeacon Hadfield's church-settlement 
of Christian Maories; but of late there have been 
signs of wavering in the tribes, and I found Major 
Edwardcs, who had been with us at Parcwanui, 
engaged in holding, for the Government, a runanga 
of Bau-BaUB, or anti-Christian Maorics, in the Otaki 
P"h. Some of these fellows had lately held a meet
ing, and had themselves re-baptized, but this time 
<Jut of instead of info the Church. They received 
fresh names, and are said to have politely invited 
the Archdeacon to perform the ceremony. 

Maori Church of Englandism has proved a failure. 
A dozen native clergymen are, it is true, supported 
in comfort by their countrymen, but the tribes would 
,;upport a hundred such, if necessary, rather than 
t,<ive up the fertile "reservatious," such as that of 
Otaki, which their pretended Chri,,1ianity has secured. 
There is much in the Maori that is tiger-like, and 
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it is in the blood, not to be drawn out of it by a few 
years of playing at Christianity. 

The labours of the missionaries have been great, 
their earnestness and devotion unsurpassed. Up to 
the day of the outbreak of Hau-Hauism; their influence 
with the natives was thought to be enormous. The 
entire Maori race had been baptized, thousands of 
natives had attended the schools, hundreds had be
come communicants and catechists. In a day, the 
number of native Christians was reduced from thirty 
thousand to Bome hundreds. Right and left the 
tribes flocked to the bush, deserting mission-stations, 
villages, herds, and fields. Those few who dared 
not go were there in spirit; all sympathised, if not 
with the Hau-Hau movement, at least with KingiSlU. 
The Archdeacon and his brethren of the holy calling 
were at their wits' ends. Not only did Christianity 
disappear: civilization itself accompanied religion ill 
her flight, and habits of bloodshed and barbarity, 
unknown since th~ nominal renunciation of idolatry, 
in a day returned. The fall was terrible, but it went 
to show that the apparent sueeess had been fictitiolls. 
The natives had built mills and owned ships; they 
had learnt husbandry and cattle-breeding; they hnct 
invested money, and put acre to acre and house 
to house; but their moral could hardly have kept 
pace with their material, or e'\"en. with their mental 
gains. 

A magistrate who knows the Maones well told me 
that their Christianity is only on the surface. He 
one dny asked Matcne to Whiwhi, a Ngatirauknwa 
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chief, " Which would you soonest eat, Matene-pork, 
beef, or Ngatiapa 1" Marone answered, with a turn
up of his eyes, "Ah I I'm a Christian I" " Never 
mind that to me, you know," said the Englishman. 
"The flesh of Ngatiapa iIi sweet," said Marone, with 
a smack of the lips that was distinctly audible. The 
settlers tell you that when the Maories go to war, 
they use up their Bibles for gun-wadding, and then 
come on the missionaries for a fresh supply. 

The Polynesians, when Christianity is first presented 
to them, embrace it with excitement and enthll8iasm ; 
the" new religion" spreads like wildfire; the SUCCC88 

of the teachers is amazing. A few years, however, 
show a terrible change. The natives find that all 
white men are not missionaries; that if one set of 
Englishmen deplore their licentiousness, there are 
others to back them in it; that Christianity reqnires 
self-restraint. As soon as the first flare of the new 
religion is over, it commences to decline, and in some 
eases it expires. The story of Christianity iu Hawaii, 
in Otaheite, and in New Zealand, has been much the 
same: among the Tahitians, it was crushed by the 
relapse of the convcrts into extreme licentiousness; 
among the J\loories, it was put down by the sudden 
rise of the Hau-Hau fanaticism. A return to a better 
state of things has in each ease followed, but the 
missionaries work now in a depressed and saddened 
wa.y, which contrasts sternly with the exultation that 
inspired them before the fresh outbreak of the demon 
which they believed they had exord.scd. They re
luctantly admit that the Polynesians are fickle as 
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well as gross; not oruy licentious, but untrUstworthy. 
There is, they will tell you, no country where it is so 
easy to plant or so hard to maintain Christisnity. 

The Maori religion is that of all the Polynesians
a vague polytheism, which in their poems seems now 
and then to approach to pantheism. The forest 
glades, the mountain rocks, the stormy shores, all 
swarm with fairy singers, and with throngs of gnomes 
and elves. The happy laughing islanders have a 
heaven, but no hell in their mythology; of'" sin" 
they have no conception. Hau-Hauism is not a 
Polynesian ·creed, but a political and religious system 
based upon the ea;rlier books of the Old Testament; 
even the cannibalism which was added was not of 
the Polynesian kind. The Indians of Chili ate human 
flesh for pleasure and variety; those of Virginia 
were cannibals only on state occasions, or in reli
gious ceremonials; but the Maories seem originally 
to have been driven to man-eating by sheer want 
of food. Since Cook left pigs upon the islands, the 
excuse has been wanting, and the practice has con
sequently ceased. As revived by the Hau-Haus, the 
man-eating was of a ceremonial nature, and, like the 
whole of the observances of the Hau-Hau fanaticism, 
an inroad upon ancient Maori customs. 

There is one great difference which severs the 
Maories from the other Polynesians. In New Zea
land caste is unknown; every Maori is a gentleman 
or a slave. Chiefs are elected by the popular voice, 
not, indeed, by a 'show of hands, but by a sort of 
genemI agreement of the tribe; but the chief is 
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a political, not a social superior. In the windy 
climate of New Zealand, men can push themselvcs 
to the front too surely by their energy and toil, to 
remain socially in an inferior class, Caste is impo~
sible where the climate neeessitatcs activity and woik 
The Maories, too, we should remember, arc an immi
grant race; probably no high-caste men came with 
them-all started from equal rank. 

Like the Tongans, the Maorics pay great reverenr'c 
to their well-born women; slave women arc of no 
account, The Fricndly Islandprs exclude both mall 
and woman slave from the Future Life; but the 
)faori Rangatira not only admits his followers to 
heaven, but bis wife to council. A Maori chief is aff 
obedient to tbe warlike biddings, and as grateful for 
tbe praising glance or smile of bis betrotbell, M 

a planter-cavalier of Carolina, or a Creta;' volwlteer; 
and even tbe ladics of New Orleans eannot ba\"e gone 
further than the wi\"cs of Hunia and Ibakam ill 
Rpurring on the men to war, The )Iaorl Androma<;br's 
outdo their European sisters, for they themscl\"cs pro
ceed to battle, and animate tbeir Hectors by songs 
and shouts. Enn the sceptre (,f trihal rule-the 
greenstone men, or royal club-is often cntruijtr'fI 
them by their warrior husbands, and ui!OO to lear} t 1.(, 
war-dance or the charge, 

The delical'Y of treatment shown by the lIaories 
towards their women may go far to aP-count for 
the absence of contempt for the nath'e raee among 
the English population. An Englishman's re3p&-t (ur 
the sex is terril.ly sho<:ke<1 when he i!Cf'S a 1I'0man 
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staggering Under the weight of the wigwam arid the 
children of a "brave," who stalks behind her through 
the streets of Austin; carrying his rifles and his pistols, 
but not another ounce, unless in the shape of a thong 
with which to hasten the squaw's steps. What wonder 
if the men who sit by smoking while their wives 
totter under b3llketsful of monld on the bonlevard 
works at Delhi are called lazy scoundrels by the 
press of the North-West, or if the Shoshones, who 
eat the bread of idleness themselves, and hire out 
their wives to the Pacific Railroad Company, are 
looked upon as worse than dogs in Nevada, where 
.the thing is done 1 It is the New Zealand native's 
treatment of his wife that makes it possible for 
an honest Englishman to respect or love an honest 
MaorL 

In general, the newspaper editors and idle talkers 
of the frontier districts of a colony in savage lands 
speak with mingled ridicnle and contempt of the 
men with whom . they daily struggle.;. at best, they 
see in them no virtue but ferocious bravery. The 
Kansas and Colorado papers call Indians "fiends," 
.. devils," or dismiss them laughingly in peaceful 
times as "bucks," whose lives are worth, perhaps, a 
buffalo's, but who are worthy of notice only 313 poten". 
tial murderers or thieves. Such, too, is the tone of 
the Australian press concerning the aboriginal inha
bitants of Queensland or TWlmania. Far otherwise 
do the New Zealand papers speak of the Maori 
warriors. They may sometimes call them grasping, 
overreaching traders, or underrate their capability of 

VOL. I. c c 
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receiving civilization of a European kind, but never 
do they affect to think them le88 than men, or to 
advocate the employment towards them of measur~8 
which would be repressed as infamous if applied to 
brutes. -We should, I think, see in this peculiarity 
of conduct, not evidence of the existence in N cw 
Zealand of a spirit more catholic and tolerant towards 
f!llvage neighbours than that which the English race 
displays in Australia or America, but rather a tribute 
to the superiority in virtue, intelligence, and nobility 
of mind possessed by the lIaorl over the Red Indian 
or the Australian Black. 

It is not only in their treatment of their women 
that the Maories show their chivalry. One of the 
most noble traits of this great people is their habit 
of "proclaiming" the districts in which lies the 
cause of war as the sole fighting-ground, and never 
touching their enemies, however defenceless, when 
found elsewhere. European nations might take a 
lesson from New Zealand lIaories in this and other 
points. 

The lIaories arc apt at learning, merry, and, unlike 
other Polynesians, trustworthy, but also, unlike them, 
mercenary. At the time of the Manawatu sale, old 
Apcra.hama used to write to Dr. Featherston almost 
every day: "0 Piltatooo, let the price of the block be 
£9,999,999 198. 9d.," the mysteries or eleven pence 
three-farthings being far beyond his comprehension. 
The Maories have, too, a royal magnificence in their 
ideas of gifts and grants-witness US BCkC'e bid 
or 100,000 acres of land for Governor Fitzroy's 
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head, in answer to the offer, by the Gove 
small price for his. 

The praises of .the Maories have been sung 
many writers, and in so many keys, that it is neces
sary to keep it, distinctly before us that they are mere 
savages, though brave, shrewd men. There is an 
Eastern civilization-that of (''bina and Hindostan
distinct from that of Europe, and ancient beyond aU 
count; in this the Maories have no share. No 
true Hindoo, no Arab, no Chinaman, has suffered 
change in one tittle of his dress or manners from 
contact with the Western races; of this essential 
conservatism there is in the New Zealand savage not 
a trace. William Thompson, the Maori c. king-maker," 
. used to dress as any Englishman; Maories on board 
our ships wear the uniform of the able-bodied seaman; 
Governor Hunia has ridden as a gentleman-rider in a 
steeplechase, equipped in jockey dress. 

Savages though they be, in irregular warfare we 
are not their match. At the end of 1865, we had 
of regulars and militia seventeen thousand men under 
arms in the North Island of New Zealand, including 
no less than twelve regiments of the line at their 
"war strength," and yet our generals were despondent 
as to their chance of finally defeating the warriors 
of a people which-men, women, and children
numbered but thirty thousand souls. 

Men have Bought far and wide for the reasons 
which led to our defeats in the New Zealand wars. 
We were defeated by the Maories, as the A ustriana 
by the Prussians, and the French by the English in 

cc2 
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old times-because the victors were the better men 
Not the braver men, when both sides were brav4 
alike; not the stronger; not, perhaps, taking the 
average of our officers and men, the more intelli 
gent; but capable of quicker movement, able 1;( 

subsist on less, more crafty, more skilled in the 
thousand tacties of the bush. Aided by their women 
who, when need was, themselves would lead the 
charge, and who at all times dug their fern-rool 
and daught their fish; marching where our regimenu 
could not follow, they had, as have the Indians ill 
America, the choice of time and place for theD 
attacks, and while we were crawling about our mili· 
tary roads upon the coast, incapable of traversing ~ 

mile of bush, the Maories moved securely and secretl, 
from one end to the other of the island. Arms they 
had, ammunition they could steal, and blockade W81 

useless with enemies who live on fern-root. WheIl 
they found that we burnt their pahs, they ceased 1;( 

build_ them. that was all When we brought u~ 
howitzers, they went where no howitzers could 
fonow. It should not be hard even for our pridf 
to allow that Imch enemies were, man for man, ill 
their own lands our betters. 

All nations fond of horses, it has been said, 
flourish and succeed. The lIaories love horses and 
ride well All races that delight in sea are equally 
certain to prosper, empirical philosophers will tell ua 
The Maories own ships by the score, and serve as 
sailors whenever they get a chance: as deep-sea 
fishermen they have no equals. Their fondness for 
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draughts shows mathematical capacity; in truthfulness 
they possess the first of virtues. They are shrewd, 
thrifty; devoted friends, brave men. With all this, 
they die. 

"Can you stay the surf which beats oil. Wanganui 
shore t" say the. Maories of our progress; and, of 
themselves: "We are gone-like the 'llWa." 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE TWO FLIES. 

"As the PakOha 11, baa driven Old the Maori 111; 
.As the Pakeha grasa baa killed the Maori grasa; 
As the Pakeha rat; baa oJain the Maori rat; 
.AI the PakOha clover baa alarved the Maori fern, 
So will the Pakeha deatror the Maori." 

[co .. , 

These are the mournful words of a well-knoWli 
:&Iaori song. 

That the English daisy, the white clover, thE 
common thistle, the camomile, the oat, should makE 
their way rapidly in New z..iIand. and put down thE 
native plants, is in no way strange. If the Maori 
grasses that have till lately held undisturbed po&

seaaion of the New Zealand soil, require for their 
nourishment the sulm--tances A. B, and C, while the 
English clover needs A, B, and D; from the nature 
"f things A and B will be the coarser earths or 
salts, existing in larger quantities, not easily losing 
vigour and nourishing force, and recruiting their 
energies from the decay of the very plant that feeds 
on them; but C and D will be the more ethereal. 
the more easily destroyed or 1I"asted 8Ubetancca. The 
Maori grass, ha\"ing sucked nearly the ,,-hole of C 
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from the soil, is in a weakly state, when in comes 
the English plant, and, finding an abundant store of 
untouched D, thrives accordingly, ancl crushes down 
the Maori. 

The positions of flies and grasses, of plants and 
insects, are, however, not the same. Adapted by 
nature to the infinite variety of soils anel climates, 
there are an infinite number of different plants and 
animals; but whereas the plant depends upon both 
soil and' climate, the animal depends chiefly upon 
climate, and little upon soil-except so far as his 
home or his food themselves depend on Boil Now, 
while soil wears out, climate does not. The climate 
in the long run remains the same, but certain 
apparently trifling constituents of the soil will 
wholly disappear. The result of this is, that while 
pigs may continue to thrive in New Zealand for 
ever and a day, Dutch clover (without manure) will 
only last a given and calculable time. 

The case of the flies is plain enough. The Maori 
and the English fly live on the same food, and require 
about the same amount of warmth and moisture: the 
one which is best fitted to the common condi~ions 
will gain the day, and drive out the other. The 
English fly has had to contend not only against other 
English flies, but against every fly of temperate 
climates: we having traded with every land, and 
brought the flies of every clime to England. The 
English fly is the best possible fly of the whole world, 
and will naturally beat down and exterminate, or 
else starve out, the merely provincial Maori lIy. If a 
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great singer-to find whom for the London .stage 
the world has been ransacked-should be led by 
the foible of the moment to sing for gain in an 
unknown village, where on the same night a rustic 
tenor was attempting to sing his best, the London 
tenor would send the provincial supperless to bed. 
So it is with the English and lIaori 1Iy. 

Natural selection is being conducted by nature 
in New Zealand on a grander scale than any we 
have contemplated, for the object of it here is man. 
In America, in Australia, the white man shoots or 
poisons his red or black fellow, and exterminates 
him through the workings of superior knowledge; 
but in New Zealand it is peacefully, and without 
extraordinalY advantages, that the Pak6ha beats his 
~Iaori brother. 

That which is true of onr animal and vegetable 
produciions is true also of our man. The English 
1Iy, grass, and man, they and their progenitors before 
them, have had to fight for life against their fel
JOWl!. The Englishman, bringing into his country 
from the parts to which he trades all manner of 
men, or grass seeds, and of inse<--t germs, has filled 
his laud with every kind of living thing to which 
his soil or climate will afford support Both old 
inhabitants and interlopers have to maintain a 
struggle which at once crushes and starves out of 
life every weakly plant, man, or insect, and fortifies 
the race by continual buffetinga. The plants of 
civilized man are generally those which will grow best 
in the ptest variety of soils and climates; bnt in 
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any case, the English fauna and flora are peculiarly 
fitted to succeed at our antipodes, because the cliniates 
of Great Britain and New Zealand are almost the 
same, and our men, Hies, and plants-the "pick" 
of the whole world-have not even to encounter the 
difficulties of acclimatization in their struggle against 
the weaker growths indigenous to the soil. 

Nature's work in New Zealand is not the same· as 
that which she is quickly doing in North America, in 
Tasmania, in Queensland. It is not merely that a 
hunting and fighting people is being replaced by an 
agricultural and pastoral people, and must farm or 
die : the Maori does farm; Maori chiefs own villages, 
build houses, which they let to European settlers; we 
have here Maori sheep-farmers, Maori ship-owners, 
Maori mechanics, Maori soldiers, Maori rough-riders, 
Maori sailors, and even Maori traders. There is 
nothing which the average Englishman can do which 
the average Maori cannot be taught to do' as cheaply 
and as well. Nevertheless, the race dies out. The 
Red Indian dies because he cannot farm; the Maori 
farms, and dies. 

There are certain special features about the advance 
of the birds, beasts, and men of Western civiliza
tion. Whim the first white man landed in New 
Zealand, all the native quadrupeds save one, and 
nearly all the . birds and river-fishes, were extinct, 
though we have their bones, and traditions of their 
existence. The Maories themselves were dying 
out. The moa and dinoris were both gone; there 
were few insects, and no reptiles. "The birds die 
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hecause the Maories, their companions, die," ia the 
native saying. Yet the climate ia singularly good, 
and food for beast and bird so plentiful that Cap
tain Cook's pigs have planted colonies of "wild 
boars" in every part of the ialands, and English 
pheasants have no sooner been imported than they 
have commenced to swarm in every jungle. Even 
the Pakeha Hea has come over in the ships, and 
wonderfully has he thriven. 

The terrible want of food for men that formerly 
characterised New Zealand has had its effects upon 
the habits of the Maori race. Australia has no native 
fruit-trees worthy cultivation, although in the whole 
world there is no such climate and soil for fruits; 
still, Australia has kangaroos and other quadrupeds. 
The Ladrones were destitute of quadrupeds, and of 
hirds, except the turtle-dove, but in the warm damp 
climate fruits grew, sufficient to support in eomfort II 

dense population. In New Zealand, the windy cold of 
the winters causes a need for something of a tougher 
fibre than the banana or the fern-root. There being 
no native beasts, the want was supplied by human 
flesh. and war, furnishing at once food and the excite
ment which the chase supplies to peoples that have 
animals to hunt, became the occupation of the 
Maories. Hence in some degree the depopulation 
of the land; but other causes exist, by the side of 
whith' cannibalism is as nothing. 

The British Government has been lcss guilty than 
is commonly bc~'ed as regards the destruction 
of the lIaoM. Since the original misdeed (If the 
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.aJlllexation of the isles, we have done the Maories 
no seriollll wrong. We recognised the claim of a. 
handful of natives to the soil of a. country as large 
as Great Britain. of not one-hundredth part of which 
had they ever made the smallest use; and, .disre
garding the fact that our occupation of the coast was 
the very event that gave the land its value, 'We have 
insisted on buying every acre from the liribe. Allow
ingtitle by conquest to j;he Ngatira.ukawa. a~ 1 saw 
at PareWl!Jlui Pa.h. we refuse to .elaim even the lands 
we eonqueJJed from the "Kingitell." 

The :M.aories hav~ always blleU a. yi.ll.a,g. people, 
tilling .a little land round their p~ bat iaca.pable 
.of making NlY u.se.of the great p~es and wheat 
countries which they" own." Had w.e at &st eon
fltituted native reserves, ,pn the A.meri&an SllOtem, 
we might, withou.t any fighting,aJ'J.d witholli any· 
m.Ole rapid destructiOll ()[ the natives than that which 
is ta.king place; bve gradually cleared alld hlought 
into the market J'J.early the whole .country, 'Which ..now 
has to be purchased e.t enormous prices, /loud a.t the 
continual risk of war. 

All it is, the record of our deJilin~ with the Queen's 
native subjects in New Zea4nd has bee.Q. ahnOs.t free 
from stain, .but if we have ;not Ilommitted crimes, we 
have certa.inly not failed to blunde.r: our trea.tIP.ent 
of William Thompson WILS a.t the best a. grave JIlis. 
take.' If ever the.re Ii ved a patriot, he was one, and 
through him we might have ruled in peace the Ma.ori 
race. Instead of receiving the llimpleat courtesy frol!1 
a people which in India ~owel'S honoura upon its 
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puppet kings and rajahs, he underwent fresh insults 
each time that he entered an English town or met 
a white magistrate or subaltern, and he died, while 
I was in the colonies-according to Pak6ha phy
sicians, of liver-complaint; according to the Maorics, 
of a broken heart. 

At Parewanui and Otaki, I remarked that the 
half-breed.s are fine fellows, possessed of much of 
the nobility of both the ancestral races, while the 
women are famed for grace and loveliness. In mis
cegenation it would have seemed that there was a 
chance for the Maori, who, if destined to die, would 
at least have left many of his best features of body 
and mind to live in the mixed race, but here comes 
in the prejudice of blood, with which we have already 
met in the case of the negroes and Chinese. :Morality 
has so far gained ground as greatly tb check the 
spread of permanent illegitimate connexions with 
native women, while pride prevenfa intermarriage. 
The numbers of the half-breeds are not upon the 
increase: a few fresh marriages supply the vacancies 
that come of death, but there is no progress, no sign 
of the creation of a vigorous mixed race. There is 
something more in this than foolish pride, however; 
there is a secret at the bottom at once of the cessa.
tion of mixed marriages and of the dwindling of the 
pure Maori race, and it is the uttel' viciousness of the 
native girls. The universal unchastity of the unmar
ried women, "Christian" as well as heathen, would 
be sufficient to" destroy a race of gods. The story of 
the Maories is that of the Tahitians, and is writtl,n 
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in the decorations of every gate-post or rafter in 
their pahs. 

Weare more distressed at the present and future 
of the Maories than they are themselves. For all 
our greatness, we pity not the Maorie.s more pro
foundly than they do us when, ascribing our morality 
to calculation, they bask in the sunlight, and are 
happy in their gracelessness. !Iter all, virtue and 
arithmetic come from one Greek root, 
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C,'HAPTER VII. 

THE PACIFIC. 

CLOSELY resemhling Great Britain in situation, size, 
and climate, New Zealand is often styled by. the 
colonists" The Britain of the South," and many affect 
to believe that her future is destined to be as brilliant 
lUI has been the past of her mother-country. With 
the exaggeration of phrase to which the English New 
Zealanders are prone, they prophC!l}' a marvellous here
after for the whole Pacific, in which New Zealand, as 
the carrying and manufacturing country, is to play 
the foremost part, the Australias following obediently 
in her train. 

Even if the differences of Separatists, Provindalists, 
and Centralists should be healed, the future prosperity 
of New Zealand is by no means secure. Her gold
yield is only about a fifth of that of California or 
Victoria. . Her area is not sufficient to make her power
ful as an agrienltural or pastoral country, unless she 
eomes to attrad manufactures and carrying' trade 
from afar, and the prospec,t of New Zealand sueeced
ing in this effort is but small Her rivers are almost 
useless for manufacturing purposes, owing to their 
Hoods; the timber-suPI,ly of all her forests is not equal 
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to that of a single county in thc Statc of Oregon; 
her coal is inferior in quality to that of Vancouver's 
Island, in quantity to that of Chili, in both respects to 
that of New South Wal~ The harbours of New 
Zealand are upon the eastern coasts, but the coal is 
chiefly upon the other side, where the river bars make 
trade impossible. 

The coal that has been found at the Bay of Islands 
is Raid to be plentiful and of good quality, and may 
he made largely available for steamers on the coast; 
the steel-sand of Taranaki, smelted by the use of 
petroleum, also found within the province, may become 
of value; her own wool, too, New Zealand will doubt
less one day manufacture into cloth and blankets; but 
these are comparatively trifling matters; New Zealand 
may become rich and populous without being the 
great power of the Pacific, or even of .the South. 

The climate of the North Island is winterless, moist, 
and warm, and its effects are already seen in a certain 
want of enterprise shown by the Government and 
settlers. I remarked that the mail-steamers which 
leave Wellington almost every day are invariably 
"detained for despatches: II it looks as though the 
officers of the Colonial or Imperial Government com
mence to write their letters only when the hour for 
the sailing of the ship has come. An Englishman 
visiting New Zealand was asked in my presence 
how long his business at W anganui would keep 
him in the town. His answer was: "In London 
it would take me half an hour; so I suppose about 
a weck-about a. week I" 
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In Java and the other island!! of the Indian archi 
pelago, we find examples of the effect of the supinenCSl 
of dwellers in the tropics upon the economic position 
of their countries. :Many of the Indian islcs po88C8I! 
both coal and cheap labour, but have failed to become 
manufacturing communities on a large scale only 
because the natives have not the energy requisite 
for thc direction of factories and workBhops, while 
European foremen have to be paid enormous wages, 
and, losing their spirit in the damp unchanging 
climate of the islands, 800n become more indolent 
than the natives. 

The position of the various stores of coal in the 
Pacific is of extreme importance as an index to the 
future distribution of power in that portion of the 
world; but it is not enough to know where coal is 
to be found without looking alao to the quantity, 
quality, cheapness of labour, and facility for transport. 
In China (in the Si Shan district) and in Borneo, there 
are extensive coal-fields, but they lie U the wrong way" 
for trade. On the other hand, the Californian coal
at Monte Diablo, San Diego, and lIonterey-lies well, 
but is bad in quality. The Taleahuano bed in Chili 
is not good enough for ocean steamers, but might be 
made use of for manufactures, although Chili has but 
little iron. Tasmania has good coal, but in no great 
quantity, and the beds nearest to the coast are formed 
of inferior anthracite. The three countries of the 
Pacific which must, for a time at least, rise to manu
facturing greatness, are Japan, Vancouver's Island, 
aud New South Wales, but whi<:h of these will become 
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wealthiest and most powerful depends mainly on the 
amount of coal which they respectively possess, so 
situated as to be cheaply raised. The dearness of 
labour under which Vancouver suffers will be removed 
by the opening of the Pacific Railroad, but for the 
present New South Wales has the cheaper labour; 
and upon her shores at Newcastle are abundant 
stores of a coal of good quality for manufacturing 
purposes, although for sea use it burns "dirtily," and 
too fast; the colony possesses also ample beds of iron, 
copper, and lead .. Japan, as far as can be at present 
seen, stands before Vancouver and New South Wales in 
almost every point; she has cheap labour, good climate, 
excellent harbours, and abundant coal; cotton can be 
grown upon her soil, and this, and that of Queensland, 
she can manufacture and export to America and to the 
East. Wool from California and from the Australias 
might be carried to her to be worked, and her rise to 
commercial greatness has already commenced with the 
passage of a law allowing Japanese workmen to take 
service with European capitalists in the "treaty
ports." Whether Japan or New South Wales is 
destined to become the great wool-manufacturing 
country, it is certain that fleeces will not long con
tinue to be sent half round the world-from Australia 
to England-to be worked, and then round the other 
half back from England to Australia, to be Bold as 
blankets. 

The future of the Pacific shores is inevitably bril
liant; but it is not New Zealand, the centre of the 
water-hemisphere, which will occupy the position that 
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England has taken in the Atlantic, but some country 
such as Japan or Vancouver, jutting out into the 
ocean from Asia or from America, as England juts out 
from Europe. If New South Wales usurps the posi
tion, it will be not from her geographical situation, 
but from the manufacturing advantages she gains by 
the. po88eB8ion of vast mineral wealth. 

The power of America is now predominant in the 
Pacific: the Sandwich Islands are all but annexed, 
Japan all but ruled by her, while the occupation of 
British Columbia is but a matter of time, and a 
Mormon descent upon the Marquesas is already 
planned. The relations of America and Australia 
will be the key to the future of the South Padfic. 

* * * * * 

On the 26th of December, I left New Zealand for 
Australia. 



APPENDIX. 

A. MAORI DINNER. 

FOB those who would make trial of Maori dish .. , here is a native 
bill-of-fa.re, such as can be imitated in the South of Englsnd :-

llAKARI MAORI-A MAORI FEAST. 

BILL-OF-F ARE. 

SOUP. 

KOTA KOTA •• _ . Any shell-fish. 

INANOA • 

PIIlABAU • 

TUNA •• 

PuKliKO 
KOUBA 

TUI TUI 

KiBtBU 

'FIBB. 

Whitebait (boiled in milk, with leeks). 
Lamprey (stewed). 
Eels (steamed). 

KADE-DISHES. 

Moor-hen (steamed). 
Craw-fish (boiled). 
Thrush (roast). 
Pigeon (baked in clay). 

ROAST. 

POOll .... Pork (Jw" pig). 
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PillaA . - . 

PAUdNA 
KAIfu KAIfu 
KAPUTI • 
KUXATA •. 

TATAIIAHOA 
TAuA • • 

LRAHU • 

1'm.aJ[ARlKA, Dee. 1866. 

.A.PPE1WIX. 

GAilE. 

Wild Duck (roasted on embera). 

VEGETABLES. 

Pumpkin. 
Veg.table Marrow. 
Cabbage (staamed~ 
Sweet Potatoee. 

Cranberri .. (steamed). 
• Damaona (steamed with IUgsr} 

DESSERT. 

. Currant.. 
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